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PREFACE

There are Illuminating discussions on karaka in 

the grammatical and the philosophical works in the Sanskrit 

literature, Sanskrit grammarians and the philosophers of the 

Nyiya and the Miisiiaea schools define kiraka and diodes it 

into different groups and sub-groups. They offer exhaustive 

critical discussions on the definitions and divisions of 

karaka given by them. The conspicuous feature of their dis-

cussions is that they lay great emphasis on the philosophy 

of karaka in them, I have devoted the present thesis to a 

critical and comparative stud?- of the views expressed by 

these scholars on different aspects of karaka, I have mainly 

confined myself to the philosophy of karaka presented by them 

in their discussion. The thesis consists of seven broad 

chapters and an Introduction and a conclusion. I have dis-

cussed in the first chapter mainly the different definitions 

of karaka. In the other chapters* I have discussed the con-

cepts of Karta* Karma* Karana* Sampradana* Apadana and

Adbikarana.
*

I an highly gratefhl to Dr. Janaki Ballabh Bhatta- 
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sity for kindly guiding me in preparing the thesis. I must 

admit that but for his very able guidance* it would have



been impossible on my part to complete the thesis. I am also 

grateful to Dr. Mukunda Madhava Sharma, M. A. tD. Phil. ,D. Iitt.  

Kawatfrtha, Professor and Head of the Department of Sanskrit 

Gauhati University for inspiring me greatly for working out 

the thesis, lastly, I thank the staff of the National library 

Calcutta and the Asiatic Society Library, Calcutta for provi-

ding me all the materials necessary for the thesis. I must 

particularly mention the name of Sri Girina Banerjee of the 
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INTRODUCTION

1. The verb occupies a central position in a 

sentence In the Sanskrit language and karakas or cases are 

directly related to it. The verb and karakas together 

present a complete unit of thought, that is, the sentence.

It shows that karakas also occupy a very important position 

in a sentence in the Sanscrit language. This is one of the 

reasons for which we have chosen karakas as an appropriate 

topic for research in Sanskrit grammar, Sanskrit grammarians 

and the philosophers of the Nyiya and the Mlinarasa schools 

critically discuss the meaning of karaka and divides karaka 

into different groups and sub-groups. These thinkers lay 

special emphasis on the philosophy of karaka and the diffe-

rent groups and sub-groups of it. They present some very 

important ideas in their discussions. These are also some 

other reasons for selecting the topic for research.

2. The school of Sanskrit grammar is founded by

Pahinl, the celebrated author of the Astadhyayil We hear
* * * f ~

the names of some pre-Paninian grammarians like Sakatayana,
- / / ______________

Apisali, Sakalya etc, in the &stadhyayi of Paninl. But, no
a • •

work of these grammarians is available to us. There is a 

regular and systematic development of the grammatical school

since the days of Pahinl till  modern times, Panini is one of
* ̂
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the greatest grammarians of the world. The Astadhyayi of
9 *

Panini is treated as a very great grammatical work in the 

world. We have discussed the sutras of Panini on kiraka
9

laid down by the grammarian in his Astidhyiyi first,
« l

3, Katyiyana who is the second grammarian of the 

Paninian school thinks that some sutras of Panini are Inade- 

quate for the topics to which they are related, Therefore, he 

presents a number of vartikas or supplimentary rules in order 

to make up the difficiency of the sutras of his great prede-

cessor, He presents a few such rules in the section of karaka

in Panini* s grammar. We have clearly explained these rules,
*

4, Patandali, the celebrated author of the Maha- 

bhasya or the great commentary on the sutras of Panini is 

another greatest grammarian of the Panini an school who 

explains the sutras of Panini in an appropriately critical 

manner. He interprets the term karaka for the first time.

He also offers some very important views in his interpreta-

tions of the definitions of Karta, Karma, Karana etc. given

by Panini, These views are accepted by many grammarians coming
#

after him. We have explained the views of Pat and ali on the 

different aspects of karaka very clearly and exhaustively. We 

have properly shown in our discussions on the views of the
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grammarians Bhartrhari, Kalyata» Haradatta etc. how they have
• «

been influenced hy the celebrated author of the Mahabhasya.
•

5. Bhartrhari, the illustious author of the Vakya- 

Padlya folMws the tradition of Pataxftall to a very great 

extent in his discussions on karakas. But, the grammarian 

presents some independent views also on different klrakas.

He lays special emphasis on the philosophical aspects of

kirakas. We have exhaustively dealt with the views of Bhartr-
•

harl on karakas in this thesis. We have explained his philo-

sophical ideas properly in it.

6. The frttikara is another grammarian of the 

Paninian school who presents some important original views 

on kirakas. He departs from the tradition of Patanjali on 

several occasions. The grammarian follows his predecessor 

Bhartrhari in his interpretations of the definitions of

Karana* Sampradaha etc. given by Paninl. We have discussed
» *

the views of the Vrttikira on kirakas very clearly and cri-

tically in the thesis. We have laid due emphasis on the 

philosophical views presented by him on kgrakas.

7. Purusottama writes a brief commentary on the 

Astadhyayl of Paninl, namely, the Bhisavrttl, We have criti-

cally interpreted his views on karakas. We have shown In 

our interpretations that the grammarian mainly follows the 

Vrttikara' in his commentary on the Paninian rules on karaka.



8, Ramacandra also writes a brief commentary on 

the Astadhyayi of Panini known as the Prakriyakaumudl. We 

have clarified the interpretations of Ramaoandra of the Pani-

ni an rales on kiraka, W© have clearly shown that the grammar 

rlan follows the Vrttikara to a great extent in his inter-

pretations of the rules.

We see a new trend in the Prakriy'SkaumudJT of Raisa-

candra. The grammarian rearranges the rules of Panini. He
*

starts the chapter on kiraka with Karma and finishes it with 

Adhlkarana. He probably does so under the influence of the 

author of the Mugdhabodha.

9. Bhattoji Diksitawho flourishes after Ramacandra
«* • *

interprets the sutras of Panini briefly in his Siddhanta-

kaumudf and exhaustively in his two other works namely, the 
* _

Sabdakaustubha and the Praudhamanorama„ H© accepts the new 

order of the Panini an rules given by Ms predecessors Rama-

candra. Bhattoji rigidly follows Riimacandra in Ms interpre-

tations of the sutras of Panini on karaka In his Siddhanta- 

kaumudi, But, the grammarian gives a new definition of karaka 

He has also some contribution to some other aspects of karaka 

We have clearly but critically explained the views of the 

grammarian on different aspects of karaka in this thesis.
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10, Among the followers of Bhatto^i Blksitfc.Kaunda-
\ * 4 '  * *

fchatta, Harl BTksita and Higesa deserve special mention and
* » •

attention,
Kaundabhatta upholds some important views of Bhattoji

* * * » t »

in his illuminating discussions on k Sr aka in the Vaiyakarana-
bhusanasara, He lays emphasis on philosophical interpret a- 1 *
tions of different karakas. We have discussed at length the 
concept of karaka presented by the grammarian. We have also 
discussed the philosophical interpretations of Karta, Karma
etc, given by him, farther, we have shown that Kaundabhatta» *
accepts or deals with .some important views of the philosophi
cal schools on some cases,

11, HariBiksita mainly interprets the views of 
Bhattoji Diksitain a critical manner. He has no other contri-

« i <

bution.

— s12, Wagasa is the last stalwart of the Paninian 
school. His views on kirakaf Kart a, Karma etc, are mainly

/ 4 M wrecorded in his Laghusabdendusekhara, Laghumandusa, and
4

Brhaecabdendusekhara* His Paramalaghumanjusa appears to us
as an abridgment of his Laghumanjusju He has another very

»

Important work namelyy Vaiyakaranasiddantamanjusa. He pre-
4 <$

sents the same views on different aspects of karaka in it 
as in his other works. He writes a sub commentary on the 
Mahabhasya also known as Udyota. But, he mainly explains ■
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the views of Kaiyata clearly in it. We have presented his 

views on different aspects of karska in an elaborate manner
t

in our thesis.

13. W© have critically examined the sub-commen-

tary of Heliraja on the VgkyapadTya, the two sub-commentaries 

on the Kasikavrttl namely, the Wyisa of Jlnendrabuddhl and 

the Padanmnjarl of garadatta, the sub-commentary of Srsti- 

dhara on the Bhasavrtti of Purusottama known as Bhasavrtt-e » , i >

yarthavivrtl, the Prasada sub-commentary of Vitthalaclrya on
* • •

the Prakrlyakaumudf of RSmacandra and the Darpana commentary 

of Harivallabha on the Vaiyakaranabhusanasara of Kaundabhatta.
# |  ,  $ 0 « i

The authors of these commentaries and sub-commentaries present 

some very important views on different aspects of karaka. The 

sub-comment ary of iSfrstidhara is in the manuscript form. We 

have collected the ^materials necessary for our research from 

the sub-commentary from the manuscript of it preserved in the 

Asiatic Society Library of Calcutta.

14. There are some grammarians who do not accept 

the rules formed by Panini but offer their own rules in
4

their grammars. These grammarians are.

(i) Sarvavarni, the author of the Kalapa.

(il) Candragomr, the author of the Candra.

(iii)  Kramadfsvara, the author of the Sank sip t a- 
sara.

(iv) Devanandi, the author of the Jalnendra.
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« _ /

(  $ Hemacandra,  the  author  of  the  Sabdanusasana.

( vl)  Bopadeva,  the  author  of  the  Mugdhabodha.

(vii)  Anubhu  ti  s  varu  pao  ary  a,  the  author  of  the  
Sarasvata.

(vi.il)  Padmanabha Datta*  the  author  of  the  Supadma.

(lx)  Jivagosvami,  the  author  of  the  Harinaminrta.

( x)  Purusottama  VidylvSgfsa,  the  author  of  the  
Proyogaratham  ala.

These  grammarians  along with  the  commentators  and the  sub-  

commentator  on their  works  belong  to  the  so  called  non-  

Paninian  schools  of  grammar.  We have  presented  the  views  of  

the  grammarians  of  the  non-Paninian  school  on kiraka,  Karta,  

Karma etc.  properly  in  our  discussion.  We have  critically 

interpreted  some of  their  important  views.

15.  The early  philosophers  of  the  Him ansa  schools  

and  the  philosophers  of  the  old  Nyiya  school  do not  pay  

proper  attention  to  kiraka  though  they  appropriately  and  

exhaustively  discuss  some other  topics  of  grammar.  But t  a 

latter  Mfmlmsaka  namely  Gaga Bhatta,  the  author  of  the
» 0 4

Bhattacintinani  and  a few  philosophers  of  new Nyiya  school  
•  * »

namely,  Bhavananda  Siddhantavagfsa,  the  author  of  the  

Karakacakra*  Jayakrsna*  the  author  of  the  Saramanjarr,
t  •  •

^ _ /  /  • _{ __
Jagadfsa  Tarkalankara*  the  author  of  the  Sabdasaktiprakasika

and  Gadadhara  Bhatticarya,  the  author  of  the  ^rutpattivada

present  illuminating  discussions  on kiraka,  We have  presented
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vili

their views in the present thesis and have offered critical 

discussion on some of their views.

16. We have not followed the order of the Pahlnlan

rules on karaka* We have followed the order now universally

accepted by all grammarians of the world. In other words*

we have arranged kirakas as Karta, Karma* Karana* Sampradana,

Apadana and Adhikarana.
»

V



A critic al study o f Karaka

chapter  I

ME3&&
\-

The concept of a case is universal in all known 

grammars of the world excepting the pictorial ones. In 

ancient grammars* specially of the Indo-European family, 

cases and verbs play the most important role. Let us take, 

for example, the cases of the Vedic language, the Greek 

language, the Latin language etc. in which we notice the 

above feature prominently. In the next period of the deve-

lopment of the Indo-European language,Sanskrit, German, 

English and other languages follow the ancient tradition. 

All  the languages in India derived from Sanskrit and the 

languages which are derived from Dr a vidian etc. maintain 

this tradition till  today. In the present discussion, we 

shall derate ourselves mainly to a critical study of the 

concept of a Case and its classification etc. in Sanskrit 

grammar. In this connection, we shall also occasionally 

refer to English grammar, and corresponding Greek terms 

denoting cases.

A case in Sanskrit grammar is known as k air aka. 

In Sanskrit grammar, karaka is one of the most important
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factors of a unit of thought, that is, the sentence, A kiraka 

is invariably related to a verb. The verb and the kiraka 

together present a complete unit of throught, This shows that 

the verb also plays a significant part in a sentence. But, 

in Sanskrit grammar, the sole attention has been paid to a 

kIrak a itself and not to the verb which is related to it.

A kiraka is generally related to a verb directly. But, on 

some rare occasions, it is also related mediately to the 

verb. The relation to a verb or an action constitutes the 

essence of a kiraka, Sanskrit grammarians and the Indian

philosopher namely, the Nalyayikas and the Kimamsakas lay
0

due emphasis on this point in the definition of kiraka given 

by them. They offer illuminating discussions on kiraka in 

their works,

let us now trace out th© evolution of the concept 

of kiraka with the help of a systematic discussion on the 

definitions of kiraka given by the -grammarians and the philo-

sophers, Panlni, the greatest of Sanskrit grammarians intro-

duces the term kiraka for the first time in a sutra in his 

Astadhyiyi, namely klrake,1 But, we do not attain a clear 

idea of the term from the grammar of Plnini, Pat an j all (150 

B,C,) is the first Sanskrit grammarian who tries to define 

the term in an appropriate manner, His example is followed 

by a number of grammarians belonging to th© Paninian and the
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non-Paninian schools* and a few distinguished philosophers 

of the Nyiya and the Mfmimsi schools. The Paninian school 

starts with the Astadhyiyl of Panini. The Paninian school
m • •

culminates in Nagesa or Nagoji Bhatta. Several systems of
* *

grammar such as the Kallpa* the Candra etc. belong to the 

non-Paninian schools. We shall try to present the defini-

tions of kiraka given by the grammarians and the philoso-

phers in our discussion in order to show the evolution of 

the concept of karaka through centuries.

f,,is,ir  ak a

(Paninian school)

Pataniali

Patanjali, the celebrated author of the Mahibhlsya
%

or the "Great commentary" on the sutras of Panini accepts
%

the etymological meaning of the term karaka, presented by
$

Panini in the said rule. The tern kiraka is derived from the
«

i

root kr. (to do) by attaching the suffix nvul to it. The 

suffix nvul denotes the active voice. Therefore, the etymo-
t

n

logical meaning of the term kiraka is 'a karaka is a doer1,10 

The term doer denotes in the present context the subject or' 

the agent who accomplishes an action (kriyaX Patanjali explains
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this point very clearly. He says that the term karaka as 

introduced by Panimi denotes sadhaka or nirvartaka (doer). 

Then, the grammarian explains the term karaka as the nirvar- 

taka of a kriya (action).4

Now, if  we accept the definition of karaka offered 

by Patanjali, a serious dificulty arises. According to this 

definition, karaka denotes only the subject or the agent 

(Karta). But, it is accepted on all hands that the term 

karaka possesses a much broader meaning then that. Kiraka
^•pS-to .1 fce.r-m

does not denote Karta alone in grammar. It is a g-enflkfM-term 

for Karta, Karma, Karana, Sampradana, Apadana and Adhikarana. 

This shows that the definition of karaka as given by Pat an-

il ali is too narrow. Patanjali fully realises the problem 

arising from his definition. Therefore, be tries to offer a 

solution to this problem. He says that every klraka in 

Sanskrit grammar possesses the sense of Karta or the agent.

He cites a few suitable examples in order to substantiate 

this view.

Let us now discuss the view of Pat an j ali clearly,

A kriya or an act in Sanskrit grammar is not a single opera-

tion. But, it is the combination of a number of operations. 

These operations are located in different kirakas. The speaker 

always selects any one of these operations as the principal 

one according to his intention. The locus of this operation
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becomes the Karta or the agent in the sentence used ty him, 

Patanjali clarifies this idea with the help of a few suitable 

examples of Karana (instrumental case), Adhikar»iia( locative 

case) and Apldaha (ablative case) related to the acts of 

cooking etc. He first refers to the act of cooking. Various 

factors such as a person, a cooking pot, fuel, water etc, are 

associated with the act. All  these factors possess some speci-

fied operations. These operations are known by the general 

term p”akakriya or the act of/ cooking, Pat an j all clearly shows 

the operations which are located in the above factors.5 The 

locus of the principal operation among thorn is the Karta or 

the agent of the act under consideration. Generally, the 

person who is associated with the act is treated as the agent 

by the speaker while the cooking pot and fuel are used as 

cases of /ftdhikarana and Karana, Let us clarify it with the 

help of an example namely, Devadattah kastjhaih sthalyim 

odanan paeati, Patan!all shows that sometimes the speaker 

selects the operation belonging to the cooking pot or fuel 

as the principal one. In that case, these objects also become 

the agent. Thus, we can use the expressions kasthani pacanti
V * -

and sthalf Paeati also,6 Patanjali says that even the ablative 

case can be reduced to the subjective case in a similar manner. 

He refers to the sentence balahakad vidyotate vidyut in this 

connection. He shows that the ablative case used in the term
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balahaka in the sentence can be changed into the subjective 

case with the help of a slightly different expression, that 

is, balahaka vldyotate.7 Let us now clarify the. sense in 

which the subjective case is used in the word balahaka in 

this expression. The first sentence Indicates that the flash 

of lightning which appears to our view is separated from a 

piece of cloud. But in the sentence, balShako vidyotate, the 

speaker lays emphasis on the sense that the piece of cloud 

is the locus of the separation which takes place between the 

cloud and the flash Of ilghtining. Therefore, the term bala-

haka becomes a case of Karta in the sentence.

Patanjali shows great originality in the concept 

of k Sr aka discussed above. But, it should be noted here that
V>

the grammarian does not cite a single Instance of Karmakaraka 

and Sampradanakaraka in his discussion. This raises doubt in 

our mind that probably there is some limitation of this 

definition. But, even if  there is some limitation of the defi-
r

nition, we must appreciate his maiden attempt for finding a 

definition of karaka.

PatanJ ali offers a second interpretation also on the 

term karaka. According to this interpretation, karaka demotes 

kriya or action. He says that Panin! uses the singular number 

of the seventh Inflexion in the term karake. It shows that 

the term karaka is not a case of nirdharana. Therefore, it
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denotes  kriyayam , 8 In  other words*  he means to  say  that  the  

term  karaka  in  Panini's  grammar  means kriya  or  action.  It  is  

clear  from  this  that  the  grammarian  does  not  lay  emphasis  

on a substance  in  his  concept  of  karaka  but  he treats  the  

action located  in  it  as  the  karaka.

.-laiJLata

Kaiyata*  the commentator on the  Mahabhasya  faith-
•  e

fully  follows  its  author  in  explaining  his  standpoint  on  

karaka.  He interprets  every  important  and  difficult  passage  

of the  Bhasya  on the  rule  karake  very  clearly  in  order  to
9

give  us  an appropriate  idea  of the  Bhasyakara*s  concept  of  a
«

case.  In  this  connection,  we can  refer  to  his  interpretation  

of  the  passage  anvartharm  iticed  akartari  Kartrsabdanupa-
9

Pattih . 9
1 i  »

Kaiyata  shows  that  the  definition  of  karaka  as  

given  by  the  Bhasyakara  is  an appropriate  one.  The defini -

tion  signifies  that  a karaka  is  the  same as  Kart  a.  We have  

already  seen that  the  Bhasyakara  shows  a number of  karakas  

as  cases  of  Karta  in  order  to  justify  his  definition.  But,  

a case  of  Sampradana  cannot be changed  into  a case  of  Karta"  

in a similar  manner.  Thus,  we cannot  use  the  expression  

Brahmano  dadati  for Brahmanaya  dadati.  It  shows  that  the
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definition is not applicable to Sampradanakaraka or the 
dative case. It is also not applicable to all cases of ApadS* 
nakaraka* Let us take, for example^ the sentence gram ad agacc- 
hati. We cannot change the ablative case grama in it into the 
subjective cas'd. Thus, the definition appears to us as too 
narrow. But, Kaiyata shows that the definition is not too
narrow as it appears to us but it is a comprehensive one,

*

A Karaka always accomplishes an act by means of an operation 
or operations belonging to it. According to Kaiyata, Apadanar 
kiraka plays the role of avadhi or a limit to the act of sepa
ration, This is the operation of this particular case with 
the help of which it accomplishes the act of separation. It is 
in this particular sense, the definition is applicable to
Apadahakiraka, He says that Bampradanakaraka also accomplishes

0

the act of giving with the help of some specified operations 
such as approving the said act of the giver. Thus, the defi
nition karotlti klrakam is applicable to this karaka also,10 
In this way, Kaiyata tries to solve a puzzling question.

The grammarian discusses the meaning of the seventh
inflexion which is used in the term kiraka by Paninl. He gives

**

the exact meaning of the seventh inflexion attached to this 
term in accordance with the spirit of the Bhasyakara. He says

t.

that it is a case of vi say a and not a case of nirdhatfana. ^
♦

But, the term VLsaya possesses a wide meaning. Sometimes, it
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means a subject  matter.  Sometimes*  it  means an object.  Some-

times,  the  term  denotes  a relation  between  two  objects  as  we 

see  in  such  sentences  as  sastre  naipunjftyam,  dharme  matih  etc.  

Kaiyata  does  not  specify  the  sense  in  which  it is  used  in
9

the  rule  kirake.  He cleverly  evades  the  question.  This  method  

does  not  help us  to  understand the intended  sense of  the  term  

klraka.

Bhartrhari

<

Bhartrhari ,  the  illustrious  Sanskrit  grammarian  

offers  an entirely  different  definition  of  kiraka  from  that  

of  Patanjali  in  his  Vakyapadiya.  He does,  not  use  the  term  

karaka  in  the  definition  but^he  uses  a synomymous word of

klraka  namely,  sadhana  in  it.  Patanjali  uses  the  word  sadhana
_ 12 

for  the  first  time  in  his  Mahabhasya  in  the  sense  of  karaka.
9

Bhartrhari  follows  his  predecessor  in  his  definition.  He
i

defines  sadhana  as  the  samarthya  or  sakti  ( efficiency)  which  

generates  an intended  act.  According  to  Helaraja  and some 

other  grammarians,  the  said  s^ti  invariably  remains  in  a 

particular  substance.  But,  the  author  of  the  Vikyapadfya  does  

not express  any  such  view  in  his  definition  of  sadhana.  He

/  A &
says  that  the  act  which  sakti  generates  either  transitive

or  intransitive.  In  this  manner,  Bhartrhari  presents  a new
«»

concept  of  karaka  in  his  grammar.
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Let us  now critically  discuss  the  above  concept

of  Bhartrhatt,  The concept  of  sakti  is  not  an original  con-

tribution  of  Bhartrhari.  The philosophers of  the  Buddhist

and the  MX® ansa  schools  already  recognise  sakti  or  efficiency

in  their  philosophical  doctrines.  In  the BuddfcnKfctphilosophy,

the  concept  of  causal  efficiency  ( arthakriyakirltva)  is  very

famous.  In  the  Mjfmamsa  philosophy  also,  the  doctrine  of  sakti

is  well  known.  It  appears  to  us  that  Bhartrhari  is  influenced
<

by  either  of  these  two  philosophical  schools.  There  is  a funda -

mental  difference  between  the  Bhisyakara  and  Bhartrhari  regar-
o *

ding  the  meaning  of  the  term  karaka.  The Bhasyakara  does  not
t

lay  emphasis  on sakti  in  his  definition  of  karaka.  He lays  

emphasls  on kriya  in  the  definition  of  karaka  offered  by  him.  

The standpoint  of  Bhartrhari  is  entirely  different  from  that  

of  his  predecessor.  He examines  the  definition  of  his  prede -

cessor  in  a critical  manner  and  discovers  an inner  meaning  

beneath  the  superficial  meaning  of  karaka  as  given  by  his  

predecessor.  He finds  that  it  is  sakti  or  efficiency  which  

plays  the  dominating  role  in  the  concept  of  karaka.  According  

to  him,  a kriya  or  an action  is  subordinate  to  s^cti  from  the  

metaphysical  point  of  view.  Therefore,  he lays  emphasis  on  

sakti.

Bhartrhari  explains  the  term  kriya properly  in  his
i

definition,  PatanJall  refers to  the  principal  operation  only
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in his definition of karate a* He does not evaluate the role 

played by the subordinate operations in the accomplishment of 

an act. But* Bhartrhari lays equal emphasis on both principal 

and subordinate operations. The expression svasrayasamaveta 

refers to the principal operation and the expression Israyan- 

tarasamaveta refers to minor operations in his definition.

Helara.1 a

Bhartrhari writes his Vateyapadfya in a purely metri- 

cal form. He offers gome new ideas in his karlkas. But, the 

statements of Bhartrhari are very often cryptic. Therefore, 

it is not always possible for us to understand the ideas of 

the grammarian properly. Moreover, the grammarian presents 

the important traditional 'views in the kiriteas. We cannot 

understand the exact import of these viewswithout the help 

of traditional sources. It is for these reasons, an appropriate 

commentary on the VakyapadTya is essentially necessary for us. 

Helarija renders a very valuable service to us by offering such 

a commentary on the work of Bhartrhari, He explains the karikis 

of Bhartrhari very clearly in the commentary. The style of his 

language is simple and lucid. He refers to the traditional 

sources wherever necessary in order to clarify the kerikas.

Bo, in our view, Helarija is the spokesman of Bhartrhari, He
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offers a very important discussion on the concept of sadhana 

or kiraka presented by Bhartrhari.

Let us now discuss the contribution of HelaraJa to 

the definition of Sadhana offered by Bhartrhari. Bhartrhari
ft •

defines the term sadhana as the samarthya or the efficiency 

which brings about an action. Helaraja interprets this defi-

nition in a critical manner. He uses the popular term sakti 

for simarthya in his interpretation,14 He clearly shows the 

relation of sakti with its container, that is, substance. He 

says that sakti or efficiency is a properly which cannot 

exist in an isolated manner without being located upon an 

appropriate locus* He accepts the view of Bhartrhari that it 

is sakti or efficiency which generates an Intended action. 

But, this sakti invariably remains in a substance. Therefore, 

Helaraja interprets sakti as saktan draws© or the substance 

which possesses the efficiency essential for accomplishing 

an intended act.15 However, this interpretation of HelaraJa 

does not indicate that sadhana or karaka is a substance, 

Heliraj a clearly states that a substance bereft of s^kti can-

not produce an effect. It is sakti which alone is capable of 

generating an intended action,16 The substance acts only as 

a locus of this sakti. Thus, the substance is always subor-

dinate to its efficiency.
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Hellraja says that the BKSsyaksira lays emphasis on 

substance and not its efficiency in defining sadhana. He 

quotes the passage sldhanan vai drayyara etc, in order to sub-

stantiate his vLew. But, he justifies the standpoint of the 

Bhisyakara. According to him, the Bhasyakara treats /sikti 

and its locus as non-different in the above statement,17 The 

Bhasyakara probably intends that no emphasis should be laid 

on the distinction between sakti and its locus. The standpoint

of the Bhasyakara* however, does not affect the role played
*

/by sakti in the accomplishment of an act. We have already
IXa v \£(a ) ^ HeAiwrS-j  »

explained clearly that sakti alone can accomplish an act

while substance acts as a locus of it and thus it remains
>

subordinate to sakti,

Helaraja shows in his commentary that the concept 

of Sadhana is not a new contribution of Bhartrhari. He quotes

a few passages from the MaHabhasya of Patanj ali in order to
#

prove that the Bhasyakara himself uses the term sadhana on
l

several occasions in the sense of klraka. He also shows that 

Patanj ali defines sadhana as guna in one of the passages. 

According to him, the term guna denotes sakti.19

Helarija gives us an exact idea of the two types of 

activities mentioned by Bhartrhari in his definition.80
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The Vrttlkara defines karaka as the nimitta or the
* /

21hetu or condition of an act. This shows that the grammarian

departs from the standpoints of both Pat an,) all and Bhartrharl
•

on karaka. He does not assign any reason for such a sudden 

departure from the two earlier definitions of karaka. But, 

it is not difficult for us to guess the reason. The concept

of sakti which is so famous in the Mlmansa school has been
• -

rejected by many rival thinkers of the school. On the other 

hand, the definition of karaka offered by Patanjali is also^/ 

not accepted by all scholars. It is probably for this reason, 

the Vrttikara searches a new definition of karaka which becomes
P

acceptable to all. He finds that a karaka is invariably a con-

dition of an act. Therefore, he defines the term accordingly.

He cites a few suitable illustrations of karaka such as gramg&Ci 

agacchati, parvatad avarohati etc. in order to give us an 

appropriate Idea of his definition. He says in this, connec-

tion that a word which is not the condition of an act is not 

treated as a karaka in grammar. He shows that in the sentences 

vrksasya pa*nan patatl, kudyasya pindah patati and manavakasya
• » *  t »ii

pi tar an panthanan preehati., the words vrksa etc. ending in the 

sixth inflexion are not the conditions of the acts denoted 

by the verbs patati and preehati. They simply denote a non-
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specified relation with the words parna etc. Therefore, they
~ 23 *

are not cases of karaka.

The Vrttikara has a very important contribution to
4

the concept of karaka. His definition Is accepted by a number 

of grammarians belonging to the Paninlan and non-Paninlan 

schools. But, there is a serious drawback in the definition. 

He does not explain the term nlmitta properly. Therefore, the 

definition is challenged in later times by many scholars.

Jinendr abu ddhi

Jinendrabuddhi, the celebrated commentator on the 

Kasikivrtti upholds the definition of karaka offered by the 

Vrttikara. He shows some important reasons for accepting the 

definition. He says that the term karaka possesses two dis-

tinct meanings namely, the etymological meaning and the 

technical meaning. According to the etymological meaning,

karaka is synomymous with Kart I or the agent, Panlni defines
«

Karta as svatantra (independent). Now, if  we accept the inter-

pretation that a karaka denotes Karta, in that case, we can-

not treat Apadaha, Sampradana etc, as karaka because, they 

are not svatantra or independent. They are always paratantra 

or dependent upon the agent. Of course, we can use them as 

cases of Karta also as shown by the author of the Mahabhasya.
0
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But In that case, a new problem arises. According to the 

grammatical convention* the third inflexion is attached to 

Kartsu Therefore* the third Inflexion should be used in the 

words grama and upadhyaya in the sentences gramad&agaeehati 

and upadhylyaya gan dadati, In the first sentence* the word 

grama is an ablative case and in the second sentence, the 

word upadhyaya is a dative case. The use of the third inflex-

ion in these words in the sentences is not acceptable to

scholars. If  we accept the etymological meaning of the term
*

karaka, another serious discrepancy will  arise. We have already 

discussed that the term karaka denotes Karta according to its 

etymological meaning. When we accept this meaning, we must 

first understand the term Karta properly from its definition 

in order to understand the term karaka correctly. But, the 

definition of Karta is invariably related to karaka. The defi-

nition is not complete unless the term karaka is combined with 

it. Thus* both Karta and karaka are mutually dependent on each 

other. It is for the above reasons, Jinendrabuddhi rejects 

the etymological meaning of karaka. He accepts the technical

meaning only as given by the Vrttikara.24 He Justifies the
*

technical meaning of the term by critically explaining the 

illustration gramad agaechati offered by the Vrttikara. He 

shows that the term grama ( village) in the said illustration 

is a clear case of nimitta or condition of the act of coming..
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He explains  that  the  village  in  the  illustration  denotes  

avadhi  or  a limit  of the  act.  Therefore*  it  is  treated  as  an  

ablative case*  The village  plays  an essential  role  in  the  

accomplishment of  the  act.  If  the  village  does  not  play  the  

role  of  avadhi,  it  is  impossible  to  accomplish  the  act.  This  

shows  clearly  that  the  village  is  a condition  of  the  act  

under  consideration.  Therefore,  the  definition offered  by  the

Vrttikara  on karaka  is  Justified. 25
%

In  the  course  of  his  discussion on the  meaning  of  

the  term  klraka*  Jinendrabuddhi  explains  the  significance  of  

the  seventh  inflexion  (  saptaml)  which  is  attached  to  the  term  

karaka  by  #5nini  in  the  sutra  klrake,  He says  that  the  seventh  

Inflexion  is  attached  to  the  term  War aka  in  the  sense  of  

nirdharana*  He admits  that  the  plural  number  should  be used  

in a word  denoting  nirdharana.  But,  Paninl  uses  the  singular  

number  only  in  the  term  klraka.  Jinendrabuddhi  says  that  in  

spite  of  this  apparent  irregularity,  it is  a case  of  nirdharana.  

According  to  him,  the  singular number  in  this  case  may denote  

jati  or  a universal  or  it  may be an exceptional  use  of  the  

grammarian. 26

Jinendrabuddhi  Is  an excellent  critic  endowed  with  

great  originality.  He Justifies  the  standpoint  of  the  Vrtti -

kara  on karaka  with  brilliant  argumats.  The Vrttikara  does  

not  assign  any  reason  for offering  a new definition  of  karaka.
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It is Jinendrabuddhi who clearly explains the reason. He also 

throws light on the significance of the seventh inflexion 

which is attached to the term kiraka. This is essentially 

necessary for us to understand the relation between the rule 

kiraka and the subsequent rules like dhruvam apiye Apadaham 

etc, correctly.

lasaflafcfca

Haradatta, the other commentator on the Kasikavrtti 

also offers an illuminating discussion on the definition of 

karaka given by the Vrttikara, He justifies the definition 

with the help of appropriate arguments. Haradatta follows 

his predecessors to a great extent in his interpretations.

But, in spite of this, the interpretations of Haradatta bear 

the stamp of original thinking.

The grammarian firmly supports the view of the

Vrttikara that the term karaka denotes the condition of an
• .

action. He rejects the definition karotfti klrakam as inade-

quate. But, Hapadatta does not criticise the definition 

severely like his predecessor Jinendrabuddhi. He says that 

the definition is applicable to Karta alone and not to other 

karakas, However, the other karaka3 also become the cases of 

l^artaT under special circumstances. In that case, the definition
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applies to these karakas also. This shows that the definition 

is only conditionally applicable to Karma, Karana, Ssmpradana

etc. But, the definition offered by the Vrttikara is appll-
#

cable to every karaka without any condition. Therefore,

HaradQtta prefers this definition to the earlier one. In this

way, the grammarian justifies the definition as given by the

Vrttikara.27 
*

Haradatta explains the term kriya in an appropriate 

Banner in his discussion on karaka. He says that the term 

kriya denotes the meaning of a root but not motion. He rejects
J  PA

the view of the Vaisegikas on kriya,

The grammarian has some other important contribu-

tions to the concept of klraka. He clearly discusses the opera-

tions which are possessed by every karaka.29 He also clarifies 

the meaning of the term hetu. He shows that the term hetu which 

is a synonym of nimltta'denotes a specified sense in the defi-

nition of karaka.30

Bhflt^o.11 Dlkwita

We see a further evolution of the concept of karaka

in the grammatical works, on Bhattoji Dlksitfc .The grammarians

Purusot.tama and Raisaeandra who are the predecessors of Bhattoji • % * ®
do not define karaka in their grammatical works. Vitthalacarya,

o •
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the commentator on the Prakrly akaumudf of Rainaoandra is also 

supposed to he a predecessor of Bhattaji* He defines karaka.
9 •

But his definition is exactly the same as that of the Vrtti-  
— 31kara, This shows that these grammarians have no contribu-

tion towards the development of the concept of karaka.

Bhattoji Dik si throws new light on the meaning of 

the term karaka. He accepts the definition karotlti kirakam 

offered by Patanjali. But* he shows that there is a deeper 

meaning of this definition. According to him, it implies that 

a karaka denotes that which is syntactically related to a

verb,32 This is a significant interpretation of Bhettoji, We
• •

see a further evolution of the concept of karaka in this inter-

pretation, Bhattoji strictly confines the scope of karaka in
r #

a sentence in the interpretation.

There is a great advantage of the above interpre-

tation, !ghe definition karotXti karaka® is not applicable to 

the cases of Sampradana in its usual sense. The usual sense 

of the definition is that a karaka is the generator C janaka) 

of an action. But, Sampradanakaraka is not the generator of 

any action. The same problem arises in the case of Apadana-

karaka also. Bhattbjl says that we can easily tide over these
• •

difficulties with the help of the new interpretation, Sven if  

a karaka is not the janaka of an action, it is at least
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&

syntaclically related to the verb In a sentence. Therefore, 

the definition can be easily accepted by all,33

Bhattoji Dik si ta Justifies his standpoint with the
r » •

He

help of a suitable illustration namely, Brahmanasya put rani
•s* * ^

panthanJ°S>rcchati. In this sentence, Brahmana is related to 

the word putra (son) as its adjective. But, it is not synta- 

clieally related to the verb prcchati. Therefore, the word
e

Brahmana is not a karaka.34

Bhattoji, however, accepts the other meaning also 

of the term karake. He says that even if  w© accept karaka as 

kriyajanaka or the generator of an action, it will  apply to
V

the cases of Sampradana etc. The term Janaka denotes the 

invariable, immediate antecedent to an effect. Ordinarily, 

this sense is not applicable to the above karakas. But,

Bhattoji says that these karakas remain ideally present prior• i
to the accomplishment of the act. Thus, they can also be

35
treated as kriyaj anaka or the generators of intended actions. 

This is a new contribution of Bhattoji to the concept of karaka
w |

which deserves our serious attention. The grammarian does not 

explain this point clearly. But, some latter grammarians inter-

pret the view accurately.

Bhattoji Biksita accepts the second interpretation
« « *

also of the term karaka as offered by the Bhasyakara. But, he 

interprets it further in his own way in order to substantiate 

the view that a karaka denotes that which is syntactically 

related to a verb,36

"9
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Kaundabhatta,  the  author  of  the  Vaiylikaranabhusan-

sira  strictly  follows  Bhattoji  Dlksitain defining  karaka.  He

— 37
says  that  the  term  karaka  is  equivalent  with  the  term  kriya.  

This interpretation  is  based on  the  second  interpretation  of  

the  Paninian  rule  karake  offered by  the  Bhasyakara.  According  

to  this  interpretation the  term  karaka  means kriySyim.  The 

Paninian  rule  karake  is  an adrikara  rule.  It  is  related  to  

the  subsequent  rules  like  dhruam  a pay  a Apadanam etc,  which  

define  the  terms  Apldaha,  Sampradana  and  the  like.  We have  

already  stated  that  the  Bhasyakara  interpretss  the  term

karake  as  kriySyim.  Kaundabhatta  says  that  when we combine
•  » » <

the  term  kriySyim  with the  definitions  of  Ap"adaha  etc. ,  we 

immediately  attain  the  meaning  that  the  terms  Apadaha,  

Samj&radlba  and  the  like  are  syntactically  related  to  a kriya  

(JEaty-uya n anwtt&.  It  is  clear  from  the  above  observation

that  a karaka*  according  to  the  Bhasyakara  is  kriyanvayi  or
#

38
that  which  is  syntactically  related  to  a verb,

Kaundabhatta  shows  no originality  in  the  above
• •  l  *

interpretation.  He simply  reiterates  the  view  of  Bhattoji

Diksit * 39
1
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Harivallabha, the commentator on the Vaiyakarana-

bhusanasara does not offer any new definition on the term
— * 0 _ /•' karaka. He quotes the view of Nagesa Bhatta that the term

» «

karaka means kriyajanaka or the generator of an act.40 Nagesa 

says in his Laghusabhendusekhara that this interpretation 
follows from the very definition karotfti karakam given by 
the Bhasyakara. 1 Nagesa, however, says in his Brhaccabden- 
dusekhara that the same interpretation follows from the 
second definition also of the term karaka as given by the

_ ^ AO

Bhasyakara, Harivallabha does not refer to the second view 
of Nagesa.

- /
lagaaa

_ ✓ -Nagesa is one of the greatest Sanskrit grammarians 
of the modern age. He also offers a critical discussion on the 
term .karaka. But, Nagesa has no original contribution to the 

definition of karaka* He defines karaka as kriyajanaka or the 
generator of an action. He says that this definition follows 
from the first interpretation of the term karaka given by 
Patan^ali namely, karotlti karakam.43 He further shows that 

the interpretation given by PatanJall on the Panlnian rule
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karake also leads upto the same meaning. Patanjall Interprets 

the rule karake as kriyiyam, The seventh inflexion used in 

kriyiyam denotes a particular relation namely, vi say at a. He 

does not define visayatsu Nagesa interprets visayata clearly.

He says that visayata here involves the cause and effect
*

relation. It means that a karaka is the cause and a kriya" or
44action is its effect.

Nagesa justifies his definition of karaka with the

help of the example Brihmana^ra put ram panthanani prcchati.
» •

The example is already cited by Bhattojl in defining karaka.
t ► .

Nagesa says that the word Brahmans in the above example is
not the generator of the act of asking as denoted by the verb

prschatl. It is only an adjective of the term putra (son) in

it. Therefore, it is not a case of a karaka.48

Nagesa Bhatta critically examines the definition

kriyanvayitvainkar akatyaffl, as given by Bhattoji Dlksita.He * * * ♦
rejects this definition on two strong grounds. According to 

this definition, a karaka is directly related to an act. Nagesa 

does not accept this view. He shows that a karaka is always 

directly related to bhavana or the inner effort which generates 

a kriya. Thus, it is only indirectly related to a kriysu 

Secondly, the definition is not applicable to the locative 

case, because the locative case is only indirectly related 
to a kriysu Therefore, the definition is too narrow.48 The
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objections of Nagesa are justified. It is probably in order 

to avoid such objections* the author of the Sarasvata defines 

karaka as krly asiddhyupak ar ak a.

Nagesa. rejects the definition kriyanvitapratyaV«>'r 

thanvayitvanikarakatvam also. According to this definition, 

a karaka denotes that which is syntactically related to the 

suffix attached to a verbs The grammarian says that this 

definition is not applicable to such examples of karaka as 

pakva odanah (rice is boiled) *Ln which the suffix attached 

to the verb itself denotes a karaka. let us examine the 

sentence pakva odanah in order to justify the statement. In 

this sentence, the suffix kta which is attached to the root 

Pac (to cook) denotes the objective case. The term odana is 

only a case in apposition with the objective case denoted by 

the verb. It shows that the definition Is not applicable to 

the above instance and similar other instances. Further, the 

definition counters the well established view namely, karaka® 

bhavananvayi or a karaka is directly related to bha vans'or

the inner effort which generates an action. It is for the
47above reasons, the grammarian discards the definition.

He offers a critical interpretation on his own defi-

nition of karaka also. But, he shows very little originality 

in this interpretation. He mainly follows the views of his 

predecessor in it.-He says that all karakas generate the
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intended action through the operations which are located in 

them. The only problem arises in the case of the remote 

dative case which does not remain present at the time of. 

accomplishing the act of giving. But, Nagesa says that even 

such a remote dative case remains at least ideally present 

in the mind of the giver and thus it inspires him to accom-

plish the act. Hence, it is also a case of Janaka or the 

generator of the act. He shows that this interpretation is 

applicable to a Nirvartya karma and a Prapya Karma also. He
40

refers to ghatamkaroti and ghat am smarati in this connection.
• * » •

The grammarian accepts the view of Bhartrhari that 

karaka is a sakti. But, he agrees with Helaraja that this 

sakti invariably remains in a substance,49

Nagesa is a grammarian endowed with great scholar-

ship and originately. But, his contribution to the concept 

of karaka is not great.

KalaPa

Sarvavaiaoa, the author of the KalaPa defines all 

the karakas appropriately in his grammar. But, the gramma-

rian does not offer any definition on the term karaka.
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Durgasimha, the celebrated commentator on the 

Kalapa, defines the term and critically interpretse the 

definition. According to him, a karaka is the nimitta or 

the condition of an act.90 The grammarian follows the Vrtti-  

kara in this definition*

He divides karaka into principal and subordinate.51

Trilocana

Trilocana, who is another reputed commentator on 

the Kalapa accepts the definition of karaka given by Durga- 

sioha. He says that the etymological meaning of the term 

karaka is applicable to fcfca Karta or the subjective case 

alone and not to the other karakas. Therefore, he does not 

accept it,52

MfSPuCji™

Susenacsrya, the third commentator on the Kalapa 

critically examines the definition of Durgasiaha. The term 

kriyinimitta in this definition denotes the invariable^imme-

diate antecedent to an action. But, Susena shows that in the
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case of Nirvarty Karma, karaka Is not the antecedent to the 

action hut the action itself precedes the karaka. He cites 

the illustration ghatan karoti in order to substantiate it. 

This shows that the definition kriyanimitta® karakam is too 

narrow. But, the grammarian does not subscribe to such a 

view. He says that in the case of Nirvartya Karma, the 

karaka remains ideally present prior to the action and there-

fore, the definition is not too narrow*53 It should be noted

here that the grammarian follows Hagesa Bhatta in this inter-
0 *

pretation.

Candra

Candragomi, the renowned author of the Candra gives 

us an idea of the different types of karaka in his grammar. 

But, he does not define karaka. Similarly, he does not Kart a" 

and Karan a.

Sa&ksiptasara

KramadisVara, the author of the Sajjksiptasara offers 

a comprehensive discussion on the karaka system in Sanskrit 

grammar. But, the grammarian does not define karaka. Jumara- 

nandi, the celebrated commentator on the Sanksiptasara also
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does not define the term. Goyicandra is the only grammarian 

of the Jaumara school who offers a definition on k sir aka. He

strictly follows the Vrttikara in the definition.54 He also
#

presents the views of the Bhasyakara on karaka along with this 

definition.55 The grammarian does not criticise the defini-

tion like many of his predecessors.

Pujyapsda Devanandi, the celebrated author of the

Jainendra introduces the term karaka in his grammar in the

adhiklra rule karake.88 The grammarian does not define the
: \ 

term. The reason for this is best known to him.

Abhayanandi, the commentator on the Jainendra 

defines karaka as kirakan nirvartakarr heturva.57 It shows that
4

the grammarian synthesises the views of both Patanjall and 

the Vrttikara on karaka in the interpretation. The commentator
4

explains the significance of the seventh inflexion which is 

attached to the word karaka in the adhlkira rule karake 

offered by Devanandi. He regidly follows Jinendrabuddhi in 

this explanation.58
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Hemacandra, the author of the Sabdinus'asana defines 

karaka as kriyahetuh kirakam." The definition shows that the 

grammarian accepts the well known view of the Vrttikara on 

kixaka. But, it does not signify that he rejects the etymo-

logical meaning of karaka. He clearly states in his inter-

pretation of the definition that the term karaka denotes 

karotXti karakaffi.60 He critically interprets the term hetu 

in his definition in order to justify his view. He shows that 

the term hetu in the definition denotes a specified condition 

of an act. According to him, such a condition invariably 

possesses some operation or operations by means of which it 

accomplishes the act.61 In this way, Hemacandra proves for 

the first time that there is no distinction in meaning between 

the definition-of karaka offered by Patanj all and the defini-

tion of karaka offered by the Vrttikara. The grammarian

corroborates the view of Bhartrhari that karaka is a s^akti
\ •

or efficiency. He further states that this sakti is invariably 

located in a substance.68
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Mugdhabodha

Bopadeva, the author of the Mugdhabodha uses the 

monosyallablc technical v-term ka for karaka. He gives an 

enumerative definition of ka or karaka* The definition runs 

thus dhaghabhajadah kasaiHjnlh syuh*63 The technical term
17 *  •

dha, dha, gha etc. in the ^definition stand for six distinct 

klrakas» namely, Kart a, Karma, Karana, Sampradana, A pad aha 

and Adhikarana. It shows clearly that the definition is 

enumerative in character. . y

Durgjdasa. mdylvaglsa

Durg'adasa Vidyavaglsa, the commentator on the 

Mugdhabodha offers a critical discussion on karaka. Ha 

accepts the definition krlyanimittam karakam offered by 

Durgasinha. He critically explains the sentence Caitrasya 

gaccha in order to justify the definition. He says that the 

term C^aitra in the sentence is related to the word dhana 

(wealth) but it is not syntactically related to the verb 

gaccha, and therefore, it is not the nimitta or the condi-

tion of the act of going, Thus, Caitra is not a karaka 

according to him for the above reason.64

I
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&aaa. T.a£feayifff.aa

Rama TarkaVaglsa, tha other commentator on the 

Mugdhabodha also accepts the definition of fiurgasinha. In 

this connection, he refers to the sentence Caitrasya tanduldb
9 m

Pacati, He says that the word Cultra in this sentence is 

related to such words as dhana etc. but it is not syntactically 

related to the verb pacati and therefore, it is not the condi-

tion of the act of cooking denoted by this verb. Thus, the 

grammarian shows that Caitra is not a case of k Irak a in the 

sentence.68 The grammarian offers the above discussion in 

order to prove that the definition of Durgasinha is the 

appropriate definition of karaka.

The learned commentator also discusses the standpoint 

of a section of grammarians who Justify the definition of Durga-

sinha in a different manner. These grammarians say that the 

terms livam, parasuna etc. cannot express the complete idea 

as intended by the speaker unless the verbs as intended by him 

are properly used with than, According to them, the verb as 

intended by the speaker in the first case is Pacati while in 

the second case, it is ?chinattl. When these verbs are duly 

supplied, we attain two complete sentences, namely, Sivam 

Pasyati and parasuna cschinattl. After the sentences are thus 

completed, we see that the term Siva in the first sentence is
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a case of Karma In relation to the verb pasyati. Similarly, 

in th© second sentence, the term parasu is a case of Karana
9

in relation to th© verb ochinatti. These two terms are syn

tactically related to the verbs* Therefore, they are the con

ditions (nimitta) of the verbs.60 
— _ *

Rama Tarakavaglsa critically examines th© defini

tion vibhakyarthadvirl kriylnvayitvan karakatram. This defi

nition is offered by some philosophers of the NySya school. 

According to this definition, the term karaka denotes that 

which is syntaclically related to a verb through the meaning 

of the inflexion attached to it, Tarkavlglsa shows that this

definition is also not applicable to the illustration visa-
c 67vrksopl sanvardhya sway an dchettum asampratam. In this * *

illustration, the term visavrksa is related to two verbs, 

namely sanvardhya and ^chettum. It is a case of karaka in 

the sentence. But the first inflexion is attached to the word 

visavrksa due to its connection with the indeclinable asamp-
♦ &  4

rat am (improper) only. The term visavrksa is not related to
&  . ft •

the verbs through its inflexion. Therefore, the definition is 

too narrow.

Some scholars realise the limitation of the defini

tion, and therefore, amend the definition by adding a clause 

to it namely, avyalyarthadvlrakatve sati. According to this 

amendment, a karaka is syntaclically related to a verb through
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the meaning of the lakara which is attached to it and also 
through indeolinableg.

The condition avya (meaning avyaya or indeclinable) 
is necessary in title definition in order to Justify the word 
visavrksa in the example quoted above and similar other words 
as cases of karaka. It should be noted here that Hagesa, the 
celebrated gramarlan of the Paninian school explains the
sentence visavrksopi samvardhya etc, in a different manner.

\ • •

He says that, the verb isyate should be supplied in order to 
complete the sentence. When the verb isyate is added to the 
sentence, the term visavrksa will be related to this verb.
It will be a ease in apposition now, and thus the earlier 
difficulty will be solved.50 The second condition, namely 
lyarthadvarakatve sati (i.e. through the meaning of the 
lakara) is also essentially necessary in the definition. Rama 
TarkaVagisa cites the example Caitrasya tandulam pacati in 
order to justify the use of it. He says that the term tandula

o ►

is related to the act of cooking through the meaning of the 
suffix ti in this sentence. Therefore, it is a case of a 
karaka. But, the term Caltra is not related to the said act 
in the above manner. Therefore, it is not a karaka in the 
sentence.

The grammarian says that the definition as discu
ssed above is not applicable to the Adhikarana karaka even
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after it Is amended, Adhikarana karaka is related to a kriyiT 

only indirectly through the medium of either Karta or Karma# 

Therefore, he opines that the above definition is not appli-

cable to it#70

Tarkavlgr/a accepts the view of Bhartrharl that 

karaka is a sakti or efficiency# He agrees with Heliraja that 

this efficiency is invariably located in a substance. He also
Q

supports the view of Heiiraja that the grammarians always 

treat efficiency and it locus as non different and therefore, 

the substance itself is used as karaka in grammar,

Anubhutlsvarupacarya, the author of the Sarasvata 

offers a slightly different definition of karaka from that of 

his predecessors. He defines karaka as kriySsiddtayupakerakan
•30

kirakam. Scholars have not paid proper attention to the 

definition. But, the problems arising from some other defi-

nitions of karaka can be easily avoided with the help of it.

Candraklrti

Candrakfrti, the commentator on the Sarasvata 

clearly explains, the term kriyasidhyupakaraka. According to
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him, it denotes the efficient cause which contributes towards

the accomplishment of ah act. It is also clear from the inter-
73prstation that a karaka is an immediate antecedent to an act. 

CandrskTrti also offer a definition of karaka. But, this 

definition is exactly the same as that of Hemacandra.74

Ravna Sr^>rva , a-n0Lk%- Cvyr^yv\{LrXaX<Tf cth . SaL-raS vo^Aa. owinti)

Padmanibha Datta* the author of the Supadma also 

defines karaka as kriyanimittan kirakam.75 He does not offer 

any critical discussion on the definition.

Itgpffli.ar.a-

Vignumisra, the commentator on the Supadma appro-
t *

priately explains the above definition of Padmanabha, He 

clarifies the meaning of both kriya and nimitta in the defi-

nition. He says that the term kriya denotes either the primary 

meaning of a root or it denotes the auxiliary sense of the
7 fi  f

verb karoti. The second interpretation of Visnumisra deser-

ves our special attention. We very often use the verb karoti 

as an auxiliary verb in order to denote a specified action.

Let us clarify our statement with the help of a illustration 

namely, pakan karoti. Visnumisra refers to such a usage in

\
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Ms second interpretation. He gives us the exact meaning of 

the term nimitta also. He says that in the definition kriya- 

nimittam karat am, the term nimitta denotes that particular 

condition which is invariably modified by operation or opera-

tions*77 Visnumisra assigns the reason for such an interpre-

tation of the term. According to him, the above interpreta-

tion is essentially necessary in order to exclude such terms 

from the scope of karaka as denote a non-specified or remote
IJfQ

relation with an action.

Visnumisra presents the definition of karaka as
« *

given by the Bhisyakira along with a critical interpretation 

of it. But, he says that the author of the Supadma rejects 

this definition as gratuitous and accepts the definition 

offered by the Vrttlkara.79

JTvagoswaml, the author of the Harinamimrta subs-
#

cribes to the view of Bhattoji Dlksitathat the term karaka
9 ’ *

denotes that which is syntactically related to a krlya or an 

act. It is clear from his definition of the term, namely 

fcriyisambandhavises! karakam,80 The grammarian tries to 

specify the relation which holds between a karaka and a kriya 

and serves as the basis of the syntaciical relation between
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them. According to him, the specific relation that exists 

between the two is that of cause and effect* In other words, 

he means to say that a karaka is the cause or the generator 

(janaka) of an action,81 This is not an original view of the 

grammarian. He simply reiterates a well known view of Nagesa.

JivagoswamT says that the predicate visesa serves 

an important purpose in his definition of karaka. It excludes 

all such terms as denote a non-specified relation from the 

scope of karaka. Thus, the term Krsna in the example Krsnasya
, 4 0 » o 00 +

__ QO

Pacati is not a karaka.

The above discussion clearly shows that the author 

of the Harinamainrta has no original contribution to the con-

cept of karaka.

PravQg aratnamala

Purusottama Vudyavagfsa, the author of the Prayo- 

gar atnamala is one of the greatest Sanskrit grammarians of 

the modern age. The grammarian tries to give us a comprehen-

sive idea of different karakas with the help of appropriate 

definitions and illustrations. But, he does not define the 

term karaka. He probably thinks that an elaborate discussion
t

on different karakfcs with appropriate illustrations will  more 

easily give us a correct idea of karaka than a definition of

the term.
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Definitions of karaka in ghilosophlcal schools

Vi© have so long discussed the definitions of karaka

in the grammatical schools* We have critically examined the

definitions of karaka as given by the grammarians belonging to

the Paninlan and the non-?anlnian schools in our discussion.

Let us now discuss the definitions of karaka as we meet with

in the philosophical schools. By the term philosophical schools*

we mean only the Navy any ay a and the Mm ansa systems because in
• >

other systems of philosophy, there is hardly any discussion on 

the definition of karaka. Only four philosophers define the 

term karaka. These philosophers are Bhavananda Si ddh ant a vagi sa, 

the author of the Karakacakra, Jayakrsna, the author of the
9 * % f

£€ramanjari, Jagatffsa Tarkllankara, the author of the Sabda- 

saktiprakasika and Gaga Bhatta, the author of the Bhattacin- 

tamani. Among these authors, the first three belong to the 

Navy any aya school and the fourth belongs to the Mlinawsa school. 

Bhavahanda Siddhanta-^aglsa is the earliest among these philo-

sophers.

Karakacakra

Bhavananda Siddhantavaglsa criticises the definition 

kriyaniffiittatvainkarakatvam as offered by some thinkers of the
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grammatical school. He accepts this definition as the repre-

sentative definition of the grammatical school. He says that 

if  this definition is accepted, the word Caitra in the sen-

tence Caitrasya tandulam pacati will  also be a karaka. He
0 0 e

argues that the term Caitra is a remote condition of the act 

of cooking. He makes necessary arrangements for performing the 

act of cooking and thus he plays an important part in bringing 

about the action. It is a fact that Caitra is not an immediate 

condition of the action. But, according to the grammatical 

school, even the remote conditions like Sampradaha, Apadana 

etc. can be the cases of karaka. Therefore, we can easily treat 

Caitra also as a karaka in the above sentence. But, the gramma-

rians never accept such an interpretation. It shows that the 

above definition of karaka is too wide.83 At the same time, it 

is too narrow also in another sence. In the sentence gandati
I •

kapolam, the verb gandati stands for t&e portion of the fact.

The sentence implies that a Part of the face is taken as the
\

whole face. Now, in the abo sentence, the term kapola is not

the condition of the verb gandati. Similarly, when we say
• *

gaganan draVyan bhavatl, it also does not indicate that the 

sky (gagema) is a condition of the verb bhavati. The sentence 

gaganam draw an bhavati simply implies that the sky is a sub-

stance. It is for the above limitations, Bh a van and a does not 

accept the definition.
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Bhavananda now tries to offer a perfect definition 

of k Irak a. He says that a karaka means that which is syntac-

tically related to a verb through the medium of an inflexion.

He is, however, not satisfied with this definition also. 

Therefore, he adds a clause to it in order to make it appli-

cable to the principal klrakas. The clause is a klraka should
84as well be the condition of a verb (kriyanimittatva-sahltam). 

This definition of Bhavananda alto is not without limitations. 

Let us take for example an illustration, namely, guruviprar 

tapasvidurgatariarri pratikurvlta bhisak swabhesaj aih. In this 

sentence, the words guru, vipra etc. are directly related to 

the verb pratikurvlta. Thus, the meaning of the sixth inflex-

ion is directly connected with the vetfb ex hypothesl. But, in 

grammar, the above words are not treated as klrakas. Therefore, 

the definition as presented by Bhavananda becomes too narrow.

Siddhlntavaglsa realises his flaw* Therefore, he 

amends his own definition and holds that karaka denotes that

which is syntactically related to a verb through any of the
35six cases, namely Karta, Karma, Karana etc,

-A critical examination of Bhavananda* s standpoint 

shows that his definition of karaka is not a definition at all. 

He does not offer any scientific argument in support of his 

definition. According to him, a klraka denotes that which is 

syntactically related the verb through Karta, Karma, Karana
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etc. Now* a question arises# "Are KartS, Karma etc. eases of 
K Irak a or not?” Bhavananda does not provide an answer to this 
question# Further5 if we closely examine the definition we 
find that this definition is rather a description than a 
definition proper.

But* inspite of all these odds* Bhavananda Siddhanta- 
vlglsa is able to influence the grammarians and philosophers 
coming after him to a. great extent.

SizmmX&X

Jayakrsna, the author of the Saramanj arl fellows to
• l ♦

a great extent his predecessor Bhavananda Siddhanta vagisa in 
defining karaka. He however, does not accept the final defi
nition of k Irak a given by his predecessor. like Bhavananda, 
Jayakrsna also criticises the definition kriyanlmlttatvana

* •' A

karakatvam. According to him, the definition is too wide to 
cover such illustrations as Maitrasya tandularn pacati. It is 
for this reason, he rejects this definition and accepts the 
new definition of kiraka* namely, vlbhaktyarthadvara kriyln-
vayitvainkarakatvam. Jayakrsna says that the meaning of the

• * * *

substantive (nlma) cannot directly enter into a syntactical 
relation with the meaning of a verb. Therefore, the meaning 
of the inflexion must be accepted as a connecting link 
between the two.®®
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\

«Tayakrsna states clearly that second inflexion is
* * *

not used in the term stoka in the sentence stokan paoati as 

a connecting link between the verb pacati and the said term. 

The term is used as an adverb in the sentence. The second 

inflexion is attached to it only in order to maintain the 

correctness of the usage.87

He also interpretes the sentence guruvipratapasvi- 

durgaJaniijipratikurvlta in a different manner. He says that the 

te3® roga should be inserted in the sentence in order to 

attain the appropriate meaning of it. In this way Jayakrsna
* r •

solves the problem which besets his predecessor Bhavananda.88

Ja&adfs^Tarkilanolkira

Jagadlsa Tarkalankara, the author of the Sabdasak-

tiprakasika offers an entirely independent definition of

karska. His definition of karaka is as follows : dhafevarthajp'
*

©niprakaro yah. subantah sdtraMrakam.89 He interprets ̂this 

definition very clearly in his vrtti. Jagadfsa lays emphasis
•f

on the meaning of the inflexion sup in his definition rather 

than on the word to which it is attached. It is also clear
i

from his discussion that in order to understand karaka pro-

perly, we must understand the meaning of the verb with which 

it is used.
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Let us now clarify the concept of karaka as pre- 

seated by tfagadlsa. JagadTsa says that the inflexion called 

sup is attached to a substantive either in the sens® of 

kiraka or in some other sense*9® He then clarifies the mean-

ing of the term k air aka* He states that the term karaka deno-

tes a specific meaning of the inflexion sup. This meaning 

of the inflexion is gyntacHcally related to the verb and 

it always acts as a predicate of the verb in such a syntac- 

lical relation. He offers a number of illustrations repre-

senting different kiraks in order to bring home to us the 

meaning of his statement. Let us explain one of these illus-

trations namely, vrksat patati. In the above illustration, 

the verb patati denotes a motion which is characterised by 

separation. Thus, the separation in the above context plays 

the role of a predicate in relation to the verb. Jagadlsa 

says that the sense of the said separation is presented to 

us by the fifth inflexion itself which is attached to the 

word vrksa* He opines that the meaning of the fifth inflexion
9 *

itself is the klraka in the sentence. This meaning is syntac- 

lically related to the verb*

Jagadlsa further says that because the fifth infle-

xion is inseparcibly related to the stem vrksa the word vrkga 

is also a karaka in a remote sense*91
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It is clear from the abovk discussion that Jagadfsa’s 

concept of karaka is entirely different from the earlier con-

cepts of kiraka. He certainly deserves appreciation for this 

new concept. He solves some difficult problems which beset 

the earlier philosophers like Bhavananda with the help of the 

new interpretation. There is a great difference between 

Jagadlsa and his predecessors, namely, Bhavananda and Jaya- 

krsna. Bhavananda and Jayakrsna also lay some emphasis on
• • « I « 9

the meaning of the inflexion ( vibhaktyartha) in their defi-

nition of kiraka. But, they accept it only as a connecting 

link between the karaka and the verb. But, JagadTsa treats 

the subartha itself as the kiraka proper. He does not assign 

any reason for departing from the age-old tradition. The 

success of his new venture will  depend mainly on the willing-

ness of scholars to accepts the new standpoint.

Bhattacintainani

Gaga Bhatta clearly discusses the standpoint of the
• •

Naiyayikas on the meaning of the term karaka before giving his 

own definition of the term. He says that the Naiyafclkas reject 

three important definitions of kiraka. These definitions are s
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1, Kriyaprayojgkatvam karakatvam
a

2, K riyaj angle at vanikar ak at vam
«

— V Qg
3, Dhstvar tha.-xivit a vlbhaktyar than vay itvain karakaffiram.

According to him, the Nalyiyikas reject the first

definition on the ground that it is two wide* because* it is 

applicable even to such a prayojaka or a condition as Devar 

datta in the sentence Devadattasya tandulampacati. Scholars 

are not ready to accept the term tandula in the sentence as 

a case of karaka.

Gaga Bhatta says that the *fefyayikas reject the 

second definition also as too wide. The expression kriya- 

janakatva indicates an immediate* invariable &nt^ecedent to 

an action. We all know that the knowledge of an action is 

such an antecedent,to the action. Therefore, the definition 

is applicable to the word jnana also in the sentence yathar
ry> Brl  ^

jnanani pacati. But* this view is not correct. Gaga Bhatta 

states that the Naiyiyikas reject the definition on this 

very ground.

The third definition is able to remove the defects 

of the two earlier definitions. But, thetfaltfiyikas show that 

there is a serious defect in this definition also. According 

to this definition, a karaka denotes that which is syntactl-
~cl A qOjl Z

cally^the meaning of a root rsfefeed te through the meaning of 

the inflexion attached to the root. Now* if  we accept this
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definition, even the word dhana in the sentence dhanaya 

gacchatl and the word svarga in the sentence svargaya yatate 

will  also be the cases of karaka. But such a view is not 

acceptable to us. There are some other defects of this defi-

nition. The particle na in the sentence na pacatl is synta-

ctically related to the meaning of the root pac (to cook) 

through the meaning of the inflexion ti attached to the root. 

But, it is not a karaka. Similarly, the definition is not 

applicable to the word nakta (night) in the sentence naktan 

Pacati in spite of the fact that the term nakta denotes the

sense of the locative case. Gaga Bhatta says that it  for these
* »

reasons, the Naiyayikas reject the definition.

He shows that these philosophers present a new and

more appropriate definition of karaka. According to this

definition, karaka denotes Kartal Karma, Karana, Samp rad ah a,
_ ai)

Apadana or Adhikarana. tfe have already dtsenssed this defi-

Gaga Bhatta rejects this definition without showing

any reason for it. He gives an entirely different definition

of karaka. According to this definition, a,karaka denotes

that which is syntactically related to a verb through the
94inflexion attached to it.

Let us explain the above view clearly. A verb in 

Sanskrit grammar consists of two parts namely, the root and
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the inflexion* The root generally denotes an operational 

Part and a result*. A karaka is related to either the operar 

tion or the result through the inflexion which is attached 

to the root. The inflexion which is used in a particular 

kiraka also acts a medium of this relation. We can clarify 

it with the help of an illustration namely, Devadattah 

sthalyam odanampacati. In this illustration, the verb pacati 

occupies a significant position. This verb consists of two 

distinct parts namely, the root and the inflexion ti. The 

root denotes an operation and a result. The inflexion ti in 

the verb denotes Karta who is the locus of the operation.

The term Devadatta in the sentence is the case in apposition 

with the said Karta or the agent of the operation. The first 

inflexion which is attached to the word Devadatta itself 

serves as the connecting link between the case in apposition 

and the said Karta! The terms odana and sthali in the sen-

tence are related to the result denoted by the verb as 

Karmakiraka and Adhikarana karaka. The meanings of the
9

second and the seventh inflexions attached to the words 

odana and sthali are the medium of the relation between the 

karakas and the result. The second Inflexion attached to 

the word odana denotes the direct locus of the result while 

the seventh inflexion used in the term sthali denotes the 

indirect- locus of the result.
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The definition  of  karaka  given  by  Gaga Bhatta  is
•  •

certainly  able  to  remove  some of  the  serious  limitations  of  

earlier  definitions  of  karaka.  But,  according  to  Nagesa  even  

such  a definition  is  not  an appropriate  one  because,  there  is  

only  an indirect  relation  between  kriya  and  karaka,  Nagesa  

states  that  a ksfraka  is  directly  related  to  bhavana  and  it

is  not  directly  related  to  a kriys£  Hence,  the  predicate

r  -  . _

akhyatarthanvita  is not  appropriate  in  it.

The__classification  of  karaka

We have  so  long  discussed  the  definitions  of  karaka  

in  different  grammatical  and  philosophical  schools,  A karaka  

is  traditionally  classified  into  Karta^  Karma, Karaija,  Sampra-  

dana,  Apadana  and Adhikarana , 95 We shall  now discuss  the  

vie^rs  of  the  grammarians  already  referred  to  by  us  and  the  

philosophers  of  the  Nylya  and  the  Mirairasa  schools  including  

Gadadhara  Bhattacarya,  the  celebrated  author  of  the  Vyut-
I  9

Patti  vat  a on Kart  a,  Karma, Karana  etc.  in  a systematic  manner.
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CHAPTER II

Kaila

KartfTin  the  Paninian  school  1

£aqlni

Panini  defines  Karta  or  the  agent  as  svatantrah  

Kartl . 1 This  definition  is  the  keystone  of  future  discussions  

on the concept  of  Kart  a in  the  grammatical  schools  and  also  

some of  the  philosophical  schools,

\

Kataima

K Sty  ay  ana,  the  author  of  the  virtlkas  apprehends  

some inconsistency in  the  above  definition  and  tries  to  

supplement  It by  an aphorism  ( virtika)  i.e.  svatantrasya  

Kartrsanjnayin  hetumatyupasarikhyanan  kartavyam . 8 The vartlka  

means that  If  the  agent  (Karta)  is  defined  as  svatantra  or  

Independent,  in  that  case,  the  definition  will not  apply  to

that  particular  agent  who acts under  the  direction  of  some
/

other  agent.  Therefore,  we must  specifically  mention that  

such  an agent  is  also  a case  of svantantra.

Patanjali  shows  that  the  amendment  advanced  by  the  

author  of  the  vartlkas  to  the  definition  svatantrah  Karta  is
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not necessary. We shall discuss it elaborately in this very 

chapter in an appropriate place,

The Bhasyakara critically interprets the term 

s vat antra in his commentary. He says that the term t antra

denotes a number of meanings. There is a popular meaning of
*/

the term. According to this popular meaning, tantra stands 

for the spread out threads of a weaver. The Bhasyakara does 

not accept this meaning of the term in the definition of 

Kart a. Thus, he also does not accept the meaning of svatantra 

arising from this interpretation. He explains that if  we 

accept the popular meaning of the term tantra, in that case, 

the term svatantra will  denote a weaver only,3 But, the term 

Kart a is used in a much wider sense than that in grammar. It 

is for this reason, the Bhasyakara does not accept the popular
9

meaning of svatantra* He accepts another meaning of the term 

namely, svapradhaha or self-sufficient.4 This is undoubtedly 

the most appropriate meaning of the word in the definition 

of Karta. The Bhasyakara explains clearly that Kart a" or the 

agent is self sufficient because, it alone moves the other 

karakas for the accomplishment of an act,® This interpreta-

tion is readily accepted by Bhartrhari and many other gramma-

rians, Bhartrhari explains the role of the agent as the prime *
mover of other karakas in interpreting the rule svatantrah 

Karta.
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We have already referred to the amendment which is 

suggested by the author of the vartikas to the sutra svatan- 

trah Karta. The grammarian opines that the definition svatan- 

trah Karta is not applicable to that particular agent which 

acts under the mandate of another agent. He suggests in the 

said vartika that if  Karta is svatantra, it. must be s vat antra 

in the absolute sense. There must not be any limitation to his 

independence. The Bhasyakara critically examines this view 

and finally arrives at the conclusion that this amendment is 

not necessary. He says that even when the agent accomplishes 

an act under the direction of another agent, he remains inde-

pendent. The grammarian already explains that the agent is 

svatantra in the sense that it moves the other karakas for 

the accomplishment of an act. He does not lose this indepen-

dence even when ho performs an activity under the command 

of another agent. He further says that the agent sometimes 

may not obey the order of his director to accomplish an act.

He may not respond to such an order when he sees that it does 

not serve his purpose. It is in this sense also, the agent is
Aindependent,

Paninl treats the prayojaka or the director of an 

agent as described above as a distinct class of Karta which 

is not covered by the definition svatantrah Karta, Therefore, 

he offers a separate definition for it, that is, tatprayojako 

hetusca.7
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P at an j ali already discusses the role of Prayojaka 

Kartsu He lays emphasis oft. the independence of Prayojya or 

the agent who is directed instead of the role of Prayojaka
i

in his interpretation on the second definition*

We have discussed above the views of Pat an j  ali on 

the two definitions of Karta given by Panini. But, our dis- 

cussion will  remain incomplete if  we do not refer to another 

important view of Pat an;) ali* He implicitly states under the 

Paninian rule karake that the agent is the locus of the 

principal operation denoted by a verb.

Kaiyafca

Pataudali offers some important views in his inter-

pretation of the Paninian rule sVatantrah Karta. But* the 

method which he adopts in offering the views does not help 

us to attain a correct idea of them. There are at least two 

cryptic statements in the interpretation namely, nikurvatlti 

cet svatantrah and kurvan svatantro akurvan na a clarificar- 

tion of which is essentially necessary in order to understand 

the meaning of svat'antra given by him. Kaiyatp explains these 

and other statements of Pat an jail so clearly that we can 

easily grasp the meaning of the Paninian rule given by the 

Bhasyakara.8
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. Kaiyata justifies the ■view of the Bhasyakara that

the agent is the principal among kirakas. Bhartrhari advances
#

some important arguments in support of the view of Panini ' •
that the agent is svatantra or independent. Kaiyata advances

»

these very arguments in order to justify the said view of 
Patanjali.9

The commentator offers a new explanation on the 

term svatantra in the Paninian rule svatantrah Kart a* Accor

ding to him, the agent is called svatantra because, he acts
10as the locus of the principal operation denoted by a verb.

It is easily understood from his discussion on such instances 

of Karta as kasthinl pacariti and sthalf pacati already 

referred to by us.

Bhartrhari presents some original views on Karta 

in his Vakyapadfya. He does not define the term Karta. He 

accepts the definition svatantrah Karta given by Panini as 

the most appropriate definition of the term. The grammarian 

critically interprets the definition. He also offers some 

important philosophical views in his discussion on Karta.

Let us now explain our statements in a systematic 

manner, Bhartrhari explains the rule svatantrah Karta in the
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most exhaustive Banner. According to him, Karta or the agent 

is called svatantrai or independent for the following reasons * 

Karta acquires its efficiency independently of other 

karakas from a different source* It renders the other karakas

to a subordinate position. These karakas always operate under
/

the direction of the agent. The agent is the prime mover of 

them. It restrains their operations as soon as the intended 

act is accomplished. Karta is not represented by another 

karaka. Lastly, it contributes its quota even as a remote 

factor towards the accomplishment of the act.

The above points are very clearly explained by 

Heliraja in his commentary. Haradatta also explains thorn in 

his Padamanjari in a proper manner,

Bhartrhari discusses a few more important points 

regarding Karta in Sanskrit grammar, He says that sometimes 

we use even an inanimate object as a case of Karta. A ques-

tion naturally arises in the case of such an agent : "How is 

it possible for it to play the independent role as described 

by Bhartrhari?"Bhartrhari appropriately replies to this 

question, H© soys that we should not consider such cases 

from the point of reality. But, we should always attribute 

the characteristics of an agent described above to such 

instances.12
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Bhartrhari solves a knotty problem in the course

of his discussion on the subjective case. He says that there

are some rare, cases in which the same object is treated as

the agent and some other cases in the same sentence. Helirgja

clarifies the point with the help of an illustration namely,

-hantyatmanam atm ana C the self kills the self by the self).

Bhartrhari suggests that in such cases, we should imagine

the same object as three distinct karakas under three dia-
13

tlnct circumstances,

Another important contribution of Bhartrhari is
*

that he elaborates the different philosophical views regarding

the origination of an object. The philosophical concepts of

the origination of an abject play an important role in the
14concept of Karta.

Bhartrhari explains the Paninian rule svatantrah * *
— _ _ _ i _

Karta in the karikas praganyatah saktilabhat etc. of his
9

VakyapadTya. The grammarian presents some new and important 

views in the explanation, Helaraja interprets every signifi-

cant expression of Bhartrhari in these karikas very clearly 

in order to give us an appropriate idea of the statements of

Bhartrhari,15
%
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The commentator also critically interprets the 

different philosophical views presented by Bhartrhari on the 

origination of an object in the course of his discussion on 

the concept of Karta.16

Easlfea

The Vrttikara very often offers an independent

interpretation on the sutras of Panini. But, in interpreting
/ 9

the rule s vat ant rah Kart a,' he primarily follows the author
#

of the Mahabhasya. However, he shows some originality in
„  sve*taMra

this interpretation also, «e explains the term svafefeitea not 

only as pradhanabhuta (principal) but also as agunabhuta.17 

The second interpretation certainly deserves our attention.

The Vrttikara does not explain the term in his commentary.
•ft

But, he cites'two significant illustrations of svatantra 

namely, Devadattah pacati and sthall pacatl in order to bring 

out the subtle distinction between pradhanabhuta and aguna-

bhuta. 18 The distinction is clearly understood from the inter-

pretation of Jinendrabuddhi.

J inendrabuddhi

The commentator Jinendrabuddhi tries to explain 

the significance of the expression agunabhuta.. He says that
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<1 .

the predicate pradhana or principalis applicable to an agent 

only when it is considered in terms of other kirakas in a 

sentence. But, sometimes the agent alone remains present in 

a sentence. He clarifies the point with the help of the illus-

trations Devadatta aste and seta Devadattah. Jinendrabuddhi 

says that only the second interpretation of the term svatantra 

is applicable to such a solitary agent. The term agunabhuta 

in the present context means that particular karaka which is 

not subordinate to any other karaka, and the solitary agent 

in a sentence is always non-subordinate to any other karaka.19

The Vrttikara says in his commentary on the rule % ■
s vat ant rah Kart a that the speaker singles out a particular 

karaka as svatantra according to his intention. Jinendra-
Ort

buddhi clearly explains this vLew.

He also gives us an appropriate idea of Prayojaka
\

Kart a. He divides Prayojaka into primary and secondary. 

According to him, the term bhikaa in the sentence bhiksa
■ g-j

vasayati is a case of the second type of Prayojaka Karta.

' Haradatta
l

Haradatta, the other commentator on the Kasikivrttl 

also critically explains the concept of Karta presented by 

the Vrttikara in his commentary on the rule svatantrah Karta.
i
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He synthesises the views of Bhartrhari with those of the
0

Vrttikara in Ms interpretation. He gives us three distinct 

meanings of the term svatantra. He accepts only the tMrd 

meaning of the term. According to the third meaning the term 

svatantra is an equivalent of the term pradhana.22 Haradatta

says that the term svatantra is well known in this sense
23 —only. He quotes the relevant karikas of Bhartrhari and

properly interprets them in order to bring home to us the

exact significance of the term svatantra in the Paninian.

definition,2^ Haradatta also accepts the interpretation

agunabhuta as offered by the Vrttikara for the term svatantra.

He agrees with his predecessor Jinendrabuddhi that the term

pradhana is not applicable to a solitary agent in a sentence.

Therefore, the second interpretation of the Vrttikara is
ns

necessary. He also assigns another reason for this inter-

pretation of the term svatantra. He says that the concept of 

svatantra as propounded by Bhartrhari is not applicable to an 

inanimate agent. But, when the term svatantra is explained as 

agunabhuta, the above problem does not arise.2® He also quotes 

the view of Kaiyata that Kart a is the locus of the principal 

operation denoted by a verb,ITd. tr

Haradatta presents the interpretation of the term 

agunabhuta as given-by Kaiyata in-M-s commentary on the ruie 

svatantrah K-arta.

ai

The grammarian subscribes to the view of the
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Bha^rakara  that  an agent  does  not  lose  his  Independence  even

when he acts  under  the direction  of  another  agent , 28

A critical  examination  of  the  above  views  of  Hara-

datta  shows  that  the  grammarian  not  only  possesses  a thorough

knowledge  of  the  views  of  his  predecessors  on the  subjective

case  but  also  tries to  synthesise  these  views  in  an excellent

manner.  We see  the  entire  development  of  the  concept  of  Kart  a

from  the  Mahibhasya  of  Pat  an j  all  down to  his  time  in  his

commentary.  Haradatta  says  that  the  concept  of  svatantra  as

presented  by  Bhartrhari  in  his  karikas  praganyatah  saktilabhad
* *

etc,  is  not  applicable to  an inanimate  agent.  Therefore*  the  

interpretation  agunabhuta  for  the  term  svatantra  is  necessary.  

There lies  a fundamental  difference  between  Bhartrhari  and  

Haradatta,  Bhartrhari  says  that  the  main  characteristics  of  a 

Karta  as  described  by  him  should  be attributed  even  to  an  

inanimate  object  when it  plays  the  role  of  an agent.

S?mf9Afama

Purusottama  follows  the  Vrttikira  in  interpreting

the  rules  svatantrah  Karta and  tatprayojako  hetusea.  He
%

accepts  the  view  of  the  Vrttikara  that  the  term  svatantra  in  -
t

the  first  rule denotes  that  particular  kiraka  which  is  treated  

as  non-subordinate  to  any  other  karaka  by  the  speaker  according
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to his intention* He offers three appropriate illustrations 

in order to Justify this view.2® He does not offer any new 

idea in the interpretation of the second rule except following 

the Vrttikira rigidly in it.30

£S§tidhai*a

Srstidhara appropriately explains the standpoint of
n *

Purusottama on Karta.31 But* he also does not show any origi- 
* v

nality in his discussion*

Ramacandra explains the rule s vat ant rah Kart a very 

briefly.32 We cannot understand the exact significance of the 

term svatantra from this explanation. He does not discuss the 

second definition of Pacini on Kart a in his grammar.

JPi-ttha.tasIs^a
v N

The commentator tl tt halite ary a explains the term
« %

svatantra in the rule mentioned above in an exhaustive manner,

H© accepts the view of the Vrttikara that the term svatantra 

denotes principal or non-subordinate in this rule,33 He explains
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this view in a clear manner. According to this explanation* 

the term svatantra or Karta denotes that particular klraka 

which moves all other kirakas but it is not moved by any of 

them,34 This is partly a new concept of Kart a. Patanjali 

already states that the agent is the mover of all other cases. 

But, he does not state that it is not moved by any other case. 

Vitthala finds that the interpretation given by him on svatan-
ot *

tra is not applicable to the solitary agent in a sentence. 

Therefore, he further explains the term Karta as the locus of 

the principal operation indicated by a verb,33 The grammarian 

finally states that the agent is by all means non-subordinate 

to other kirakas.
a

BhattOii Dikedta

Bhattoji Dlksita explains the term svatantra in the
i « #

Paninian rule svatantrah KartI as the locus of the principal
#

operation denoted by a verb. He justifies this explanation by 

referring to the statement of Bhartrhari, namely, dhatunok-
*  — W

takriye nityan karake Kartrtesyate.

o-
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K^undflbha.tta

Kaundabhatta, the author of the Valy akar anabhu sana- 

sara offers an illuminating discussion on the concept of Karta 

in Sanskrit grammar. He lays emphasis on the meaning of the 

Panlnian rule svatantrah Karta and the meaning of the third 

inflexion which is attached to the subjective case in his 

discussion. Kaundabhatta primarily follows Bhattoji in inter-
• • 9 , n * •

preting the definition svatantrah Karta. He says that the term 

s vat antra in the definition implies that the agent is the 

locus of the principal operation denoted by a verb.38

But, he thinks that this interpretation is not able 

to give us a correct idea of the concept of Karta. Therefore, 

he clarifies this interpretation. We have already stated that 

the speaker himself selects one particular operation from 

among a group of operations denoted by a verb as the principal 

one. The locus of the said operation is known as Karta or the 

agent in grammar. Thus, even a cooking pot, fire and the fuel 

may be the cases of Karta when the emphasis is laid on the 

operations located in them. Kaundabhatta emphasises this age-
*9  <j p

old concept of Karta in the clarification of the said inter-

pretation.39

The grammarian does not remain confined to the tra-

ditional views alone. He also offers some new interpretations
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which  contribute greatly  towards  the  development  of  the  con -

cept  of  Kart  a.  He explains  the  significance  of the  third  

inflexion  which  is  attached  to  the  subjective  case.  He says  

that  the  third  inflexion  attached  to  the  subjective  case  

denotes  locus  (i.e,  the  locus  of  the  operation).  His  argument  

is  that  the  sense  of  the  yyapira  or  the  operation  is  communi -

cated by  the  verb itself.  Therefore,  when we define  the  term  

Karta  as  the locus  of  the  principal  operation,  naturally  the  

sense  of  the  locus  is  denoted  by  the  third  inflexion  itself  

because we do not  attain  the  sense  of the  locus  from  any  

other  object. 40

Kaundabhatta  rejects  two  important  definitions of  
_ •

Kart  a,  namely,  karakacakra-prayoktrtvan  Kartrtvam  and  krtya-  

sr  ay  at  van  Kartrtvam.  According  to  the  first  definition,  the  

agent  is  that  which  moves the other  karakas  for  the  accomplish -

ment of  an intended  action.  The second  definition  finds  its  

origin  in  the  Nyaya  school.  According  to  the  Naiyiyikas,  it is  

the  krill  or  the  volition  of  the  agent  which  is  responsible  

for  bringing  about  an action.  Thus,  Kart 5 is  he who possesses  

volition  which  generates  an intended  action,

Kaundabhatta  says  that  these  two  definitions  are  too  

narrow  to  cover  such  examples  of  Kart  a as  dandah  karoti.  He 

shows  the  following  reasons  for  this.  In  the  example  daiidah  

karoti,  the  agent  danda  (staff)  is  an inamlnate  object.
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Therefore, it does not possess volition. Secondly, it does not

move any other karaka,. in the sentence for the accomplishment
41of the act* But, it accomplishes the act by itself.

The grammarian refers to an ttpanisadic passage,

that is, etamitah pretyabhisambhavitismi in which the same
*

jlva (individual soul) is treated as both the subjective 

case and the objective case** This is apparently self-contra-

dictory. The grammarian clearly states that the same object 

(in the present case the jlva) can be a case of Kart a and 

Karma in two different contexts. According to him, there is 

no contradiction in such a use. But, he says that it cannot

be a case of both the karakas at a time because, such a use
42is prohibited in grammar.

He divides the subjective case into three classes
/ _ / 

namely, Suddha, Prayojaka and Karmakarta. The term Suddha

denotes that particular agent who is Independent In the true

sense of the term. The term Prayojaka is well-known to us.

The term Karmakarta stands for Prayojya or that particular

agent who acts under the direction of another agent. The

grammarian shows no originality in this division.
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Harlvallabha

Harivallabha clearly explains every significant

statement of Kaundabhatta on the subjective case,44 He
• • » •

presents in this connection the definition of K-arta given

by Nagesa in his Laghumanjusa and interprets it in an
45appropriate manner. He has no original contribution to 

the concept of the subjective case.

— ^
Sa&saa

Nagesa tries to present the inner meaning of the

term Kart a instead of its superficial meaning. He critically

examines the logical import of the term before giving an

exact definition of it. We can understand this logical

import clearly only when it is taken in relation to a \yapara

or an operation which exclusively belongs to the agent. Nagesa

first explains the significance of the third inflexion which

is attached to the subjective case. He says that this inflexion
46

denotes a particular sakti or properly known as 'Kartrtva.

He interprets the term Kartrtva in a logioal manner in order 

to give us a correct idea of the logical import of the term 

Kartl". It is clear from his interpretation that the agent is 

invariably the possessor or the locus of an operation as 

denoted by a verb in the active voice. Nagesa clearly explains
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that this operation is not qualified by any predicate.47 This
9

statement is very significant. The predecessor's of Nagesa
-rjl _ _

commonly Use such expressions as sapyogariukulavyapara.vikli- 

ttyanukulayylpara etc, in order to indicate the acts of 

going, cooking and the like. In such expressions, the vylpara 

or the operation is invariably predicated by the phala or the 

result indicated by the verb. But, such expressions are 

applicable only in the case of transitive verbs which denote 

both an operation and a result. The case of intransitive verbs 

is entirely different from that of transitive verbs. Intran-

sitive verbs denote only an operation but not a result. There-

fore, the question of the operation being predicated does not 

arise at all in this case. It is for this reason, Hagesa lays 

emphasis on the unpredicated operation in his definition of 

Karta. Uagesa means to say that the agent is the locus df the 

operation denoted by a verb irrespective of whether the verb 

is transitive or intransitive. He suggests that if  any, 

qualifying term is used to the operation, It wiH make the 

definition of Karta" too narrow,

Nagesa discusses the role of the agent in the 

active voice only. There is a definite reason behind this.

We get a clear idea of the role played by the agent in a 

sentence in the active voice alone. In the passive voice, 

Kermakaraka itself plays the dominant role.
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The grammarian also states that there is a deter

mining relation (avacchedaka sambandha) between the agent and 
the operation.48 It implies that the particular operation 

belongs exclusively to the agent and it does not belong to 

any other karaka. Let us clarify this point with the help 

of an illustration namely, Ramah pacati (i.e. Rama is cook

ing). When we use the expression Ramah pacati, it implies 

that the agent Rama exerts some physical and mental efforts 

in order to bring about the act of cooking. It clearly shows 

that Rama is the possessor or locus of these efforts. These 

efforts or operations do not belong to any other kiraka in 

the sentence. Now, the specific relation which exists between 

Rama and the said operations is the so called determining 

relation.

Nag8sa says that he lays emphasis on the determining

relation in order to eliminate the time relation which holds

between the agent and the operation* The determining relation
° 40is the specific relation between the agent and the operation.

Let us now present the definition of Kart a given 

by Nagesa. After considering all the points which are discu

ssed above, Nagesa defines Karta as Kartrprgtyayasambhlvyahars 

vyaparatavacchedakasambandhena taddhat^varthanisthavisesya-
d ■ d

tanirupitaprakaratanasrayataddfeatvarthasraya. He says that 

this is the logical import of the Paninian definition svatan-
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trah Karta! 5®.

Nagesa employs the Nyaya method in defining Karta! 

But, it is worthnoting that the grammarian does not accept 

the Nyaya standpoint that Kart a is the possessor of volition 

in the definition of the term. He strictly follows the gramma-

tical school in defining Karta!. He lays emphasis on vyapara

or operation and not on krti or volition.
» ...

According to the Naiyayikas, only an animate object
*

can play the role of an agent in the true sense of the term, 

because it alone possesses volition. Nagesa says that this 

rigid view is wholly unacceptable to him. He sticks to the 

well known standpoint, of the grammatical school that, even an 

inanimate object like a chariot may become a regular case of 

Karta. Ihe Naiyayikas hold that an insentient being like a 

chariot is used as the agent in a sentence only in a secon-

dary sense. Nagesa refutes this view. He argues that the 

secondary sense is ,n°t attained from the meaning of the
\ e 4 }

inflexion which is attached to the agent. In fine, Nagesa 

follows the grammatical tradition in a faithful manner ̂v-n
tovicsjpi: oj- Karta ,
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Karta in non-Paninian schools

MLaBa '

SarvaVarma defines the term Karta in his Kalapa as 

yah karoti sa Karta.52 This definition follows from the etymo-

logical meaning of the term Karta. He also treats the Prayojaka 

as a distinct type of agent.553

D£r& i3i§iflpha

. a-
Durgasimha illustrates the definition by two exam-

ples* namely fcJiatrena hanyate and Caitrena krtam, The second

example of Karta is significant. Durgaslmha says that the
0

second example is cited by him in order to show that the term
54karotl in the definition denotes even a past action.

Triloeana

Trilocana reiterates this view of Durgasimha in the

Panjl
55

SusenaCarva

Susenacaryya discusses within the framework of a 

brief commentary all the important definitions of Karta met
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with in the grammatical and philosophical schools. He starts 

with the definition of Kart a given by Pinini and tries to 

bring out the exact significance of it. While doing so, he 

rejects a number of definitions of earlier grammarians and 

philosophers. He first criticises the view according to which 

the term svatantra means that the agent is not moved or 

directed by any other ksir aka. He says that this view is not 

applicable to such examples of Karti as rijna ajnaptah karyan 

karoti in which the agent is directed by the prayojstka to 

accomplish an act. He also says that the term svatantra does 

not denote a person who always directs some other person to 

accomplish an act. He shows that such an interpretation is 

not applicable to the solitary agent in a sentence. He clari-

fies the idea with the help of the illustration Devadatto 

bhavati. Then, he refers to an important view of the Nyaya 

school. According to this view, the agent invariably possesses 

an appropriate knowledge of the act which he accomplishes. 

Further, he possess the desire and an inner effort for accom-

plishing the act. Susena says that this view is not applicable 

in the case df an inanimate agent. He refers to the sentence 

ratho.gacchati (i.e, the chariot is moving) in this connection, 

He critically examines another Important definition of Karta 

namely?kriyasrayatvaniKartrtvam. He opines that kriya is a 

broad term. It denotes the result also. We all know that the

*
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objective case itself is the locus of the result. But, Kart a 

is not the locus of the result. Therefore, if  we accept the 

above definition, a new problem will  arise. The problem is 

that the objective case itself will  be the subjective case,

Susena, however, says that there is no such usage as odanah
» • 0

Pacati in the Sanskrit language. Therefore, the problem as 

anticipated by Us does not arise. But, he shows that even then 

the definition is not applicable at all to such illustrations 

of Karta as ghato nastah (i.e. the jar has perished) in which 

the jar is not the locus but the cajrelative of the act df 

perishing. Susena also rejects the view that Karta denotes
e 0

the locus of the particular operation which generates the 

operations of all other karakas. He says that such a view is 

not applicable to such Instances as Davadatto bhavati where 

the agent remains alone in a sentence. Some scholars again 

interpret the term svatantra as the locus of that particular 

operation which does not stand as an obstacle to the operations 

of other karakas. Susena does not accepts this view also. H©
# i

adheres only to the view of Durgasinha that the term svatantra 

denotes the locus of the principal operation indicated by a 

verb. In this way, the celebrated commentator upholds the 

commonly accepted view of the gramatical school on Karta.56
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SIMes

Candragomi  says  that  the  third  inflexion  is  used  

in  the  sense  of  Karta.  We have  already  disoussed that  Candra-  

gomX does  not  define  Karta.  He cites  one  illustration of

Karta  namely,  Gaitrena  krtas.  In  it,  the  third  inflexion  is
» •

used  in  the  word  Caitra  in  order  to  indicate  that  it  is  a 

case  of  Karta . 87 The word  Gaitra  in  the  sentence  is  an example  

of  Anukta  Karta.  Anukta  Karta  means that  the  suffix  which  is  

used  with  the  verb in the  sentence  does  not indicate  the  

agent.  But,  the  third inflexion  itself  indicates  the  agent.

The above  characteristic  is  clearly  noticed  in  the  case  of  

the  word  Gaitra  in  the  sentence.

In  Sanskrit  grammar,  the  scope of  Karta  is  not  con -

fined  to  Anukta  Karta"  alone.  There  is  also  a so  called  Ukta  

Kartsu  It  stands  for  the  case  in apposition  in  English  grammar.  

The essential  characteristic of  Ukta  Karta  is  that  the  suffix  

attached  to  the  verb  to  which  it  is  related  in the  sentence  

itself  indicates  the  agent.  Therefore,  the  first  inflexion  is  

used with  Ukta  Karta  in  order  to  denote'that  it  is  a stem  

( pratipadika)  but  not  the third  inflexion.  Welhave  already  

discussed  the  cases  of  Prayojaka  Karta  and  Prayojya  Karta  

clearly,  Patan^ali  and  other.  Sanskrit  grammarians  show that  

even  the  cases  of  Karana,  Adhikarana  etc.  can  be used  as  the
A 9 A
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agent. Thus* they also show that even an inanimate object can 

play the role of the agent in a sentence. The purpose of 

this discussion is to show that the discussion offered by 

CandragomI on the subjective case is quite inadequate for 

giving us a comprehensive idea of the case.

Kransadisvara, the celebrated author of the Sanksip- 

tasara combines the Paninian rules svatantrah Kart a and tat-
0

prayajako hetusce into a single definition of Karts namely, 

kriyamukhya prayojakau Kart a.98 He substitutes the term 

svatantra by the term kriyamukhya in the definition. He also 

lays proper emphasis on the ffcayojaka as a distinct case of 

K artay in du*. cta-^-'niXhryv- ,

Jumaranandi

Jumaranandi explains the term kriyamukhya in an 

appropriate manner. He says that the term kriyamukhya denotes 

the principal among kirakas. According to hims the agent is 

the principal among kirakas, because he alone possesses the
t

capacity of moving other karakas for accomplishing an inten-

ded act,89
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GoyTcandra, the other commentator on thes Saaaksip-
* •

tasara accepts the above views of Jumaranandi. He discusses 

a very important point in this connection. He says that some-

times the agent does not play the role of a mover of other 

kirakas in certain sentences. H© refers to the sentence 

aste Viprah in order to clarify the point. He says that even 

in such cases? the agent remains the agent. Jumaranandi uses 

the expression t a<d ayo j anarha in the interpretation of the 

definition of Kart a given by KramadTsvara. The term arha 

means capable. This very term indicates that the agent posse-

sses the capacity of moving the other factors.60 This capacity 

remains sometimes latent and sometimes it becomes kinetic.

J ainendra

The author of the Jainendravyakarana defines Karts
— fll  «by the very rule of Panini namely, s vat ant rah Karta. He

9 9

adopts the same technic in defining some other technical 

terms. He also defines the Prayo^aka Karta by the rule tadyo- 

Jako hetursca.62 The term yo^aka in the definition stands for 

the term prayojak,a in the rule of Panini.
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The celebrated commentator Abhayanandi rigidly 1 

folows the Paninlan tradition in interpreting the above defi-

nitions* He explains the term svatantra as atmapradhaha. He 

reiterates the view of Patanjali that even when the agent is 

directed by another agent to accomplish an act, he remains 

independent because he may not start the action when he is 

not willing to accomplish it*63 He also corroborates the view 

of the Bhasyakara that even the inanimate objects like the
9

cooking put can be the cases of Karta if  it is so intended 

by the speaker*64

Abhayanandi explains the definition tadyajako 

hetusca also in a' proper maimer. He accepts the view of 

Jinendrabuddhi that yojaka or Prayojaka is of two types, - 

namely, primary and secondary. He illustrates the second 

type of Yojaka Karta by the very example of Jinendrabuddhi, 

that is bhiksa vasayati,65

*
Sab'danu sa sana

Like the author of the Jainendra, Hemacandra also 

defines Karta by the Paninian rule svatantrah Karta itself. ° 

Hemacandra follows the well-established grammatical tradition
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in his interpretation of the definition. He interprets the 

term svatantra as pradhina or principal. He also states that

a particular kiraka is determined as svatantra or indepen-
\

dent by the speaker himself according to his intention.67

Hemacandra illustrates the definition of Karti in 

an exhaustive manner. He cites a large number of examples of 

the subjective case in order to gives us a comprehensive idea 

of the different types of Karti. He first cites the example 

Devadattah pacati. In this example, the verb pacati itself 

denotes the agent. The term Devadatta in the above example 

is only a case in apposition with the agent denoted by the 

verb. Such a case is known as Ukta Karta or Abhihlta Karta 

in Sanskrit grammar. The second example of Karta as given

by Hemacandra is Jinadattena krtam. In it, the third inflexion
•

which is attached to the term Jinadatta Itself denotes Karta. 

Such a Karta"is known as Anukta Karta in Sanskrit grammar.

The grammarian shows in the third example, namely, sthali 

Pacati that an inanimate object also can play the role of 

Karta in grammar. He goes a step further in the fourth 

illustration namely, corasya rujati rogah. In this illustra-

tion, the grammarian shows that even an abstract object like 

a disease may become a case of Karta. He also illustrates 

Prayojya and Prayojaka Karta by the example Devadattena 

Pacayatl C ait rah.68
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Hemacandra clearly explains the tens pradhana in 

his interpretation of the definition of Karta, He reiterates 
the views of Bhartrhari in the above explanation,69

<S>

Mugdhabodhfl

Bopadeva introduces a monosyllabic technical term 

gha in the sense of Karta, The grammarian does not interpret

Durgadasa Vidyaraglsa strictly follows Sarvavarma*

the author of the Kalapa in interpreting gha in his commenr-

tary. He also presents the view of the logicians that the

term KartS denotes that particular object which possesses 
71volition.

Hgna Tarkavlglsa interprets the term Karta as 

denoted by the technical term gha according to its etymolo

gical meaning. He interprets the etymological meaning of the 

term also very clearly. He synthesises the views of Panini

and the Vrttikara In this interpretation. He finally states ♦
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that the term Karta denotes the direct locus of an action.

He defines it as the direct locus in order to distinguish it 

from the locative case.^2

The author of the Sarasvata is third grammarian in 

the non-Panlnian school who defines the term Karta" by the 

Paninian rule Svatantrah Karta.' He explains the term S vat an-

tra as the locus of the principal operation denoted by a 
73verb. This is a well known standpoint of the grammatical 

school.

Candraklrti

The celebrated commentator Candraklrti also inter-
74prets the term Svatantra in the above manner.

.Sifflfl&ffla .

The commentator Raanasrana is silent regarding the

meaning of Karta or the subdivisions etc. of the case.
/
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Like th© author of the Sanksiptasira, the author 

of th© Supadma also combines the Panlnian rules svatantrah 

Karta" and tat-prayojako hetusca into a single definition of 

Kartai namely, swatantratatprayo j akau Kart a.75

Visnumisra offers an elaborate and scholarly inter- 

pretation on the above definition. He first interprets the 

term svatantra in the same way as JumatAnandi interprets the 

term kriyisrakhya in the definition of Kramadf svara, He says 

that the agent possesses the capacity of moving the other 

karakas for the accomplishment of an act even when he actually 

does not do so in certain cases. He finally explains the term 

svatantra as the locus of the principal operation signified 

by a verb in a sentence. He also clearly explains the role 

o f Prayoj ak a K arta.7 6

Harinamanrta

Jivagowinl strictly follows Panini in defining the 

term Kart'S, The definition of the term as given by him is 

svatantratatprayojakanea Kartr. The term Kartr is used in
o ' *
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the  definition  as  an adjective  of the  term  kanaka.  Jlvagoswsmf  

clearly  explains  the  terms  Ukta  Karta  and Anukta  Karta  in  his  

interpretation  of  definition.  He also  explains  the  term  

Pr  ayoj  aka  appropriately  and  cites  a suitable  illustration  of  

it. 78

Purusottama  Vidy 5vagisa  presents  the  very  defini -

tions  of  Karta  offered  by  Panini  in  his  Prayogaratnamala  by
© i

briefly  interpreting  them, 79 The grammarian  properly  illus -

trates  the  definitions, 80 He shows that  the  speaker  sometimes  

uses  certain  terms  as  cases  of  Karta  in  a secondary  sense.  He 

refers  to  the  sentences  asiscehinatti  and  bhiksa  Vasayate 81
0

dvljam  in  this  connection, 82

K.art  a in  Philo  soj3hiQ,aL_schools

Karakacakra

Bhavananda  Siddhantavagi  sa  offers  an illuminating  

discussion  on the  concept  of  Karta  in  the  Karakacakra,'  He 

first  examines  a few  important  definitions  of  Karta  as  given  

by  the  grammarians.  He finds  that  these  definitions  are  not  

appropriate,  Therefore*  he offers  a new definition of  Karta.
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Bhavananda starts the chapter on Karta in his Kara- 

kacakra with a critical interpretation of the definition kriysr 

sr ay at van Kartrtvam given by the grammarians. According to 

this interpretation, the definition k rly a sr ay a t van* K a r t r void  

implies that the meaning of a verb in the active voice is * 

itself the Karta or the agent. Bhavananda clarifies the 

above idea by citing three suitable illustrations namely, 

pacati, janati and nasyatl. These three verbs are in the 

active voice. The verb pacati is derived from the root pac.

The root pac denotes the act of cooking. This act again means 

a particular operation which generates the result known as 

Paka or vLklitti.  Bhavananda says that the verb pacati denotes 

the locus of this operation. This very locus is otherwise 

known as the Karta or the agent of the act of cooking. Simi-

larly, he shows that the verb 1anati denotes the locus of the 

act of knowing. Like the previous instance* this locus is 

also the agent of the act. But, a verb.in the active voice

does not necessarily denote the locus of an operation. It is
_ #

clear from Bhavananda* s interpretation of the verb nasyatl.
f

There is an exception in the case of the verb nasyatl. It 

does not denote a locus of the act of perishing but it denotes 

only a correlative of the act. This correlative is the Karta 

or the agent.84
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Let us now explain the above ideas with the help of 

a few suitable illustrations namely, Devadattah pacati, Ramo 

jahati and ghato nasyati, In the first illustration, Devadatta
9

is the locus of the particular operation denoted by the root 

Pac in the verb paoati. In the illustration, Rirno Tahiti, Rama 

denotes the locus of the act of knowing indicated by the root 

jna in the verb jahati, Again, in the illustration ghato 

nasyati, the word ghata or the jar denotes the co-relative 

of the act of perishing indicated by the root nas In the verb 

nasyati. Because, the jar becomes non-existent as a result 

of the act of perishing, it cannot become a locus of the act. 

Now, the terms Devadatta, Rina and ghata in the above illus- 

tratlons are cases of Karta according to the Interpretation 

of Bhavihanda of the definition kriyisrayatvah Kartrtvam.

Bhavananda says that the speaker sometimes uses such 

expressions also as klsthan pacati. The term kistha is gene-
• » e *

rally used as a case of Karama with the verb pacati. But, the

Intention of the speaker in the above illustration is that
85the verb pacati should denote the term kastha. In other

• <%

words, he intends that the term kastha should be the Karta 

of the act of cooking. Therefore, he uses the above expressions.

It is clear from this discussion that a inanimate 

object also can be a case of Karta according to the definition 

discussed above. Bhavananda is not ready to accept such a view.
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He holds the view that the agent Is invariably an animate 

object,

„ He discusses another important definition of KartI

of the gramatlcal school. This definition is Karakintara-
— V A3

prayojyatve sati kgrakantaraprayojakatvamKartrtvam, We 

meet with this definition for the first time in the commen-

tary of Vitthala in a slightly different form. According to 

this definition, Karta is the mover of all other karakas 

while he himself is not moved by any other karaka.

This definition is very scientifically framed. Some 

scholars have rightly pointed out that the definition is not 

applicable to the cases of Karma etc, for the reason that the
— A7

clause kerakantaraprayojyatve sati is used in it.

Bhavananda rejects this definition on a very strong 

ground, He says that all living beings are moved by God for 

accomplishing different activities. If  the definition is 

accepted, in that case, no living being will  be a case of 

Karta"in relation to his activities.88

Some scholars interpret the term karakintaraprayo- 

jyatva in a different manner. According to this interpreta-

tion, the term means that the agent is not the asrays or the 

locus of the operation of another karaka which generates the 

result as intended by the agent.
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Bha vananda Siddhantavaglsa rejects this view also.

He says that if  the above interpretation is accepted, the 

potter who makes a pot will  not be the agent of the act of 

making the pot. The potter moves the wheel by a stick at the 

time of making the pot. The contact between the stick and 

the wheel generates the result as intended by the potter.

But, the potter himself is not the locus of the said contact. 

Thus, according to the above interpretation of the term kara- 

kahtaraprayojyatva, the potter cannot be the agent, of the act 

of making the pot. This view is not acceptable to us. The 

potter is a clear case of Karfi of the said act.89

After a critical examination of the above defini-

tions of Karta, Bhavihanda realises that a new and appropriate 

definition of Karta is necessary. Therefore, he offers the 

definition anukHlakrtlmattvan Kartrtvam. According to this
9 0

definition, Karta or the agent is one who possesses the 

volition (krti) which is favourable for an action. Bhavananda 

says that the term Karta is derived from the root kr by adding 

the suffix trc to it. The root kr denotes yatna or volition 

while the suffix trc denotes locus and hence, the above defi-

nition is justified.90

He further says that the etymological meaning of 

Karta itself indicates that the agent is invariably a living 

or animate object. Therefore, an inanimate being cannot be a
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a case of Karta in the proper sense of the term. But, the 

inanimate objects are also very often used as Karta, Such 

usages are purely secondary,91

BhaVananda SiddhantavagIsa is a philosopher endowed 

with great originality. He offers a new definition of Karta 

which can be easily justified from the NySya standpoint. But, 

we cannot agree with him 1&at whenever an inaminate being is 

treated as a Karta, it is a purely secondary use. However, 

his view is accepted by all the logicians coming after him.

Saraman.1 arl

The author of the Saramanj arl strictly follows 

Bhavihanda Siddhintavlgisa in defining Karta. He defines the 

term as krlyanufcula krtlmattvan Kartrtvam. Like his predeoe- 

ssor, he also states that this definition follows from the 

etymological meaning of Karta. He corroborates the view of 

Bhavahanda that the above definition is applicable exclusively 

to an animate being, and therefore, whenever an inanimate 

object is used as Karta in a sentence, such a use should be 

treated as a secondary onef?2
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SabdasaktlPrakaslka

Jagadisa Tarkalankara says that the meaning as

denoted by a verb in the active voice is itself the Karta op 
93the agent. He explains this view with the help of the verbs 

pacati, Jahiti etc. These verbs are used in the active voice. 

He says that the verb pacati denotes a person who possesses 

the inner effort (yatna) which is favourable for accomplishing 

the act of cooking. According to him, this very person is the 

Karta or the agent of the act of cooking. Let us clarify the 

idea with the help of an example namely, Devadattah pacati.

In this example, Devadafta is the person as denoted by the 

verb pacati. Therefore, he is the Karta in the example. Jaga- 

d£sa says that the verb Janatl denotes the locus of the act 

of knowing, and this locus is the Kart5 of the said act. 

Jagadfsa also discusses the meanings of the verbs nasyati 

and pratibimbate. According to him, the verb nasyati denotes 

the correlative of the act of perishing. Thus, when we use 

the expression puruso nasyati, the word purusa is the cor-
9 •

relative of the act of perishing as denoted by the verb. He

says that this is the Karta of the act. He opines that the

verb pratibimbate denotes the sense of an adjective or a

qualifier of the image which is illusory, It shows that when

we use the expression mukhanipratibimbate, the word mukha is
94the agent in the sentence in this specified sense.
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It may appear to us from the above discussion that 

JagadTsa follows the view of the grammatical school on Kart a 

namely, kriylsrayat vam Kartrt vam as presented by Bhavananda 

in his Karakacakra. But, it is not so, JagadTsa clearly states 

that he does not subscribe to this view. According to this 

view, even ah inaminimate object like a chariot can become a 

case of Karta. The followers of this definition interpret 

the term kriya in three different ways. According to one 

school, kriya denotes motion, Jagadisa says that if  this inter-

pretation is accepted, the animate being namely, a man who also 

cooks but does not move from his place at the time of cooking 

will  not be a case of Karta, On the other hand, the rice which 

moves in the cooking pot at the time of being boiled will  be 

a case of Karta, This view is not accepted by scholars. 

According to the second school, the term kriya denotes dhat- 

vartha or the meaning of a root, Jagadisa shows that if the 

second meaning of kriya is accepted, the locus of an action 

will  remain unspecified. In that case, an inaminate object 

will  also be the agent. But, he is not ready to accept this 

view. There is a third school according to which the term 

kriyi -means an operation which is favourable for generating 

a motion, JagadTsa states that if  this explanation is accepted, 

every case which generates motion through its operation will  

be a Karta* It is ibr the above reasons, he rejects the defi-
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nitlon. He finally adheres to the view of the Nyaya school 

that Karta invariably denotes the locus or the possessor of 

the volition (krti) which is favourable for accomplishing an
9

intended act*9®

WutPattivada

Gadadhara Bhattlqftarya, the author of the tyutpar 

ttlvada is one of the greatest philosophers of the Navy any ay a 

school. He does not define karaka. But, he defines Karta, 

Karma etc, and critically interprets the definitions given by 

him on the terms.

Let us now discuss the concept of Karta presented 

by him. Gadadhara accepts the view of the new logicians that 

Karta invariably possesses the voliation (krti) which is 

favourable fop the accomplishment of an intended act. He 

agrees with his predecessors Bhavananda, Jayakrsna etc. that

the root kr (from which the term Karta is derived) denotes
• %

yatna or volition and therefore, the agent is naturally an 

animate being. But, he states that sometimes, even an inani-

mate object is also treated as the agent. He refers to the 

sentence kasthan pacati in this connection. The word kastha
o t * *

in this sentence is an inanimate object, GadSdhara reiterates 

the view of his predecessors that such a use is purely
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secondary. The philosopher says that the definition of 

Kart a given by Panini namely, svatantrah is applicable to an
® °i\

inanimate object also. He explains the term svatantra as non-

subordinate to any other karaka in the sentence. The word 

kastha in the sentence kasthan pacati also possesses this 

sense and thus* it is a case of svatantra or Karti according
QQ

to the Panini an rule.

Gadadhara Bhattacirya shows thht krti or volition 

plays a significant role in the concept of Karta. He states 

that when a person hurls the weapon called Naraca at his 

enemy but accidentally kills a Brahmana, he need not perform 

full prayascitta for the act of killing the Brahmana because, 

he does not apply his volition for this act at the time of 

hurling the Naraca. He, however, admits that the person who
_ — QQ

so kills the Brahmana is himself the Karta of the act.
•> '

It appears from the above standpoint of Gadadhara 

that the view of the grammarians that the agent is the locus

of the principal operation denoted by the verb is more logical
<A.er\o-tis

than the view of the new logicians that the agent teethe posse-

ssor of krti or volition.

97
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Bhattacintamag l

Gaga Bhatta  accepts  the  well  known view  of the  

grammatical  school  that  the  term  Karta  denotes  the  locus  of  

the  principal  operation  signified by  a verb.  He rigidly  

follows  the  author  of  the  Karakacakra  in  Interpreting  this

tri  100view.

The philosopher  rejects  three  important  defini -

tions  of  Karta.  Of  these  three  definitions,  the  first  two  

are  offered  by  the  Naiyiyikas.  According  to  these  definitions,  

the  agent  invariably  possesses  yatna  or  krti  ( volition) .  

According  to  the  second  definition,  again,  the  agent  must  

possess  the  direct  knowledge  of  the  act  he accomplishes  and  

also  the  desire  to  accomplish  this  act.  Gaga Bhatta  shows
o *

that  these  definitions  are  not  applicable  to  an inanimate  

agent  in  a sentence.  He refers  to  the  sentences  kulampipati-

sati  and  ratho  gaochati  in  this  connection.  He rejects  the
*

definitions  on the  above  ground.  The third  definition  appears  

for  the  first  time  in  the  commentary  of  Vltthala.  According
*  ft

to  this  definition,  the  agent  is  invariably  the  mover  of

other  karakas.  Gaga Bhatta  rejects  this  definition  on the

ground  that  it  is  not  applicable  to  the  examples  of  Karta

101
mentioned  above.

The above  discussion clearly  shows  that  the  philo -

sopher  shows  very  little  originality  in  the  concept  of  Karta  

presented  by  him.
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. chapter  III

Karma in the Panic!an school

Eagigi

PInini defines Karmaklraka (objective case) as ©
Kartur ipsitatamamKarma. ** But he finds that this definition 

is not able'to cover a large number of instances of the 

objective case. Therefore! he gives two more definitions of

Karmai namely (1) tathayuktaro canipsitam, and (ii) akathl-
•

tanca.2

gafogfali

Patanjali interprets these definitions in the most 

appropriate manner. He gives us a comprehensive idea of the 

objective case in Sanskrit grammar in the interpretations.

He lays special emphasis on the term ipsita in the 

first definition. Patanjali accepts the popular meaning of
___ hxlKfl  dUfiVrl-ion

the term ipsita i.e. a favourite object* The sufflr tamap 

has been added to the term in the sense of the superlative 

degree.

Therefore! the boiled down meaning of the term 

ipsitatama according to Patanjali stands as the most favourite
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object,3 If  we accept this interpretation, the meaning of the 

first definition of Karma will  stand as * the most favourite 

object of the agent is known as Karma.

Now, the Bhasyakara raises a question regarding the
l

use of the suffix tamap in the word ip si tat am a. The suffix 

appears to be redundant at the first sight. But Patanjali 

justifies the use of the suffix by referring to a few suitable 

illustrations. The first illustration is agner mahavakahn. 

varayati (he saves the boy from falling into the fire). In it, 

the word agni is the ablative case, which is attained by the 

rule varanarthinam Ip sit ah (Pa 1.4.27). The word manavaka is 

the objective case of the verb varayati. The objective case 

is prescribed by the rule Kartur Ipsitatamani Karma (Pa 1.4.49). 

This analysis shows that there is a clear distinction between 

the two words. The first word i.e. agni is defined as the 

ipsita of the agent, and the second one, that is, manavaka is 

defined as the Ipsitatama. Now, the question arises * "Where 

lies the actual distinction between the two?" The suffix tamap 

certainly plays the most essential role in distinguishing 

between the two. But, such a reply is not enough. In order to 

understand the distinction clearly, we must first understand 

the meaning of the term ipsita correctly. We have already 

referred to the popular meaning of the term. But, apart from 

the popular meaning, there is also an etymological meaning of
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it which we cannot ignore. The word Ipsita is derived from 

the root ap by adding the suffixes san and kta. The root ap 

denotes to establish relation with. The suffix san is attached 

to this root in the sense of desire. Therefore, the term 

ipsita also means an object with which somebody intends to 

establish a relation through the verb. In the case of vara- 

narthanam ipsitah and Kartur ipsitatam am Karma, it is the 

agent who intends to establish such a relation.

Now, let us examine the sentence agner manavakan

varayati. In this sentence, the agent intends to enter into

a Particular relationship with the boy, when he keeps him

away from the fire. But such a relationship is not confined

within a narrow limit. It has a wider scope. Apart from its

relationship with agni, the intended relationship with manavaka

is not possible. Thus, both aganl and manavaka enter into a

relationship with the agent through the medium of the verb

varayati. It is clear from this discussion that both the terms 
, \

are the ipsita of the agent. Now, the question arises. "How is 

it possible to select One of them as the objective case to 

the exclusion of the other?” In order to solve this difficulty,  

the superlative suffix tamap has been used after the word 

Ipsita in the definition of the objective case. It implies 

that the object which is mofct intended by the agent through 

his action is the K arm ak air aka or the objective case.
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The emphasis whioh Is laid on a particular object 

is not arbitrary. There is a logical reason behind it. In the 

sentence, agner manavafeam varayati, the most intended object 

of the agent is the boy and not the fire. The prime concern 

of the agent is to save the boy from the fire and not vice 

versa. It is in this sense,minavaka is the ipsitatama of the 

agent.

Now, if  we remove the suffix tamap from the defini-

tion, it will  be extremely difficult for us to distinguish 

between the objective case and the ablative case. It will  

Pause a serious problem for us. In the sentence, agner mfna- 

vakan Varayati, the word agni is also the ipsita of the agent. 

After the remoral of the suffix tamap* this word will  also be 

an objective case. But agni is not the most Intended object 

of the agent. Therefore, the suffix tamap is necessary in the 

definition Kartur IpsitatamamKarma.

Patanjali elaborates this point with the help of 

Paninian methodology. He says that according to the methodo-

logy of Paninl, the subsequent rule prevails over the prece-

ding rule. Therefore, the revised definition of Karma, that 

is, Kartur ipsitaniKarma will  set aside the rule varanarthanam 

ipsitah. As a result of this, the word agni which is actually 

a case of the ablative case will  be changed into a case of 

Karma. This is wholly unacceptable to scholars. All  this shows
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that Panlni is justified in using the suffix tamp in the
0

definition.4

Patanjali offers a few more illustrations in order 

to clarify the significance of the term Ipsitatama. He refers 

to the sentences dadhna odanan bhunjfya and payasa odanarn
e

bhuhjiya. In these sentences* the object of the verb bhunjlya 

is odana or rice. But, it is clear from the context that this 

rice is mixed with curd or milk. How, a question arises :

"Why rice alone is the objective case in the sentence and not 

curd or milk which remains mixed with it?" We all know that 

when the agent takes this rice, he also takes the curd or the 

milk along with it. Therefore, these objects also may be 

treated as the Ipsitatama of the agent, Pat anj ali gives a 

befitting reply to this question. He says that in the sentences 

furnished above, only rice is the most intended object tff the 

agent and not curd or milk. The prime intention of the agent
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Is to take rice and not to taste milk or curd. As curd or 

milk is used as a means to an end and not an end in itself* 

its efficacy lying in bringing about a qualitative change of 

rice* they are not the most intended objects of the agent.

Pat an j  ali discusses another important issue. There 

are some actions which completely change a particular object.

Let us refer to the act of cooking. The act of cooking changes 

completely the object that is cooked. Now, our question is 

"In such oases which will  be the exact Karma of the verb that 

denotes the action? Is It the original object or th,e new one?" 

Patanjall puts the question in a concrete form. He asks whether 

the expression odanam pacati is correct or the expression 

tandulan pacati is correct. He himself gives a suitable reply 

to this question.

There are two distinct philosophical views. According 

to one, there is identity in difference between the cause and 

the effect. According to the other view, there is only identity. 

Therefore, there is no distinction between tqndula and odana 

though the object which is accomplished by cooking is odana 

or boiled rice. But, in the concept of Karma, we must lay 

emphasis on the object which is accomplished by an act. This 

is the ipsitatama of the agent. The agent always starts an 

action in order to achieve an end, namely, the object. There-

fore, the expression ddanan pacati is correct, and not the 

expression tandulani pacati. Odana or boiled rice is the result
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of the act of cooking. Th© agent starts the act of cooking 

in order to attain this particular object. Hence, odana is 

the objective case phr excellence. Patanjali lays emphasis 

on it and not on tandula for the said reason.6

The grammarian finally discusses the following 

problem and properly solves it. He refers to certain special 

cases in which the act itself is the Ipsitatama of the agent.

In such cases, it is extremely difficult for us to find out 

the objective case. He clarifies the idea by citing an illus-

tration namely, gudan bhaksayall (i.e. he eats molasses).

In this illustration, the act of eating is the Ipsitatama or 

the most intended object of the agent. He selects molasses 

for accomplishing this act. But he does not start the action 

for the sake of molasses. Therefore, we cannot argue that

molasses is the object of the verb bhaksayatl.
»

This Is certainly an intricate problem for us. But 

Patanjali finds a solution to this problem also. He says that 

both the act of eating and molasses are the Ipsita Xtama) of 

the agent. The agent is not satisfied by merely looking at or 

touching molasses but he is satisfied by tasting it. Therefore, 

the act of tasting is the Ipsitatama for him. He is also not 

satisfied by tasting any other object. Therefore, molasses 

is also equally the Ipsitatama for him. How, molasses will  

be the objective case of the verb, because the agent intends
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V

It most through the medium of the verb.7

Some of the opponents of Patanjall offer a diffe-

rent example in order to establish the view that sometimes 

the act itself becomes the most intended object of the 

agent| but not the so called object. They say that sometimes 

among the employees of a king, somebody requests another to 

prepare a mat for him, but the other employee replies in the 

negative with the remark "I have been ordered to make a jar.

1 cannot make a mat for you". This clearly shows that the 

person referred to above is interested in the act but not in 

the object. In this content, how can we accept an object as 

the ipsitatama of the agent?

Patanjali replies appropriately to this effect that 

the person who is requested to make the mat certainly interes-

ted in the act but the person who requests him to make the 

mat is interested in the act as well in the object.9 Therefore, 

the mat is certainly a case of Karma.

Patanjali explains the concept of Anlpsita Karma
/

presented by Pinini in the rule tathayuktan c ini p sit am very 

clearly by citing a few appropriate illustrations. He first

offers the illustration visanibhunkte. But, he realises that
* •

it may be a case of ipsitatama also under abnormal circums-

tances.9 Therefore, he presents some other illustrations of 

Anlpsita. He divides Anlpsita into two sub-groups. He illus-
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trates the first sub-group of it with the help of a single 

sentence. It runs thus : gramantaram ay am gacchan diforan 

pasyatl ahim langhayati k ant akin mrdnati (while a person is 

going to another village, he accidentally beholds a thief, 

by mistake crosses a snake and incidentally treads over 

thorns) •10

.We have said on an earlier occasion that Patanjali 

lays emphasis on the popular meaning of the word Ipsita l.e. 

a desired or favourite object. It is a matter of common sense

that nobody desires to see a thief or cross over a snake,
/

because both a thief and a serpent can endanger his life.

Similarly, no bo^y desires to trample thorns under his feet

because they will  prick his feet. Therefore, the thief, the

snake and the thorns are undesirable objects (anlpsita) for

the agent. But, it is a fact that in the Sanskrit language,

such undesirable objects are also treated as objective cases

in the same way as the Tpsitatama objects.

Patafrjali refers to some other cases of Karma which

are also not embraced by the first definition. He presents

them in the sentence gramwt&ram ay ana gacchan vrksamhtanyupa-
» * »

sarpati kudyamuianyupasarpati (i.e, while going to another 

village, he touches the roots of a tree and the stdes of a 

wall).11 In this sentence, the roots of a tree and the sirdws 

of a wall are not cases of Ipsitatama, because the agent

i
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always shows an indifferent attitude towards them. These 

objects are also anlpsita in another sense. This wl£L be 

clear from the discussion of Patanjali.

Patanjali Interprets the term anlpsita in an appro-

priate manner. We have a general idea that the term is used 

as a contrary to Tpsita i.e. an undesirable or hated object. 

According to Patanjali, the term is not used in such a res-

tricted sense in the definition of Panini. It denotes a wider
*

meaning than that. If  Panini ha$ used the term anlpsita in 

the restricted sense only* it would have covered only the 

first example and the like. In that example, a thief a snake 

and thorns are such objects as are contrary to the desired 

one.

Panini uses the term anlpsita in a wider sense 

which denotes an emphatic denial but not a bare denial. The 

bare denial means contradictorily opposed to Ipsita, that 

is, what is not Ipsita (i.e. desired). But, emphatic denial 

has a positive meaning with a negative embroidery. It denotes 

such objects as are other than Ipsita. Thus, the roots of a 

tree or the sides of a wall etc. are the concrete examples 

of Anlpsita Karma. This is the drift of the discussion of 

Patanj all on the meaning of the term anlpsita.12

There is a third group of objects in the Sanskrit 

grammar. The number of these objects is, however, very limited.
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Share are certain verbs in the Sanskrit language which con-

sists of a series of operations. These operations may be 

divided into two broad heads, Wow* in the context of the 

third group of object* each head of operation occupies an 

equally important position. It is a fact that these opera-

tions are connected with different sets of cases. When these 

cases enter into a relation with the above operations* they 

sometimes become the cases of Karma and sometimes become some 

other karakas. It all depends on the emphasis of the speaker. 

Some operations exclusively belong to the agent. There are 

some other operations which may belong to the. agent or some 

other cases. The first class of operation comes within a 

Particular head and the second class of operation which may 

be termed as common operation come under the second head.

The direct object is only connected with the first head of 

operation. The indirect object is connected with the second 

head of operation.

The main purpose of the above discussion is to show 

that an indirect object may be used as some other relevant 

case. Let us now take an example from the English language.

In the English language* the expression “ this cow gives me 

milk" may be expressed as "this cow gives milk to me". A para-

llel example from the Sanskrit literature is gam dogdhi payah 

which can be expressed as gofjh (payol dogdhi.
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This idea may be expressed in some other popular 
way so that the difference between the direct object and the 
indirect objects may be clearly understood* The popular way
may be illustrated thus* In the sentence, gan dogdhi pay ah

•

g©£ah (lit, a cowherd milks a cow), the speaker does not lay 
emphasis on the ablative case of the term go Ccow)♦ How, what 
case-ending will be applied to the term go in the absence of 

other case-endings? We shall clarify this matter in the 
following paragraph.

Let us explain the very example from the new point 
of view. In the case of the word go, there is the possibility 

of another case, namely, the ablative case. If we closely 
examine the process of milking the point will be easily under
stood, The person who milks the cow pulls the udder of the 
cow in order to squeeze out the milk from it. In this way, 

the cow is acted upon. The effect of the above operation is 
that the milk is separated from the cow. Hence, the cow is 
a clear case of Apadana. Therefore, we can use the expression 

goh dogdhi payah also. But, when the speaker does not intend 

to express the sense of Apadana, what will be the alternative 

case for the cow? It is the Karma by the rule akathitanijfca.
We have already said that in the course of milking, the cow 
is also acted upon. Therefore, no body can raise any objection 
if it is treated as a case of Karma. In contradistinction from
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the cow, Pay ah or milk is invariably a case of Karma* The 

following is the reason for this*

The milk is drawn out of the udder of the cow. Here, 

the main operation of the agent is directed to attain the 

milk only* Therefore, it is an indisputable case of Ipsitatama. 

The difficulty regarding the cow is that it is neither a case 

of Ipsitatama nor it is a case of Ipsita. Therefore, the third 

definition has become necessary.

Patanjali makes a significant contribution to the 

concept of the third group of Karma. He not only interprets 

the term Ak at hit a but also enumerates the verbs  ̂with which 

Akathita Karma is actually used. He also offers a critical 

analysis of his view. The commentator says that only the 

following roots govern Akathita karma when they are used 

as verbs in a sentence. These roots are duh (to milk), yac 

(to beg), rudh (to obstruct or confine in), praocha (to ask) ,

bhlksa (to beg with entreaty), ci (to pluck), bru (to tell
«

or narrate) sas (to preach) nl (to carry), vah (to carry), hr 

(to carry) > and the roots denoting the sense of going.13 He 

substantiates his statement by citing apt illustrations for 
all these roots. ^

We have already discussed the first illustration of 

Patanijali, namely, gaiftdogdhi pay ah. Let us now examine some 

other illustrations such as anvarunaddhi gan vrajam and putrana
» r
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dharmani brute etc. The meaning of the first sentence* that is* 

anvavarunaddhi gani vrajom is that the agent confines the cow 

in a cow-pen (vraja). The word vraja is in fact, a case of 

Adhikarana. But* when the emphasis is not laid on it, it 

becomes a case of Akathitakarma. Patahjali presents this 

idea in an implicit manner. He adopts a similar technic in 

interpreting the illustrations gam dogdhi payah putram
• • .9 •

dharmam brute etc.14 We shall interprets than in an explicit 

manner like the two earlier illustrations.

In the sentence putran dhannaii brute, the word 

putra ( son) may be treated as an instance of dative case, 

because the imparting of instruction with regard to the son 

may be implied by the sentence. But* here the dative case is 

not intended by the speaker. Hence, putra comes under the 

class of Akathita.

We can explain the other illustrations like manavar

fcan pan than an prechatl, pauravan gin bhiksate, vrksam avaci-
• # »

noti phalanl and putram anusasti dharman also in a similar 

way. In the sentence, manavakam panthanain prcchati * manavaka 

is a clear case of Apadaha if  he replies to the questioner.

If  he does not reply, in that case, there is a problem for us. 

We shall not be able to place him in any other kaTaka. The 

problem is solved by the rule akathitafi ca.

In pauravan gan bhiksate, yacate etc, also a similar 

problem arises which can be solved by this rule,15
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In vrksam avaoinoti phalini, there is a clear case • <?
of Apldina because there is a separation between the tree and 

the fruits. But, this sense is not emphasised by the speaker.

He includes the act of separation in the main operation itself. 

Therefore, the tree contains the result of the subordinate 

operation. Because, it is the container of the result of the 

subordinate operation, it is not covered by the definition 

Kartur Tpsitatamam karma. It also does not belong to the 

second type of Karma namely Anlpsita. Therefore, it is placed 

under akathitanca. This idea has been expressed in the popular 

way that the ablative case has not been emphasised, and hence 

it comes under Akathita Karma. In the earlier illustrations 

also, the speaker Includes the subordinate operation in the 

principal operation itself and we express that idea in the 

popular way as we do in the above case.

Patanjali discusses another very important view in 

explaining the concept of Akathita karma in Panirsi * s grammar. 

He clearly states that the kiraka which is treated as indirect 

object in grammar must remain associated with the direct 

object before’ the operation takes place.16

So long, we have discussed the cases of transitive 

verbs only. But, in the Sanskrit language, sometimes even the 

intransitive verbs also govern some specific objects. There 

are two virtikas according to which these intransitive verbs
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govern time, action, place and distance only as objective 

cases. ^ These vartikas have been added to the sutras of 

Panini by Kgtyayana as an amendment. Patanj ali accepts this 

amendment and explains the idea of the virtikas clearly.

Now, a question arises “Under which particular 

class or Karma, these kirakas will  be placed?" Patanj all 

says that these are not cases of a full-fledged Karma, and 

therefore, he offers a nick name for them, namely Kalma. The 

word Kalma is a corrupt form for Karma. This corrupt form 

is used by those persons who cannot pronounce ra-kara pro-

perly. The very purpose of Patanjali is to show that these
18cases of Karma are still in the making.

ghe.,_qo.n,fcri^

Patanjali makes a very great contribution to the 

development of the Panlnian concept of Karma, He interprets 

the definitions of Panini in the appropriately exhaustive
4

manner.

We explains the term Tp si tat am a from a popular 

point of view. It is a fact that Patanjali is aware of the 

logical meaning of the term, But, he lays emphasis on the 

popular meaning only under the impression that it will  be 

more appropriate in imparting its significance to the average 

reader. He elaborates the significance of the suffix tamap.
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1

Ha shows it clearly that the suffix tamap is, in fact* the 

distinguishing factor between Karmakaraka and such other 

cases as Apadaha etc*

In the interpretation of the second definition, 

the grammarian clarifies the meaning of th© term anlpslta. 

Thus, the grammarian removes our confusion regarding its 

meaning* The term occupies a key position in the definition.

HLs contribution to the third definition is equally 

significant. He interprets the term akathita with* suitable 

illustrations. The more important contribution of the gramma

rian is that he furnishes a comprehensive list of the roots 

which govern Akathita Karma, when they are used as verbs.

Kaly.afra

Kaiyata devotes himself primarily to the main task 

of .explaining the text of the Bhasya. He explains every impli-

cit statement of the BHasyakara in a clear and explicit manner.
♦ '

•In this connection, we can refer to his interpretation of the 
Passage tadartfayat tacchabdyambhavisyatl etc.^9 It is diffi

cult to understand the intended meaning of the passage,with

out the help of his interpretation. Patahj ali raises a highly 

controversial question in connection with the rule Kartur 

Ipsita-tamainKarma. He asks whether the expression odanan 

Pacati is correct. Patanjali himself replies to the question
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with the words tldarthyat etc. But the reply is given in a

cryptic language which is clearly noticed in the statement.

We can easily understand the significance of the statement

from the interpretation given by Kaiyata on it, H© explains

the meaning of the root pao (to cook). In his opinion, the

root pac consists of two processes. The first process is the

softening of parts of an object. The second process given

the object the final form of being boiled. The first process

in the act of cooking is the means to the second process. Now,

when we say odanan pacati, it means that tandfcwla or unboiled

rice is being softened with the end in view that this process

of softening will  give it (tandula) the intended form known

as odana (boiled rice). Odana is the finished form of tandula
* •

which is attained through the act of cooking. We do not cook 

odana but tandula. Therefore, the expression odanan pacati 

is used only in a secondary sense. Kaiyata Justifies it in 

the following manner. The secondary usage serves an important 

purpose in the above sentence. It indicates the result of 

the action also.20 The result is the Karma p&r excellence.

A critical examination of the commentary of Kaiyata 

shows that Kaiyata utilises all sources of knowledge avail-

able to him in his discussion. He possesses e*-unique 

capacity of grafting new ideas in the views of the Bhlsya.

The blending is so nice that the enlarged knowledge appears
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to follow from the text of the Bhagya Itself*®® This Is a
m

great merit of the commentator for which he deserves high 

appreciation from critical thinkers*

Bhartyharl

Bhartrharl divides Karmakaraka into different
9

groups and sub-groups in a systematic manner. He does not 

define the term Karma. But, he defines the sub groups of 

Ipsitatama Karma in an appropriate manner. He also presents 

the viewsof the philosophical schools on different types of 

Karma.

Pihini classifies Karmakarate into three broad
• ' . s

groups namely, (1) Ipsltatana (2) Anlpsita and (3) Akathita.
/

Bhartrharl accepts this classification. He places those 

oases of Karma which do not belong to the above groupsi,n an 

entirely new group. He divides the Ipsitatama Karma into 

three sub groups namely, Mirvartya, VlkHrya and Prapya. He 

divides the other cases or Karma into four groups *

,<li) The cases towards which the agent is indifferent belong 

to the first group.

(ii)The second group comprises those instances which excite
" * v-V

“hatred of the agent. ' ' -
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(ill)  The examples  of  Akathita  Karma are  also  Included  in  

the  third  sub-group.

(iv)  Pahini  changes  some cases of  Sampradana,  Karana  and
# ' •

Adhikarana  into  the  cases of  Karma by  the  rules  divah  
• ' *

Karma ca  (1.4.43),  krudhadruhor  ufasrstayoh  Karma
4 m

(1.4.38)  etc.  These cases  of  Karma are  placed  in  the

21
fourth  group  by  Bhartrhari. -

We see  a very  important  development  of  the concept  

of  Karma in  the  Vafcyapadfy  a .Bhartrhari  interprets  the terms  *  

Nirvartya*  Vikirya  and  Pr£pya  from  the philosophical  point  

of  view.  He refers  to  two  distinct  theories  of  origin  in  this  

connection,  namely,  (a)  the  Vais^slka  theory  of  new beginning?  

and  (b)  the  Sankhya  theory  of  transformation  while interpre -

ting  the  above  terms# 22

' According  to  the  Vaisesika  view,  every  object  has

a new beginning.  The Sankhya  philosophy,  on the  other  hand,  

preaches  that  every  effect  is  simply  a transformation  of  its  

cause.

Without  entering  into  the  above  controversies,

Bhartrhari  says  that  when the  agent  creates  an effect  which
%

is  unreal before  its  creation  and  becomes  real  after  its  

creation,  it  is  called  Nirvartya  Karma.  This  is the  well-  

known Valsesika  view  of  the  unreality  of an effect  before  

it  comes into  existence.  This Nirvartya  Karma is explained
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by Bhartrharl from the Sankhya point of view in another way.

He also refers to the Sankhya view that the effect is real

before its appearance and lies concealed in its cause in a

potential fora before its appearance. The cause simply makes
23it manifest by the relevant operations.

Let us cite a typical instance of Nirvartya Karma, 

that is* ghatam karoti (i.e. the potter is making a pot).

Bhartrharl defines Vikarya Karma in the following

way*

(i) When the agent produces the effect by destroying the 

cause* or

(li)when he imparts a qualitative change to the cause in

order to attain the effect, the effect in either case is 

known as Vikarya Karma.

Bhartrharl illustrates Vikarya Karma by citing suitable 

examples.

(1) He says that when somebody burns the fuel* it produces 

ashes. As we all know* the ashes are produced only when 

the fuel is completely destroyed in the process of burning. 

Now, the ashes are thus produced by the agent are a case 

of Vikarya Karma according to him.

(li)He then cites the instance of golden ear-rings. The 

jeweller makes ear-rings from gold. In order to make 

this ornament, he first melts a piece of gold and then
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gives it a particular shape by his instruments, Nov, the

pieced of gold which possesses this new shape is known as

ear-ring. The ear-rings so made are another case of Vlkirya

Karma. In this case, a piece of gold simply undergoes a
24formal change but not a material change.

Bhartrhari distinguishes between Vlkirya Karma
/

and Nlrvartya Karma in the following way. When the emphasis 

Is not laid by the speaker on the cause but on the effect, 

it is a case of Nirvartya Karma, We have already cited an 

example of Nirvartya Karma namely, ghatamkaroti. In this 

example, the speaker does not lay emphasis on the substance 

of which the pot is made. But, he intends to say that the 

pot is being made (nirvartyate)« When, however, the emphasis 

is laid on the cause, the effect Is treated as a case of 

Vi  k ary a Karma. An example of VLkirya Karma as cited by Hela- 

raja is mrdara ghatarakaroti (1.e. the potter transforms a 

lump of clay into a jar),5*5

In the cases Of Nirvartya Karma and Vlkirya Karma, 

we notice that the agent produces a change in the cause in 

order to bring to effect. In the case of Nirvartya Karma 

the change in the cause is directly perceived or inferred. 

Let us illustrate it. In the case of a jar, a formal change 

of a lump of clay is directly grasped. In the case of an
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ear-ring, a piece of gold undergoes a qualitative change, 

and this change is also perceptible. Sometimes, such a change 

is inferable only. Thus, when the news of the birth of a 

child creates joy in the mind of his father, the jovial mood 

of the father is inferred only from his,facial expressions.

The case of the Pripya Karma is entirely different 

from the two earlier sub-groups. When no change is percepti-

ble in an object as a result of the operation of the agent, 

the object comes under the third sub groups of Karma.26 Let 

us cite an illustration to bring home the concept of Pripya

Karma presented by Bhartrhari. The illustration is adityam,
\

Pasiyati (i.e. he beholds the sun). Now, when a person beholds 

the sun, he does not bring about ary change in the sun by his 

operation. Thus, the word aditya in the above illustration 

is a caBe of Pripya K arm a. The agent merely establishes a 

relation with the object through his operation and therefore, 

the term Pripya is appropriate.

The _cQntributi,on of Bhartrhari to the concept of Karma

Bhartrhari makes a highly critical approach to the 

P&nlnlan concept of Karma, He does not define the term. He 

mainly confines himself to the classification of Karmaklraka.

Panini divides Karma into three broad groups, namely, 

fpsitatama, AriTpsita and Akathita. Katylyana divides Ip sit a-
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tama into three sub-groups. He names two of these sub-groups 

as Nirvartya and Vikarya but does not give any name to the 

third sub-group.27 Patanjali accepts this division. He also 

divides Anipsita into two sub-groups. Bhartrhari accepts all 

these sub-groups of Karma. He explains the terms Nirvartya, 

Vikarya etc. very clearly* He also shows the different types 

of Vikarya Karma. Thus, the author gives us a comprehensive 

idea of the objective case in his VakyaPadlya.

Another important contribution of the grammarian is 

that he lays greater emphasis on the philosophical aspects 

of the concept of Karma.

Sgijgi.ta

Helaraja explains the views of Bhartrhari on the 

objective case very clearly and exhaustively. In this connec-

tion, we can refer to the interpretation given by him on the 

karlkas nirvartyanca vifcaryan ca etc. of Bhartrhari in which 

the grammarian offers a classification of Karmakaraka.28

The commentator also appropriately Interprets the 

different philosophical vLews presented by Bhartrhari in the 

course of his discussions on the objective case.29 He agrees 

to differ from a section of philosophers who opine that the 

knowledge of an object brings about a distinct change in the

object. According to him,knowledge simply discovers but does 
not remodel an object.2*8
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n&ki

The Vrttikara Interprets the definition kartur
— •. r i __

Ipsitataman karma as follows l Kartuh kriyaya yad aptum
# •

istatamanj tat kar§ka^ci KarmasanjJnaln bhavati.31 It means that 
• • • « > *

when the agent Intends most to establish a relation with a
Through hig aeiion ,

particular object*, the object is known as Karma.

It is evident from the above interpretation that 

the Vrttikara accepts the logical meaning of the term ipsita- 

tama. This is a significant departure from the Mahabhasya of 

Patanjali where the emphasis Is laid on the popular meaning 

of the term. The interpretation of the Vrttikara is accepted 

by all the grammarians coming after him.

The grammarian illustrates the definition with the
JNm. 4^

examples katan karotl and graimajm gacchati. The first example 

belongs to the sub-class of NIrvartya Karma and the second 

example belongs to the sub-class of Prapya Karma.

Like the Bhasyakira, the Vrttikara also explains
• A

the significance of the suffix tamap in the definition. He 

does not offer any detailed discussion on the significance 

of use of the suffix. He simply presents a suggestive example, 

namely, payasaudanambhunkte.38 We can easily infer from this

instance that the Vrttikara follows the footsteps of the
%

Bhasyakara in justifying the use of the suffix in the defi-

nition.
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The Vrttikara also lays emphasis on the term Kartuh
0 0

in the definition. He cites the illustration masesvasvam
e * *

badhnati in order to show that the most intended object of 

the agent (Kartuh) alone is a case of Karma.

In the illustration» masesvasvam badhnati, the 

pulses (mass) are the ip si tat am a of the horse which is the 

objective case in the sentence. It is the horse which intends 

most to establish a relation with the pulses through the act 

of grazing. The agent of the sentence! however, does not 

intend to establish any such relation with the pulses.33 There-

fore, the word masa is not a case of Karma, but a case of
* Shvrvoq,

Adhikarana only. This fcs the significance of the term Kartuh
«. • As *

' i

in the definition. The Vrttikara is the first Sanskrit gramma-

rian who explains the significance of the term. He surely 

deserves our appreciation for this.

There is another significant contribution of the 

grammarian. He says that the term Karma seems to be redundant 

in the definition, at the first sight. If  we carefully note 

the order of the sutras of Panlni« we see that the sutra 

adhislnsthasamiKarma precedes the rule under consideration* 

Thus the term Karma follows from the previous sutra itself.

It is for this reason, the terms appears as redundant in the 

second sutra. The Vrttikara justifies the repitition in the 

following manner.
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The previous rule follows within the scope of the 

definition of Adhikarana, that is» adharo Adhikaranam. Now, 

if  the term Karma is tagged on from the rule adhislnsttiaeans 

Karma, in that ease, the word adhara will  also come down along 

with it. As a result of this the definition of Karma will  

apply only to such illustrations as grhan pravisati in which 

there Isa dear case of adhara or locus of an action. But, 

the definition will  not be applicable to such illustrations 

as odanampacati (i.e. he is cooking rice) from which the 

sense of adhara is absent. It shows that Panini is right 

when he repeats the term in the second sutra.

The Vrttiklra interprets the rule tathayuktam 

canipsitam also in an exhaustive manner. Patanjali does not

interpret the terms tatha yuktam. The Vrttikira explains them
• •

appropriately. According to this interpretation, the agent 

intends to establish a relation with Anlpsita exactly in the 

same manner as he does in the case of Ipsitatama. It indi-

cates that logically there is no distinction between the two 

types of Karma.

Following in the wake of Patanjali, the Vrttikara 

also explains the term anlpsita as IP si tad any at i.e. other 

than Ipsita meaning (i) dvesya or an object of hatred and 

(ii) neither dvesya nor Ipsita (desired).36
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The Vrttiklra illustrates Dvegya Karma with the 

examples vi sarobhaksayati (i.e. he is swallowing poison) and 

®©rin pasyati (i.e, he sees thieves).37 The selection of the 

examples of the Vrttikara is not very happy* since they are

suggestive of adverse meanings also. The above examples of
*

the Vrttikara reflect only the psychology of the average 

people. But, he does not anticipate the psychology of the 

abnormal and antisocial persons.

The grammarian cites the example grain an gacchan 

vrka^amulahyupasarpati in order to illustrate the second sub-

group of Unfpsite Karma.38 In the above example, the object 

of the verb upsasarpati is not an object of hatred for the 

agent. It is neither his favourite nor his unfavourite. He 

carries a neutral feeling towards the roots of the tree. Thus, 

the above example is a case of udaslna or neutral.

The Vrttikara follows the author of the Mahabhasya
*  w

—* ~~ 39in interpreting the sutra of Panini namely, akathitance. He

has no new contribution to Akathita Karma. He simply reiterates 

the views of the Bhasyakara and explains them in a clear 

manner. He quotes the kirika duhiyicirudhl etc. cited by the 

Bhasyakara and explains it briefly.40 But, he does not quote 

the second kiriki  cited by the Bhasyakara nor does he throw 

any light on the issue that the verbs haratl, vahati, nayati 

etc. also govern the indirect object.
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Jinendrabuddhi

Weihave discussed above that the Vrttikara offers 

some important views in his interpretation of the rule Kartur 

i  p s$i t a t am am Kara a. Jinendrabuddhi explains these views in an 

exhaustive manner. He shows great originality in the explanar 

tions. He justifies the interpretation of the term Ipsitatama 

given by the Vrttikara. The term Ipsitatama consists of two
c

distinct parts namely, ipsita and tama. Jinendrabuddhi says
*S

that the first part of the term, that* Ipsita has two diffe-

rent, meanings, namely, a popular meaning and a logical mean-

ing. He clearly shows that if  we accept the popular meaning 

of the term ipsita, that is abhipreta (desired object) in the 

rule Kartur ipsitatamaniKarma, we cannot interpret the rule. 

There is a significant term in the rule namely, Kartuh. Karta 

or the agent is invariably associated with a kriya or an 

operation. Therefore, when we interpret the rule, we attain 

the term kriya also in the interpretation. If  we accept the 

popular meaning of the term ipsita, we cannot establish a
1*1

logical relation among the terms Kartuh, kriya and ipsitatama.
• />

In other words, we cannot explain the rule as Kartuh kriyaya 

abhipret stamp's*, because, such an explanation will  be without 

any meaning. It is for this reason, Jinendrabuddhi accepts
- 41the logical meaning of the term Ipsita given by the Vrttikara.

— 49
He derives the term ipsita properly.
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Jinendrabuddhl discusses a very important point 

which is related to the said definition of Pinlni. There is 

a reference to the intention of the agent in the definition. 

Jinendrabuddhi shows that in the sentence nttdf kulam karsati,
« 9

an inanimate object (i.e. a river) is the agent. An inanimate 

object cannot possess intention. Therefore, a question arises 

"How can we justify the tens kulam in the sentence as Karma- 

karaka?" The grammarian intelligently evades this question.

He says that there is a distinction between the grammatical 

world and the real world. In grammar, we. are Interested only

in seeing the correct usage of a word in a sentence (padasaws-
«

kira) • The term kulam is correctly used in the sentence nadT

kulam karsati. It is a fact that the river which is an inani-
• •

mate object does not possess intention. But, that question is 

only bahiranga and the correctness of the sentence is the 

itotarariga and thus» it is not considered,43

Haradatta follows his predecessor to a great extent 

in Interpreting the views of the Vrttikara on the definition 

of Karma given by Panini.

He reiterates the view of Jinendrabuddhi that the 

term Tpsita has two distinct meanings. He accepts the logical
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meaning of the term. But unlike Jinendrabuddhl, he does not
46show any reason for rejecting the popular meaning of the term.

He explains the passage imasesvjframbadhnati in the
» 9 ®

Vrtti very clearly. He says that the horse is the agent of the 

act of grazing in the sentence asw masan bhaksayati and the 

term masa is the objective case in it. But, when the keeper 

of the horse ties it in a different place, it enters into a 

new relation with a new verb namely, badhhiti. ttaw, it becomes 

a case of Karma. Hence, the rule Kartur IpsitatamajjKarma is 

not applicable to the term masa. Thus, it is not used as Karma-
— / • ^ Aff

karaka in the sentence masesvasvanabadhnati.
o * •

It is clear from the above discussion of Haradatta 

that the verb used in a sentence plays a very important role 

in the concept of a karaka.

Haradatta mainly follows Batanjali and Kalyata in 

interpreting another significant passage in the Vrtti namely,

tamab grahanan kim? Payasaudanambhumkte. Hs mainly follows
• •

the Bhasyakara and Ksfcyafca in t-hts interpretation. He says 

in the course of the interpretation of this Passage that the 

Karaaakaraka in such sentences as pacatyodanam (i.e. he cooks 

rice) is a case of Ipsitatama in relation to the verb which 

is used with it in the absence of any other object. He gives 

the following reason for this. The agent always starts an 

action with the aim of attaining an intended result. Because,
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the action is only a means to an end, it is an ipsita and not 

the Ip si tat ana of the agent. On the other hand, the aim of

the agent is to attain the result. Therefore, it is the
— 48ipsitatama of the agent,

Haradatta examines a few Important definitions of 

Karma-karaka probably gi ran by the philosophers of the Nyiya 

school. The first definition is kriyiphalabhagltvamKarmatvam.
ft

It means that the objective case is the locus of the result 

of an operation. This definition appears in the works of 

latter grammarians and some philosophers like Gaga Bhatta ana. 

snGa&adhara Bhattacarya in different forms such as kriyajanya- 

phalasrayah Karma, kriylphalasilifeVam Karmatvam* kriyajanya-
f &

phalasalitvaraKarmatvam etc. Haradatta rejects the definition
#

on the ground that if this definition is accepted it will be 

applicable even to the agent of the act of going because, he 

is also the locus of the result of the act namely sanyoga or 

contact with a latter place. He also rejects the definition 

parasamavetakrlya-phalayogi Karma, The predicate parasamaveta 

in this definition removes the defect of the earlier defini-

tion. It indicates that the locus of the result is different 

from the locus of the action or the operation which generar 

tes it,But,Haradatta shows that this definition is also not 

applicable to the objective case atman ( soul) in the 

sentence atma jnatavyah because, in this
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case tha locus of the result and the locus of the operation 
49£& the same.

Haradatta accepts the seven-fold division of Karma-

karaka given by Bhartrhari. He clearly shows the result which
*/

is related to Nirvartya, 1/Ikirya and Prapya Karma.50

The grammarian shows that the indirect object is 
- 51used with the verb musnati also,

• '

Purugottnmn

Purusottama writes a brief commentary on the defi- 

nitions of Karma as given by Panini. He follows the traditional 

line in the Interpretation of these definitions.

Purusottama accepts the logical meaning of the termb
Ipsita. It is clear from his interpretation of the sutra Kartur
- 52ipsitataman Karma.

The grammarian also accepts the three Important sub-

divisions of Karma* namely, Nirvartya, VIkirya and Prapya which 

fall within the scope of"ipsitatama. He illustrates them with 

the following examples • (i) S&myogarn janayati (il) tandulah
f 0 #

o dan am pacati (iii)  Vedam adhite.53
*

Purusottama interprets the term anipsita in the
#

traditional manner. According to him, the term anipsita means 

both dvesya and other than ipsita but not dvegya. He illus-
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trates Anlpsita Karma with two appropriate examples* He also
54illustrates Akathita Karma with a few suitable examples. Hut 

his contribution in this field is negligible. He primarily 
depends on his predecessors in this matter* The predecessors 
of Furusottama enumerate the roots which govern the Akathlta 
Karma when they are used as verbs. The illustrations of Puru- 
sottama cover all these roots except sas»rudh, bhiksa 
and mus.58 The reason for the omission of the above roots is 
best known to Purusottama himself.

• Sfl ^tidharacarya
*

Srdstxdhara shows great originality in his inter- . * 1 %
pretation of the vrttl of Purusottama on Karmakaraka.

► 9

Purusottama explains the definition Kartur Ipsita- 
taman Karma as Kartuh kriyaya ^aptum i statamam Karma syat.

« > *  i

Srstidhara justifies this explanation. He says that the term
» o »

Karma comes under the adhikira rule karake. The term karaka 
denotes the nimitta or the condition of an act. Now* if we 
remove the qualifying terms Kartuh etc. from the interprets- 
tlon* the term Karma will denote a condition in general of an 
act. But| an act is invariably performed by the agent. There
fore) the term Karma will finally mean a condition of an act 
of the agent. In that case) the definition of Karma will be
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applicable  even  to  the  instances  of  other  karsikas  such  as  

grhesu  visati  and  sthllyani  pacati.  The terms  grhesu  and sthal-,  * • e
yan>  are  instances  of  Adhikarana  in  the  above  illustrations.

But,  because  they  also  fulfil  the  terms of  the  definition,  we 

must  treat  them  as  cases  of  Karma.  Srstldhara  says  that  it  is
• ft  •

in  order  to  avoid  such  problems,  Purusottama  uses the  adjective
•  4 .

Kartuh  kriyaya  etc,  in  his  interpretation  of  the  rule  Kartur  

iPsitatamamKarma.  The word  Kartuh,  here,  is  very  significant.

As.  we all  know,  Karti  is  so  called,  because  he performs  a 

Particular  activity.  Now,  in  the  definition  of  Karma,  we do not  

consider  the  preexistent  activities  with which  the  agent  is  

connected,  But,  we consider  only  that  particular  activity  which  

is  generated  by  the  agent  by  means of  his  volition  with  a defi -

nite aim  of  attaining  an intended  resut.  It is  for  this  parti -

cular  activity,  the  agent  (Karta)  is  called  the  agent  in  this

context.  The adjective  vyiptum  Istatamarnis  also  equally  signi-
•  0 «

fieant.  It  implies that  the  Karmakiraka  or  the  objective  case  is

the  locus  of  the  result  of the  said  activity.  Srstldhara  explains

the  term  vyiptum  as  prakrtakriyisrayamkartum,  The word  kriya

here,  does  not  mean the  operational  part  of  the  activity.  The

operational  Part is invariably  located  in  the  agent.  It  denotes

56
only  the  second  part,  that  is,  the  result.

Srstldhara discusses the  cases of  inanimate  objects  
0 & +

acting  as  the  agent.  He cites  the  example  puspam Ukarsayati
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bhramaran in this connection. He boldly asserts that such
sentences are correct in a secondary sense only. Jinendra-
buddhi explains such cases in an entirely different way*
Srstidhara is most probably influenced by the Waiyiyikas of «»

57the modern age in this respect.
He mentions sob © objects of illusory experience in

his discussion* He cites such examples as sakti&l. rajatam
• *

many ate (i* e* the person wengly thinks a shell to be a piece 
of silver, in order to illustrate these objects. Though he 
does not discuss Ms point clearly, his intended meaning is 
that an illusory object cannot be the locus of the result of 
the action since it is absent. But he says that even then they 
are treated as Karma in Sanscrit grammar. He does not offer 
any convincing solution to the problem.58 He does not refer 
to the explanations offered by different philosophers on tMs 
point. However, he is the only commentator who takes note of 
the problem.

There is another important contribution of Srstidhara.
o « f

He removes some of the drawbacks of the vrtti of Purusottama.
* t

Purusottama omits the roots ci, rudh, bhiksa and sis in illus-
♦ »

trating iSkathita Karma. Srstidhara quotes the relevant kariki
from the Mahabhlsya in order to make up this dafficiency. He

#>

also explains the karika in a critical and elaborate manner.59
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Bamacandra explains the definitions of Karma offered 

by PairLni in a very lucid manner. His commentary is very brief. 

He follows Ms predecessors Pat argali and the Vrttikara closely
dl

in Ms interpretations.60 He has no original contribution to 

the concept of Karma. But he adopts a new technic in illustra-

ting AkatMta Karma. He shows the uses of the AkatMta Karma 

with the help of a devotional song written in honour of Lord 

Vi  sqw . 61

Ramacandra has another important contribution to the 

concept of file at hit a Karma. He furnishes a comprehensive list 

of sixteen roots which govern Akathita, when they are used as 

verbs. The list contains not only the roots which are enume-

rated by Patanjali, Jinendrabuddhi and Haradatta but also the 

roots mantha (to chum) , graha (to hold) and paca (to cook).62

Vitthatacaryya writes a lucid and elaborate commen-

tary on the vrtti of Ramacandra on the Paninian definitions 

of Karma. The commentator is well acquainted with the gramma-

tical works of Ms great predecessors. He has no original 

contribution to Karmakiraka. He mainly presents the Mews of 

Ms predecessors in the commentary. But, Ms presentation is
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so nice that it immediately gives us a correct and comprehen-

sive idea of Karmakaraka.63

Bhattoji Dfksitfcinterprets the Paninian rule Kartur
9 *  0

TpsitatamamKarma in the traditional manner. He says that
ft

according to this interpretation, the term Karma denotes the 

locus of the result of an action of the agent. Bhattoji shows
p •

that this meaning of the term Karma is attained from the rule 

in the following way. The agent desires to accomplish an act 

in order to attain an intended result. Because, the act is 

accomplished with the aim of attaining the result, it is always 

subordinate to the result. Thus, it is an ipsita of the agent 

but it is not the ipsitatama of him. The result itself is 

the ipsitatama or the object of the utmost desire of the agent. 

But, the result invariably remains in a particular locus. The 

agent intensively desires to establish a relation with this 

locus in order to attain the result located in it. Thus, the 

locus of the result becomes the ipsitatama of the agent. 

Therefore, it is treated as Karmakaraka.

Bhattoji Biksitainterprets the two other definitions 

of Karma also given by Pahini in the traditional manner. He 

enumerates twenty two Sanskrit roots which govern akath^ita
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Karma when they are used as verbs. He collects these roots 

from different sources, including the Dhatuvrtti of Madhava.
9

Bhattoji BIksita proves his great originality in the
o • *

interpretation of the rule Kartur Ip si tat amain Karma. The 

manner in which he proves that the term Karma according to 

this definition denotes the locus of the result of an operas 

tion is worthnoting.

Kaupflabhaffia

Kaupdabhatta offers some important views an Karma- 

karaka in his Vaiyakaranabhusanasara. He shows that the 

second inflexion which is used in Karmakifraka is significant. 

According to him, the Paninian rule Kartur ip si tat am am Karma 

denotes kriylj  anyaphalasraya or the locus of the result of an 

operation. He corroborates the view of Bhattoji that the
o i

objective case act as the locus of the result of an action 

(intended by the agent) and thus it is the ipsitatama of the 

agent.66 He says that the root in a verb denotes the operar 

tion and the result and the second inflexion used in the 

objective case denotes the locus of them. Kaundabhatta defi-

nes this locus as the unanalysable determinant common to all 

the cases of Karma.67 It'is an entirely new philosophical 

concept. It helps us to discover a common bond among tip 

inumerable cases of Karma,
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The grammarian does not distinguish between Ip sit a 

Karma and Anipsita Karma* According to him, the distinction 

between these two types of Karma is a formal one and.it has 

no utility in the philosophical interpretation of Karma* H© 

means to say that both Ipsita and Anipsita are the locus of 

the result of an operation denoted by a verb and hence any 

distinction these two types of objective case is inmaterial.63

Kaundabhatta clarifies his concept of an objective 

case with the help of a few suitable illustrations# namely, 

odanain Pacati, ghatanj karoti and ghat ana jaiiati. He says that 

in the illustration odanan pacati, the term odana (rice) 

denotes the locus of the result known as viklitti  which is 

generated by the act of cooking of the agent, and thus, odana 

is a case of Karma in the sentence. He shows that in the 

second illustration, the jar is the locus of the result known 

as utpatti (origination) and hence, it is an objective case. 

According to him, the verb jinati in the third illustration 

indicates the result namely, Ivaranabhanga or the disappearance 

of ignorance. He opines that the word ghata in the sentence 

ghatan janiil denotes the locus of this result and hence?it 

is treated as Karinakaraka in the sentence. Kaundabhatta says
s t  I  »

that even a past object or a future object also can become the 

locus the said result. According to him, this is not his inde-

pendent view but it is a view of the Naiysyikas and the philo-
* 69gophers of the Sankhya school.
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Kaundabhatta shows that the interpretation given
p • * *

by him on the Pacinian rule gives rise to a knotty problem.

He solves this problem intelligently. Let us discuss the 

problem. When a person goes to a particular place, he esta-

blishes a contact between himself and the place by the action. 

This contact is the result of the act of going and the person 

is the locus of the result. Thus, fee is a case of Karma. But, 

he is already a case of Kart a. Thus, a knotty problem arises. 

Kaundabhatta says that according to the above explanation, we 

can use the expression Caitras Caitram gacehati for Caitro 

graham gacehati. But, this expression is not accepted by

anybody. It is clear from the discussion of Kaundabhatta that¥ 0 » «

a problem similar to the above problem arises even when a 

person departs from a place. The grammarian shows that when 

a person departs from a place, he generates separation between 

himself and the place by the action. The place In the present 

contexb Is a locus of the said separation. Therefore, the 

grammarian says that it is a case of Karma. He clarifies the 

above idea with the help of an illustration namely Pray a gat 

KasTn* gacehati Caltrah. He states that the term Prayaga in 

this illustration is a case of Karma according to the above 

explanation. But, it is clear from the sentence that it is a 

case of Apadaha. Thus, we face another knotty problem. Kaunda-

bhatta solves the problems in the following manner. It is the 
0 0-
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established  convention  in  Sanskrit  grammar  that  a subsequent  

rule  invariably  prevails  over  a preceding  one.  In  Panini*  3 

grammar*  the  rule  s  vatantrah  ka^ta  which  defines  Karts'  is  a 

subsequent  one  to  the  rule  Kartur  ipsitatanam  karma that  

defines  Karma,  Thus,  the  tens  Caitra  in  the  first illustrar  

tion  cannot  be a case  of  Karma.  Again*  the  term  Karma denotes  

the  locus  of  the  result  of  an action  of  the  agent  denoted  by  

the  verb  in the  sentence.  ITo  other  result  which  is  not  covered  

by  the  meaning  of  the  verb  is  nat  considered  in  the  definition  

of  the  objective  case.  Therefore*  the  term  Prayiga  in  the  

second  illustration  also  cannot  be a case  of  Karma.

Kaundabhatta  refers  to  the  amendments  suggested  by
9 I  f  t

the  Naiy^yikas to  the  interpretation  kriyajanya  etc.  in  this  

connection.  3ut,  he discovers  some defects  in  it  and  there -

fore,  discards  it.  Kaundabhatta  says  that  the  Waiyiyikas
•  •  -.1

suggest  two  amendments  to  the  interpretation  kriyaj  any  aphasias -  

raya  given  by  him  on the  Panini  an rule  Kartur  Tpsitatamam  

Karma in  order  to  avoid  the  problems  discussed  by  him.  Accor -

ding  to  him*  they  suggest  that  the  predicate  parasamaveta  

(i.e.  having  a different  locus)  should  be used  to  the  term  

kriyS  in  the  interpretation  and  the  predicate dhatrarthata*  

cchedaka  (i.e.  that which  indicates  the  meaning  of  the  root)  

to  the  term  phala  in  it,  Kaundabhatta  shows  that  these  amend-
» i  *  *

ments  will  lead  to  further  complicacies.  Therefore*  he rejects
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them. He says that if  the first amendment is accepted in that

case even the word Krsna in the sentence Krsnena Pacayati

gopah will  be a case of Karma and thus* the second inflection

will  be used in it. But, this is not correct. It is a fact

that krsna is the locus of the result of the operation of a • « *
cow herd who is other than Krsna. But, there is a special rule

* * t

of Pinini namely, gatibuddhi etc,(Pa 1.4.52) by which the use 

of the second Inflexion is prohibited in such a case. Kaunda-
v 9 *

bhatta also argues that if  the first amendment is accepted,
f •

HP* —
the expression tandulam Pacyate svayameva will  be correct. 

Harivallabha clearly shows that the subjective case will  set 

aside the objective case in the sentence.71 Kaundabhatta fur- 

ther shows that some logical problems will  arise from aecept- 

* ing the amendment. There is some truth in the last reason 

shown by him in rejecting the amendment. It should be noted 

here that the Haiysylkas like Jagadfsa Tarkalankara and Gads£ 

dhara Bhattacarya also reject the amendment on a different 

ground. Kaundabhatta does not refer to the second amendment 

suggested by the logicians. The amendment is essentially 

necessary in order to avoid such expressions as nadT tfram 

vardhate. We shall discuss this point appropriately when the 

occasion will  arise.
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tol.yall.abha

Harivallabha Justifies the view of Kaundabhatta
* 9 e *

that the Paninian rule Kartur Ipsitatamam Karma denotes kryy§ ^

Janyaphalasraya or the locus of the result of an operation 

with the help of appropriate arguments* He lays emphasis on 

the term Ipsitataiaa in the rule. He accepts the etymological 

meaning of the term* He shows that when this meaning is com-

bined with the word Kartuh, the rule signifies that Karma 

means an object with which the agent intensively desires to 

establish a relation through his operation. Harivallabha says 

that the operation of the agent generates a particular result, 

and Karmakiraka is inseparably related to it. According to the 

grammarian, this karaka is an object of ardent desire of the 

agent for this particular relation of it with the result.

Therefore, he concludes that the interpretation given by Kaun-
— 73dabhatta of the rule Kartur ipsitatam am karma is Justified,

' • » *

Harivallabha shows that when the deslderative 

suffix san is attached to the verb apnoti, the verb becomes 

intransitive in character, and thus the term Ipsitatama does 

not denote the desired meaning. Let us explain the idea clearly. 

When the suffix san is used with the verb aprotl, it means the 

desire for apti or attainment. But, it does not denotes the 

desire for an object. Thus, the term Ipsityatama fails to 

give us the expected meaning. Harivallabha solves this problem.
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According to him, we should lay emphasis on the object of the 

basic verb to which the suffix san is used. In this way, the 

commentator gives up the desiderative portion of the verb.74

W© have already shown that Kaundabhatta does not
•* 9 • •

distinguish between Ipsita Karma and Anipsita Karina. Hariva- 

llabha justifies it. He says that there Is no material distinc-

tion between these two types of Karma. He refers to the sen-

tence Harimbhajati in this connection. He shows that the 

term Hari in this sentence does not give us any Idea of ipsi- 

tatva. According to him, it simply denotes an object of ador- 

ation.75

Hari vailabha clarifies the concept of Karma presen-

ted by Kaundabhatta in order to eliminate the scope of any
l  •  I  •

controversy over it. He rigidly follows Hagesa in this clari-

fication.76

Sagasa

Nagesa exhaustively Interprets the Panlnlan rule 

Kartur ipsitatamainKarma. This interpretation helps us to 

understand the exact significance of the term Karma in the 

rule In an easy manner. According to this interpretation, the 

term Karma in the rule denotes the locus of the result gene-

rated by the operation of the agent indicated by a verb. 

Nagesa clearly shows in the Interpretation that the locus of
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the result is different from the locus of the operation. He 

states that this locus is the uddesya or the object of the 

utmost desire of the agent. He reiterates the view of Bha- 

ttoji Diksit that the locus of the result becomes the object 

of the utmost desire of the agent for the result it contains.78

Nagesa says that the second inflexion which is 

used in Karmakaraka denotes the locus or the possessor of the 

^aktl or the property known as Karmatva. rejects the view

of his predecessor Kaundabhatta that the second inflexion
«» »•

used in the objective ease denotes locus. He advances two 

strong reasons for rejecting the view. Let us discuss these 

reasons clearly. Kaundabhatta says that the seventh inflexion 

denotes asrsya or locus. According to this interpretation, the 

term Karma in the rule Karmani dvitlya given by Panini indi-

cates that the second inflexion is used in the locus of Karma. 

But, Kaundabhatta says in his interpretation of the term Karma 

that the second inflexion is used in the locus of the result. 

Thus* there is a contradiction in his statements. Secondly, 

the BhasyakaVa and some other grammarians opine that f< fir  aka 

is a sakti or property. They also maintain the view that sakti 

and its locus are non-different. Thus, the term Karaka denotes 

the locus of a sakti. According to this interpretation, Karma- 

kiraka is the locus of Karmatva sakti. In grammar, the second 

inflexion is used in a word to denote Karmg&araka. It shows 

that the new view of Kaundabhatta is not correct.79
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Nagesa.shows that the agent of the verb gacehati in 

such sentences as Devadatto gacehati etc. is a locus of the 

result namely* sanyoga or contact generated by the operation 

indicated by the verb. But* he opines that the agent in such 

cases is not a case of Karma. He shows the same reason as his

predecessor Kaundabhatta for this. He however, justifies the
• • • >

expression atmanam atma hanti. He says that in this sentence, 

the term "atman used as the agent denotes the soul remaining 

in the body while the term atm an used as the instrumental
j

case denotes the body and thus there is a difference between 

the two.80

Nages'a clearly explains the reason for specifying 

the result in the definition. He states that the specification 

is necessary in order to exclude the term agni in agner mana- 

vakans virayati from the scope of Karma. Similarly he shows 

that manavaka is also not a case of Apadaha.81

The grammarian examines the definition parasamave- 

takriyajanyadhatVarthaphalasrayatvamKarm&tvam. He shows 

with the help of strong arguments that the definition is not 

an appropriate one* He discusses the fulility  of the view 

that we can avoid such absurd* expressions as Caltra/ Caitram 

gacehati and Devadatto drawam gacehati with the help of the
ft

definition.82
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Nagesa gives us a very clear and comprehensive Idea 

of Anlpsita Karma and Akathlta Karma in Sanskrit grammar. But, 

he does not offer any new idea in the discussion on these two 

types of Karma. He reiterates the traditional views in it.83

Karma in non-Paninian schools

The author of the Kalipa defines Karma as yat kriyate 

tat Karma.84 The definition is simple but it has a wide impli-

cation, It covers all the Instances of Karmakaraka in Sanskrit 

grammar. Durgasdpnha clearly shows it in his short commentary

( vrtti).
«

Durgasiinha

Durgasltoha supplies the term Karta in the interpre-

tation of the definition. He says that every activity is per-

formed by an agent, and therefore, the verb ftriy^te in the 

definition suggests the presence of the agent in the defini-

tion, Thus, the definition stands as % kartra yat kriyate tat 

Karina. Durgas$nha further interprets the definition as Kartuh 

kriyaya yad vyapyate tat Karma. In this way, DurgaslSftha synthe- . 

sises the view of the Vrttlkara with that of Sarvavarma.
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r3|* critic ally discusses the various groups and sub-groups of 

Karma.85

Trilocana

Trilocana corroborates the views of Durgastoha on 

the meaning of the rule yat kriyatatat Karma given by Sarva- 

varniv. He also discusses the different groups and sub-groups 

of Karma.8®

Susena offers an illuminating discussion on the
* •

difinition of Karma given by Sarvavarma. He explains it more 

clearly than his predecessors. He accepts'the view of Durga- 

sinha that the expression yat kriyate means Kartra yat kriyate. 

But» he interprets the verb kriyate as sambadhyate (i.e. that 

which is related to). As a result of this interpretation) the 

meaning of the definition stands as follows i the particular 

karaka which is related to the activity of the agent is known 

as Karma. But) we all know that the agent himself is related 

to his own activity. Thus> the agent becomes a case of Karma 

in relation to’ the activity he performs. Susena realises this 

difficulty. Therefor©) he Interprets the term kriyate in the
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definition clearly. According to him, the term kriyate denotes

the result of an action. Susena shows that as a result of
« *

this interpretation, the meaning of the term Karma stands as

the locus of the result of an action. But, this interpretation

also does not give us a correct idea of the term Karma. Susenar
• •

carya refers to the sentence grammanigacchati Devadattah in
• *

which the agent Devadatta is the locus of the result namely, 

samyoga or contact which is generated by his own act of going. 

Thus, he is also a case of Karma according to the above view. 

Therefore, the grammarian offers the definition parasamaveta* 

kriyi^anyaphalabhagitvaijKarmatvam in order to remove above 

discrepancy. This definition indicates that the locus of the 

result is different from the locus of the operation which 

generates it. The locus of the operation which generates the 

intended result is invariably Karta or the agent. Therefore, 

the distinction between the subjective case and the objective 

case is clear from the definition. But, some grammarians 

opine that this definition is also not an appropriate one.

The predicate para in the definition is interpreted as other 

than the locus of the result of, an action. They show that in 

the sentence Devadatto graman* gacchati, the word grama is a 

case of para in the above sense because, the agent Devadatta 

is the locus of the result namely, contact and the village 

(grama) is other than him. This interpretation pauses a new
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problem for Susena. Therefore, he amends the definition as
f •

tatkriyanlsrayatve sati tatkrlyijanyaphalabhigltvani Karmatvam. 

It denotes that the objective case is the locus of the result 

of an action but it is not the locus of the action. But, he 

finds that this definition is applicable to the ablative 

case also. He shows it with the help of an illustration namely, 

parvatad avarohati (i, e. he is descending from the mountain).

In this illustration, the term paravata or the mountain is 

not the locus of the motion of the agent but It is the locus 

of the separation which is generated by his motion. Thus, the 

separation is the result of the operation. Susena amends the 

definition further in order to remove the above discrepancy.

He specifies the kriyl  or the operation mentioned in this 

definition in this amendment. He says that the term kriya in 

the definition denotes that particular operation which is indi-

cated by the verb under consideration, According to him, the 

locus of the result generated by this particular operation 

only is the Karmaklraka in grammar. We can easily exclude 

the term parvata in the sentence parvatad avarohati from the 

scope of Karma if  we accept the above concept. If  we criti-

cally examine the sentence parvatad avarohati, we see that 

the term parvata or the mountain mentioned in it is the locus 

of the separation generated by the motion of the agent but 

it is not the locus of the subsequent contact of the agent
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with the foot of the mountain which is the result of the act 

of descending. Thus, the word parvata in the sentence is not 

a case of Karma, Susenacarya shows that like the operation,
*  9

the result mentioned in the definition should also be speci-

fied, He proves the necessity of such a specification by 

critically interpreting the sentences bhumau parnam patati 

and nadltEre plavo vardhate. Let us now discuss the idea 

offered by him in the interpretation. The sentence bhumau 

parnam patati indicates a contact of a falling leaf with the 

earth. This contact and result of the act of falling are 

denoted by the verb patati in the sentence. The earth is the 

locus of this result. It is clear from the sentence itself 

that the earth is not the locus of the act of falling. Thus, 

the earth in the sentence is a case of Karma according to the 

view discussed above. But, the earth is not accepted as Karma 

in the sentence by scholars. Again, the sentence nadftire 

plavo vardhate Indicates that the waters of the river come, 

into a contact with the bank of the river. This contact is 

the result of the act of swelling of the river indicated by 

the verb vardhate in the sentence. In this case, the bank of 

the river is the locus of the above result. Therefore, like 

the previous locus, this locus is also a case of Karma accor-

ding to the said concept. But, scholars are not ready to 

accept the term nadltfra in the sentence as Karmakaraka. It
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is clear from the above discussion that the result mentioned

in the definition of Karma discussed above should be specified.

Therefore. Susena offers his last amendment on the definition  • *
by using the predicate dhatuvacya to the term phala (result)

in it. It  indicates that like the operation, the result also
\

i

must be denoted by the verb itself. Thus, the result which

is riot, denoted by the verb is not be considered in the defi-
87nit  ion of Karma. Th-*. C^ws-irv'-fio^.cxAjT'f' -J- U*J- (KV ^ a_ w-j a.'-j c_ A

dU. 5 W*\

Qm&m

Candragomi uses the term kriyapya for Karmaklraka.

The term kriyapya denotes that particular  object with which

the agent intends to establish a relation through his action.

Candragomi shows that the sense of kriyapya is present in all
88the types of Karma introduced by Panlni.

/ 4 QO

Kramadlsvara defines Karma as tatsamuddlstaro Karma.
• * •

The word tat stands for Karta  or the agent. The word samuddista* #
is an equivalent of the term Ipsitatama in the first  defini-

tion of Karma given by PSnini. It  is clear from the commen-

taries of Jumarpandi and Goyicandra. Thus, the definition of
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K ram adis vara is different from that of Fahinl in form only 

but not in sense.

Jumaranandl

The commentator Jumaranandl interprets the defini-

tion in a proper manner. H© clearly explains the significance 

of the term samuddista. He says that the term samuddista, *> 9 *
denotes the locus of the result (phala) of a particular acti-

vity.90 Thus* when we say Devataddo gramain gacchatl» it means 

that the village (grima) is the locus of the result (phala) 

of the act of going. This result is nothing else than the con-

tact between Davadatta and the village. How* because the 

village acts as the locus of the said result, it is a case 

of Karma* ,

Jumaranandl classifies Karmaklraka into four groups 

namely* Frlpya* Nirvartya, TELkaTya and Anfpsita. The first 

three groups of Karma are only three subdivisions of the 

Ipsitatama* according to Bhartrhari. Jumaranandl does not 

accept Akathita as a separatd group. But, he also does not 

place it under any other group of Karma. He prefer to remain 
silent on the issue,9*

/
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Goyfcandra

GoyTcandra justifies the view of Jumaranandi that

the objective case is the locus of the result of an operation

by critically  explaining the illustrations Devadatto gramain
. 92

gacchati and Devadatta odanam pacati.

Goyicandra interprets the terms Prapya* Nirvartya  

etc, in an appropriate Banner, He reiterates the views of 

Bhartrhari  in this connection! without referring  to him 

directly, Jumaranandi shows that the term papa in the illus-

tration  plpan tyajati,  is a case of Anlpsita Karma, Goyicandra 

justifies this with appropriate reason. He says that the 

agent dislikes sin and therefore, gives it  up. This is a 

quite reasonable argument. But, the commentator says that 

the term adltya ( sun) in the sentence adityam pasyati is a 

case of Anlpsita.03 This is a favourite example of PrSpya 

Karma according to such famous grammarians as Haradatta, 

Jlnendrabuddhi and Helfraja. But, Goyrcandra suddenly departs 

from tradition  in this matter. He probably intends to say that 

the agent accidentally beholds the sun but he has no interest 

in it.

Jainendra

It  has been already discussed that Panini defines 

KarmakiCraka  with the help of three rules, namely, Kartur
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Ipsitatamaifi Karma, tathayuktam g  Slip si tarn and akathit'anca. The

author of the Jainendra combines the first two rules into a
94single definition, that is, Kartrapyam (Karma). He, however, 

defines indirect objects by the very definition of Pahini, 

namely, akathitanca.95

The grammarian apparently follows the KasLkavrtti 

in the definition Kartapyam. We have already noted that the 

Vrttikara interprets the term Ipsitatama of Panini from an 

etymological point of view. He interprets it as aptum istatar 

Yhaam. The author of the J ainendra accepts this interpretation 

with a slight modification. He uses the term Spy am for ’aptum 

1 st at am am. The grammarian omits the superlative degree from
4 «

the definition. The reason for this is difficult to guess.

The commentator AbhayanandL, however, says that the word apya 

itself denotes the sense of ipyatama in the definition.

Ahhayanandl

Abhayanandi faithfully follows the tradition of the 

Klslka in commenting on the rules Kartrapyam and akathitanca.

He Interprets the rule Kartrapyam as Kartra kriyaya

yad apyam tat karakait Karmasahjnambhavati.9 6 He supplies the
* ̂

word kriya in the above interpretation. He says that the term 

is suggested by both the terms Kart a and apya, in the definl-
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tlon.9*^ Now, the boiled down meaning of the definition stands 

as follows * when the agent establishes a relation with an 

object through his activities* the cbject is known as Karma*

But this interpretation has a serious drawback. The commen-

tator himself admits that the agent establishes a similar rela-

tion with all other cases through his activities. Therefore, 

Abhayanandi says that the word apya denotes apyatama. It is 

an equivalent of the word ipsltatama of Panini. The commen-

tator opines that because the term apya communicates the 

sense of apyatama, any other karaka which is a case of apya 

only is not treated as Karma in grammar. He quotes the illus-

tration payasaudam bhunkte from the Kasika"in order to subs-

tantiate bis view. In the above illustration, the term pay ah 

(milk) is a case of apya only (otherwise known as Tpslta) and 

not a case of ipyatama. The apyatama in this illustration is 

odana or rice.98 Wow, the idea that the term Ipya denotes 

apyatama indicates that Devanandl derives the sense of the 

superlative degree even from a secondary expression where the 

suffix tamap or an equivalent suffix is not directly used.

There lies the distinction between him and Panini.
»

Abhayanandi also explains the significance of the 

term Karta in the definition. The term apya in the definition 

should not be taken as an isolated one. It has a relational 

character. It is invariably related to the agent (Karta) in
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the definition of Karma. Abhayanandl cites the example mases- 

vasvatfi badhnati in order to show that when this condition is 

absent, an object cannot be treated as a case of Karma. In the 

sentence masesvasvarn badhnati, the word masa is related to the 

objective case, that is, the horse. It is not related tbtjthe  ̂

agent. Therefore, the definition does not cover the^word

masa."
«

Abhayanandi does not offer any new idea on the 

concept of Akathita Karma. He rigidly follows tradition in 

this regard. The grammarian gives us a comprehensive list of 

the verbs which govern two objects.

HemacandSa

Hemacandra places all the varieties of Karma under 

a single definition namely, Kartur WapyamKarma. 1UU The 

definition is very much similar to the definition of Devanandl 

But, Hemacandra makes some significant improvement upon the 

author of the Jainendra. He attaches the prefix vi* to the 

term apya. The prefix plays an important role in determining 

the meaning of the term Karma.

Hemacandra interprets the rule Kartur vyapy am Karma

as follows l Kartra kriyaya yad vtsesena apt&m isyate tad
* # • »

vyapyam tat kirakamKarmasafflflnambhavati.The interpre-
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tation clearly shows that the prefix Ml in the word My Spy am 

plays the part of the suffix taicap in the Paninian rule Kartur 

ipsitataman Karma,

The grammarian classifies Karmakiraka into three 

broad groups, namely, Nirvartya, Vikarya and Prapya. He defi-

nes the above terms in the same way as Bhartrhari, He further
. '

divides these three groups of Karma into (1) Xsta (2) &nista
0 I  I

and (3) &nubhaya.10S The term anista stands for the term dvesya.
9*  *

The term anubhaya is a substitute for the term udasfna in 

other systems of grammar.

The grammarian has no significant contribution to 

the concept of Akathita Karma, He adds the roots graha and 

pac to the list of roots, governing two objects,103

Muedhabodha

Bopadeva presents a new» monosyllabic term for Karma 

namelyi dha, The term dha not only denotes the objective case 

but also denotes adverb etc,10̂

Durgadasa ^Ldyavagls^a explains the definition dha 

very clearly. He accepts the definition of Karma offered by 

Sarvavarma namely yat kriyate tat Karma. He critically inter-
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prats this definition in order to show that KramadTsvara 

presents the very Idea as conveyed by this definition in the 

rule.105

Durgadasa divides Karmakiraka in the traditional

manner into Nirvartya* IQLkaiya and Prapya. He quotes the

relevant karikis of the VakyaPadlya in order to justify the

division.106
*

Rama Tarkavaglsa .

Rama Tarkavaglsa offers an important discussion on 

Karma. Tarkavaglsa quotes the views of the KalaPa school in 

interpreting the term dha or Karma. He accepts the definition 

yat kriyate tat Karma as given by the author of the KalaPa.

He interpretes it as Kartuh kriyaya yad yyapyate tat Karma. 

This is the well known standpoint of Durgasimha. But, this 

standpoint is also based on the interpretation of the Vrtti-  

kara of the Paninian rule Kartur TpsitatamainKarma.

Rama Tarkavaglsa classifies Karma into three sub-

groups, namely, Nirvartya, Vlkarya and Prapya. He defines 

and illustrates thesm in the traditional manner. He quotes 

the relevant kirlkas from the VakyaPadlya in this connection. 

He does not accept Anipsita as a separate group of Karma.
' r-  108

According to him, it is included in Prapya Karma.
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JBSKaaaa&a

The author of the Sirasvata defines Karmakaraka by 

the Paninian males Kartur Ipsltatanafn Karma, tathiyuktan cani- 

psita® and akathitanca. He interprets these rules in the tra-

ditional manner,10®

The grammarian departs from tradition in dividing 

Ipsltatama Karma. He divides it into four sub-groups namely, 

(i) Utp'adya (ii) Apya (Hi) Saiyskarya and (iv) TBkarya.110 

The ter® TJtpadya is a substitute for the term Nirvartya in 

other systems of grammar while the term Apya stands for the 

term Prapya in these systems.

Anubhutisvarupiearya critically explains the term
_ —111 

Banskarya. He offers three Illustrations of Sazsskarya Karma.

One of these illustrations namely,^vihlnyavah vi proksati is

intelligently chosen by the grammarian from the MimamsI

rSfifcooi in order to prove that Sanjskarya is entirely different

from Utpadya, TSLkarya etc. But, if we critically examine the

illustrations of Sanskirya Karma offered by him, we see that

Sasaskarya Karma is not different from Tflkarya Karma.

He first offers the illustrationv^ihin yavan va 

proksati. It means that a Vadie priest sprinkles holy water 

on sacrificial Paddy seeds or barley corns in order to impart 

some religious merit to than. Thus, they are clear cases of 

Vlkarya Karma. Similarly, the other two illustrations namely,
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vastraifl raSSj ayati Devadattah and raj ako vastlmf ksalayati also 

Indicate that agent Imparts some new quality to the garment 

he washes or colours. Thus* the word vastra In these illus-

tration is a case of VIkarya Karma,

Candraklrti defines Karma as Kriyate yat tat Karma. 

He has no other contribution to the concept of Karma,112

RimaAfliaa

Ramasrama remains silent on the views expressed by

the author of Sarasvata on the objective case. He also does
/■ . t

not offer any new idea on the concept of the case.

SiBaflqa

Padmariibha defines Karmakiraka as kriylvyapyairt 

Karma. He explains the definition as Kartuh kriyaya yad

vyapyate tat karakamKarmasawjnanibhavatl. It appears to us
* • #

from the interpretation that the grammarian presents the 

logical meaning of the Panlnian rule Kartur ip si tat amain 

Karma in it,^3
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The grammarian classifies the objective case into 

Ipsita, Anlpsita:^; and I tar at or other than these two types. 

The third type of Karma stands for those cases of Karma 

which are neither desired hy the agent nor despised by him. 

It is termed as the Bdaslna type in some other systems of 

grammar. Padmanabha says that the verbs dogdhi etc. govern 

two objects* But, he does not accept Akhatita as a separate 

class of Karma* He clearly illustrates the different classes 

of Karma.114

Vlsnumisra explains the term kriya^rapya in a
i >

critical manner. He utilises some important views of the 

Vrttikara in his explanation in order to bring home to us
Q

the significance of the term. He says that the author of the

Supadma rightly uses the term Kartuh in his interpretation

of the definition. Vishumisra says that the term kriyi in

the definition kriyavyipyatftKarma denotes the activity of
*

the agent alone and not of any other karaka. In other words,

Karmakareka is. that which is exclusively related to the

activity of agent, Visnumlsra argues that it for this very
# »

reason the term misa in the illustration masesvasvam badh-

natl is not a case of Karma. The term mass is related to
©

the act of grading of the horse. But, the horse is a case
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of Karma in the above illustration* and it is not a case of 

Karta. Hence, the definition does not apply to the term 

rnasa.115 He also shows that the term vylpya denotes avasya- 

vyapya in the definition. The term avasyavyipya is a substi-

tute for the term Ipsitatama in the rule Kartur Ipsit ataman 

Karma of Panlni. He gives us an appropriate idea of the term 

ava/yayyapya with the help of an illustration namely, Pay a* 

saudanam bhunkte, In this illustration, both the terms Payah 

(milk) and odana (rice) are related to the verb. But, Visnu- 

misra shows that the term odana alone is the case of avadya- 

vyapya in it while the term payah is only a case of vyapya. 

Therefore, the term odana is the case of Karma in the illus-

tration but not the term payah.116 The commentator does not
•

show any originality In this discussion. He presents a well 

known view of Patanjali in it in a different language.

He explains the different types of Karma presented 

by Padmanibha very clearly. He states that kunjan tya^ati 

khagah is a clear case of Priipya Karma. According to him, 

ktanj am tyaj ati indicates kunj atyagam prapnoti.117

ga&a&ILangta

Jivagosvami defines Karma in his Harinamamrta as 

kriya yatsadhika tat Karma.118 It is clear from the defini-

tion that the grammarian lays emphasis on kriya in it and
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Ignores Karta (agent) totally. He uses the term kriyi as the 

agent in the definition. He shows adequate reason for this.

How, we can raise an objection against the defini-

tion. The term kriya is used as the agent in the definition.

The special capacity of the agent is that he can operate 

independently for which he is called svatantra. But, a kriyi  

or an action does not possess this capacity. It always depends 

on a particular karaka in order to attain an intended object. 

Therefore, a kriya is not svatantra but par at antra (dependent). 

It is for this reason, the nominative use of the term kriyi  

In the definition is not justified. On this point, the author 

of the Harinirnimrta says that the sense of svitantrya (inde-
D

pendence) is imposed upon the term in 'the definition. He says

that Pahini also adopts a similar technic in the rule sldhaka- 
119

tamamKaranam,
• •

JTvagoswImf says that the use of the kriya- as the

agent in the definition serves an important purpose. Because

kriya is Inanimate, the distinction between Ipsita and Arilp-

slta automatically disappears in its case. Therefore, the

definition applies equally to the case of Ipsita and Anipsita.

The grammarian cites the illustration bhramld visam bhaksayati

(i.e. he takes poison by mistake) In this connection. He says

that visa or poison is ariTpslta of the agent. Inspite of 
0 120

this, it is case of Karma by the above definition. Thus,
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the definition has an advantage over the definitions Kartur 
ipsitataman Karma etc. Jivagoswamf simplifies the Paninian 
definitions of Karma with the help of the present definition. 
The definition covers all the examples of Karmakaraka.

He divides Karma into five classes* namely* TJtpidya* 
Vikarya* Samskarya, Prapya and Tyajya.121 But, Sanskarya and 

Tyajya can he easily placed under IQLkarya and Prapya.

The author of the Prayogateatnamala accepts the 
well known traditional view of the grammatical school that 

the term Karma denotes that particular object with which the 
agent intends to establish a relation through his action. It 
is clear from the definition of Karma given by the grammarian

_ <4 gn
namely, yat Kartuh kriyaya vyapyaro tat Karma parlkfrtitam.

The grammarian, however, interprets the definition as para- 
samavetsfkriyaphalasrayatvaroKarmatvam.123 Purusottama does 

not clarify the significance of parasamavat&K:rlyaphalasi,ar 

yatvam.
He divides Karmakaraka into different groups and 

sub-groups. He rigidly follows the grammatical tradition in 
this division.12^

He furnishes a long list of sixteen roots Including
krs and grah which govern the indirect object when they are «* *■
reduced to verbs.125
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Kama .in Philosophical schools

Karakacakra

Bhavananda Siddhintavigisa critically examines 

some important definitions of Kama in the Karakacakra. He 

clearly shows that there are some serious limitations in 

these definitions. Therefore, he offers an independent defi-

nition of Karma in which he tries to remove the defects of 

the earlier definitions.
J0-

He first examines the definition Karanavyipiryatvam
• »

Karmatvam. The meaning of this definition is Karmakiraka or 

the objective case denotes the locus of the operation gene-

rated by the instrumental case which is favourable for an 

intended action.

Bhavananda rejects this definition as too wide. He 

says that the definition is applicable to the term datra
m —s &

(sickle) also in the sentence d&trena dhanyamlunitl because, 

it denotes the locus of the operation which helps the instru-

mental case of the verb lunati to accomplish the act of 
126reaping. Let us explain it clearly. When the reaper uses 

a sickle for reaping paddy, the sickle comes into a contact 

with the instrumental case of the act of reaping such as the 

hand of the reaper. The sickle is the locus of this contact. 

The contact between the sickle and the instrumental ©ase is
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essentially necessary for accomplishing the act of reaping. 

Thus* the sickle is also a case of Karma according to the 

said definition. But, in fact it is not so. Therefore, the 

definition is too narrow.

Bhavlnanda criticises the definition parasamaveta- 

kriyaj anyaphalasalitvam Karmatvam also. The definition means 

that the term Karma denotes the locus of the result which is 

generated by the operation of another Karaka. Bhavananda 

shows with the help of suitable illustrations that this defi-

nition is also not an appropriate one. The following are the 

objections of Bhavahanda against the definition.

The roots gam and pat denote the acts of going and 

falling. These two acts indicate the separation of a particu-

lar object from a particular place and its subsequent contact 

with another place. The said separation and the contact are 

the results of the motion of the object. Now, the scholars 

treat the place with which the object comes into a contact 

as a case of Karma but not the place from which it is separar 

ted, Bhavananda says that if  we accept the above definition of 

Karma* even the place from which the object is separated will  

be a case of Karma* because, it is the locus of the said sepa-

ration.

A similar problem arises in the case of some other 

roots also such as tyaj * spend etc. It will  be clear from
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the following discussion.

The root tyaj denotes the act of leaving. This act 

also indicates a similar separation of an object from a par-

ticular place and its contact with a yonder place. In Sans-

krit grammar, only the place from which the object is sepa-

rated through the act of leaving is alone the case of Karma. 

Thus, we use the expressions tarum tyajati, nagaram tyajati 

etc. But, according to the above definition, the place with 

which the object comes into a contact is also a case of Karma. 

The reason for this clear. The contact of the object with the 

latter place is the remit of the motion of the object indica-

ted by the root tyaj, and the place with which such a contact 

takes place is its locus. The above discussion shows that the 

definition is too wide. Let us now take the case of the root 

spand. The root denotes the act of moving. This act is also 

characterised by a separation of an object from a particular 

place through motion and its subsequent contact with another 

place. Bhavananda states that both the places are cases of 

Karma by the said definition. But, we all know that the verb 

spandate is intransitive.

Bhavananda Siddhantavagi s a shows that the defini-

tion is applicable to the term tlra in the sentence nadf 

tire vardhate also. The sentence nadi tire vardhate means 

‘ the river is swelling to its bank'. We all know that when
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the river swells to its batik* the waters of the river come 

into a contact with the batik. This is the result of the act 

of swelling indicated by the root vrdh. Thus* the tern tlra 

(batik) is a case of Kama by the definition. But* such a 

-View is never accepted by scholars. The term tfra is only a 

locative case in the sentence. It is for the above reasons* 

Bhavananda does not accept the definition in its original 

form. He does not reject the definition outright but suitably 

amends it.

Some scholars critically examine the arguments of 

Bhavananda and then state that the term phala in the defini-

tion does not denote all the results which are related to the 

meaning of root but it means only the specific result which 

is denoted by a root. According to them* the root gam (to go) 

denotes the contact of an object with a latter place, the 

root tyaj (to leave) denotes the separation of an object from 

a particular place and the root pat (to fall) denotes the 

contact of an obj ect with a place lying below. They show that 

the roots spand and vrdh 6n the other hand, do not denote any 

result. They opine that these roots denote only an operation.

Now, Bhavananda Siddhintavagisa says1that if  the 

term phala is used in such a specific sense* it must be clearly 

stated in the definition. He suggests that the definition
tv  ^1*  f *

should be amended as tattaddhathatavacchedakaphalasalltvanL
A. ^

/
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tattaddhitvar tha-karmatvam. It implies that the term Karma 

means the locus of the particular result which is denoted by 

a verb.

But, the philosopher-finds that even the above 

definition is too wide to cover such instances as svan tyajati 

etc. Therefore, he suggests that the predicate parasamaveta 

Ci.e. that which belongs to some other karaka) should be used 

to the term dhatvartha in the definition. The predicate parsr 

samaveta Implies that the locus of the result is different 

from the locus of the operation which generates it.127

The author of the Karakacakra rejects a third defi-

nition of Karma namely, tatkriyanadhikaranatve sati tatkri- 

y a vac chedak aphalasail t vam K arm at vam on the ground that it is
9

a gratuitous definition.128

He tries to give us an appropriate idea of the 

concept of Karma presented by him by amending the definition 

Parasamevata-kriyijanya-'PhalasSlitvafoKarmatvam with the help 

of a few suitable illustrations. He clearly discusses the 

meanings of the verbs used in the illustrations. He first 

gives the illustration Vi  pray a gain dadati. The verb dadati 

denotes the act of giving. He clarifies the sense of this 

act. He says that the verb dadati denotes that a particular 

person renounces his ownership of an object and transfers 

it to another person without receiving any price for it. This
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renunciation of the ownership and its subsequent transference 

to another person without any price is the result of the act 

of giving, Bhavlnanda clearly explains that in the illustrac-

tion Vi  pray a gam dad^ati, the Vipra or the Brihamana is the 

person for whom the giver gives up his ownership of the cow, 

The cow as mentioned in the illustration is the locus of the 

result denoted by the verb dadati, It is for this reason, the 

tewn go (cow) in the illustration is a case of Karma according 

to Bhavahanda,

-Bhavahanda explains the other illustrations also 

appropriately. These illustrations are Vlsnuni.yajate, ghrtam
V * m • 9 • •

j uhoti, gan vikrlnlte etc. According to him, the verb yajate 

denotes that a particular person renounces his ownership of 

an object in honour of a god. This renunciation of the owners 

ship is the result as denoted by the verb. He shows that in 

the sentence, VLsnua&yajate* Visnu is the locus of such a 

result. Therefore, he says that it is a case of Karma in the 

sentences. Again, the verb juhoti denotes that a person 

renounces his ownership of an object and sacrifices the object 

in the fire. In this case, the renunciation of the ownership 

of the object and its sacrifice in the fire are the result, 

Bhavahanda clearly states that the term ghrta in the third 

illustration is the object which acts as the locus of the 

said result and hence, it is a case of Karma. He shows the
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distinction between the act of giving and the act of selling. 

He says that when some price is taken for renouncing one's 

ownership of an object and transferring it to another person, 

it becomes a case of selling. The verb vLkrlrilte denotes the 

above sense. The renunciation of the ownership as described 

above against a price is the result as denoted by this verb. 

Now, Bhavananda SiddhantavagIsa shows that the term go in the 

sentence gin vikrinlte is the locus of such a result. There-

fore, he opines that it Is a clear case of Karma. He also 

explains the sentences ganft krlnati and gam pratigrhnatl in
• *  at • *

the following ways. The sentence gari krlnatl means that a 

person buys a cow. The second sentence means that a person 

formally receives a cow which is donated to him* When a per-

son buys a cow, he attains the ownership of the cow from the 

seller against a certain price. This ownership is the result 

as denoted by the verb krTnatl.. The cow is the locus of the 

result. Hence, it is treated as Karmakaraka in the sentence. 

In the second sentence, the cow is the locus of the ownership 

* which is attained by the recepient through the act of giving. 

This ownership is the result of the act. Thus, the cow is a
• -JQQ

case of Karma in the sentence. 1

Bhavananda divides Karmakaraka in the traditional 

way into three sub-groups namely, Prapya, Vikirya and Nirvar- 

tya.130 He does not define Prapya Karma clearly. He simply

v
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states that this type of Karma contains contact etc. as the 

result of an action,131 The complete list of such results is 

not given by the philosopher. Moreover, these results cannot 

be generalised. Therefore, this division appears to us as a 

group of miscellaneous objects. He defines and illustrates 
the TELkirya type of objects in an appropriate manner] 3§e 

shows clearly that the Nirvartya type of Karma is an object 

in the secondary sense only. It does not contain the result 

in the same way as the two other types of Karma do. He pre-

sents the illustrations katan karoti and ghatan karoti in 

order to substantiate his view. The first sentence indicates 

that a person is preparing a ifiat from the grass known as 

virana. The second sentence indicates that a person is making 

a Jar from clay. The verb karoti generally denotes an activity 

associated with a result. But, in this case, the verb does 

not denote any activity characterised by a result,133 The 

activity as denoted by the verb in the sentences is directed 

to the material cause of the mat and the Jar and not the mat 

or the Jar itself. It shows that the term Kata or the term
o

ghata is used as a case of Karma only in a secondary sense. 

Similar is the c^se of all other examples of Nirvartya Karma, 

Bhavihanda refers to the example odanaft paoati in 

the course of the above discussion. He says that like the 

previous instance, it is also a case of Karma in a secondary
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sense* But, he shows that if the changes of the unbilled 
Pice such as the softening of its parts are indicated by the 
term odana, then it is a case of Vikarya Karma. Again, if the 
emphasis is not laid on this idea* it is a clear case of 
Prapya Karma.134

He justifies the use of the second case ending in 
the adverb stoka in the sentence stokarn pacati. He says that 
there is the relation of identity between adverb and the act 
of cooking in the sentence.135

ayakrsna defines Karma as parasamavetakrlyaj anyar
phalajflitva.136 We have already shown that this definition is />
criticised by the author of the Karakacakra on different 
grounds. Jayakrsna is fully aware of the defects critically

1 e ► *

discussed by his predecessor. Therefore, he interprets the 
definition in an Intelligent manner in order to remove these 
defects. He shows in this interpretation that the term phala 
in the definition denotes only a specified result namely, the 
result which is Indicated by the verb itself. It is clear from 
his interpretation of the meaning of the verbs gacchati, pacati 
and dadati.137

Jayakrsna divides Karmakaraka into Nirvartya, IQLkarya * # *
and Prapya in the traditional manner.*38 But, he further
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divides than into two broad groups namely, primary and secon-

dary. According to him, the definition of Karma is applicable 

to Prapya Karma alone in the primary sense. He says that in 

the cases of Nirvartya and TELkarya Karma, the sens® of the

effect is imposed upon the cause by laksana.139 Therefore,
# •

the definition is applicable to these two sub-groups of Karma

only in a secondary sense.140 Jayakrsna shows the distinction
». •

between these two types of Karma and Akathita Karma very

clearly,141
, \

He differs from Bhavananda on an important point,

B ha van and a says that Prapya Karma and Vikarya Karma are cases 

of primary objective case while Nirvartya Karma is a case of 

secondary objective case.142

/ / /
Sabdasaktiprakasika

The author of the Sabda/aktlprakasika departs from 

the established tradition of the Nyiya school in defining 

Karma. He offers a definition of Karma which is entirely 

different from the earlier definitions of the term as given 

by Bhavananda Slddhantavagisa, JayarSma Bhattac)iarya and 

others# He presents the idea in this definition that the 

meaning as denoted by a verb in the passive voice is itself 

Karmakafcaka or the objective case.143
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Let us explain the idea clearly. A verb in Sanskrit 

grammar consists of two parts namely, the operation (yyapara) 

and the result (phala), The operational part is related to 

Karts' or the agent. The other part of the verb, that is, the 

result is related to another case. The case to which it is 

related is called Karma (object). JagadTsa expresses this 

very idea in his definition in a technical language. The 

philosopher intelligently chooses the verb in the passive 

voice in his definition. In the passive voice, a verb primar 

rily  means the result contained by it. The relation between 

the result and the Karma is clearly cognised by us in this 

voice.

Jagadisa presents a critical and comprehensive 

discussion on Karmakaraka, He mainly shows the use of the 

objective case with different verbs in the Sanskrit language 

in this discussion. He clearly explains the meaning of every 

verb and shows the exact relation which holds between the 

verb and the objective case. Jagadfsa first discusses the 

meaning of the verbs gacohati and tyajatl. He reiterates the 

view of BhaVahanda Siddhantavaglsa that the verb gacchati 

denotes a motion which generates the result known as .sapyoga
A

(contact) and the verb tyajati denotes a motion which gene-

rates the result namely?vibhaga (separation). He rejects the. 

view of a section of scholars that the verb gacchati denotes
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144a separation between two objects* He shows that the objects 

which are used with these verbs are related to the results 

denoted by the verbs in a specified sense* Let us explain it 

clearly, When we use the expression Caitio gram am gacchati, 

it denotes that the village is the locus of the result denoted 

by the verb gacchati in the sentence. This result is the con-

tact between the village and the agent Caitra. The result 

here is generated by the motion of Caitra. The word grama is 

used as Karma with the verb gacchati in the sense of the locus 

of the result contained by the verb. Jagadlsa shows that in 

the sentence, vrksam khagastyajati, the word vrksa denotes 

the avadhi or the limit of the separation of the bird which 

is generated by the motion of the bird. Thus, vrksa is the 

locus of the separation. According to him, in this sentence,

the word vrksa becomes a case of Karma with the verb tyajati
• •

145in this specified sense.

We have discussed above that the motion of Caitra 

generates the contact between the village and Caitra. When 

there is a contact between two objects, both of them are 

locii of the contact. Thus, Caitra in the said example is 

also the locus of the contact which takes place between him-

self and the village. How, if  the word grama is a case.of 

Karma because, it acts as the locus of the contact which is 

generated by the motion of Caitra, the agent Caitra is also
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the ease of Karma on the same ground. But, this view is not 

acceptable to us. Jagadisa fully realises the problem. He 

offers a suitable solution to the problem. He shows that the 

result as denoted by the verb gaechati (and other transitive 

verbs) is of a specified nature. He states that it is genera-

ted by the operational part of the verb and it invariably 

belongs to a locus which is different from the locus of the 

operation, Buch a result does not belong to Caitra. Jagadfs^a 

says that it is for this reason the problem does not arise 

at all.14£

Jagadfsa can easily avoid the problem discussed

above with the help of the difinition parasamavetakriyaj anyar 
/ & ■

phalasalltvamKarmatvam offered by the ancient logicians. But, 

he does not do so for an important reason. He shows that the 

definition possesses a serious defect. There is a term in the 

definition namely, parasamaveta. According to Jagadisa^the 

use of the term in the definition is not logical. The ancient 

logicians say that the inflexion which is used by us to denote 

the objective case itself denotes the sense of parasamaveta.

J agadi s a does not accept such a view. He says that according 

to the standing rule in Sanskrit grammar, the inflexion 

attached to a root in the passive voice does not denote any 

additional sense apart fromtthat of number and tense. Further, 

he says that in the active voice, the second inflexion
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attached to a word in the sense of Karma also does not denote 
an additional sense namely, parasamaveta. Thus9 he shows that 
the use of the term parasamaveta in the definition is arbi
trary. He also states that such expressions as Caitrena gamy- 
ate dravyaitop Caitrn dravyam gacchati etc, are utterly absur^fc 
Therefore, the amendment is not necessary.^

^agadisa Tarkilankara shows with the help of appro
priate illustrations the use of the objective case with diffe
rent verbs such as pacati, r/chlnatti etc. He clarifies the 
meanings of these verbs and also the specific relation of the 
objective case with the verbs. He discusses the meaning of 
the sentence tandulant pacati as follows. The verb pacati deno- 
tes that particular activity which results in such contact 
with fire as brings about a qualitative change of an object. 
When we say tandulant pacati, tandula or rice is possessor of 
such a contact. Thus, it is a case of Karma. He explains the
sentence trnanv^chinatti in the following manner. The verb

• » ♦

^chinatti denotes such a separation as is opposed to the con
tact which holds between the two parts of an object. In the 
sentence, tr^Hnam rishinatti, trna or the grass is the locus 
of such a separation. Hence, it is an objective case. Then, 
he presents the illustration puspena UlsnumyaJate and says

9 re*

that in this illustration, the verb yajste denotes the renun
ciation of an object with love and affection towards a person
by citing appreproprlate hymns. Such a person is Tlsnu in the

*•
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example. Jagadisa says that the result of the action as deno-

ted W the verb yajate is priti, that is, love and affection.

He shows that in the above illustration, ^Lsnu is the locus 

of the said result. According to the philosopher, it is in 

this specified sense, Visnu is a case of Karma in the illus-
t *

tration. He distinguishes between the verbs yaj ate and aradhar 

yati. He says that the verb aradhayati denotes devotion towards 

a person which generates love and affection for him. He clari-

fies the idea with the help of the illustration pi tar am arar* 

dhayati. The sense of love and affection is present in the 

verb yajate also. But, Jagadfsa states that in the ease of 

aradhayati, the chanting of bymus is not necessary, while in 

the case of yaj ate it is a must. He shows that the verb juhoti 

denotes the act of pouring an object into the fire by reci-

ting appropriate mantras. He clarifies the idea with the help 

of the illustration ghrtan juhoti. The word ghrta (clarified 

butter) is the locus of the result namely the contact denoted 

by the verb. According to the philosopher the connection with 

the fire is an essential condition in this act. Therefore, 

when a person pours clarified better on an image, it is not 

a case of homa, Jagadfsa discusses the meanings of some other 

verbs also,148

He lays due emphasis on indirect objects in his 

discussion, Tarktlankara exhaustively illustrates the indirect

i
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objects* He discusses the meanings of the verbs dogdhi etc* 

clearly and shows that the indirect objects are related to 

the result of the acts denoted by these verbs. ^49

The philosopher offers a new concept of Karmakaraka, 

His new enterprise is certainly praiseworthy. But, it is up to 

the scholars to accept or reject his view.

Vvu tPatti vada

Oadadhara Bhattacarya defines the objective case as * *
kriyljanyaphalasrayatva or the locus of the result which is 

generated by a particular operation.150 According to him, both 

the operation and result mentioned in the definition are 

denoted by the root of the verb itself used in the sentence 

while the inflexion used in the objective case denotes adhe- 

yatra (i,e, the object located on),161

We have discussed on an earlier occasion that a 

section of scholars use the predicate parasamaveta to the 

term kriya in the definition in order to avoid some expre-

ssions such as svan gaochati etc, Gadadhara says that the 

predicate is not necessaiy. He shows with the help of very 

strong arguments that such expressions as svan gaechati etc, 

are utterly absurd. Therefore, the question of using the 

above predicate in the definition does not arise.15^
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. The philosopher critically interprets the various 

oases of Akathita Karma. H© clearly presents the meanings of 

the roots duh, ylc etc, in this connection.153 He states 

that both the expressions gan paydogdhi and gobhyah payo- 

dogdhi are correct. He assigns adequate reasons lor this.154

Gadadhara accepts the division of Karanakiraka 

presented by Bhartrhari. He explains the meaning of Wlrvar-
155

tya, VikSrya and Prapya appropriately.

ghit.|8ffi,nt^an^.

Gaga Bhatta defines Karma as kriyaj amyaphalasali-
9 9

t vara Karmatvam.155 This is not a new definition of the philo-

sopher. He shows in his discussion on the definition that the 

definition is already examined and suitably amended by the 

philosophers of the Nyiya school. He tries to prove with the 

help of a suitable illustration that this is the appropriate 

definition of Karmakiraka. But, he discovers that the defi-

nition is too wide. He says that the definition applies even 

to the agent in the sentence Caitro gram#am gacchati, because 

he is a locus of the result which is generated by his act of 

going to the village. He also shows that the term phala 

(result) in the definition denotes all the results generated 

by an operation and thus, the distinction in meaning between
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the verbs tyajati and gacchati totally disappears. We have 

disfcussed this point very clearly on an earlier occasion.

Gaga Bhatta accepts the amendments of the Nalyaiyikas on the
9 *

definition in order to avoid the above discrepancies. ^57

He divides Karmakaraka into two broad groups namely, 

Ipsitatama and Anipsita. He subdivides the first board group 

into four subgroups, These sub-groups are tltpadya, Prapya* 

Vikarya and Sansklrya. He following Bhartrhari in subdividing
# i *

Anipsita Karma,158’

o
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' sakyatveti paratvasya parasamavetat vasya calstanvayar
r  «

labhiyanekasah karyakaranabhavlvyupagame gauravanta- 

ratvad itl  spastam Bhusane. Ibid. pp. 147-148.

73. Ayambhavah—----—*>-sutrelpsitatamasabda...................... .. •

Karmata-labha iti. Ibid. pp. 147-148.

74. Na eecchakarmlbhutarthadhatoreva............sakarmakatvam

bodhyam. Ibid. p. 148.

75. Ibid, p.149.

76. Btena K artrgatapr akrtavyaparaprayoj at advy adhik ar ana-

pr akr t adhat var th aph ala sr ay at vam uk tana bhavati. Ibid. p. 149.
» *  0
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77 • Tatra* ..................Karmatvam KartrgataprakrtadKatrartha -• « «
vyaparaprayojy a^y aprayy adhikaranaphalasr ay at vena K artur

/ h * 
uddesyatvam. I14S. p.13Q1*

*

78, Uddegyatvanca ssksat phalarifpe dhatvarthe kriyayah phale-
t  m

cchapurvakacchavisayatvSt tanduladfnim api tattvam.
« » •

Ibid. p. 1302,

79, K aria ani vlhitadvitryaylh Karmatvasaktiman arthah.........
r

saktimata eva dvitlyarthataya Bhasyadisanmatatvat. Ibid, 

pp, 1305“* 1306*

80, Gacchatiyoge,.................Bhisye krtam, Ibid, p. 1302,

81, Ibid, p, 1303,

82, Yattii parasamavetakriyajanyadhatvarthaphalasrayatvam
n

^oyar that vat. Ibid, pp, 1323-1324,

83, Ibid, pp,l321-1331,

84, Kalapa karaka. £&• 219,

85, Ibid, pp, 205-206,

86, Ibid. p,208.

87, Kartiram ant arena kriya na sambhavati.............phalasya

dhatuvaeyeti vi/esanam deyam. Etena tatkriyanasrayatve 

sati dhatvarthatavacchedakibhutatatkriya^anyaphalabhagi- 

tvan&Karmatvam, Ibid, p.209,

88, Gahdra. p. 138,

89. £KS. Karaka. S3, 2,
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90* Tena KartrI saicyak kriyabhagiteya.............. .Karmasaijdnam

bhavatl, Ibid* p*996.

91* Tacoaturdha vlbha.5 ante Pripya®, Nirvartyan% Vlkaryanr
• *

Anipsitanceti. Devadatto gram am gacchati...........................

Kaiasam ghat ay a ti. Ibid, p.996.
• 0

92. Devadatta odanam pacatityadau pikakriyimayam bha3 ata 

Devadattena o dan ah samyaguddistah. Devadatto grain am
* t • • *

gaochatrtyadau gamanakriyayah phalamsawyogamayambhajata 

Devadattena graanah samyag uddista Iti, Ibid, p.996.
9 0 *

93. Ibid, p.996,

94. Kartuh kriyaya Waptlmatram yatra pratlyate na nispatir
» * *

na ca vikrtlstat Prapyam........,....Yat punah na Pripyam
• O

na Nirvartyamna Vikary am k aval am arilpsltatvena tyajyatvat

Kartra samuddistam tad Anipsitam. Yatha papam tyajati,
•» • *

adityam pasyati, ahimlanghayati.Ibid. pp.996-997.

95. Jainendra. Su, 1,2.119.

96. Ibid. Su. 1.2.120,

97. Ibid. p.96.

98. Kartrgrahanad apyagrahanasamarthyad va'kriya labhyate.
* ■ • &

Ibid. p,97.

99. Atha sarvinl karakani Kartrapyanta iti KarmasarjdnaT

prapnoti,....................apyatame saapratyayah. Tena Karans?*

disu na bhavati payasa odanam-bhurikte. Ibid. p.97.

100, Masesvasvargtbadhnati. As vena K arm ana................. Kannasanjfia

ml bhut. Ibid. p.97.
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/ /
101. SS. 2.2.2.

102. Ibid. p.68.

103. Ibid. p,68.

104. Ibid, p.68.

105. K armakriyivi sesanabhinivicadhlsinasthasambttdhyupavasa- 

datt dhan dvi Mugdha. karaka. £u. 2.

106. Yat kriyate tat Karma. Karo ter nikhila-kriyavacakatvat

Kartur yyaparair yat sadhyate tat Karmetyarthah. At a eva
#

kriyavyapyarn karmeti Kramadi svarah. Ibid, p. 38.• 9
107. Ibid. pp. 38-39.

108. Ibid. p.38.

109. Tat trividhamWirvartyar^ Vikaryam, Prapyam ceti..............
* t t * ■

Tad asmanmata Nirvartyavikarbhinnara Prapyam iti laksa- 

nena Prapyahtarbhutaro. Ibid. pp.38-39.

110. Sara. P.89, p,9t.

111. Tacca Karrnakarakam caturvidham Utpldyaffi. Apyan> Sa»s- 

karyaity Vikaryanca. Ibid. p.83.o
__ _ , 4 /

112. Saiaskaro nama praktankarmajo gun ah, kaseid gunatisayo
' . A; a

va gunadhShammalipakarso va..............% Guriati sayasanskaryam* „ , » » • . *■ -
vrt  hrn. v*ri  msn (

yathi vrhin yavin va proksati. Proksanena vrfei-su kaseid
~ tgunatisayo 1 any ate. GunadhanamalaPakarsayorudaharanam

« 4 * *

yatha - vast r am ran jay ati Devadattah rajako vastram
l • *

kaalayati. Ibid. p.83.

113. SRC. p.152.
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114. Supadma. p.62.

115. Ibid, pp.62-66.

116. Atha Kartaram ant arena kriyaya apratlteh i&sipyate Karta
’ » »

ityaha Karturitl.......... <na Karmatvan* yatha masesva-
*  » r

svambadhriatl. Ibid, p.62,

117. Yatra navasyavyapyatvam tatrlpl .............................atravasya-

bhaksya odano na tu pay ah. Ibid, p. 62.
9 .  '9

118. Ibid. p.63.

119. HHM. ,Su. 968.

120. Sadhiketi krlylyah sVatantrya-bhaVepl................ sadhaka-

tamamkaranam ;Ltivat. Ibid. p,385.

121. Ibid, p.385.

122. Ibid, p.386.

123. PRM, p.390.

124. Ibid, p.390

125. Ibid, p.390.

126. Duhiyacirudhipraoehibrubo,..................dvikarmakah. Ibid.

p. 395.

127. Karmatva^Wbu na Karanavyaparyatvam........ datretl yyaptaiD

Kar. csk. pp, 18-19.

128. Nlpl parasam&vetakrlyaj any aph ala sail tvam..............tatha ca

t a 11 addhar that a vaechadalksr Phala s all t vadl t attaddhat var- 
h 4

thakarmatva®. Ibid. pp. 19-20.
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129, XafcvU tatkrlyanadhikaranatve sati.. i.,.. .kriyavyaktife^M. - 

bhenanantasaktikalpanapatteh. Ibid, p.25,

130, Ibid. pp. 26-30.

131, Karma ca tri vidhanv Pr apyam* Vikai-yam, Hi r var by am ceti, 

Ibid, p.35,
v _ - f

132, SanyogadirupakriyaJ anyaphalasali Prapyam...... gramadih.
r *

Ibid, p.35,

133; Kriya yaddharmanasakam phalara $ anayati tad ’Vlkiryam.

Ibid. pp.35-36.

134. Klrvartyam oa nispadyaro, yatha katam ghatam-va karotl..

• .................. k at ade s t ad? saphalanl sr ay at vena gaunam

.Karmatvam, Ibid. pp. 36-37.

135. Odanam pacatltyadau.anyatha tu Prapyamadhye- 

syantarbhavah. Ibid, p.37,

136. Ibid, p.37,

137. SMJ, p.44.

138. (i) Parasaiaaveteti visasanat grimam-gacchatityadau

sanyogarupaphalasalitvepi Kartari natiyyaptih,
0

Ibid, p.44,

( ii) Tandulam. pacatityadavadhahsantapanaj anyaviklittih 

phalazx;..................Ibid, p.45,
_ " t ^

Ciii) Gan^dadati ityatra tu svasvatva-dhvansapurvake

parasvatiratpattyavacohinatyago ........................Ibid,p.44.

139, Ibid. p.46.
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140* Evam ghatam  karotftyldau  sarvatra  ghatadipade  mrtpin-  

dadau laksansu  Ibid,  p.47,
0 ® 9

141. Evam trividhakarmakarakamadhye  Prapy  am Karma nmkhyan^  

Nirvartyam  VikSiyanca  gaunam  iti  sanksepah.  Ibid.  p.49.
v  i  » » #

142. Ibid.  p.48.

143. Yagantadhator  art  ho yastina  s var  th  enu  bhsrvy  ate 

latrasau  Kannata  nama karakamKartrtetarah.
# r

^SP. Harika.  73,

« hv
144. Grama gamy  ate ityatra...... .... sa/iyoge  evinvayo,  na tu

tyaj  atityadavi  va yibhagadau,  dhat^arthivacohedaksyai  va
. _ _ v*

phalasya  bodhan©  KarmlvihltapratyayanarD  dhatusakapksa-  

tvad at ah sapyogaeva  tatra  gatlkriyiyah  Karmatvamna
9 9 *

vibhagadib. .........Ibid,  p.318.
a>

145. VrksamkhagastyaJatityadau. ................tadvan  khaga  ity5-
*> * •

karakas  tatra  bodhah.  Ibid,  p.321,
^ —

146. Nanu C ai t  r  ak ar t  rk  ag am ana J any  a sa/iy  o g a sy  a grama iva  

Gaitrepi  sattvit. ............ Caitrakartrkagatyasraya-

pratiyogikitvavisistasya  ssySyogasya  Gaitr©  badhat.

Ibid,  p.318.

147. Yattu  phalamiva  kriyayim  an vL  tarn  parasamavetatvam  api

........... .. drayyanya  samavetasya  gatyaderaprasiddha-

tvona  ayogyatapattesoa.  Ibid.  pp.  319-320.

148. Tandulam  pacatltyatra. .........tatra  bodhah.  Ibid.

pp. 315-317.
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149.

150.

151.

152.

153.

154.

Duhadayastu phalavacchinnakrijFahetufrya^iravacltvadeva 

dvikannakah...,......... ....yad vrksadya vighattanam calanara
% » • it i *

tad van ityevam tatra bodhah. Ibid, pp, 331-332,

V*?. p. 184.

Dvitlyader adheyatvam art hah, phalavacchinnavyipirasca 

dhator ityeva yuktain. Ibid, pp. 191-192.

Gramam gaechatitivat svam gaoohatfti prayogavaranaya 

Parasamavetatvaisapi dvitlyartha isyate........... svanistha ~
t  4 w

-rfy

sa^progajanaka-kriyayain a vabhi nna s am a ve t a t va sy a badhat
/

svatmanam gacohatlti L na prayogah. Ibid, p.207,
i

Gam dogdiii paya itiyidau........ Aj am gram am nayati-tyadau
' _ _ t - •

gramambharam vahatityadau ca u 11 ar ade sa sa/iyo g a vac chi nna -

kriyanukula'Tyapirarupampripanam art hah. Ibid, pp, 196-200.
* *

Yatra k s ar ananuku 1 a'vy apar am at r am dh a t varth at ay a vivaksi-

tam karananvayibibhagasyavibhajyarthas tatra Apadanatva-
9 a

_ _ _ / 
bodhika pane ami. Stena k ad acid gam dogdhl pay ah kadacicca

goh dogdhl paya ityatra naniyamah. Atha va........ vrksad
* • y .*

vibhaj ate i ty atrevavadhi tvarupipadanatvavi vaksayam» »
pane ami, lisrayatvavivakslyam.dvlt3ya. Ibid. p. 197.

155, Ibid. pp. 237-242.

156, BCM, p. 96.

157; Atra Naiyaylkah parasafflavetatvamkriyavisesanam dlfabarar- 

thatavacchedakatvant phalavisesanam......... ...... .ityahuh.
► 9 « * f

Ibid. p.96. 

Ibid. p.96.158.



CHAPTER IV

&a£aga

Karana in the Panini an school

PHhlni

Panini defines Karana or the instrumental case as
♦ •

• 1 sadhakatamam Karanam.
m *

Pataniali

Patanjali clearly explains the significance of the 

superlative suffix tamaP used by Panini in the above defi- 

nition, He shows with the help of an illustration that in 

the Sanskrit language, the sense of the superlative degree 

can be presented even without using a superlative suffix. 

Panini, the greatest of Sanskrit grammarians is certainly 

aware of such a usage in the Sanskrit language. But, he does

not apply this method in the rule sadhakatamam Karanam.
• «

Patanjali infers from this that according to Panini, the
*

sense of the superlative degree is not attained from a rule 

in the section of karaka in an indirect manner if a super
lative suffix such as tamap is not used in it.2 He says 

that this is the reason for which the rules dhruvam apiye



Apidanam and adharo Adhikaranam do not convey the sense of 
the superlative degree in spite of the fact that two synmy- 
nous words occur in each of these rule. In the first rule, 
the words apaye and Apadana are synonymous* Similarly, in 
the second rule, the words adhara and Adhikarana convey the

9

same idea of a locus. But, we do not attain the sense of the 
superlative degree in these rules.

PataE3ali clearly explains the grammatical utility 
of the superlative suffix used in the definition of a parti
cular karaka. He says that because no superlative suffix is 
used by Panini in the rules mentioned above, they become 
applicable not only to the primary case of Apadana and Adhi
karana such as gramad agaechati, tilesutailam etc. but also

* 9

to the secondary cases of these karakas such as Siiikasyake- 
bhyah Pataliputraka abhirupatarah, Gang ay an gsfvah etc. But,

*■ * A •

the definition sidhakatamamKaranam is applicable to Karana
• • *

in its strictly primary sense.

Patanjali critically interprets the Panini an rule
sidhakatamarhKaranam. He offers some important views in this

’ • »

interpretation. Kalyata explains these views vary clearly in 
his sub-commentary. Let us clarify this point by citing an
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instance.  The Bhasyakara  suggests  an important  reason  for
*

the  use  of  the  suffix  tamap  by  Paninl  in  the  term  sadhaka -

tama  in  his  definition  of  Karana.  But,  he expresses  the  idea  '  

through  a cryptic  statement,  Kaiyata  explains  it  so  clearly  

that  it  leaves  no scope  for  any  confusion  in  our  mind , 4 He 

also  nicely  elaborates  the  concept  of  primary  and secondary  

locative  cases  as  presented  by  the  Bhasyakara  under  the  said
9

rule  of  Pahini . 5
9

Kaiyata  does  not  offer  any  new idea  on the  concept  

of  Karana,  The commentator  deserves  high  credit  for  his  

clarity  of  expression.

Bhartyhari

Bhartrhari  offers  a new definition  of  Karanakaraka
*

in  which  he tries  to  synthesise  the  views  of  earlier  thinkers  

on the  topic.  He defines  Karana  as  follows  s

Kriyayah  parinlspattlr  yad^iParid  anantaram
» •  ,_ ,  g

Vivaksyate  yada  yatra  tattada  Karanam  smrtam.
^ *  C *  *

Patanj  all  does  not  try  to  explain  the  meaning  of  '

the  term  sadhakatama  in  the  definition  of  Pahini,  It  is

Bhartrhari  who for  the  first  time  interprets  this  term  in  
<1

his definition  as  kriyayah parlnispattir  yady&parad  anantaram  

etc.  It  implies  that  the  term  sadhakatama  denotes  that  parti-
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cular factor the operation of which immediately brings about 

an Intended action.

Bhartrhari uses the term vLvaksyate (l.e. that • »
which is Intended) in his definition. The term vLvaksyate 

plays a significant part in the definition. Bhartrhari
9

realises the fact that it is impossible on our part to single 

out a particular kgraka as the sadhakatama in the absolute 

sense of the term. There is a section of logicians who clearly 

show that an act comes into being when it is preceded by a 

collection of all invariable conditions of it. This is a very 

significant observation of the logicians. The result of their 

finding is that the assemblage of all conditions which brings 

about an action should be treated as Karana or sadhakatama 

in the objective sense of the term, Bhartrhari realises some 

element of truth in the above hypothesis. But, he also cannot 

ignore the fact that Panini uses the term sadhakatama in the 

sense of a single factor only. He does not treat an assemblage 

of factors as sadhakatama or Karana, But, he lays emphasis on 

a particular klraka In his definition of Karana to the exclu-

sion of all other karakas. This.gives rise to a problem for 

us. Bhartrhari solves this problem by appropriately using the 

expression vivaksyate in his definition. The grammarian 

explains his view on Karana very clearly. He states that 

there is no particular Raraka in Sanskrit grammar which alone
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is a case of sadhakatama. He shows with the help of the 

illustration sthalya pacyate that even a case of Adhikarana

is also a case of sadhakatama. He, however, says that the
7agent never becomes a case of Karana.

»

IgilssAa

Bhartrhari lays emphasis on the vivaksa or the • ■ &
intention of the speaker in his definition of Karana. He says 

that the speaker himself selects a particular karaka as Karana
o *

according to his Intention, HelaraJa clarifies this vLew of

Bhartrhari with the help of a few illustrations. He says that
1

the speaker sometimes uses the expressions balena lunati and 

alokena Pasyati instead datrena lunati and caksusa pasyati if  

he intends such uses.8

HelaraJa Justifies another important view of Bhartr-

hari that the sense of sadhakatama or Karana is not confined 

to a particular factor of an action with the help of an
/ t v „ Q

appropriate illustration namely, asvenapatha dipikaya yati.

He clearly explains that all the factors related to the act 

of going in this illustration are cases of sadhakatama in one 

sense or another.^

The commentator renders a very valuable service to 

us by presenting the views of Bhartrhari on Karana in a clear 

and lucid manner.
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Kasika'■HHlWMMi

The Vrttikara also states that the speaker himself
9

selects a particular karaka as the sadhakatama or the most 

essential one in the accomplishment of an act according to

his Intention and this karaka becomes a case of Karana„ He
*

cites two illustrations of Karana namely* datrena luniti and
• *

Parasuha ochinatti, These illustrations do not express the
' - 11 significant role played by vivaksa in the concept of Karana.• I

The grammarian explains the significance of the 

use of the suffix tarnap in the Paninian rule sadhakatamam 

karanam in a suggestive manner. H© follows the Bhasyakara in
1 Pthis suggestive explanation.

Jinendrabuddhi

The Vrttikara interprets the term sidhakatama in 

the definition of Karana given by Pahinl as prakrstopakirakam.a * * » »
13Jinendr abuddhi explains the term, prakrsta very clearly.

i « »*«

The commentator critically discusses the signifi

cance of the role played by the vivaksa or the Intention of 

the speaker in the concept of karaka. He says that the speaker 

uses the expression dhanusa vidhyati in stead of dhanor vidh-
4

yati. Again, he uses the expression dhanur vidhyati also in

stead of the second expression. It all depends on the sweet 
intention of the speaker. ^4
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Jlnendrabuddhi explains the view of the Vrttikara 

on the significance of the use of the suffix tamap by Panini 

in the rule sadkakatamar^Karanam appropriately. He states that 

the suffix tamap indicetes that in the section on karaka* the 

sense of the superlative degree is not attained in any rule
15if  a superlative suffix is not used in it.

SiMMflaSfta

The commentator Haradatta appropriately explains 

the view of the Vrttikara on the instrumental case. He quotes 

the relevant passages from the VakyapadTya in order to support 

his view.He discusses the role of vivaksa in the concept

of karana very clearly.17
»

Haradatta clarifies the suggestive view of the 

Vrttikara on the' use of the suffix^in the rule sadhakataman 

Karanam by Panini, He rigidly follows Jlnendrabuddhi in the
p

18clarification.

fM^ottanya

Purusottama strictly follows the Vrttikara in 

Interpreting the definition .sadhakatamaniKaranam given by 

Panini, He follows the footsteps of Junendrabuddhi and
t>

states that an example of Karana may be changed into a case
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I

_  dLo
of Karta if  the speaker intends to so, Purusattaraa oites two 

illustrations namely, parasuna vrk sam *schinatti (i.e. the
* o 9 u

wood-cutter cuts the tree with an axe) and parasuh vrksam| 0 • •
oChinatti (i.e. the axe is cutting the tree) in order to

19justify his statement.

Srstidhara

Srstidhara mainly explains the concept of Karana
* ' • P

presented by Bhartrhari while interpreting the vrtti of Puru-
20sottama on the Paninian definition of Karana. He also does* •

not show any originality in his discussion.

Ramacandra

Ramacandra offers a very brief interpretation on 

the rule sadhakatamamKaranam. He follows Puru sottama to a 

great extent in this interpretation. We see only one exception 

in it, Ramacandra does not lay emphasis on the vivaksa or the 

intention of the speaker in the interpretation.2^

litth-alacjm

Vitthalacarya tries to give us an appropriate ideat •
of the instrumental case in Sanskrit grammar through an exhaus-
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-Tlf*!

tive  commentary  on the  said  interpretation  of  Ramacandra.  He 

presents  some important  views  of  his  great  predecessors  on the  

rule  sadhakatamaia  Karanasp  in  this  commentary.  He follows  the  

interpretation of  Jinendrabuddhi  of  the  said  rule.  But  he says  

that  this  interpretation  is.  based  on the  concept  of  Karana  

Presented to  us  by  Bhartrhari  in  his  fakyapadlfa.  22

He also  acce^dbs  the  argument  of  Jinendrabuddhi  which 

he advances  in  defence  of  the  use  of  the  suffix  tamap  in  the  

rule  sadhakatamaj  Karanacn , 23
*  p

Bhattoji  Dlksita  accepts  the  view of  Bhartrhari  on the  

instrumental  case.  It  is  clear  from  his  interpretation  of  the  

Paninian rule  sadhakatamama  Karanaim  in  the  Sabdakaustubha  • 23a
m l

Kaundabhatta

Kaundabhatta  accepts  the  meaning  of  the  term  Karajia  

given  by  Bhartrhari  in  his  karikas  kriyayah  parinispattir  yad
9 P

vyaparad  anantaram  etc.  He says  that  this  meaning  follows  from
_,  _ 04

the  Paninian  rule  sadhakatamann  Karana®  itself?  He explains  

the  significance  of  the  expression  vivaksyate  used  by 

Bhartrhari  in  the  above  karika  very clearly . 25  Kaundabhatta
0 » » »r

says  that  the  third  inflexion  which  is  used  in  the  instrumental  

case  denotes  both  the  opeoation  which  accomplishes  the  intended  

act  and  the  locus  of  this  operation. 2® This  is  an original  

Interpretation  of  the  grammarian.

?
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4 '

Harivallabha  explains  the  views  of  Kaundabhatta  on
•  •  4 •

Karanakaraka  in  a critical but  easily  intelligible  manner .27  

He also  gives  a critical  interpretation  of  the  karikas  of  

Bhartrhari  quoted.by  Kaundabhatta  in  his  discussion  on Karana-
•  *  9 p © *  °

karaka.  Harivallabha  follows  Helaraja  to  a certain  extent  in

his  interpretation . 28 He presents  the  important  views  of the

29
Nyaya  school  on Karana  in  his  commentary.

HImm

Higesa  says  that  Karana  denotes  that  particular  

object  which possesses  the  property  called  Karanata . 30 He 

does  not  give any  new definition  of  Karana.  He accepts  the  

well-known  definition  of  Karana  given  by  his  great  predece-
*  31

ssor Bhartrhari.  He explains  this  definition  appropriately.
4

Nagesa  discusses  the  significance  of  the  expression  vivaksyate  

in  the  definition  of  Bhartrhari,  He mainly  follows  Hellraj  a

^ 3P
in  this  discussion.

/

i
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Karana in nonr Panlnian .schools

KalaPa

Sarvavarma defines the term Karana In his KalaPa 

as yena krlyate tat Karanam.33 This definition is based on 

the etymological meaning of the term.

Purge siifha

Durgasiinha appropriately interprets the above 

definition in the Tiki, The commentator mainly follows the 

well-established grammatical tradition in interpreting the

term Karana, He reiterates the views of Bhartrhari and the
• •

Vrttikara on Karana in this interpretation,34 Durgasinha
i •

says that the terms gotra etc. in the illustrations gotrena
^ 35

Gargyah and the like are also cases of Karana,

Trilocana

Trilooana also lays emphasis on the views of 

Bhartrhari on the instrumental case in his interpretation 

of the definition,3®
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fiaimaflaroa

Susenacaryya accepts the views of his predecessors.
4 t

He clearly explains the role of vivaksa or the intention of ,
I

the speaker in the concept of Karana. He says that a case of 

Kart a cannot be a case of Karana, This is a view of Bhartr-
*  *s

17
hari.

Candra

Candragomi says that the third inflexion is used 

in the sense of Karana. We have discussed on an earlier 

occasion that the grammarian does not define Karaga. The 

reason for this is best known to himself. He gives a few 

suitable illustrations of Karana-karaka. According to him,h
the terms prakrtya etc, ending in the third inflexion in the

sentences prakftyabhirupeika£, prayena yajnikah and the like
38are cases of Karana,’

.§gh^ij3t^sa

The author of the Safebsiptasira follows the Paninian

definition of Karana, But, he remodels this definition in his*
grammar. He substitutes the term sadhakatama by a now term 

namely, kriyatisadhana in the new definition.39
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&ma£aaa^<U,

Jumaranandi reiterates the well known view of

Bhartrhari on Karana kiraka in interpreting the above defl-
% »

nition of Kranadisvara.40

Govioandra

Goyicandra says that the term sadhana in the defi-

nition is significant. He interprets it as sidhyate anena 

iti  sadhanam. He states that this interpretation of the term 

justifies the interpretation given by Jumaranandi on the 

definition.41 He reiterates the view of Bhartrhari that the 

sense of sadhaktama may be present in more than one factor.

He presents an illustration namely, asvena patha gaochati in
42order to justify it.

The author of the Jainendra^y akarama defines
9

Karana by the Paninian rule sadhak at amainKaranam.43
• % 1

Abhayanandi

Abhayanandi explains the term sadhakatama as kriya- 

yim atisayena sadhakam, This interpretation does not help us
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to understand actual significance of the term. He discusses 

the significance of the suffix tamap used in the term sadha- 

katama. He reiterates the well known traditional view in 

order to justify the use of the suffix in the term.44

t /_
iaMihasaaahs

i

Hemacandra follows the example of Devanandi and
_ 45

defines Karana by the Paninian rule sadhakataman Karanam.
I

The grammarian interprets this definition in the

traditional manner. He nicely synthesises the views of Bhartr-
- 46hari and the Vrttikara in his interpretation.

0

Hemacandra justifies the use of the suffix tamap in
— 47the term sadhakatama in the same manner, as his predecessors.

He also accepts the view of Bhartrhafi that there 

is no karaka in Sanskrit grammar which can be exclusively . 

treated as a ease of sadhakatama. He shows that more than

one karaka can be cases or Karana in a sentence for the
*

48above reason.

teJ.hahs.4hs

Bopadeva introduces a new technical term namely, 

dha in his grammar. He says that the term dha denotes sadhana,
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hetu, visesana and bhedaka.49 The term sadhana stands for
0 •

• Karana in his grammar.d'

Durgadasa mdvavaglsa

Durgadasa Vidyavagisa clearly interprets the term 

sadhana as Karana. He shows that the above sense of the term 

sadhana follows from its etymological meaning. He accepts 

the definition of Karana as given by Bhartrhari indirectly 

from a secondary source.50

fiam,-laj&avagi.sa

Rama Tarkavaglsa accepts the interpretation of 

Durgadasa of the term sadhana. He quotes the definition of 

Karana as given by Bhartrhari in his interpretation of the
erf

term sadhana. He reiterates the view of Bhartrhari that

the sense of sadhakatama is not confined to a particular
- 52karaka aHojre.

Sir as vat a

The author of the Sarasvata also defines Karana
o

as sadhakatamanfcKaranam. The grammarian follows the Vrtti-i *
— 53kara in his interpretation of the definition.
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Candraklrti accepts the above definition of Karana. 

He does not throw new light on the concept of Karana in his
p

interpretation.

Ramasrama states that the third inflexion is used 

in the sense of the instrumental case.55 He does not try to 

give us any idea of the instrumental case.

Sumiis
' \

Padmariibha Datta also follows the technic of Deva- 

nandi and others and offers the very definition of Pinini, 

namely» sadhafeatainaniXaranam as the definition of KaraPia in
• * C

RA

hi s grammar.

t

✓
Vls^umlsra

} '
Visnumisra critically interprets the above defini

tion. Butj he also mainly follows the traditional views in 
his interpretation.57

t
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'  Jivagoswand  offers  a lengthy  definition  on Karana,
o

namely*  Kartur  adhlnalm  prakrstam  sahayaniKarsnam. 58 He subs-
•  ® a *  *  9 w

tltutes  the  Paninian  term  sidhakatama  by  the  words  prakrstan  

sahiyam  in  the  definition.  He also  adds the  clause  Kartur  

adhinam  meaning  that  which  is  controlled  by  agent  in  order  to  

distinguish  between  Karana  and  a hatu  in  general.59  The 

clause  immediately  reminds  us  of  a well  known aphorism  of  

the  grammatical  school  namely hetvadhfnah  Kart  a KartradhTnam
p •  41

Karanam.
*

Prayogaratnamala

The author of  the  Prayogaratnamala  strictly  follows

Paninl  in  the  definition  of  Karana  offered  by  him.  His  defi-
•  ' «

_ gA
nit  ion  is  Karanam  sadhakatamam.  He gives  a new interpretar  

tion  of  the  definition,  According  to  him*  the  term  sadhakar  

tama  indicates  that  particular  case  which  generates  a result  

through  an operation  but  it  4s  not  the  locus  of the  said  

result.

Purusattoma classifies  Karana  into  two  types*  namely  
• *

no

internal  and  external.  He illustrates  them  appropriately.
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Karana in philosophical schools

_ /
Bhavananda Siddhantavaglsa offers a critical dis-

cussion on Karanakaraka in his Karakacakra. He first examines

the definition of Karana as given by the ancient thinkers of
*

the NySya school. According to this definition, the direct 

or the proximate cause of the result is Karana. The philoso-
if

phers who offer this definition of Karana argue that the 

karakas like Karti, Karma, Sampradana etc. are not directly 

related to the result. They are only indirectly related to it 

through some other klraka. Karma is the only exception to 

this. As for example, when the agent cuts a tree by an axe, 

he first lifts the axe and strikes it against the tree. Thus, 

the operation of the agent is directly related to the axe.

It is the operation of the axe which only divides the tree. 

Similar is the case of other karakas.

Now, the proximate cause of the result clearly 

means the tyipara or the operation of an object which gene-

rates the result. Thus, the operation of the axe in the above 

example generates the result, namely, the division of the 

tree into parts.

According to this concept of Karana, the particular 

object which possesses the said operation is not a case of 

Karana. Such objects are treated as Karanakaraka only in a 

secondary sense.63
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_ _ _ _ /
Bhavananda Siddhantavagisa does not accept this 

definition. He also does not criticise the definition. But,

he offers a new and easily acceptable definition on Karana,
•

namely, vyapiravat karanan Karanam.64 According to this
• *

definition, a Karana is a cause which brings about the result
r

by means of its process or processes. A great advantage this 

definition is that it is applicable to any object which pro-

duces the result through its operation. It is clear from the 

discussion of Bhavananda that a particular philosopher 

suggests an amendment to the definition. He says that the 

clause Kartrbhirmam should be added to the definition.65 The 

philosopher probably takes note on the view of Bhartrhari 

that the agent cannot be a case of Karana. Bhavananda does 

not comment on this view.

He clearly shows that his definition is uniformly 

applicable to the Karana of inferential knowledge, visual 

perception auditary perception etc. He says that in the case 

of inferential knowledge, vyaptismrti or the recollection of 

the reason as is universally connected with the probandum 

( sidhya) is the Karana. The vySpara (process) in this case is
_ f i

Paramar^sa. The term parimarsa means a particular judgement 

that the object of inference is possessed of probang ̂which 

is universally pervaded by the probandum.
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Bhavananda states that in the case of visual percep-

tion, the organs of sight play the role of Karana. The contact
f

between the organ of sight and the object which is seen is the 

vyipara or the process in this case.

The philosopher shows that the process is different 

in the case of the perception of sound. There is a contact 

between the auditary sense organ and the inner organ called 

manas in this case,66

Saraman.1 arl

The author of the Saramanj arT follows the defini-

tion of Karana as given by Pardni. He critically interprets 

the definition in order to give us a clear idea of the term 

Karana. According to this interpretation, Karana-karaka
gw

denotes the Immediate cause of the result. It appears from

the interpretation that the philosopher subscribes to the

view of ancient logicians on Karanakaraka as recorded by

Bhavananda in his Kgrakacakra. But, Jayakrsna does not offer
• «

any critical discussion on his interpretation. Therefore, it 

is difficult for us to arrive at a definite conclusion on this

point, Jayakrsna cites two illustrations of Karana, namely,
< « »

parasuhi vrksano tfchinatti and manasa Pataliputranagaram
» > • • *

gacchatl. The first illustration Isa case of external Karana
68.while the second example is a case of internal karana.
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He says that the third inflexion which is attached

a case of Karana denotes the property known as Karanatva.69
• »

SaMasaktlPraka sika

/ _ , _
Jagadlsa Tarkalankara offers a new definition on 

Karana in the Sabdasaktiprakldika.70 He presents the follow-
i

ing idea in the definition.

When the third inflexion which is attached to a 

particular word denotes a specific sense in relation to the 

meaning of a verb which is duly inflected by its vikarana*
t

the particular sense of the third inflexion becomes a case
71

of Karana in relation to the verb.
o

Jagadlsa cites two illustrations of Karana* namely, 

datrena tfehinatti and ghatatvena j ahati and critically explains* 9

them in order to clarify his definition. He says that in the 

first illustration, the verb gchinatti denotes the act of 

cutting. The third inflexion which is attached to the term 

datra denotes that the said act is generated by the datra 

(knife) through its operation. This particular sense of the 

third inflexion is the Karana. In the second illustration, 

the verb ;)anati denotes jnaha or knowledge. The third infle-

xion which is used in the term ghatatva signifies that the 

said knowledge is qualified by the property known as ghatatva.
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This meaning of the third inflexion is the case of Karana in
O

I9p
the second example. Similarly, in other examples also, the 

meaning of the third inflexion itself as determined by the

meaning of the verb duly inflected by its vikarana is Karana-
• *

karaka.

JagadTia Tarkllankara lays emphasis on the use of 

the vikarana to the root in his definition of Karana. He
9 0

clearly states in his commentary that the third inflexion is

attached to the word Caltra in the example Caltrena pakvam.1 •

But, because the vikarana suffix iap is not used to the root

pac in the term pakva, we do not attain the sense of Karana
73from the third inflexion in the above example.

This argument of the philosopher does not appear 

to us as a sound one. The sense of Karana may be expressed 

by the third inflexion even when the vikarana is not used to 

the root. Thus* we can use the expression Gaitre^a darvya 

pakvam in which the word darvl (Sa&le) is a case of Karana.

The philosopher justifies the use of the term vika- 

ranikta in his definition. He says that he uses the term 

vikaranakta in stead of using the term vLkararianta because,
• t

the vikarama is not always used after the root. In such verbs
t

as runaddhl, we clearly see that the vikarana is always used 

after the last sound of the root.74
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_ /
Jagadisa observes that a problem arises from the

use of the term vikaranakta also in the definition. He sites
*

two illustrations of Karana, namely, ghrtena atti and ghrtena 

Juhoti in order to show that the vikarana is conspicuous by 

its absence from the verbs in these illustrations. But, the 

term ghrtena in it is a clear case of Karana. It appears 

from this that the definition of Jagadfsa is too narrow to 

cover such cases of Karana.

A section of philosophers try to offer a solution 

to the above problem. They say that in the cases of atti, 

juhoti etc., the vikarana is elided after it is duly attached 

to the root. Therefore, the definition is rightly applicable 

to the term ghrta in said illustrations. In the same way, it 

is also applicable to similar other instances of Karanakaraka.

Jagadisa probably realises that the definition of 

karana as given by him is not an appropriate one. Moreover, 

it is not easily Intelligible to the readers. Therefore, he 

defines the term Karana in the vrtti as the generator of the 

result through a process or processes belonging to it.75 The 

definition Is the same as that of Bhavananda SiddhintavaglVa.

He shows in the same way as Bhavananda that this definition 

is uniformly applicable to the Karana of inferential knowledge, 

visual perception and auditary perception,76 But, he realises 

that the definition is not applicable to the illustration'
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atmana Janati where the intermediary operation is conspicuous
\

by its absence. Therefore, he offers a third definition on 

Karana. According to this definition, Karanakaraka denotes 

the cause which invariably produces an effect.77 JagacKsa 

shows that this definition has a great advantage. If  we 

accept this definition, the soul may become both the agent 

and the instrumental case of knowledge. He states that the 

soul id thout violating any rule or contradicting experience 

may play the dual role of Karta and Karana. Though agency 

and instrumentality converge in one substance, namely, the 

soul, he says that they preserve their distinction but do
fja

not overlap.

The philosopher critically explains the sentences 

pasuna Rudram yaj ate and dandena ghatah. He states that in 

the first sentence, the word pasu is actually a case of Karma. 

But, it is treated as the instrumental case by a special rule. 

In the second sentence, again, the word danda is not the 

instrumental case because, it is not syntactically related 

to a verb,79 Jagadlsa does not present any new idea in these 

explanations. He simply reiterates some well known traditional 

views in them. It is accepted on all hands that the terms

danda C staff) in the second sentence is a case of hetu and
« •

not Karana and we have no objection regarding this view. But, 

in the first sentence, the word pasu can be treated as a
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regular  case  of  Karana,  Even the  last  definition  of  Karana
* 0

given  by  Jagadisa  can  easily  cover  this.

We have discussed  above  the  views of  Jagadfsa  on  

the instrumental case,  A critical  examination  of  these  views  

shows  that  the  philosopher  applies  his  best  talent  in  order  

to  find  an appropriate  definition  of  the  case.  Jagadfsa  

ultimately  gives  a definition  of  it  which is  able  to  remove  

the defects  of  the  earlier  definitions.

WutPatti  Vflda

Gadadhara  Bhattacarya  first  defines  Karanatva  or  

Karanafcaraka  as  vyiparavatkaranatva  or  that  particular cause  

which  generates  the  intended  effect  by  means of  its  operation.  

But*  he realises  that  this  definition  is  applicable  to  the  

subjective  case  also.  Therefore*  he amends the  definition  

by  using  the  predicate  KartrvySparadhlna  to  vyapara  in  the  

definition , 80 After  this  amendment,  the  meaning  of  the  defi -

nition  stands  as  follows  s Karana  or  the  instrumental case
«

denotes  that  particular  cause  which  generates  the intended
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effect  by  means of  its  operation  but  this operation  is  invaria-

bly  subordinate  to  the  operation  of  the  agent.

A critical  examination  of  the  above  standpoint  of  

Gadadhara  shows  that  the  philosopher  follows  his  predecessor  

Bhavananda  Siddhantavagito  a great  extent  in  it.  Bhavananda

also  defines  Karana  as  vyapiravat  karanam  Karanam.  The origl-
• * •

nal  contribution  of  Gadadhara  is  that  he amends this  defini -

tion  in  an appropriate  manner  before  presenting  it in  his  

Vyutpattivada.

Gadadhara  states  that  the  definition  of  Karana
9

given  by  him  is  applicable  to  inferential  knowledge.  He pre -

sents  the  same arguments  as  his  predecessors  Bhavananda  and  

Jagadfsa  in  this  case.  The philosopher,  however,  does  not  

say  that  the  definition  is  applicable  to  visual  perception,
Q 1

auditary  perception  etc.

The author  of  the  tyutpattfcada  clearly  distingui -

shes between  hetu  and  Karana,  He states  that in  the  sentences
9

dhanena  kulam,  vidyaya  yasah  etc,  the  words  dhana,  yasah  and
*

the like  are  not  cases  of  Karana  because,  they  are  not  syfitac-
9

ticaliy  related  to  a verb , 82
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Bhatfeeintainaqi

The author of the Bhattaclntamani also accepts the
0 1 o

definition of Karana given by Pahini as the appropriate defi- 

nition of the tern.

He offers three different interpretations on the 

definition. According to the first interpretation* Parana 

denotes the locus of that particular operation which immedia-

tely generates the result,33 This interpretation is based on

the definition of Karana given by Bhartrhari in his Vakya-
» *

Padfya which is again* an interpretation of the definition

sldhakatawamKaranam offered by Pahini.
• • »

Gaga Bhatta realises that the first interpretation
o •

is not applicable to such examples of Karana as atmana jahati.
9

The following is the reason for this. The vyapira or the 

process is an essential factor in the case of sensory percep-

tion such as the visual perception, the auditary perception 

etc. But, no such process is necessary in the case of the 

atman or the self. Therefore* the philosopher offers a second 

interpretation on the definition of Panini, According to this 

interpretation* Karana denotes the productive cause of the 

result*34

In the third interpretation, Gaga Bhatta presents 

the idea that the term Karana denotes that particular factor 

which is moved by the agent through its operation for the
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attainment of the result. Bhavinanda discusses this concept

of Karana in his Karakaeakra.

Gaga* Bhatta says that the third interpretation is
85necessary for such examples of Karana as kutharena chlnattl.

• ®

In the example kuthirena chinatti, the term kuthira (axe)
9 9

is used as a case of karana. The sentence kutharena chinatti
• »

means that the agent cuts a tree or a piece of wood by an 

axe, he lifts the axe and strike it against the tree on the 

piece of wood. It is through this particular process, the 

agent attains the intended result. The above analysis shows 

that the axe becomes a case of Karana only when the agent
i

moves it for the attainment of the result. The implication 

of the third interpretation of Gagi Bhatta is now clear to us.
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CHAPTER V
, j

£asBSa4ana

_ Sampradana .inthe Paninian school

Panini defines Sampradanakaraka or the dative

case as karmana yam abhipraiti ts^a Sampradaham. But, he finds
• * .

that this definition does not cover all the examples of 

Sampradana. Therefore, he offers some other definitions 

also namely, rucyarthanarn priyamlnah, sprherlpsitah, 1 slaghar 

hunsthasapin^nfpsamanah, dharer uttamarnah, sprhorl-p^ftah, 

krudhadruhersasuyarthan ani yam prati kopah, radhiksyor yasya
/ • « V" /

viprasnah, pratyanbhylni sruvah purvasya Kart’s and anuprati- 

grnasca.

Katyayana suggests that the term Icriya should be 

added to the definition karmana yam abhipraiti sa Sampradar 

nam. He offers this suggestion through a cryptic statement 

namely, kriyagrahanam.2 The grammarian exactly means that 

the definition should be remodelled as k arm anHikriy ay a va" 

yam abhipraiti sa Sampradiham, Patanj ali says that Kaijftya- 

yana suggests this amendment for such examples of Sampradana 
karaka-as Patye sate, yuddhaya sannahyate etc.3
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Ki^/tyiyana finds that sometimes the dative case 

is replaced by the objective case in certain sentences while 

the instrumental case is used in the place of the objective 

case. Therefore, he offers an important vartika namely,
a 'Tt. -ry ^

Karmanah Karanasanja Sampradahasyaca Karmasaajna in order 
• * • a  ^  T> _

to justify such cases.4 ^atanjali illustrates the vartika 

in a suitable manner. We shall discuss it elaborately in a 

proper context. 1

jPat.an.lall

Patanjali interprets the definition Karmana yam 

abhipraiti sa Sampradanam in an exhaustive manner. He criti-

cally explains the significance of every term used in the 

definition, He first examines the necessity of karmana in the 

sutra. He shows that the term karmana is essentially neee- 

ssary in order to differentiate the dative case from the 

accusative case. He argues that if  the term is not used in 

the definition, the definition will  be reduced to yam abhi-

praiti sa Sampradanam. He states that in that case, the

definition will  denote the accusative case and not the dative 
5case.

He shows that the terms yam and sa are also essen-

tially necessary in the definition. In the absence of these
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i

two terms* the definition will  be reduced to karmana abhi- 

praiti. In that case* the definition will  be applicable to 

the Karta alone and not to Sampradana. ®

Patanjali says that Pahini uses the prefixes abhi 

and pra in the definition in order to eliminate the time 

factor from the concept of Sampradana. According to him, the 

prefixes indicate that the definition of Sampradana given by 

Pahini is uniformly applicable to a person related to a past, 

present or future gift.7

Now, the Bhasyakara reviews the amendment of the
on *

Vartikatta*ca  ̂the definition. He says that this amendment is 

redundant since the term karma in karmana denotes two senses s
4

(i) principal and (li) secondary. In the secondary sense, 

karma denotes an act,® Therefore, the amendment loses its 

significance. According to this interpretation of Pataiijali, 

the definition is applicable even to an example of dative 

case in which the intransitive verb is used.

Pahini shows that the dative case is used with 

some specified verbs in a specified sense. As for example, 

the dative case is used with the verb dhiarayati in a sen-

tence In order to denote a money-lender. Thus, we use the 

expressions Devadattaya satan dharayati etc. Pahini frames 

a number of rules in order to show the use of the dative case 

with different verbs in different senses. But, if  we criti-
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cally examine these rules, we shall see that they are illus-? 

trative of the rule, karmana yam abhlpraitisa Sampradanam 

itself, though each of the rules has its peculiar use and 

meaning. According to Patanjali, the term Rarma denotes 

kriya also and when this sense is accepted, we find that the 

rules dhareruttarmanah etc. are redundant.

Patanjali illustrates the vartika Karmanah Karana-
_ * • *

ss^rjna Sampradahasya ca Karmasa^na by the example pasuna 

Rudram yaj ate. He says that this example actually conveys
\  / » ^ Q

the sense of pasumRudraya dadati.
r

Kaiyata examines the view of the Trttikara that « *
Sampradanakaraka is invariably related to the act of giving. 

He rejects this view, because, the Bhasyakara ̂does not 

subscribe to such a view. He shows that the Bhasyakara 

rejects the Panlnian rule gatyarthakarmani dvit*yacaturthyau 

cfstayam anadhvani and the vartika kriyagrahanam as redundant. 

The Bhasyakara clearly states that Sampradanakaraka may be 

used with any verb and hence, these rules are without any 

utility in grammar,

Kaiyata also does not accept the meaning of the 

root da*or daha as given by Jlnendrabuddhi. According to 

Jinendrabuddhi, the root da or dana denotes the act of re-
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nounelng one ’ s possessorshlp  over  an object  and  the  trans -

ference of  the.  possessorshlp  to  another  person.  Kaiyata  

quotes  two  sentences  from  the  Mahabhasya  namely,  khandiko-  

Padhyayas  tasmai  capet  am dadati  and  na Sudraya  mat  Ira  dadyat  

in  order  to  show that  the  root  da In  these  sentences  do not  

indicate  the  above  sense.  Therefore,  he rejects  the  meaning  

of  the  root  given  by  Jinendrabudhi,^

The grammarian  clearly  explains  the  significance  

of  the  expression  yan pratikopah  in  the  Panini  an rule;  

krudhadruharsa  etc.  Patanjali  says  that  the  sense  of  anger
f>

is  involved  in  the  meaning  of  every  root mentioned in the  

above  rule.  But,  Kaiyata  shows  that  there  is  some exception  

to  this  in  the  case  of the  root  Irsa.  He refers  to  the  sen-  

tence  bhiryimfrsati  in  order  to  show the  exception  clearly.
9

According  to  him,  the  sentence  means that  a particular  person  

cannot  tolerate  the  hungry  looks  of  other  persons  on the  

beutiful body  of  his  wife.  It  Is  clear  from  this  that  the  

sense of  anger  is  not  involved  in  the  meaning  of  the  root  

irsa  in  the  sentence.  Kaiyata  says  that  Panini  uses  the  expre-
4 *

ssion  yarn  pratikopah  in  the  rule  in  order  to  indicate  that  

the  dative  case  is  not  used  with  the  verb  irsatl  when the  

sense  of  atager  is  not  denoted  by  It . 11

The commentator  gives  the  meanings  of  the  terms  

krodha,  droha,  Xrsa  and  asuyi  denoted  by  the  roots  mentioned  

in  the  said  rule  of  Panini,
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He shows that the root dvis is not covered by the 

rule. Therefore, the dative case is not used with the verb

dvesti. Thus, he Justifies the expressions asm an dvesti and
0 13ausadham dvesti,

tr • 6 »

Bhartffliari

Bhartrhari lays emphasis on the etymological mean- 

inglof the term Sampradana. It is implied by the very term 

tylahga used by him in his first definition of Sampradana.
s.

Let us now explain the term tyagahga. Tyaganga has 

a specified meaning in the definition of Bhartrhari, When a 

person gives up his own possessorship of an object and trans-

fers it to another person, it is called 'tyaga in Sanskrit,

This very act in described as dana or samyak pradaha by latter 

Sanskrit grammarians. The term tyagahga in the definition 

denotes a condition of the tyaga or the said act of the agent.

Bhartrhari uses the predicate karmanepsitam in order to
» •

specify this condition. It means that the said condition is 

invariably related to the act through the Karma or the object 

of it. The exact implication of this expression is that the 

term tyagahga in the definition of Bhartrhari denotes a person 

for whom the agent renounces his possorssorship of an object 

and transfer it to him.
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Bhartrhari says that the person may become a condi-

tion of tyaga in three different ways. In some cases* when 

another person renounces his ownership over an object in 

favour of him, he approves the act and formally accepts the 

object given to him and thus, he becomes a condition of the 

act. In some cases, though he does not formally approve the 

act, he does not refuse to accept the object. In such cases, 

he becomes ty aging a in this manner. In certain cases, again 

he induces the giver to give him a thing. The giver then gives 

away the object to him and thus, the reeepiant of it becomes 

a condition of the act. This idea is presented by him in the 

definition of Sampradana by using the terms anirakaranat and

pre«rananumatibhyim.
%

A critical examination of the above concept of 

Sampradana shows that Bhartrhari follows the Paninian defL- 

nition karmana yam abhipraiti sa Sampradanam, But, the gramma-
r

rian offers an. original interpretation on the definition.

He accepts the. etymological meaning of the term Sampradana in 

it.

Bhartrhari corroborates the view of the Bhasyakara
0 0

that the term karma in the definition denotes kriyl or an 

act also. Therefore, he rejects the amendment offered by 

Katyayana on the definition,
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He accepts the other definitions of Sampradana as

given by Pahini. But, he says that the dative case is used
*

with the verb rocate etc. in the sense of the objective 

case or a hetu or a non- specified relation as demoted by 

the sixth inflexion. This is another important original view 

of the grammarian.16

Bhartrhari shows great originality in his concept 

of Sampradana karaka. Soma of his views on Sampradana are 

accepted by all grammarians coming after him.

£&Usa,!a

Helarija explains the views of Bhartrhari on Sampra- 

danakaraka in a clear and elaborate manner. Bhartrhari 

defines Sampradana as ty aging am karmanapsltam. Helaraja l.ays 

emphasis on the term tyaganga in his interpretation of this 

expression* He shows that the term tyiga denotes dana and

the term anga means a condition,of it. He draws the conclu-
/

sion from this that Bhartrhari offers the etymological
t

meaning of the term Sampradana in the definition anirakaranfet 

Partus tyagangarnrkarmanepsitam etc.17 Helaraja explains the 

term tyaga or dana in an appropriate manner. He utilises 

some important views of the Kasika school in his explanation 

of the term. According to him, when a person gives up his
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possessorship over an object and transfers it to another 

person with the motive of bonifitting him in some way, it is 

called daha. He lays emphasis on the said motive of the per-

son in his concept of dana* This is a significant departure 

of the grammarian from the standpoint of his predecessors.

One of his great predecessors namely Jinendrabuddhi explains 

the term dana for the first time as the act of renouncing 

one*s ownership over an object and the transference of it to 

another person with the motives of showing honour etc. But, 

he does not state that the motive may be the motive of bene- 

fitting another person also* We shall discuss the above point 

properly in the proper context. Hellraja examines the sen-

tences rajakasya vast ram dad at 1 and ghnatah prsthara dadati.
*  9 £ 4 >

He says that in these sentences, the verb dadati does not 

denote the sense of dana. Therefore, the dative case is not 

used with the verb in them,18 Jinendrabuddhi offers this view 

for the first time. Helaraja simply reiterates it in order to 

Claris the concept of Sampradaha, He offers a critical 

discussion on two significant examples of Sampradahakaraka
fm ^ _

namely, na Sudraya matimdadyat and khandikopadbyiyas tasmai
*  a o

capet'am dadati. These examples are quoted from the Mahabhasya.
a • »

It appears from the above examples that the verbs used in them 

do not denote the sense of dana* But, Hsllraja shows that the 

verbs in the examples clearly denote the sense of dana. He
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says that when a teacher imparts knowledge to a student, he 

renounces his ownership ever it and transfers the same to the 

student. The knowledge which the student acquires from his 

teacher £ benifits him in various way. Thus, the verb dadyat 

denotes the sense of dana in the first example. This concept 

is difficult to understand. HelSraja admits that the concept 

is not accepted by some scholars. He also offers a similar 

explanation on the second example.^9 We see from this discu-

ssion that Helaraia offers a diametrically opposite view to

that of Kalyata.Kaiyata opines that the sense of dana is not
« •

denoted by the verb in the said examples.

Helairaja clearly shows the distinction between 

Sampradana and tadartha in Sanskrit grammar. Katylyana offers 

a vartika according to which the fourth inflexion is used in 

the sense of tadarthya. The fourth Inflexion is used to a word 

in the sense of Sampradana also. Therefore, some people might 

have confused between tadartha and Sampradanakaraka. Heliraja 

says that they are not the same. The word tadartha denotes 

that which serves the purpose of a particular person etc. Thus,

when we say Brihmahaya gauh, it means that the cow is meant
» •

for the Brahmana. Therefore, the cow is a case of tadartha. 

Helaraja states that Sampradana is a karaka. When the agent 

intends to establish a relation with a person through the act 

of dana, it is called Sampradana. Tadartha does not ’denote
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this sense. Hence* there is a clear distinction between the 

two.20

Bhartrhari offers two definitions of Sampradiha-
0

karaka. Helaraja says that in the first definition Bhartr-

hari discusses the popular meaning of the case. But, there 

are some examples of the case to which the first definition

does not apply. Therefore, he offers a second definition
piwhich covers the remaining examples.

Ka^ika

Like the author of the VakyaPadfya, the Vrttikara 

also accepts the etymological meaning of the term Sampradiha. 

He says that the term Sampradiha is a significant one. He

interprets the term k arm ana" in the Faninian rule karmana yam
« •

abhipralti sa Sampradanam as dadatikansana in order to main-
«

tain its logical relation with the above meaning of the term
- 22 8 am pr ad ana.

He does not accept the view of the Bhasyakara that
9

the term kairoa in the above definition denotes kriyi  or an 

action also. He rigidly follows the view of Katyiyana that 

the definition should be amended by adding the term krlya 

to it. He shows that this amendment is necessary in order to
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justify such examples of Sampradana as patye sete, yuddhaya
.( „  _ p>*

sannahyate and sraddhaya nigalhate.

He also cites the vartika Kara an ah Karanasaidna 

Sampradihasya ca K arm a s an j na ana illustrates it with the

example pasuna Rudramyajate.24
#

Jlnendrabuddhi

Jinendrabuddhi explains the views of the Vrtti-  

kara on Sampradanakaraka in a significant manner. He mainly

follows the Vrttikara in his explanations. But, he does not
*

miss the salient points mentioned in the great commentary of 

Patanjali.
i

The commentator justifies the view of the Vrtti-  

kara that the term Sampradana in Pahini's grammar is a
4

significant one. He says that the term Sampradana as intro-

duced by Pahini is a long one, According to the grammatical 

norm, a technical term should be as short as possible. There-

fore, he draws a conclusion that the term Sampradana is a 

significant one. He states more clearly that it denotes its

etymological sense, namely, samyak prakarsena dlyate yasmai
© •

tat Sampradanam.88 It implies that when an object is comple-

tely given away to a person, he is called the Sampradana 

karaka. It Is for this reason, the Vrttikara interprets
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the term k arm ana in the Paninian definition of Sampradaha-
9

karaka as dadati~karmana. The term dadatikarmana means
l  *

through the objective case of dana.

Jinendrabuddhi clearly explains the term dana 

or a complete gift. He says that the term dana denotes the 

renunciation of one's ownership over an object and the 

transference of the same to another person to whom it is 

given. According to him this is the samyak pradana or the 

complete gift of the object. Jinendrabuddhi shows three 

distinct motives for such a gift. Sometimes, the giver wor-

ships or honours a god or a venerable person by such a gift. 

Sometimes, he shows favour to a person such a beggar by the 

gift. And sometimes, he desires to receive some favour from
p g

a god through a complete gift. Now, the man or the god 

who becomes the new owner of the object through the trans- 

ferance of ownership is the Sampradahakaraka.

The commentator says that the sentences raj akasya

vastran dadati and ghnatah prsthamdadati do not suggest
. »* » •

the sens© of samyak pradana or a complete gift. Therefore, 

Eampradanakaraka is not used in the terms raj aka (washerman) 

and ghnat (murderer) in the sentences,27

This is an important original view of the gramma-

rian. Let us now clarify the view. The grammarian means to 

say that the verb dadati in the first sentence does not
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indicate that the washerman becomes the owner of the garment

which is given to him for washing. The person who gives it 
CU- ,

to washerman remains its owner. Therefore, the washerman 
ft

returns the garment to him after it is washed. Similarly, 

in the second sentence, the verb dadlti denotes that a person 

turns his back to the assassin out of fear. It is for these 

reasons, the dative case is not applicable to the above 

examples. This view of Jinendrabuddhi is accepted by a large 

section of grammarians coming after him. But, the grammarians 

like Kaiyata, Kaundabhatta and Higesa reject the view. We
0 • 0

shall discuss it clearly in the proper places.

Jinendrabuddhi discusses the utility of every term 

in the. definition k arm ana yam abhipraiti sa Sampradanam like 

his great predecessor Patanjali. He follows the views of 

Patanjall to a great extent in his discussion. But, he does 

not subscribe to the view of the Bharyakara that the prefixes 

abhi and pra are used by Panini in the definition to remove 

the limitation of time, from the concept of Sampradana, He 

says that Panini uses these prefixes in the definition for 

some other important purpose.28

Haradatta

Haradatta appropriately explains the concept of 

Sampradana presented by the Vrttikara. He utilises some

i
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important  views  of  Bhartrhari  and  Jinendrabuddhi  on Sampra-  

danakiraka  in  order  to  clarify  the  concept.

The Vrttikara interprets  the  Panlnian  rule  karmana
* »

dadltikarmana  Karanabhutena

Karta  yam abhipraiti  etc.  Haradatta clearly  shows  that  the

very idea  expressed  by  Bhartrhari  in  the  klrika  anirakaranit
% •

Kartus  tyagangamkarmanepsitam  etc.  is  presented  by  the
* >

Vrttikara  in  the  above  interpretation . 29

We have  already  discussed  that  the  Vrttikara

explains  the  term  Sampradlna  as  a significant  one.  Haradatta  

critically  explains  the idea  in  his  sub-comment  ary.  He follows  

the  views  of  Jinendrabuddhi  in this  explanation.  He shows  that  

the  sense  of  dina  is  invariably  present  in the  concept  of  

Sampradana.  He reiterates  the  view  of  Jinendrabuddhi  that  when 

somebody  gives  away an object  to  another  person  by  renouncing  

his  ownership  over  it  and  transfering  the  some to  him  with  a 

definite  motive,  it  is  called  dana  and  the  person  to  whom the  

object  is  so  given  away is  known as  Sampradana  karaka,  Hara -

datta  says  that  when the  ownership  is  once  renounced,  the  

object  should  not  be returned  to  its  previous  owner.  The  

grammarian clearly  points  out  that  the  sense  of  dana  as  

discussed  above  is denoted  by  the  verb  dadati  in  the  sentences

vrksaya  j  alan*  dadati ,  devebhyah  sum an  a so  dadati,  yacakiya

£
bhiksam  dadati  etc.  Therefore,  he opines  that  the  terms  vrksa
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?

etc. in these sentences are cases of Sampradiha karaka In

fee sentences. But, he shows that the same verb does not

denote the sense of dana in the sentences rajakasya vastra®
*

dadati and ghnatah prsthara dadati. Therefore, the dative
9 t 6 *

case is not applicable to the washerman or the murderer 

referred to in the sentences. According to Haradatta, the 

verb dadati is used in a secondary sense in the above 

examples.3®

Haradatta differs from Kaiyata on an important
*

point. Kaiyata says that the verb dadati in the sentence 

khandikop'adhyayas tasmai capetam dadati and the verb dadyat

in the sentence na Sudraya matimdadyat do not convey the
#

sense of renouncing the possessorship over an object. But, 

Haradatta says that these verbs denote that particular sense 

in the sentences.3*

He follows his predecessors Patanjali and Jinendra-
r»

buddhi and explains the utility of the terms karmana etc. in

the definition karmana yam abhipraiti sa Sampradananam. He
0

says that the suffixes abhi and pra serve two important 

purposes in the definition. Firstly, they signify that there 

is no limitation of time in the concept of Sampradana. 

Secondly, the term abhipraiti denotes Xpsati (i, e. desires 

to establish a relation with).32
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S»ru|p.ttaiqa

Purusottama shows in his illustrations of the
Q

Paninian rule karmani yam abhipraiti sa Sampradinant that
o

Sampradanakaraka is invariably related to the verb dadati

or an equivalent of this verb. But, he does not accept the

view of Jinendrabuddhi that the sense of dana or a complete

gift as defined by him is necessarily involved in the con-

cept of Sampradaha. He presents a few significant illustra- #>
tions such as satrave bhayam dadati, gurave dhanam niryitR-

33yati rustah etc. which suggest it.
• a

Let us explain the point clearly. According to 

Jinendrabuddhi, the sense of showing honour, favour etc. to 

a person is invariably associated with dana. But, the illus-

tration guravs dhanan niryltayati mentioned above does not 

suggest such a sense. Again, the verb dadati in the illus-

tration satrave bhayan dadati does not denote the sense of 

dana, But, it denotes the sense of generating (fear), Simi-

larly, the verb adat in the illustration pattikopadhyayah
CD *  *»

sisyaya karnaeapetam adat offered by Purusottama denotes the
t *  *  9

sense of placing (the palm on the cheek of the disciple). 

But, it does not denote the sense of giving. It is clear 

from these illustrations that Purusottama does not accept 

the view of Jinendrabuddhi, This is also proved by the 

following view of the grammarian.
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He says that the expressions rajakaya vastram
\ 9

dadati and ghnate prstham dadilti are correct. But, when® # * *
the speaker does not Intend to use the washerman and the 

killer in these sentences as the dative case, he uses the

expressions rajakasya vastramdadati and ghnatah prstham* •
dadati also.34

Purusottama accepts the view of Patanjali that 

the term Karma in the Panlnlan rule k arm ana yam abhipraiti 

sa Sampradanam denotes kriya (action) also. He explains the
i

Implication of the term kriya"in the rule,35 ’

*

Srstidhara departs from the standpoint of Puruso-
* • t f

ttama discussed above. He firmly adheres to the view that

the sense of dana or a complete gift is invariably present /
in the concept of Sampradana. He tries to interpret the . 

illustrations furnished by Purusottama accordingly. But, he

is unable to interprets the illustrations satrave bhayam
•

dadati etc. in a satisfactory manner,36

He explains the vrtti of Purusottama on the other
*  9

Panlnlan rules such as rucyarthanan prlyaminah etc. very , 0 *

clearly. But, he does not show any originality in them. He 

explains the terms krodha ^droha etc. in the same manner as 

Kaiyata,37
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SrstidhaPa divides Sampradanakaraka into three
■ t  p »

sub-groups. He follows Bhartrhari in this matter.38
*

Rimacandra follows the Vrttikara in interpreting 
the Paninian rule k arm ana yam abhipraiti sa Sampradinam.
He interprets the term karmana in the rule as danasya

^ 39k arm ana. It signifies that the grammarian accepts the
etymological meaning of the term Sampradaha, The expression 
danasya If arm ana immediately reminds us of the expression 
dadati-Rarmana in the Kasika.

He finds that the above definition of Panini does
« ...

not cover such examples of Sampradaha as patye sete etc. 

Therefore, he gives a supplementary rule namely kriyayapi 
yam abhipraiti sa Sampradaham. He follows the Vrttikara in

9

A A
the rule.

He explains the other definitions of Sampradina 
also as given by Panini. These explanations are very clear

and elaborate. But, he does not discuss any significant
41point in the explanations.

Ramacandra does not offer any new idea on Sampra- 
dana karaka. He rigidly follows the Vrttlkara in concept of 

Sampradaha presented by him..
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Iffiftallsiraa

Vitthalacaryya shows that Ramacandra accepts the
A o

definition samyak pradTyate yasmai sa Sampradanam in his 

interpretation of the rula karmana yam abhipraiti sa Samprar 

daham. He interprets this definition very clearly. But, he 

shows no originality in this interpretation. He merely 

follows,the well known traditional views in it,48

He also discusses the utility of the terms used 

in the definition of Panini cited above.43
9

The commentator classifies Sampradana karaka into
44three types. He follows Bhartrhari in the classification.

.gfaafcffilA.  MX  gi.t, ft

Bhattoji Dlk si ta accepts the etymological meaning
0- ft

of the term Sampradana. It is clear from his interpretation 

of the rule karma^I yam abhipraiti sa Sampradanam in the 

SiddhantakaumudT. Bhattoji states that the BKasyakara does 

not accept the above meaning of Sampradana. He quotes the 

passages khandikopadhyayas taBmai capetim dadatl and na
a a O »

Sudraya matim dadyat from the Bhasya in support of his 

statement. He says that according to the followers of the 

Kasika", the expression rajakaya vastram dadati is incorrect, 

because the etymological meaning of Sampradana is not denoted
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by the word raj aka in it* But, he also says that this expre
ssion can be easily justified with the help of the above 
Passages of the Maliabhlsya.46

Bhattoji Dik sit a accepts the amendment of KItyayana
0 9 9

on the rule karman^ yam abhipraiti sa Sampradanam.47

Kaundabhatta commences his discussion on Sampradana-
I » 94

karaka by explaining the significance of the fourth inflexion 
which is used in this case. He says that the fourth inflexion 
used in Sampradana karaka denotes uddesya. He critically inter
prets the Paninian rule karmanl yam abhipraiti sa Sampradanam 
in order to clarify the meaning of the term uddesya. According 

to this interpretation, when the agent establishes a relation
with a Particular person through the objective case of a verb,

/ 48it is called SampradSnakaraka or the uddesya of the verb,
Kaundabhatta says that the term uddesya is other-• * M

wise known as sesi in the MImansa philosophy. He discusses# *
the meaning of the term sesi. like his predecessor Bhattojl

♦ • »

Diksit^he also quotes the passage krlte some MaitrSvarunaya 
dandam prayacchati from the i&mansa and critically interprets

/ 4Qit in order to clarify the concept of sesi,
9
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The grammarians like Jinehdrabuddhi, Haradatta, 

Helaraj a and Vitthaiaoarya opine that the expression rajakaya

vastramdadati is not correct, Kaundabhatta justifies the
• ♦ » 0 .

above expression by citing a passage from the Mahabhasya, 

that is, khandikopadhylyah sisyaya capetam daditi. He says
V 9 » » . *

that according to the Yrttikara* s concept of Sampradana,
^ — 50however, rajakasya vastram dadati is the correct expression.

He classifies Sampradanakaraka into three sub-

groups, This classification is based on the karika aniraka-
• — 51

ranfcfckartus tyagangan karmanepsitam etc, of the Vakyapadiya.

Hari vallabha

Harivallabha interprets the term uddesya used by 

Kaundabhatta in the sense of Sampradana karaka very clearly
• * e »

by citing two suitable illustrations namely 'VI  pray a gam

dadati and vrksayodakam asincati.52 He also presents the
< » *

views of the Naiyayikas on the dative case in an elaborate 
53

manner.

Nakesa

Nagesa tries to give us an appropriate idea of the 

Paninian concept of Sampradanakaraka in his Laghumanjusa and
ft

Brhaccdabdendu ^ekhar e.
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He critidally interprets, the Paninian definition 

karmaria yam abhipraiti sa Sampradansm. According to his 

interpretation, when the agent desires to establish a rela-

tion with a particular person through the objective case of 

a verb, the person is called the Sampradina karaka. Nagesa

says that the person acts as an adjective of the result which
54 *is located in the objective case of the verb.

let us explain the above concept of Sampradina with 

the help of an Illustration namely, Brahmanaya gam dadati 

(i.e. he gives a cow to the Brihmana), In this illustration,
r m

the agent desires to establish a relation with the Brihmana 

through the objective case of the verb dadati, namely, the 

cow. In other words, he desires to give away the cow to the 

Brihmana. Thus, the Brihmana is a case of Sampradina in the

example. Therefore, the fourth case-ending is used in the

term. The Brihmana is an adjective of the result namely,
©

dana which is denoted by the verb dadati in the illustration. 

This result is located in the cow. The result is exclusively 

related to the Brihmana through its locus. We express this

idea as Brahman.»§ ampradlnaka* dlnam or Brahmaneddesyakam

danam. This expression clearly shows the adjectival character

of the term Brihmana,©

Wagesa says that the Sampradanakaraka is known as
» j ^

uddesya or sesi also in grammar. The grammarians borrow the

t? - ^  * PdV^u 1

CX/) CX.
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Xo.*;ts
term sesi from the Mfoamsi school. Like some of his prede-

# •

cessors» Nagesa also clarifies the concept of sesi with the
0

help of the passage krt&fi-  some Maitravaruniya  dandam praya-

cchati quoted from the Mfmimsij,

We have already discussed that the grammarian

follows the doctrine of sakti in the concept of karaka. He

says that the Sampradanakaraka possesses the sakti or the

property known as Sampradanatva. According to him, the fourth

case-ending which is attached to the dative case in Sanskrit

grammar itself denotes it.56 
— /
Nagesa criticises the interpretation of Bhattojl

m •

Diksita that the term k arm ana in the Paninian rule karmana
r * •

yam abhipraiti sa Sampradaham denotes danasya karmana.
9

Bhattoji follows the Vrttikara in this interpretation. Nagesa
t • f

sa^s that the term karma in the rule denotes kriya or a verb 

in general. He stands firmly behind the Bhasyakara in this 

matter. The new Interpretation of Nagesa serves an important 

purpose. The definition of Pahini is now applicable to such
t

examples of Sampradaha also as patya sete, sraddhaya nigalhate,
_ o, _ dhar-rnaaji  a*

vrk say odak am aslneati, putraya dhaman br&te etc,
4 »

Nagesa also discards the view that the term Samprar 

dina denotes its etymological sense. We have already clari-

fied the etymological sense of the term. Jinendrabuddhi and 

his followers clearly point out that this particular sense is
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not applicable to the word raj aka in the sentence rajakasya 

vastran dadati. Therefore, the term raj aka Is not a case of 

Sampradlna. Nagesa says that the etymological meaning of

Sampradaha is contrary to the Bhasyakara*s concept of the
• t

case. Therefore, he does not accept it. He quotes the Passage

khandikopadhyayas tasmal capetani dadati in order to show that
»» • *

the dative case in Sanskrit grammar does not necessarily 

denote its etymological meaning. He shows that the expression 

rajakaya vastran dadati is correct. He however, states that 

when the speaker intends he may use the sixth Inflexion also 

in the term raj aka.58

Nages^a criticises some other views also. He refers 

to the phala or the result which is related to the dative 

case in his definition of the case. But, he says that some 

grammarians wrohgly interpret the term phala. As for example, 

they refer to the happiness etc. which are derived by the 

Brahmana from the cow as the result in the illustration 

Brahmanaya gari dadati. Nagesa says that such an interprets- 

tion is wrong. He also states that some grammarians inter-

pret uddesya as icchlvisaya or a desideratum, He indirectly 

refers to Kaundabhatta here. He says that the above inter-
#9 • I

pretatioaa of uddesya is also wrong. He cites the example 

Devo rupaVan in order to clarify his point. He states that 

the word Deva in this example is the uddesya in relation to
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the term rupavan which is the vidheya or the predicate. But,
50

the term Deva is not the case of icchavisaya.

The grammarian clearly explains the meanings of 

the verb dadati in different examples of Sampradanakaraka.

He says that the verb denotes the renunciation of the owner-

ship of the giver over the cow and the transferance of the 

same to the Vipra in the sentence Yipraya gin daditi.00 In
/ _ p- _

the sentence, pitrbhyah sraddhaift dadyat, the question of 

transfering the ownership to the deceased fathers does not 

arise. In this case, the verb denotes the renunciation of 

the ownership in favour of some other person. He says that 

the word tyaga or dgha (lift)  exactly denotes this sense.
Xfi  his )

the question of receiving the object after the renunciation

of the ownership by the giver is immaterial in the concept
4 62

of dana. He clarifies this point with the help of an example. 

He states that when a person dies in a foreign country, the 

money which is given in his name in his absence by renouncing 

the possessor ship by another man is shared by his sons as 

their paternal possession. This shows that the renunciation 

of the ownership in his favour is sufficient. He shows that 

the verb daditi in the example raj ak ay a vastrain daditi denotes 

the sense of placing the garment in the hands of the washer-

man.05 He also discusses the meaning of the verb in the

examples khandikopadhyayastasmai capstan* dadati and na iudriya
• * * •
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matim dadyat. He says that in the example khandikopadhyayas 

tasmai capetaip dadati, the verb dadati denotes the placing

of the palm on the cheek of the disciple while in the last
- 64examples dadyat denotes the, sense of imparting knowledge.

Nagesa also explains the meanings of all the verbs

which are mentioned by Pinini in the rules rucyarthanam
- _ * fcJ.

p^yamanah, sprheripsitah etc. in an appropriate manner. He

shows the exact relation of these verbs with the dative case

in his explanation. In this way, the grammarian gives us an^

appropriate idea of the above definitions of Panlnl also,
9

Sampradana in non-Paninian schools

lialjM

Sarvavarmi defines Sampradana by the rule yasmai
• - o

ditsa roc&te dhlrayate va tat Sampradiham,67 A critical 

examination of the above rule shows that the grammarian 

presents the etymological meaning of the term Sampradana in 

it. It is clear from the expression yasmai ditsa itself. The 

rule further shows that Sarvavarma accepts the Paninlan rules 

rucyarthanainpriyamanah and dhareruttamarnah also, Panini 

offers some more rules on Sampradana karaka such as sprherip-

sitah, anupratigrnasca etc. But, Sarvavarma does not accept 

them.
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Daxgas^ba

DurgasSmha illustrates the definition of Sampradana 

offered by Sarvavarma with appropriate examples. The commen-

tator clearly explains the terms yasmai ditsiu He shows that 

the terms yasmai ditsa indicate the etymological sense of the 

term Sampradana, that is* samyak prakarsena dfyate yasmai. We
9 9

have already shown that this interpretation is offered by the 

tfinendrabuddhi for the first time. Durgasinha gives us a 

clear idea of the etymological meaning of the term. He reite-

rates the view of Jinendrabuddhi that this meaning is not 

applicable to the washerman referred to in the sentence raj a- 

kasya vastran dadati and the murderer meant by the term 

ghanatah in the sentence ghanatah prsthan dadati. Therefore, 

the dative case is not used in them.68

He departs from the established tradition of the 

grammatical school on an important issue. He says that the 

dative case is not applicable to pospebhyah sprhayati etc. 

According to him, the fourth inflexion is used in the terms 

puspebhayah etc. in such sentences in the sense of tadartha 

only.69

Trilocana

Trilocana accepts the above views of Durgasinha.
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Susenacarya explains the said definition of Sarva-
0 9

varma in an exhaustive manner. He says that the grammarian 

follows the Panlnian rule karmanS yam abhipraiti as ;Sampra- 

dahamin his definition. H© accepts the view of the Vrtti-
*  *T

kara that the term karmana in the rule denotes dadatikarmana
• ©

(l.e. through the medium of the object of the verb dadati). 

Thus, the grammarian shows that the definition yasmai ditsa 

tat Bampradaham is based on the Paninian rule quoted above.

Susena clarifies the meaning of the verb dadati in this
* *

connection. He discusses the view of Jinendrabuddhi that the 

verb dadati or dana means to give up one*s ownership over 

an article an<ftransfer it to some other person. He shows 

that this view gives rise to a serious problem* When a man 

renounces his ownership over an article* the article no longer 

belongs to him. Therefore, he cannot transfer the ownership of 

the article to an intended person* because it has no relation 

with him. It shows that the act of donating an object to a 

person is not possible at all. Susena offers an appropriate 

solution to this problem. He says that a person resolves to 

donate an object to another person before he actually denotes

it to him. According to Susena, such a resolution itself
* ^

serves as a connecting link between the act of renouncing the 

ownership over the object and the subsequent transference of
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it to the receplent. The resolution is not affected by the 

renounciation of the ownership. The agent transfers the owner-

ship of the object to the recipient on the strength of this 

very resolution. After considering the above points* Susensf- 

carya arrives at a conclusion that the verb dadati or dana 

denotes a resolution on the part of the agent by means of which 

he disowns his possessorship over an object and transfer it to 

a donatory intended by him. He shows with the help of the 

above idea that Sampradanakiraka denotes the locus of the 

result which is generated by the desire of the agent to trans-

fer the title of an object to a person. The grammarian clearly 

points out that the agent desires to transfer the title of an 

object to a person in order to show him honour or favour or 

with the intention of gaining some favour from him. He subs-

tantiates this view with suitable illustrations. He says that 

the verb dadati does not denote such a sense in the sentence 

rajno d and ail dadati and hence, the word raj an is not a case of 

Sampradana, According to him* the verb dadati denotes only a 

secondary sense in this sentence. He expresses the same view 

regarding the sentence rajakasya vastran dadlti. On the other 

hand, he opines that the word Dasaratha (Raina) in the sentence 

pradlyatlri Dasarathiya Maithill  is a case of Sampradana pfcr 

excellence. Let us examine the sentence properly. After Ravana has
f*

kldnaP^Slta to Lanka, his brother BlbhTsana wisely advises
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him to return her to Rama with the above words. Now* a problem 

arises in the case of this sentence. Havana is not the posse-
9

ssor of Sit5. She belongs to her husband Rama and not to her 

abductor. Therefore? the verb pradlyatam in the sentence 

apparently does not denote its primary sense. Thus? the use 

of the dative case in the term Dasaratha appears to us as 

incorrect, Su sense ary a justifies the use of the dative case
4 * •

in the word. He says that Ravana becomes the possessor of
9

Sita"through the very act of abducting her. He further says 

that the sense of showing proper honour to Rama is also 

suggested by the verb pradlyatam in the sentence. He also 

states that the term Dasaratha in the sentence may be treated 

as a case of tadartha also and a case of tadartha is a case 

of secondary dative case. Susena makes an all out bid to 

prove that the word Dlsaratha is a case of Sampradana. But? 

his arguments do not appear to us as satisfactory.

gak4£a

CandragomI accepts the etymological meaning of 

Sampradana. He says that the term'raj aka in the sentence 

rajakasya vastram dadati is not a case of Sampradana because
*  n

the sense of samyak pradiha is not denoted by the verb in 
72the sentence, *
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The grammarian also accepts the definitions rucyar- 

thattarjh priyamanah, dhareruttamarnah etc. given by PInini. But, 

he does not state clearly that the dative case is prescribed 

by them.73

Sank-ijiPt a sara

Kramadisvara also accepts the etymological meaning 

of the term Sampradana. He clearly shows it in his definition 

of the term namely, pradanalap Sampradanam. He offers some 

other definitions of Sampradana also such as ipsitldi sprhadeh,
_ 74

yad abhlpretya dhatvarthah, sadhurdharayateh etc. These defi-
9 *

nitions are meant for those examples of dative case which are 

not covered by the first rule. He follows Panini and Kityar. 0

yana in these definitions.

The commentator Jumaranandi explains the term 

pradana in the definition pradanalap Sampradanam as prakrstam 

atyantikam danam.75 But, he does not clarify the deeper signi-

ficance of the term. He shows that lKrama<2Tsvara offers the 

rule yad abhipretya dhatvarthah for such examples of dative 

case as patye sete, yuddhaya sannahyate raja etc. It imples
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that  the  grammarian  follows  an important  view  of  Katyayana

I
on dative  case  in  the  rule.

Govlcandra

Goyfcandra  clarifies  the  meaning  of  the  term  atyan-  

tika  dana  in  the  commentary  of  Jumaranandi.  According  to  him,  

when a person  voluntarily  gives  something  to  another  person  

and  does  not  take  it  back  from him,  it  is  called  ityantlka  

dana  or  an absolute  gift.  He says  that  in  the  sentence  bhayani

datta  SLtayai  and  raisin  asmai  tilebhyah  pratiyacchati,  the
• •

verbs  datfe  and  pratiyacchati  denote  such  a gift.  Therefore,  

the  terms  Sita  in  the  first  sentence  and  the  term  tila  in  

the  second  sentence  are  cases  of  Sampradana  according  to  the  

definition  of  Kramadlsvara.  On the  other  hand,  he shows  that  

the  verb  dadati  in  the  sentences  rajakasya  vastran  dadati,  

rajno  dandam dadati ,  ghnatah  prstham  dadati  etc.  do not  denote
9 O 0 £ 0 0 0

the  sense  of  an absolute  gift.  Therefore,  the  terms  raj  aka  

etc.  are  not  examples  of  dative  case  according  to  him . 77 Let  

us  clarify  the  idea  of  Goyfcandra.  He means to  say  that  in  

the  first  two  sentences,  the  verbs  signify  that  the  agent  

does  not  takes  back  what  he gives  to  some other  person.  More -

over,  they  signify  that  the  agent  voluntarily  parts  with  the  

object.  Therefore,  the  person  who receives  the  object  is  a
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clear case of Sampradaha. But, in the third sentence* the 

verb dadati clearly indicates that the washerman returns the 

garment which is given to him for washing. Again, in the last 

two sentences, the verb dadati suggests the sense of compul-

sion and fear but it does not denote the sense of a voluntary 

gift. Therefore, the tens ra^aka etc. in the sentences and 

not the cases of Sampradlha.

Goylcandra lays emphasis on giving something to a 

person voluntarily and not taking it back from him in his 

concept of dana. But, even if  this view is accepted, the word 

Sita in bhayani datta Sltayai is not a case of Sampradaha in 

its primary sense because, the agent in this sentence gene-

rates the fear in the mind of Sit a but does not give it.

Jainendra

The author of the Jainendra strictly follows Panini 

in defining the term Sampradaha. The definition as given by 

the grammarian is karmanoj^eyah Sampradanam. A critical
0 t

examination of the definition clearly shows that Devanandi 

remodels the Panini an rule karmana yam abhipraiti sa Sampra- 

danam in it.
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Abhavanandi

Abhayanandi accepts the view of the Vrttikira that 

the term Sampradaha is a significant one. Therefore, he says 

that the term Karma in the above definition of De van and! is 

invariably related to the verb dadati or an equivalent of it, 

Abhayanandi, however, corroborates the view of the Bhasya- 

kara that the term karma in the definition denotes krlya or 

an action also. Thus, the grammarian shows that the rule 

karmanopeyah Sampradanam not only covers such examples of 

dative case as upadhyayaya gldadati but also the examples 

sraddhaya nigrnhate, yuddhaya sannahyati, rocate Devadattaya 

modakah, puspebhyah sprhayati, mitraya krudhyati etc. He 

says that the sentences raj akasya vastrain dadati, ghnatah 

prstham dadati etc, do not signify a complete gift. There-
t i < *

fore, the terms rajaka etc. in these sentence are not cases 

of Sampradaha,79 The grammarian shows no originality in this 

view.

jaMaiajl'ag.aM

The author of the Sabdlnusasana strictly follows 

the Paninian school in the concept of Sampradaha presented
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by him. He accepts the Paninian rule k arm ana yam abhipraiti 
sa Sampradanam.80 But, he remodels the rule as karmabhipreyah 

Sampradanam, He interprets the term karma in the rule in two 
different ways namely, as objective case and kriya or action. 
He follows the Bhasyakara in this interpretation. The gramma
rian says that when a person establishes a relation with 
another through a verb or through the objective case of a 
verb C as the rule Indicates), he does so with a definite 
motive. According to him, sometimes he'Intends to show honour 
or favour to a person by establishing such a relation with 

him and sometimes he desires to attain merit etc. through his 
action,It is clear from this explanation that the gramma
rian is greatly influenced by Jinendrabuddhi also. But, he 
does not accept the view of Jinendrabuddhi that the term Sam- 

pradana denotes sanyak pradfyate yasmai tat Sampradiham.

Hemacandra shows that the prefixes sbhi and pra 
used in the expression abhipreya are significant. He does not 
explain the significance of the prefixes. But, he says that 
as a result of the use of the prefixes in the term, the defi
nition does not apply to the terms raj aka etc. in the senten
ces rajakasya vastraro dadati, raj no danddm dadati and ghnatah

I * * * ♦

/Sr _prstham dadati. On the other hand, he shows that the difinl- 
tion covers the word vita (wind) in the sentence vat ay a caksur
dadati and the word <?ehatra in the sentence nchatriya cap at am

• «
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dadati for these very prefixes.82 The above explanation shows

that the prefixes possess a wide range of meaning. The gramma-
/

rian offers a new interpretation on the prefixes. This is an 

important contribution of the grammarian towards the develop

ment of the Paninian concept of the dative case. Jlnendrar 

buddhi already states that the use of the prefixes possesses 

some, special significance. He does not explain the signifi

cance. Hemacandra explains this significance for the first 

time very clearly.

He accepts the Paninian rules sprherlpsitah and
• oJ

krudhadruhersasuyarthSnamyatti prati kopah also.83 But, he
• ® » *

says that the dative case is only optionally used with the

verb sprhayati. He presents an illustration in order to
♦

clarify his view.84

He explains the significance of the terms yan, 
prati and kopah in the second definition.8®

Hemacandra does not refer to the remaining defini

tions of Sampradana offered by Panini. He also does not refer
t

/ * ^
to such examples of the dative case as satrave bhayam dadati 

and bhayani datta Sltayai.
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Bopadeva introduces the technical term bha for  

Sampradana 1c sir ale a. He offers a long definition of bha. In
1’C.

this definition, he reiprates the view of Sarvavarma that 

the term Sampradaha denotes a person to whom the agent desi-

res to give a thing completely. He also presents the essence 

of the Panlnlan rules such as rucyarthanan priyaminah, sprhe- 
etc. in *. definition.8® ‘ '

Burgldasa B-dvivigl  sa

Durgadasa Vldyivagisa critically  explains the view 

of Bopadeva discussed above, The explanation is the same as 

that of Susena already discussed by us. Durgadasa says that
r •

according to the said view, the term VIpra  in the sentence 
__ _ * _ par

Vipraya gam dadati is a case of Sampradana excellence.
t

But, the term ra^aka in the sentence rajakasya vastran dadati
\

is not a case of Sampradaha at all. The grammarian refers to
t — _ , _ / ,

the sentences sisyaya capatam dadati and satrave bhayam dadati

in this connection, He says that the dative case is used in
t1

the terms si^ya etc. in these sentences in a secondary sense 

only. He means by this that the verb dadati in these cases 

does not denote the sense of a complete gift  but it  denotes 

some other sense.87 We have already discussed the meaning of
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i _ _ 4
daditi in the sentence sisyaya capetant dadati. In the second

* * *

sentence, again, the verb dadati denotes the sense of janayati 

(generating). This analysis shows that the dative case is used 

in the above sentence in a secondary sense.

Sia.a-Ja£^avjki.aa

Rama Tarkavaglsa also critically explains the view 

of Bopadeva on Sampradanakaraka. According to him, Bopadeva 

means by the expression yasmai dltsa in Ms definition that

the term .Sampradana denotes a person to whom the agent gives\
an article voluntarily and permanently. He says that Pinini 

also offers the same meaning of Sampradana in the rule karmana 

yam abhipraiti sa Sampradanam. He clarifies the above concept 

of sampradana with the help of two appropriate Illustrations

namely, IS. pray a gin dadati and mi sin asmai tilabhyah praya-
■ • ♦

cchatl. In this connection, he clearly states that the dative 

casd is not applicable to the terms raj aka etc. in the sen

tences rajakasya vastrarn dadati, raj no dandam dadati and

ghnatah prsthaw daditi according to the concept of Sampradana
• »»° •

presented by Bopadeva. The reason for this is already clear to

us. He also refers to the sentences bhayani datta Sltlyai,
/ « «•

satrave bhayaindadati etc. in Ms discussion. In these sen

tences, the dative case is used in the terms Sita etc. The
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use of the dative ease in these terms cannot be justified 

according to the definition of Bopadeva. Rai*ia TarkavagSsa 

says that the speaker himself intends the use of the dative 

ease in such instances and therefore, it is justified.80

.Sjraayata

The author of the Sir as vat a defines Sampradaha- 

karaka as danapatra or a person to whom an object is donated. 

But, the grammarian is not satisfied with this definition. 

Therefore, he explains the term Sampradaha more clearly in 

his vrtti. He says that when a person completely gives a 

thing to another person with proper devotion and with a 

desire to attain the result of his action, the person who 

receives the object is called-the Sampradahakiraka. He clearly 

states that the person must be worthy of such a gift. He 

cites an appropriate example of the dative case in order to 

bring home to us his view. The example is Veda vide gain 

dadati. It implies that a person gives a cow completely 

to a Vedic scholar with proper devotion and a desire to 

attain some merit. The Vedic scholar, as the very term suggests 

is worthy of the said gift, Thus, the Vedic scholar is a case 

of Sampradana pSr excellence in the said example.
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The author of the Sarvasvata lays emphasis on vasaria 

or the desire on the part of the giver to attain the result 

of his action in his definition, Thus, there is a difference 

between him and earlier grammarians. He says that the term 

raj an in the sentence rajno dandara dadati is not a case of
* i »

Sampradaha because* it is not covered by his definition. He 

clarifies the point as follows. When a person pays an amount 

to a king as fine, he does so under compulsion. He does not 

Pay the fine out of devotion to the king or with the desire 

to attain some merit through his act. Therefore, the king 

who receives the money from him is not the dative case. He 

also excludes the term raj aka in the sentence rajakasya vas- 

t rain dadati from the scope of the dative case. He shows that 

sometimes the dative case is used in a word even when it does 

not denote the regular sense of the case. He quotes the 

Passage (dadau) vyajena Raghava. karam from the Raghu-vansa 

of Kalidasa in order to substantiate this view.9®

The author of the Sarvasvata classifies the dative
g

case into three sub-groups namely, Anumantr, Anirakartr and

Prerska.91 He follows, Bhartrharl in this classification.

He places such examples of the dative case as patye sete etc.

under a separate rule namely kriyaya yam abhipraitl so'pi 
92Sampradanam. The grammarian shows no originality in it.
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' Candrakirti

Candrakirti explains the term danapatra as the 

person who becomes the owner of the object which is given 

to him with a pious motive.95

SiiaisBBffla

Ramasrama prefers to remain silent regarding the
— TU _ „

said views of Anubhutisvqjfipacary a on the dative case.

SMaafraa

Padmanabha Datta defines Sampradana as pradanabhi- 

sambadhyamanan Sampradiham.94 It is clear from his own inter-

pretation of the definition that the grammarian presents the 

etymological meaning of the term in It. He clarifies the 

definition with three significant illustrations. One of these 

illustrations is s^trave bhayain dadati. It deserves our 

serious attention. The sentence satrave bhayain dadati Indi-

cates that a person causes fear in the mind of his enemy. 

According to Padmanibha, this is also a case of an absolute 

gift.95 This is certainly a controversial issue.
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The grammarian  accepts  the  Paninian  rules  sprherip-  

sitah  and  dhareruttaffiarnah.  But.  he does  not  refer  to  the
t  »

other  rules  of  the  grammarian  such  as  rucyartharian  priya-  

manah,  radhiksyor  yasya  viprasnah  etc.

Vl|nuroilga

Visnumisra  clearly  explains  the  view  of  Padmanabha
9 ®

on Sampradanakaraka.  He offers  a critical  Interpretation  on  

the  etymological  meaning  'of  the  term  Sampradana.  He mainly

reiterates  the  traditional  views  in  it.  He clarifies  the
/

meaning  of  the  term  dana  offered by  .fflnendrabuddhl  in  the  

interpretation . 96 Visnumisra^e  shows  that  the  verb  dadati  , 

in the  sentence  satrave  bhayan  dadati  does  not  denote  the  

sense  of  a complete  gift.  According  to  him,  the  dative  case  

is  used  in  the  term  satru  in  the  sentence  and similar  other  

sentences  such  as  bhayani  datta  Sftayai  only  in  a secondary  

sense,because , 1 the  sense  of  abhi  or  "abhimukhya is  not  present

in them. 97

Harlnamamr ta

Jivagoswiml  apparently  follows the  author  of  the  

Supadma in  the  definition  of  Sampradana  offered  by  him.  The

\
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definition is pradeylbohisambadhyamanano Sampradaham.98 The 

term pradeya in it is synonymous with the term pradana in 

the definition of Padmanabha* It is needless to sany that 

the author of the Harlnimamrta presents the etymological 

meaning of Sampradana in the definition. He explains the 

term pradeya as pradeyamatyntikan deyam. The grammarian does 

not think it necessary to clarify the exact significance of 

this expression. He says that the term ppradeya plays a 

significant role in the definition. It excludes the terms 

raj aka and hantr in the sentences rajakasya vastran daditi
P

— 9(
and hantuh prsthan dadati from the scope of the dative case.

JfvagoswamT accepts the Paninian rules rucyarthl- 

maii prlyaminah sprlaerlpsitah; etc. But, he remodels them.100

It is clear from the above discussion that the 

grammarian has no original contribution to the concept of 

Sampradana. He merely presents the traditional ideas on 

Sampradanakaraka in his grammar.

J&azagoEa&iaimij

The author of the Prayogaratnamala also subscribes 

to the view that the term Sampradana denotes samyak pradfyate 

yasmai tat SampradSnam. He presents the above idea in the 

following kirika in his grammar.
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_ «■ f - 101
Sarny ag dan arc yarmuddisya...........Sampradanam tadisyate.

# * 9

The grammarian appropriately explains the idea in his commen-
102tary, He rigidly follows Jinendrabuddhi in this explanation.

He offers a separate rale namely, kriyayog© yannimittam etc. 

in order to justify the use of the dative case in the exam-

ples Patye sete etc. He accepts the Paninlan rules racyar- 

thaham prlyamanah, sprhesTpsitah and the like and also the
• 4 o 9

# ^ 103
vartika karmanah karanasanjna etc.

S.amBradana in philosophical schools

Kgrakacakra

^ _, f
Bhavananda SiddhantavagTsa accepts the Panlnian 

definition karmana yam ahhipraiti sa Sampradanam as the 

appropriate definition of Sampradana, He critically explains 

the concept of Sampradana presented in the definition. 

According to this explanation, the term Sampradana denotes 

a particular being which acts as the locus of the result 

that is generated by the objective case of a verb. But he

says that the objective case must be the kirana or the cause
*

of the action denoted by the verb. According to him, the 

said being is the uddesya of the agent because, the agent 

intends to make it the locus of the result.1®4 Let us clarify
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the, view with th© help of an illustration namely, Vi  pray a 

garadadatl. In this illustration, the cow is the objective 

case of the verb dadati. It is the karana or the immediate
9

antecedent of the act of giving as denoted by the verb. When 

the cow is given away by its owner to the Brahman a, the 

Brahmana becomes the new owner of it. This ownership is the 

result of the act of giving which is generated by the cow. 

Thus, the Brahmana is the Sampradana karaka or the dative 

case in the illustration. He is the uddesya of the agent 

because the agent intends to make him the locus of the said 

result.

Bhavahanda says that the objective case is predica-

ted in the definition as Karanibhut aKarma in order to
m

exclude such a locus of a result as Caitra in the sentence 

Caitro grama® gacchati from the scope of the definition.1 

He means by this that Caitra in the sentence Caitro gramam 

gacchati is the locus of the contact which is generated by 

his act of going and the grama or the village is the cause 

of the contact which is a Part of the act. But, it is not 

the cause of the operational part. Therefore, Caitra is not 

a case of Sampradana.

Bhavahanda divides Sampradana into principal and 

secondary. He accepts the etymological meaning of the term 

Sampradana. He says that according to this meaning, when the
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agent intends to transfer the ownership of an object to 

another person, he becomes a ease of Sampradaha or a dative 

esse. He says that this is the primary meaning^of Samprar 

daha.106 This is applicable to such examples of Sampradaha 

as VI  pray a gamdadati, yacakaya bhiksam dadati etc. There- 

fore, the terms Vipra etc. in the above examples are cases of 

primary Sampradaha. But, Bhavinanda says that there are some
__ rs- /

examples of dative case like vrksayodakam asincati, satrave
« O 9

astran muncati and mitraya dutah prepayat! in which Sampra- 

dahakafaka is not used in its so called primary sense. Accor-

ding to the primary sense, the term Sampradaha invariably 

denotes a person who acts as the locus of the ownership which 

is transferred to him by another person. But, in the above 

examples the Sampradahakara denotes some other senses. The 

sentence vrksSyodakam asincati means that the agent pours
o #

water at the root of a tree. The water which is poured by him 

generates blosooms, fruits etc.in the tree. The tree is only 

the locus of such results. Thus, it is a case of secondary 

Sampradaha. The meaning of the second sentence is that a war-

rior shoots arrows at an enemy. The arrows pierce his body and 

generates pain,wounds etc.in his body. The enemy is thus the 

locus of these results. Hence, it is also a case of secondary 

Sampradaha. The third sentence means that a particular king 

sends a messenger to a friendly king with a message. The
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friendly king knows the message through the messenger. Thus* 

h© is th© locus of the knowledge of the message. It shows 

that he is also a case of a secondary Sampradana.

Bhavananda Siddhlntavaglsa opines that when the 

sraddha ceremony is performed in honour of the deceased 

ancestors* they derive pleasure from the articles which are 

offered to them. But, they do not become the owners of the 

articles. Therefore, they are not the cases of Sampradana.

On the other hand, when a devotee offers a cow to god Rudra, 

he becomes the owner of It. Therefore, he is a case of Sampra- 

dlha. It is for this reason, we use the expression Rudraya 

gam^dati,108

The philosopher explains that a particular person 

becomes a case of Sampradana either by accomplishing the 

result which is denoted by the verb or by inspiring the agent 

to accomplish th® act of giving by formally approving the 

proposed act. He says that according to a section of scholars, 

again, a person becomes a case of Sampradana by formally 

accepting the ownership of an object which is transferred to 

him by another person. They opine that the deceased ancestors 

do not accept the ownership of the articles which are offered 

to them in the srlddha ceremony. Therefore, they are not 

cases of Sampradana. They also maintain the view that Lord 

Rudra is a case of secondary Sampradana only in the example
• ’ -jog

Rudraya glint dadati. They do not clarify the v!,ew.
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Bhavananda refers to the Paninlan rules rucyar- 

thanam prlyamanah and dharer uttamarnah, He illustrates
• * O 9

these rules with two suitable illustrations namely, Naradaya

rocate kalahah and Vaisyaya sat am dharayati. He shows that
• 0

the terms Narada and Vaisya in the sentences are not cases 

of Sampradana at all. He says that they actually denote a 

non-specified relation. He thus proves that these two rules 

have no contribution to the concept of the dative case.

It is clear from the above discussion that Bhav«£* 

nanda tries to give us a very clear and comprehensive idea 

of the dative case in Sanskrit grammar. He shows great origi-

nality in his concept of the dative case. He lays emphasis 

on the intention of the agent in the concept. He is probably 

guided by the view of Baradatta that the term abhipraitl in 

the Paninian definition denotes Fpsati, The philosopher is 

silent regarding such examples of Sampradinakaraka as patye 

sete or yuddhaya samnabyate. The philosopher nicely distin-

guishes between a case of KartsT and a case of Sampradana. He 

certainly excels the grammarians in this matter.

The author of the Slramanjarl accepts the defini-

tion k arm ana yam abhipraitl sa Sampradanam as given by Panin!
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as the appropriate definition of Ssmpradaha. He interprets 

the definition exactly in the same manner as his predecessor 

Bba vihanda Si ddhantaVaglsa.1 * *

Bha vihanda gives two distinct meanings of the verb

dadati which is inseparably related to the concept of Samprar
— 112 dana presented by him. Jayakrsna accepts both these meanings.

« / *

The philosopher shows that the fourth inflexion 

which is used in the terms Narada etc. in such sentences as 

Naradaya rocate kalahah, nrpiya siagnate ^praya satam dharar 

yate Sudrah and the like denote various senses. According to 

him, in the sentence Naradaya rocate kalahah, the fourth 

inflexion used in Narada denotes sambandhitva. In other words, 

it denotes that the term kalaha (quarrel) has a non-spedfied 

relation with Narada. Jayakrsna says that the fourth inflexion

attached to the word nrpa in the sentence nrpaya slaghate
• •

vandi denotes vlsayatva while it denotes sambandhitva in the
/ / _

Vlpra in the sentence Vi  pray a satam dharayate Sudrah, He 

further says that in the sentences Devadattaya krudhyati and 

putriya sprhayati, the fourth inflexion is used in the sense 

of the objective case.113

The above discussion shows that the author of the 

Saramafijarl does not treat the words Narada etc. in the said, 

sentences even as cases of secondary Sampradana k nr aka.
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/ / _ / _
laMassfeM RSa&aglfea

Jagadlsa Tarkalaiikara offers an independent defi-

nition of Sampradaha karaka. According to this definition, 

the meaning of the fourth inflexion which is related to the 

meaning of a root in a sentence is known as Sampradanakaraka 

or the dative case. Jagadi/a, however, shows that the defi-

nition does not cover a few specified roots. He also speci-

fies the fourth inflexion in his definition.^4

He clarifies his concept of Sampradana with the 

help of a few suitable illustrations. He first cites the 

illustration Brlhmanaya dan am dhanasya in order to show that 

the fourth inflexion which is attached to the word Brihmana 

in it is the Sampradanakaraka. He says that the root da in 

the term dana denotes the renunciation of one's ownership 

over an article which makes another person the owner of it.

In the above illustration, such an articles is the wealth.

The Brahmana acquires the ownership of this wealth from its 

previous owner through the gift, ^agadlsa shows that the. 

meaning of the fourth inflexion which is attached to the 

word Brahmana is related to the said ownership. The fourth 

inflexion denotes the pratiyogltva or the nirupakatva of the
Op

ownership. The term pratiyogitva here denotes the correlative 

of the ownership while the term nirupakatva indicates that 

the ownership is related to a specified person. How, we can
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explain the sentence Brahmanaya danan dhanasya as follows.

A person gives up his ownership over his wealth in favour 

of a Brihmana. Thereby the Brihmana acquires the ownership 

of this wealth. Thus, he becomes the correlative of the 

ownership of the wealth. The sentence also means that a per-

son renounces his ownership over his wealth in favour of 

another person. The person who acquires the ownership over 

the wealth after it is renounced by its previous owner is a 

Brihmana, Jagadlsa says that the meaning of the fourth inflex-
9

ion as discussed above is thus the Sampradanakaraka or the 

dative case in the illustration.119

Jagadfsa Tarkalanklra does not lay emphasis on the 

formal transference of the ownership of an article to a 

person in his concept of dana, He says that the renunciation 

of the ownership in favour of another person with the reso-

lution 'this object is not mine but of so and so* is itself 

dana. According to him, the ownership of the article is 

automatically acquired by the other person through this act 

of the previous owner. He cites an example to justify this 

view. He shows that sometimes a person sends money or some 

other article to another person living in a foreign country 

by giving up his ownership over it. But, the person dies 

before accepting the money oH the article. In such a case, 

the sons of the deceased person should divide it among them-
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selves as the property Inherited from their father. It is 

clear from this that the renunciation of the ownership of an 

object in favour of a person itself establishes the ownership 

of the person upon the objeot. Jagadls^a, however, says that 

though the formal acceptance of an object from its giver is 

not an essential condition of dana, when a person formally 

accepts an object from the giver, the giver earns some special 

religious merit by his act. He quotes a passage from the 

smrti in support of his statement.116

He distinguishes between two types of gifts, namely 

the gift which is conducive to merit and the gift which is 

not so. He says that when wages are paid or the food is given 

to the slave these are also cases of dana or gift. But, such 

gifts are not meritorious.117 He also states that when some-

thing is sold for a certain price, it is also a case of dana. 

Thus, the person who buys the object becomes a case of pri-
^ *J -Jo

mary Sampradana. This discussion clearly shows that 

JagadTsa attributes a wider meaning to dana and thereby to 

Sampradana than the grammarians.

JagadTsa does not accept some important  views of 
/- /_
Sulapani. Sulapani says that the formal acceptance of a gift 

by the intended person is an essential condition of dana. 

According to him, when a person renounces his ownership over 

some possession in favour of a person but it is not accepted
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by the person* it is not a case of diha. It is simply a case 

of renouncing the possession. But Jagadf/a says that this 

concept is gratuitous. He, therefore, lays emphasis on his 

own definition of daha or a gift.119

The philosopher clearly discusses the point that 

whenever the meaning of the fourth inflexion is related to 

the meaning of a root, it is not a case of Sampradraia. He 

says that in the example gram ay a gatah, the meaning of the
9

fourth inflexion which is attached to the word grama is 

related to the meaning of the root gam (to go) in the word 

gatah. But, the word graina in the example is not a dative 

case. Therefore, Jagadisa excludes a few specified roots like 

gam etc. from the scope of the definition. He also says that 

in the sentence vrksaya seeakah, the fourth inflexion which 

is attached to the term vrksa denotes the sense of a verb
* i

ending in the suffix tumun, namely, sanvardhayltum. It is 

related to the meaning of the root sic in the word sec aka.

But, the term vrksa is not a case of Sampradana. Similar is
r , #

/
the case of phalaya yati etc. Therefore, Jagadisa uses the 

predicate vigrahasthaya in his definition. The term vigrahas- 

tha indicates the fourth inflexion which remains indepen-

dently.120

He critically interprets the examples of Samprar*
_ ̂

dahakaraka like Mai tray a rocate modakah, gurava gam dharayate,
9 #
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put ray a radhyatl etc. in his vrtti on the definition of
^ fha.\j a.-re. -no-t .X/reoJk-oL « S ea_s*-s §cuw*-|>rG.£t e^na.

Sarapradaha^by the logicians Bhavananda and Jayakrsna. But, 
they are regular examples of Sampradanakaraka according to. 
the definition of Jagadfsa.1S^

Jagadlsa offers a definition of Sampradana which 
is different from the easier definitions. But, it is clear 

from his interpretation of the definition that he also lays 

emphasis on the etymological meaning of the term already 
known to us. He offers an illuminating discussion on the defi
nition in his vrtti. A great advantage of the definition is 
that it covers all the examples of Sampradiha in Sanskrit 
grammar.

JZaUiBafiajafla

The author of the VyutpattiVSda accepts all the 

definitions of Sampradiha given by Panini. He interprets 
these definitions in an.appropriately critical manner. The 
philosopher gives as a very clear and comprehensive idea of 
the dative case in his interpretations.

Gadadhara lays special emphasis on the first and 
the most important definition of Sampradiha given by Panini
namely, k arm ana yam abhipraiti sa Sampradaham. The grammarians

$

like Haradatta, KaWttdabhatta etc. explain the term abhipraiti
' p +  ♦ «
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as Tpsati. Whan this interpretation is accepted, the meaning 

of definition stands as Sampradana or the dative case denotes 

one with whom the agent intends to establish a relation 

through the objective case of the verb. But, this interpre-

tation does not give us a clear idea of the term Sampradana. 

Gadadhara gives us the exact idea which is presented by the 

grammarians in the above interpretation in an implicit 

manner. He states that according to the above interpretation, 

the term Sampradana denotes one whom the agent intends to 

make the possessor of the result which belongs to the objec-

tive case af the verb used in the sentence,122 He refers to

the sentence Brihmanlya garri dadatl in this connection and
* •

states that the above meaning of the definition is applicable 

to the word Brihmana in the sentence. The agent (i.e. the 

giver) intends to transfer the ownership of the cow to the 

Brabmana through tyaga or the act of giving and thus, the
-9

— _ 1 S3Brihmana is a clear case of Sampradana.

Gadadhara explains tyaga or the act of giving very 

clearly. He says that tyaga indicates the desire to renounce 

one*s ownership over an object and to transfer it to another 

person. Accord ng to the philosopher, the person who becomes 

the object of such a desire of the agent is the case of 

Sampradana pdr excellence, ^24 He shows that there are some 

cases of secondary dative case also. He refers to such sen-
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/ * _
tences as satrave bhayani dadati in order to give us a clear 

idea of such a dative case*

Let us now explain his views on the secondary dative

case. He says that in the sentences satrave bhayain dadati etc.
<$ >

the verb dadati does not denote the sense of tyaga discussed 

above. But it denotes some other sense. He explains the sen-

tence satrave bhayaro dadati itself in order to clarify the 

point. He shows that the verb dadati in it denotes the sense 

of generating fear. Thus, the word satru (enemy) in the sen-

tence is not a primary case of Sampradana. But, he states that 

it is otherwise covered by the rule k arm an a yam abhipraiti sa 

Sampradanam, We have already discussed the clarification given 

by him on the interpretation of the rule offered by the gramma-

rians. He shows that the meaning of the rule as given by him 

applies to the word satru and similar other words. Thus, the

word satru and such other words are cases of Sampradana in a
125secondary sense.

Gadadhara opines that the verb dadati in the senten-

ces rajakasya vastrarj dadati, sanivahakaya caranam dadati etc.

also denote a secondary meaning only, Therefore, the words

raj aka etc, in the sentences are not cases of Sampradana. He
1clearly explains the meaning of the verb in the sentences.

We are surprised to learn that in certain cases 

even when the verb dadati denotes a secondary sense, the
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person related to the verb is a case of Sampradana while in 

some other cases, it is not so. It appears to us that such a 

discrimination is shown by the philosopher and many of his 

predecessors in the philosophical and the grammatical school 

under the impact of tradition.

The author of the T^utpattivada opines that the 

terms yuddha etc, ending in the fourth inflexion in the sen-

tences yuddhaya sannahyate, Patye sate and the like are not 

cases of Sampradana. This Is a significant departure from the

well known view of Pat an j all that the above terms are cases
- 127of Sampradana,

Gadidhara critically explains the sentences Nara- 

daya rocate kalahah, puspebhyah sprhayatl, putraya krudhyatl 

etc. He states that the words Narada etc. in these sentences 

are cases of Sampradana. He cites the relevant ^aninian rules 

in order to justify his view. But, Gadadhara clearly shows 

that the Sampradanakiraka is used in them in various senses 

such as asrayitva visayitva, Karmatva etc.128

IfriffiaoAqtiNgi,

Gaga Bhatta defines Sampradana as dhitvarthakar-
V ft

maj anyavyipiroddesyatvam Sampradahatvam,129 The meaning of 

this definition is as follows. When the agent Intends to

\
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make e person the locus of the operation or operations gene-

rated by the objective case of a verb, the said person is 

called Sampradana. Gaga Bhatta clarifies the above idea with
» o

the help of the illustration VI  pray a g*am daditi. He says that 

in this example, the term >kpra is the uddesya of the opera-

tions namely, milking etc. which are generated by the objec-

tive case of the verb daditi, that is, the cow. In other 

words, he means to say that the agent intends to make the 

Vipra or the Brihmana the locus of the said operations. Accor- 

ding to him, the Vipra is a case of Sampradana in this parti-

cular sense.130

Let us clarify the import of the above statement 

of Gaga Bhatta. He means by the statement that the agent
p *

gives away the cow to the Vipra with the intention that the 

Vipra will  milk the cow in order to obtain the milk required 

by him and will  utilise other services of the animal. It Is 

clear from this interpretation that the definition of Sampra- 

daha as given by Gaga Bhatta is applicable to the word Vipra
Q w

in the example. We have already shown that Nagesa deplores
of

such a concept Sampradanakaraka.

The philosopher probably realises that his defini-

tion has become cryptic. Therefore, he offers a simpler defi-

nition of Sampradana. According to this definition, the 

person who formally receives a cow or some other object which
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is donated to him by another person is known as Sampradana.

He says that the Paninian definition k arm ana yam abhipraiti 

sa Sampradiham also denotes this very sensed3*

Gaga Bhatta says that the modern Mimimsakas define
0 0 O',

Sampradana in a different way. Their definition is drstad- 

viraka-dhatsrarthoddesyatvam Sampradanatvam. According to 

this definition} the locus of the visible result or results 

as generated by an action is the Sampradanakaraka. The philo- 

- sopher shows that this definition is applicable to all the 

examples of Sampradana.3̂®

* He discusses the concept of sega and sesi. He clari-

fies the concept of lesi with the help of the example Maitra- 

varunaya dandani prayacchati quoted from the Kim ansa. °
*  A

He also explains the Paninian rules rucyarthiriam 

priyamanah, dhareruttamarnah etc. in an appropriate manner?34

Gaga Bhatta has very little original contribution
9 »

to the concept of Sampradanakaraka. He follows the Paninian 

concept of Sampradana in his discussion. He, however, furni-

shes the different views of the Kfmansakas on the term 

Sampradana. He does not reject the sentence rajakaya vastran 

dadati as incorrect. But, he saysvthat it is only a secon-

dary use.135 '
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chapter  VI

Mlflina

Madina.in..the Panini an school

■ Paninl

Panini defines Apadihaklraka or the ablative ease 
as dhruvam apaye Apadanam.1 But, the grammarian thinks that 

this definition alone is not able to cover all the cases of 
Apidahakaraka. Therefore, he offers seven other definitions 
of it. They are : bhltrartharian bhayahetuh, parajerasodhah,

„ , P O i

varinarthariim Ipsitah, antardhau yeriadarsanamicchati, Itkhya- 
topayoge, Janikartuh prakrtlh and bhuvah prabhavah.2

Kityayana adds a supplementary rule, namely Jugup-
s*aviramapramadarthariam upasankhyinam to the rules offered by
Panini on the ablative case.

%

SsAsOjl all.

Patanj all shows that the first definition of Apldana
given by Panini namely, dhruvam apaye Apadanam is very sign!- 

<1
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fleant, There is the term dhruva in the definition which 

literally means a static object. Therefore, it appears to us 

that the definition is applicable only to a static object 

such as a tree or a mountain. But, Patanjail interprets the 

term dhruva in the definition in an entirely different manner. 

He shows in this interpretation that Apadahakiraka not only 

denotes a static object but also a moving one such as a run-

ning horse. He examines the other definitions of Apldina also

given by Pahini. He clearly shows that these definitions are 
0

redundant.

Patanjall gives us a clear idea of the term dhruva. 

He first says that the term dhruva denotes such an object as 

a tree which remains static when a leaf is separated from it 

or a wall which does not move from its place when a Part of 

it collapses.4 But, he immediately realises that if  the term 

is used in such a rigid sense, a moving object will  not be 

a case of Apidana. Therefore, he gives a new interpretation 

of dhruva. He presents a few illustrations in which some 

moving objects becomes the cases of Apadaha. Two of these 

illustrations are asvat trastat pititah (i.e. he has fallen
f

from the back of a running horse) and rathat pravltat patitah
r

(i.e, he has fallen from a moving chariot). Patanjali says 

that in these two illustrations, the moving horse and the 

moving chariot are also cases of dhruva. It is a fact that
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they  are  not  dhruva  or  static  in  the  popular  sense of  the  

term.  But,  Patanjali  shows  that  there  is  a deeper  significance  

of  the  term  dhruva  beneath  the  superficial  meaning  of  the  

term  in  such  cases.  According  to  him,  a horse  possesses  the  

connotations  namely  asvatva  and  asugamitva  which  do not  lose  

their  essenee  as  a result  of  the motion  of  the  horse.  The 

term  asvatva  denotes  a universal by  dint  of  which  a horse
_ f  _

becomes  a horse.  The term  asugamitva  denotes the  speediness  

of a horse.  These  two  characteristics  remain  unchanged  even  

in  a moving  horse,  Patanjali  says  that  the  moving horse  is  a 

case  of  dhruva  in  such  a sense.  He shows  that  a chariot  gives  

pleasure  to  its  rider;.  This  quality  of  the  chariot  is  not  

lost  even  when it  is  in  motion.  Thus,  a moving  chariot  is  also  

a case  of  dhruva.  Similarly,  he states  that  when  a person  etc.  

is  separated  from  a group  that  is  in  motion,  it  also  becomes 

a case  of  dhruva.  The group possesses  the  universal  called
Us*  l f  B _

sarthatva  which  is  not  even  it  is  in  motion, 0 He further
*

shows  that  the  sense  of  dhruva  is  applicable  in  a similar

manner  to  a running  horse  also  when a rider  falls  from  its 

6
back.

According  to  Patanj  ali ,  the  term  aPaya  in  the  rule  

dhruvam  apaye  Apadanam denotes  either  a real  separation  

between  two  or  more  objects or  an ideal  one.  He clearly  shows  

that  the  sense of  a real  separation  or  an ideal  separation
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between  two  or  more  objects  is  invariably  present  in  the  

illustrations  of  the  rules bhltrarthanari  bhayahetuh,  para-

jerasodhah,  varariarthariam  Ipsitah  etc.  Therefore,  he rejects
» » •

these rules  as  redundant.

He critically  examines  two  illustrations  of  the  

rule  bhltrarthanari  bhayahetuh.  These  illustrations  are  vrke-
t  *

bhyo  bibheti  (he  is  afraid  of  wolves)  and  caurebhyas  tray  ate  

(i.e.  he saves  a person  from  falling  into  the  hands  of  thieved.

'  According  to him,  the  first illustration  indicates  that  there  

is  an ideal  separation  between the  man and  the  wolves  of  

which  he is  afraid  and  the  second  illustration  indicates  

that  there is  an ideal  separation  between  the  person and  the  

thieves  from whose hands  he  is  saved  by  another  man.  Patanjali  

says  that  when a man is  afraid of  wolves,  he thinks  "if  wolves  

see  me,  they  will  surely  kill  me" and  then  parts  with  wolves  

by his  mind.  Thus,  there  is  both  an ideal  contact  and  an  

ideal  separation  between  the  manSi and  the  wolves  tie  fears  

for.  According  to  Patanj  ali,  the  rule  dhruvan  apiye  Apadanam 

is  applicable  to  the  illustration  in  this  particular  sense.

He shows  that  the  rule  is  applicable  to  the  second  illus -

tration  also  in  a similar  sense.  He states  that  when a person  

saves  another  person from  falling  into  the  hands  of  thieves,  

he thinks  of  the  danger  which  will  befall  SB him  if  he is  

seen  by  thieves  and  keeps  him  away from  them.  In  the  view
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of Patanj all, when the man keeps the other man away from 

thieves in this way, he separates the man from these miscrea-

nts by his mind. Therefore, he says that the rule dhruvam 

apaye Apadinam is applicable to the illustration canrtebhyas
_ 7

tray ate.

The Bhasyakara gives one illustration of the rule 

paraj erasodhah namely, adhyayahfct para;) ay ate. According to him, 

adhyayanitpara^ayate means that a student seriously thinks 

of the difficulties which he faces as a student and gives up 

his studies. Thus, there is an ideal separation in this case 

also between the student and his studies. Therefore, the 

Bhasyakara places the illustration adhyayanttparajayate also
___ _ _ q

under the rule dhuvam apaye Apadana^ltself.®

He shows that the same mental process is involved

even in the illustrations of the rules varanarthanam Ipsltah
• •

and antardhau yenadarsanam icchati such as masebhyo ga vara- 

yati (i, e. he restrains the cows from entering into the pulse 

field of another man) and upadhyiyad antardhatte (i.e. he 

hides himself from his preceptor).

He says that a person restrains his cows from 

entering into the pulse-field of another person because, he 

thinks that if  his eows enter into the pulse-field of the 

other man, they will  surely spoil the pulses and thus, he 

will  comit a sin and the king will  also punish him for his
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carelessness. According to Patanj ali, when the man thinks so,

he brings about an ideal contact between the cows and the

pulses of the other man. Again, whan he restrains the cows,

he separates them from the pulses by his mind. Therefore, the

grammarian opines that the illustration mlsebhyo ga varayati

also falls within the scope of the rule dhruvam apaye Apida- 
9nam.

He gives the following view on the illustration

upadhyayatL antardhatte. When a student hides himself from the

sight of his teacher, he thinks "if  my teacher sees me, he

will  surely rebuke me for not attending my classes. He may

also send me to some place. Therefore, let me hide myself

from his sight". Thus, there is both an ideal contact and an

ideal separation between the student and the teacher in the

illustration and hence, it is also covered by the rule dhruvam

apaye Apldaham Itself.10

Patanjali says that there is a real separation

between a teacher iand the knowledge which he imparts to a

student. Therefore, he opines that the rule aUhyatopayoge is 
11redundant.

He rejects the rules janikartuh prakrtih and bhuvah
« a *

prabhavalj also on a similar ground. He gives two illustra-

tions of the first rule. These illustrations are gomayad 

vr sciko jay ate Ci.e. scorpions originate from cowdung) and
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gQlomavilonahhyo  durva  jayate  (i*e  the  durva  grass  originates  

from  the  hairs  of  a  cow or  a goat)*  He presents  one illustration  

of  the  second  rule,  that  is  Himavato  Ganga ^rabhavati •

He says  that  when scorpions  originate  from  eowdung  

or  durva  grassess  originate  from  the  hairs  of a cow or  a goat,  

there  is  a real  separation  between  the  cause  and  the  effect*

Thus,  he shows  that  the  rule  janlkartf^uh  prakrtlh  is  redundant*

But,  he realises  that  sometimes,  the  separation  between the  

cause  and  the  effect  is  not  complete*  Moreover,  in  some illus-

trations  of  the  rule  such  as  dugdhad  dadhi  bhavati ,  there  is  

apparently  no real  separation  between  the  cause  and  the  effect*
,-W~ <J^

Therefore ,  he refers  to  the  philosophical  concepts  such  as  ksanikatva
h •  *  •

etc*  which indicate  on ideal  separation  between  the  cause  and  the  

effect  12.

He shows  that  the,  illustration  Hiraavato  Ganga  pra- 

bhavati  also  indicates  a real  separation  between  the  Himalayas  

and  the  waters  of  the  Ganges which  constantly  flow  from  it*

We may,  however,  raise  an objection  against  this  interpretation 

because,  wxe we do not  see  any  such  separation  between  the  

mountain and  the  waters  of  the  river •  PataHjali  anticipates 

such  an objection*  Therefore,  he says  that  this'  separation  

exists  but  because  the  waters  are  continuously  appearing  from  

the  mountain,  we  do not  see  this  separation*  13 It  is  clear  

from  his  interpretation  that  the  river  Ganges in reality,  Is
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not one river. It reminds us of a famous observation of the 

Greek philosopher Heraclitus that a man cannot step twice 

into the same river.

Patanj ali critically interprets the virtika jugup- 

saviramapramadarthanim upasankbyinam also. He clearly shows 

in this interpretation that this rule is also redundant. He 

gives a few appropriate illustrations of the rule such as 

dharmad vlramati, dharmat pramadyatl etc. According to him, 

the sense of an ideal separation between two objects is inva-

riably indicated by these illustrations also. As for example,
9

he says that dharmad vlramati implies that an atheist consi-

ders religion as non-existent and keeps aloof from religious 

activities. Thus, there is an ideal separation between the 

person and the religions activities.14 Similar Is the case 

in the case of other illustrations of the virtika presented 

by him such as adharmad vlramati, adharmat pramadyatl etc.

In the case of adharmat ̂vlramati, adharmat pramadyatl etc., 

the person who keeps away from irreligious deeds in invariably
' i

a natheist.
The. «.

®b/v8tatis that when we use such expressions as 

Sankasyakebbyah Pataliputraka abhi/rupatarah, we bring about
*  4 »

a separation between the objects compared by our mind.15 This 

shows that the Paninian rule pane am e vibhakte is redundant.

Patanjall also opines that when a person sees some-

thing from a chair etc. there is a separation between the
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organ of sight and the object which acts as the locus of the 

person and thus, the object is a clear case of Apadina. He 

indirectly refers to the Nysya philosophy and the Buddhist 

philosophy of momentariness in the discussion. He cites two

illustrations namely, asanat preksate and sayariat preksate
« •

in order to clarify the idea,16 Thus, the grammarian shows 

that the vartika Pane ami vi dhane lyablope K arm anyu pas ankhy a- 

nam.

E2&L3&

Kaiyata explains every important view of the Bhlsya- 

kara on the Paninian rules of Apidanakiraka most appropriately. 

We can refer in this connection to the interpretations given 

by him on such views of the Bhasyakara as yattadasve asvatvam 

asugamitvam taddhruvam tacca vivaksitaw under dhruvam apaye
1 1 f

Apadanam,17 athava jyotirvai jnanani bhavanti18 under the

rule akhyitopayoge, and athava anylscinyasca pradurbhavanti
19under the rule janikartuh prakrtih.

0 Da

He explains the term dhruva in the same manner as 
20Bhartrhari. But, this is probably not the meaning intended 

by Patanjali.

Kaiyata gives us a very clear idea of the three 

types of Apidanakaraka mentioned by Bhartrhari in his Vakya- 

Padiya.The learned commentator shows that the Bhasyakara
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accepts the logical meaning of the term Ipsita in the rule 

varanlrtKanSn Ip sit ah.22
*  f

Bhartrharl

Like the author of the Mahibhasya, Bhartrharl also 

critically interprets the definitions of Apadana given hy 

Panini. 11a® grammarian properly utilises the views of his 

great predecessor PatanJ ali on the definitions in his inter
pretations. He excels the Bhasyakira in some of the inter-

<►

pretations. He Interprets the definition dhruvam apaye Apadar 

nam in a more critical and exhaustive manner than the Bhasya-
c

kara, He also explains some other views of the Bhasyakara in 

a critical manner.
Bhartrharl accepts the view of Patanjali that the 

term dhruva in the Panini an rule dhruvam apaye Apidanam 

denotes not only a static object but also a dynamic one. 

Patanjali shows that even a dynamic object possesses some 

essential qualities which are not destroyed by its motion and 

in such a sense, it is a case of dhruva. But, Bhartrharl 

gives a different interpretation of dhruva. He says that the 

term dhruva denotes that particular object which does not 

act as a locus of the operation vfaich generates the separation 

between it and another object. Therefore, a dynamic object
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p%
can be a case of dhruva. He interprets the term dhruva

”1» fA/S- to
more clearly as avadhi (i,e, point of separation). He gives

/>
us a broad idea of dhruva. He says that when the rider falls 

from the back of a horse (either static or in motion) , the 

horse is a case of dhruva or avadhi. But, when the horse 

also falls along with the rider from the top of a wall or 

some other object, the object from which it falls is a case 

of dhruva. Then, the grammarian states that when two lambs 

move away from each other, each of them is a case of dhruva 

or avadhi in relation to the motion of the other lamb. In 

this way, he shows that the concept of dhruva is relative.

He refers to another example in order to show this relative 

nature of dhruva. He says that when the emphasis is laid on 

the motion of the horse from the back which the rider falls, 

the rider is a case of dhruva but,when the emphasis is laid 

on the falling of the rider, the horse becomes a case of 

dhruva,28

Bhartrharl accepts another important view of Pat ah-
e

jali that the term apiya in the rule dhruvam apaye Apadaham 

denotes ideal separation also. He shows that an ideal sepa-

ration is indicated by the Paninian rules bhltrirthariam 

bhayahetuh, par^jerasodhah, pancamT vibhakte etc,26 Helarlja 

explains the point appropriately. .
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Patanj all says In his commentary on the Paninian 

rule kairake that we can use the expressions balahako vLdyo- 

tate and balahake vidyotate also in stead of balahajkad 

vidyotate. But, he does not show the difference of their 

meanings. Bhartrhari clearly explains the distinction in 

meaning among them.27 Patanjali also refers to a signifi-

cant expression namely, dhanusa vidhyati under the Paninian

rule sadhakataman Karanam. Bhartrhari says that two distinct
< •

saktis are present in the bow referred to in the sentence

and thus, it may be used as both an instrumental case and
28an ablative case.

The grammarian divides Apadanakaraka into three 

distinct groups namely, Nl rdis#t a visoaya, Bpittavisaya and 

Apeksitakriya. Helaraja and other grammarians properly
9

explain these terms.

Helara,1a

• Helarada appropriately explains the concept of

Apadaha presented by Bhartrhari. Bhartrhari lays emphasis on

the term dhruva given by Pardni in the rule dhruvam apaye

Apadaham in his illuminating discussion on the ablative case.

Helaraja clearly explains the meaning of dhruva discussed by

Bhartrhari. He gives us a very clear idea of Bhartrhari*s 
concept of dhruva.30

We have said that Bhartrhari divides Apadana into
<»

three groups namely, Nirdl stavi say a, Hpattavisaya and A pek si- 
talc riy a. Helaraja clearly explains the above terms and gives
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» _ _ 31
a few suitable illustrations of each groups of Apadana.

Bhartrharl presents the concept of apaksitapaya in the karika

nirdharane vibhakte yah etc. Helaraja appropriately inter-

prets this term. He shows that the author of the Vakyapa-
/

dfya refers to iddal separation by this term. He clarifies 

the meaning of the above karika by properly presenting the 

concept of ideal separation of Patanjali.3^

r

KagfM

We have shown that Patanjall accepts only one defi-

nition of Apadana given by Panini namely, dhruvam aplye Apada  ̂

nam and rejects the other definitions of the term given by 

him as redundant. But, the Vrttlkara accepts all the defini-

tions of Apadana presented by Panini. He appropriately inter-

prets the definitions. The grammarian furnishes almost all
34the illustrations of these definitions from the Mahabhasya.

»

He interprets the term prakrti in the Panini an rule
35 — —janikartuh prakrtlh as hetu, But, the Bhasyakara accepts 

the term exclusively in the sense of the potential cause. It 

Is clear from the commentary of Jinendrabuddhi that the 

interpretation of the Vrttikara is more reasonable than that 

of Pat an j all.
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Jinondrabuddhi shows in the same manner as Patan- 

j all that the Paninian rule dhruvam apiye Apidanam is itself 

able to cover all the illustrations of Apidanakaraka. But, 

he does not reject, the other rules of Apldaha given by

Pahini. According to him# these rules serve an important
%

purpose. He says that Pahini gives us a cdmprehenssive idea

of different types of tpadanakaraka with the help of these 
36

rules.

The grammarian explains the significance of the 

seventh inflexion which is used in the term antardhau in the 

Paninian rule antardhau yenadarsanam icchati. He says that 

seventh inflexion is used in the term in the sense of 

nimitta.37

He also discusses the utility of the term prakrti 

in the Paninian rule janlkartuh prakrtih. According to him,

the term denotes both potential cause and the auxiliary
/

cause in the rule. He shows that if  the term prakrti is not 

mentioned in the rule, it will  be applicable to the potential 

cause alone. As a result of this, the term putra in the sen-

tence putrat pramodo j ay ate (i. e. he derives joy from his son)
38and similar other cases will  not be covered by the rule.
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£a?.a<teJ&a

Haradatta reiterates the view of Jinendrabuddhi 

that Pahini gives us a comprehensive idea of various types 

of Apadlha through the rule bhStiSrthanaffl bhayahetuh etc.
<s >

He does not agree with his predecessor that the 

seventh inflexion used in the term antardhau denotes mimitta. 

According to him* it denotes either vis ay a or it is a case 
of satsaptami.4^

2axxi&&sm i

/
Purusottama also accepts all the definitions of

Apadanakaraka given by Panini. He interprets the definitions

very briefly. He does not offer any new idea in the inter- 
41pretations.

Purusottama classifies Apadana into three distinct

groups namely, Nirdistavisaya, Upattavisaya and Apeksitakriya.► * * • » •

The grammarian rigidly follows Bhartrharl in this classifi
cation*42

£r|ti.4harj c.i i^ y.a

Srstidharacarya critically explains the definitions
> f i

of Apadlha presented by PanLni. His explanations are more
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useful for us to understand the definitions than the brief 

interpretations of Purusottsma.43 The commentator, however,
o

does not throw new light on the concept of Apidana.

Kamacandra is another grammarian who ignores the 

view of the Bhasyakara that the definitions of Apidana such 

as bhitrirthanan bhayahetuh, parljerasodhah etc, given by
9 # m

Panini are redundant. He presents all the definitions of
9

\

Apadana given by Panini and also the vlrtika jugupsavirama 

etc. and briefly interprets them.44 He does not refer any-

where in his interpretations to the said view of the Bhasya*
r. p

kara.

Vitthalacarya Interprets the said definitions of
9 1

Panini and the vlrtika: more clearly than Ramacandra. He ©
synthesises the views of Jinendrabuddhl and Bhartrhari in

45his interpretations.

»

Bhattoji Dik sit a  interprets the term dhruvajtf in 

the Paninian rule dhruvam apaye Apidanam very clearly. There
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are some verbs in Sanskrit grammar which denote motion. Some-

times , the motion indicated by such a verb generates a separ-

ation between two objects. According to Bhattoji, the object
I #

which acts as a locus of this separation but does not act as 

a locus of the motion is denoted* by the term dhruva in the

said Paninian rule. Thus, the term vrksa (tree) in the sen-
• #

tence vrksat parnam patati (i.e, a. leaf is falling from a 

tree) is a case of dhruva, Bhattoji further states that the
"1 ' yyjjt  Jtt)

term dhruva, in brief, denotes avadhi or the point of sepa- 

ration of a particular object,^® The grammarian does not 

offer any new idea in the above interpretation. He. merely 

presents the meaning of the kirika of Bhartrhari namely, 

apaye yad udasinam cal ah va yadi va cal am etc, in it, Bhar- 

trhari says in this kirikl  that even a monrdng object can 

become a case of dhruva. Bhattoji justifies this view. He 

clearly shows in his interpretation of dhruva that a case of 

dhruva does not act as the locus of the motion which generates 

the separation referred to;the interpretation. A moving object 

can possess this negative quality. Therefore, he does not 

feel any difficulty in justifying the view of his predecessor. 

He gives us a concrete idea of a moving object playing the 

role of dhruva or avadhi by furnishing a suitable illustration 

namely, dhavato asvat patati,47 Bhartrhari shows that when a 

Pair of lambs part with each other, each of the lambs is a
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esse of  dhruva  in  relation  to  the  motion  of  the  other  lamb.  

Bhattoji  explains  this  view also  appropriately .48
9 *

Bhattojl  Diksita.refers  to  the  well known view  of  

the  Bhlsyaklra that  the  first  definition  of  Apldaha  given
t-

by  Panlnl  is  sufficient  for  all  the  illustrations  of  Apidana-  

karaka.  But,  he does  not  subscribe  to  this  view. 4^

Kaundabhatta  says  that  the  term  dhruva  in the  

Paninian  rule dhruvam  a pay© Apadaham denotes  avadhi..  Accor -

ding  to  him,  the  fifth  inflexion  which  is used  in  the  abla -

tive  case  itself  denotes  avadhi.  He does  not  offer  any  new 

idea  in  the  interpretation.  He clearly  states  that Bhartrhari  

himself gives  the above  meaning  of  dhruva in  his  kirikas  

apiye yad  udasiharn  calara  va*yadivl  cal  am etc.  Kaundabhatta
*  » • # r j y

critically  explains  these  karikas  in order  to  give us  an  

appropriate  idea  of  the  concept  of  dhruva  or  Apadanakaraka  

presented  by  Bhartrhari  in  them . 50 According  to  this  expla-

nation,  Bhartrhari  means by  the  term  dhruva  or  Apadaha  an 

object  which  acts  as  a locus  of  the  separation  generated  by  

a kriya  or  an operation  but  it  is  not  the  locus  of  the  kriya  

or  the  operation. 5^ The same explanation  of  the  term  is  

given  by  Bhattoji  also.  Kaundabhatta  says  that  the  term  

kriya"here  does not  mean,  the  movement  of  an object  but  the
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meaning of a root. Therefore, in the opinion of the gramma-

rian, we can use the expression vrksat vastram patati even
*  9 •

when a garment falls from a tree as a result of the movement 

of the tree.52 This is certainly an important observation of 

the grammarian,

Kaundabhatta divides Apadaha into three distinct

groups. He follows the author of the VgkyaPS^dfya in dividing

the karaka. He gives three suitable illustrations of these

three groups of Apidaha,53

He refers to one illustration of fpldana in which

the sense of an ideal separation between two objects is 
54involved.

Harfvallahha

Harivallabha explains the views of Kaudabhatta on
* • » #

Apadihakaraka very clearly. He has no other contribution to 

the concept of Apadaha.55

Nagesa

Nagesa says that the term Apidaha denotes the 

possessor of the particular sakti or property known as 

Apadahatva. According to him, the fifth-inflexion which is 

used in Apadahaklraka by the Panlnlan rule Apadane pane ami
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itself denotes this property. We have already shown that

Nagesa treats saktl and its locus as non-different. Therefore,

in his view, Apadana and Apadahatva are the same. He accepts

the definition of Apadana given by Panini namely dhruvam

apaye Apadanam. Nagesa critically interprets this definition

in order to give us a clear idea of Apadanakaraka. We have

discussed the meaning of the term dhruva in the rule as

given by Bhattojiand Kaundabhatta, the two preoecessors of

Nagesa. According to Nagesa also, this is the meaning of

dhruva or Apadahatva in the rule,56 He explains the term

apiya also very clearly. He reiterates the view of the Bhasya-

kara that the term apaya in the definition denotes both a real
57and an ideal separation,

Nagesa explains in a clear and systematic manner

the concept of dhruva presented by Bhartrhari in his discu-
58sslon on Apadana,

The grammarian also critically interprets the 

illustrations of Apadana given by Bhattoji in his Siddhantar 

kaumudr,89

i
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teiflaha, Aajasns.gahi.h4ah, .sc.frooAs

Malika

Sarvavarraa defines fpadanakaraka with the help of
/

two rules namely, yato apaiti bhayam adatte va tad Apadanam 

and ipsitance raksarthanam,60 A critical examination of the 

first rule shows that the grammarian presents the meanings 

of three distinct definitions of Apadaha given by Plnini 

namely, dhruvam apaye Apadaham, bhltrarthanam bhayahetuh 

and 'aKhyatopayoge in it. He presents the meaning of another 

Paninian definition namely, varanirthamaffl Ipsitah in the 

second rule. He is silent regarding the other Paninian defi-

nitions of Apadaha,

BaEaagtjyha

Durgasijha says that the term yatah in the first 

definition of Apadaha given by the author of the KalaPa
1 i'/rwi- Xb

denotes avadhi or the point of separation. He accepts the
h- '

view of the Bhasyakara that the separation which is involved 

in Apadabakaraka is not only real but also ideal. He presents 

such illustrations of Apadaha as adharmaj jugupsate, adharmad 

viramati etc, in his interpretation of the first definition 

of Apadaha given by .Sarvavarma and shows that the sense of 

an ideal separation is present in them,6*
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DurgasMha says that both the potential cause and
"l\7VUot to

the auxiliary cause are the avadhi or the points of separation
A

of their effect and thus, they are clear cases of Apldana in 

relation to their effect. He gives us an idea of these two 

types of ablative case with the help of two appropriate 

illustrations namely, bijad ariteure jay ate (i, e. the sprout 

appears from theQseed) and putrit pramodo jay ate (i.e. the 

father derives joy from his son),62

The celebrated commentator shows that the sentences 

asanat preksate and prasadat preksate Indicate a separation 

between the organ of sight and the seat or the palace from 

where the agent sees something and thus, the seat or the 

palace is a clear case of Apldana, He rigidly follows the 

Bhasyakara in the interpretation.63

Trilocana

Trilocana corroborates the views of Durgasinha 
64discussed above.

.Si^aaaaca
— —

£usensearya accepts the view of Durgasinha that
a « *

the expression yatah in the definition yato apalti etc. givan 

by Sarvavarma denotes avadhi. He explains the term avadhi in
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the  traditional  manner.  H© reiterates  the  view  of  Bhartrhari  

that  avadhi  may he either  static  or  dynamic.  He states  that  

the  sense.of  an ideal  separation  is  present  in  such  illustra -

tions  of  Apadaha  as  vyaghr5d  bibheti  and  hence,  the  expre -

ssion  yato  aPaiti  in  the  definition  of  Sarvavarma  is  able  to  

cover  such  illustrations  also.  But,  the  grammarian  uses  the  

terms  bhayam and adatt©  in the  definition  in  order  to  show 

it  clearly  that  an object  of fear  and  a person  who imparts  

knowledge  to  another  person  are  also  the  cases of  Apidaha.

Candra

Candragoml  substitutes  the  term  Apadaha by  the

/to
term  Avadhi.  The term  Avadhi  denotes  the  limit^of  separation.  

He illustrates  Avadhi  in  a comprehensive  manner.  It  is  clear  

from  his  illustrations  that  the  term  is  uniformly  applicable  

to  all  the  cases  of  Apadaha  in  the  Sanskrit  literature, 66

&a^i.pj?.a ‘aar.a

KramadTsvara  accepts  all  the definitions  of  the

ablative  case-offered  by  Panini.  But,  he remodels  the  defi- 

67
rations.
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Jumaranandl briefly but appropriately interprets 

the definitions of the ablative case given by Kramadlsvara. 

Kramadlsvara remodels the Paninian rule varanirthanam fpsitah
o -

as Varanader yannimittam. Jumaranandl shows in Ms interpre-

tation of the rule that it covers even such illustrations of 

Apldana as pap ad viramati and dharmat pramadyati,68

Goyicandra divides *pidanakiraka into primary and
69secondary. He suitably illustrates the second type of Apadana.

She commentator says in Ms interpretation of the 

definition janyarthafkartuh prakrtlh that the term prskrti
i

in It denotes samavSyi karana, asamavayl karana and nimitta

karana. It Implies that he accepts the three fold division

of karana presented by the Ngiyayikas. Thus, the definition
70is applicable to all the causes. He shows in the interpre-

71tation that there are four distinct groups of living beings.

laLn&ndrji

The author of the Jainendra defines ipidana as
— VPdhyapaye dhruvam Apadanam,
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iMiay.anaqfli.

The commentator Abhayanandi properly explains the 

terms dhyapaya and dhruva. The term dhT denotes idea. He says 

that there are some cases of Apldana such as vyaghrad bibheti 

etc. which convey the sense of only an ideal separation. 

According to him, after the term dhl is used in the defini-

tion, it becomes applicable to such cases also. He explains

the term dhruva as avadhi and says that it is either static 
73or dynamic. The above discussion clearly shows that the 

commentator presents the views of his two great predecessors 

Patanjali and Bhartrhari in it. He appropriately illustrates 

the definition.74

r  i  _

The author of the Sabdanusasana defines Apldana-
t

karaka as apiye avadhir Apadiham.75 He interprets the term 

apaya as both real and ideal separation,76 He shows that 

avadhi or the.point of separation may be either static or
/V

77dynamic. It is clear from the above discussion that the 

grammarian does not present any new concept of Apldana in 

his definition.

He classifies Apldana into three distinct groups.

He follows the established tradition in the classification.
78
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The grammarian gives us a comprehensive idea of
79different types of ablative case in Sanskrit grammar.

Ma^^.abo.4h.a

Bopadeva substitutes the term Apadana by a new 

technical term 3 a. He gives a long definition of 3a in which 

he presents the essence,of all the definitions of Apadana 

given by PairtfLni.80

Durgadasa Vidyivagisa tries to give us a clear

idea of the definition by citing appropriate illustrations.
* 81He also briefly discusses the meaning of the term Apadana.

BSaiJIto&aaSigCaa

Rama Tarkavaglea briefly explains the said defi-

nition of Bopadeva. Like his predecessor Durgadasa* he also 

furnishes all the necessary illustrations of Apadahakaraka 

in order to give us a comprehensive idea of it. He classi-

fies Apadahakaraka into three types in the traditional.
82manner.
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The author of the Sarasvata reiterates the well

known view of Bhartrhari that the term Apadana denotes the
to „

limit of separation which is either static or dynamic. He

does not accept the view of Patanjali that the separation

which is involved in Apadanakaraka may he ideal also,83

Panini shows in the rule bhltrarthanan bhayahetuh that an
• *

object of fear becomes a case of Apadana. Similarly, he 

states in the rule akhyatopayage that a teacher also becomes 

a case, of Apadana, Anubhutisvarupicarya reiterates these 

views of Panini. He also accepts the definition janikartuh 

prakrtih given by Panini,04 But, he interprets the term
» > f*

prakrti as upadanakarana or the potential cause,85 • *
A critical examination of the concept of Apadana 

presented by the author of the SaTarvata shows that the 

grammarian accepts only some rules of Apadana given by Panini 

directly and indirectly.

Candrakirti

The celebrated commentator Candrakfrti gives the

etymological meaning of the term Apadana,86 He corroborates

the view of the Bhasyakara that the separation which is
*

flljf
involved in Apadanakaraka is both real and ideal,0
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1 giiaasgarca

The commentary of Ramasrama on the Sarasvata - 

vyakarana is conspicuous by its silence regarding views of 

its author on the ablative case.

SuPadma

Padmanlbha defines Apadana as avadhir aPayadisva-
e»

Padanam. It is clear from the definition and also from its

interpretation that the grammarian accepts Apidanakaraka as

avadhi or a limit but he does not think that it is invariably 
tb

a limitseparation. He presents the essence of all the 

Paninian definition of the ablative case in the interpre-

tation of his definition,88

Visnumisra clearly shows in his interpretation of
« 9

f

the said definition of Padmariabha that Apadinakaraka is the
%

limit ef either a real separation or an ideal one. Thus} the
K

commentator differs from the standpoint of his master on the 

meaning of Apadana.89 He explains the term avadhi in the 

same manner as Bhartrhari.98
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Ba^aaaffifta

Jfvago sward is another grammarian who remains 

loyal to Panini and Klty  ay ana in defining Apldanakiraka. He 

gives twelve definitions of Apadaha in order to give us a 

comprehensive idea of the case. He mainly presents the views 

of Panini and Katyayana in the definitions.9^ He offers two 

distinct definitions in order to convey the meaning of the 

Vartika iJugupsavirama-pramadarthanam upasaftkhyanam, These 

definitions are pramadajugupsayahca tad vis ay ah and atha
9 *

virame tyajyah. The reason for this is best known to the 

grammarian himself. Ha also gives another definition namely  ̂

pratigrahe data" in order to show that the person from whom
92something is accepted by somebody becomes an ablative case. 

This definition is also redundant. The grammarian probably 

gives this definition in order to show the use of the ablative 

case in such cases, JfvagQ sward does not refer to the concept 

of ideal separation presented by Patanjail anywhere in his 

discussions on the ablative case.

J&asg&asal&aCajka

Purusottama Vidyavagisa offers a long definition

of Apadaha like his. predecessor Bopadeva. He rigidly follows

Panini in this definition. He presents the essence of the • 0
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v

Panini  an definitions  of  the  ablative  case  except  bhuvah  

prabhavah  in  it.93  He gives  a separate  definition  namely,

prabhuvah  in  the  sense  of  bhuvah  prabhavah.  He also  presents
* •

a third  definition  of  Apidaha  in  which  he gives  the  meaning  

of  the  vartika  jugupsivirima  etc. 94 Purusattama  explains  the
0

g
definitions  very  clearly  by citing  appropriate  illustrations.

l&idana  in  phllosQPhical  schools

Msakasafesa

Bhavananda  Siddhantavagisa considers  the  defini-
\  t

tions  of  Apidaha  given  by  Panini  as  the  appropriate  defini -

tions  of  the  term.  The philosopher  interprets  these  defini -

tions,  in  an appropriately  critical  manner  in  order  to  bring  

home to  us  the  exact  significance  of  thou.  He follows  the  

author  of  the  Vakyap6$d£ya  in  the interpretation  of  the  

first  definition,  that  is,  dhruvam  apaye  Apidanam.  He does  

not  accept  the  view  of Patahjali  that  the  term  apaya  in  the  

definition  denotes  ideal  separation  also.  Bhavananda  inter -

prets  the  rules  bhi€arthinan  bhayahetuh  etc.  in  an  entirely  

different  manner  from  the  Bhassyakara.  He shows  that  these  

rules  given  by  Panini  actually  denote#  various  senses  other
o$r

than that  the  ablative  case.
t:

if
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We have discussed the meaning of the definition 

dhruvam apaye Apadanam given by Bhartrhari. This meaning is 

accepted by a number of grammarians like Bhattoji, Kaunda- 

bhatta etc, Bhavahanda also accepts this meaning of the defi-
9 9

nit ion, He interprets the definition as parakTy akriyaj any a-

vibhagasrayatvam Apadanatvam. He clearly shows that he

presents the meaning as given by his predioessors in this
07interpretations. According to the interpretation of Bhartr-

hari, the term dhruva in the definition denotes that parti-

cular object which does not act as the locus of the operation 

which generates the separation between it and another object, 

Bhavahanda says that even a dyanamic object such as a runn-

ing horse may possess such a characteristic. Therefore, a 

dynamic object may be a case of dhruva or Apadana according 

to him. We already know that this is not an original view 

of the philosopher, reiterates an important view of Bhar-

trhari without referring to him. He explains the term dhruva 

more appropriately as avadhi or the point of separation,"

W© have already known that this is also the view of Bhartr-

hari, Bhavananda, however, says that avadhitva is nothing but 

a svarupa relation,100

Siddhantavagisa opines that the sense of separation 

which is invariably present in the concept of Apadanakaraka 

must not be denoted by a verb. He shows that in the sentence
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vrksan tyajati khagah i. e. the bird is leaving the tree, the
9 e »

verb tyajati itself denotes the separation between the tree

and itself. Therefore, the term vrksa is not a case of Apa-

dana. According to him, only such a separation is meant by

the term apaya in the said definition as is generated by an

act other than the act of leaving.101

The author of the Karakacakra offers two important

original views in his interpretation of the definition. He

says that the expression svasmad vibhajate (i.e, one is

separated from one’ s self) is absurd because, the separation

of a person from himself is practically impossible. He also

says that the term kriyl  in the interpretation parak/fyakri-

yajanyaphalasrayatvam denotes only a transitive verb and not
— €

an intransitive verb. Therefore, the expression vrksat parnaa
9 % 0 m

i  AO
spandate is not correct.

Bhavihanda says that the fifth inflexion used in 

the terms vylghra etc. in such sentences as vySghrid bibheti 

does not denote the ablative case. According to him, the 

fifth inflexion used in such sentences denotes the sense of

hetu etc. He shows that in the sentences vylghrad bibheti,
%

satroh paritrayat© and the like, the fifth inflexion denotes 

hetu or condition while in the expressions, adhyayanat pars?* 

Jay ate, adharmajJugupsate etc. it denotes Karnmtva. According 

to him, in the sentences kupid andhan varayati and savlsannad
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^ __
mi tram varayati* the fifth inflexion denotes the acts of

falling and eating and also the negation of these acts. He

states that in the sentence Himavato Ganga prabhavati, the

fifth inflexion denotes the contact of the Ganges with the

earth which immediately follows the separation of it with

the Himalayas. He also states that in such sentences as

dharmit pramadyati, the fifth inflexion denotes visayltva

while in the sentences such upadhyiyid antardhatte etc. it
103denotes simply a non-specified relation.

Bhavananda Siddhantavlglsa departs from the gramma-

tical tradition in the above interpretations. He shows great 

originality in the interpretations. But* it is upto^the 

scholars to accept or rejects his views.

Saramanlarl

The author of the Saramanjari also accepts the 

Paninian definition dhruvam apaye Apadaham as the appropriate

definition of Apadanakaraka. He interprets the definition in
104the same manner as the author of the Karakacakra.

Like the author of the Karakacakra* Jaj^rsna also

critically explains the significance of the fifth inflexion

used in the sentences Himavato Ganga prabhavati, adhyayanSt

par'Sj ay ate etc. But* he does not agree with his predecessor
105in some of the interpretations.
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Jagadlsa Tarkalankara presents a new concept of

Apadana. We always use the fifth inflexion In a word in order
_ /

to indicate Apadahakaraka. Jagadlsa says that the fifth inflex-

ion used in the word conveys a specified meaning which is 

related to the meaning of the root of the verb in the sentence. 

According to him, this meaning of the fifth Inflexion is the 

ablative case.0̂6 This is entirely a new concept of the case. 

But, the philosopher also accepts another well known view 

that the term Apadana denotes the locus of the separation 

which is generated by a particular operation but it is not 

the locus of the operation.107 Jagadls ̂clarifies his defini-

tion of Apadana with the help of a suitable illustration 

namely, vrksit patitah (l.e. he has fallen from the tree).

He says that the fifth inflexion used in the word vrksa in 

the sentence denotes separation and this separation is rela-

ted to the act of falling indicated by the root pat in the 

verb patitah as its adjective.108 The adjectival character 

of the separation is clearly shown by Jagadlsa in the inter-

pretation of the illustration, that is, vrksavadhikavlbhagsr 

nukula -P at an ak arts.

Some scholars use the predicate parasamaveta with 

the term kriya in their definition of Apadgnakaraka in order 

to avoid such expressions as svasmat patitas* Caitra^etc. But,
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Jagadisa says that such a predicate is unnecessary, According 

to him, the expressions svasmit patitah etc, are utterly

absurd because* nothing in this world is separated from
_ 109 itself,

The philosopher reiterates the view of his prede-

cessor Bhavananda Siddhahtavagfsa that the separation invol-

ved in Apadahakaraka is not denoted by the root of the verb 

used with it. He agrees with his predecessor that the root 

tyaj denotes separation and therefore, the ablative case 

cannot be used with the verb tyajati.110 He says in this

connection that the verb apaiti in the sentence vrksad
* *

apaiti denotes the act of falling but not the act of separa-

tion and hence, the use of the ablative case with it is not 
111wrong, '1

Bhavananda opines that the verb which is related 

to the ablative case is always transitive. Therefore, accor-

ding to him, the expression vrksat spandate is incorrect 

becausd, the verb spandate is intransitive, Jagadlsa does 

not accept this view. He says that the above expression is 

correct. He shows that in the sentence vrkraccalati, the verb 

calati is intransitive. But, the ablative case is used with 

it. He argues that if  there is no Irregularity in this sen-

tence, there is no irregularity in the sentence vrksat span-
9 9

date also.112
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Jagadfsa differs from Bhavihanda on another very 

important point. Bhavananda clearly states that the expre-

ssions vylghrld blbheti etc, are not cases of Apadana. Accor-

ding to him* the fifth inflexion is used in such cases with 

the words vyaghra etc. in entirely different senses. But, 

Jagadisa does not subscribe to this view. He remains loyal 

to the grammatical tradition.^3

Bhavihanda clearly explains the significance of 

the fifth inflexion used in the terms vyaghra etc. in the 

sentences vylghrad blbheti, satroh parajayate and the like. 

Jagadfsa follows him. He says that the fifth inflexion used 

in the terms vyaghra etc. in the sentences vyaghrad bibhetl, 

vyaghrat trasyati and similar other sentences denotes the 

sense of the condition of the act to which the ablative case 

is related. Again, in the sentences papannivartate, adharmad 

virasnati, ranit parijayate etc., it denotes dvesa or malice

while in such illustrations of ablative case as valmikagrit
/

prabhati dhanuh-khandam akhandalasya, it indicates either the 

sense of the locative case or the sense of located on. He 

states that the fifth inflexion attached to the words PaPa

etc, in such sentences as PaPaJjugupsate indicates visayatva.
114
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(ladadhsra Bhaljtaearya of fays a critical discussion 
on Apldi&akiraka, Ho clarifies the meaning of 
Apadanalciraka with his original interpretation on it*
At firsty the philosopher interprets Apadanakaraka as 
svanlsthabhedapratiyogitlvacchedakibhutakriyiianyavibhl- 
giiU&ayatva* 3,3,5 But, ha finds after a critical examination 

that the above interpretation is not an accurate one. He 
shows the inadequacy of it by citing two illustrations ' 
namely, (1) vaksat parnam patatl na bhutalitt aid (il)• ♦ e <p ,_ - \\*> vrksat parnam?patatl na parnat* Therefore, he finallyo * • • ‘ *
reasserts the view of the grammarians on Apidahafcaraka 
with his own interpretation on it* According to this 
interpretation, the meaning of the fifth inflexion which 
Is a attached to a stem in the sense of the ablative case 
denotes vibhaga and janaka and the meaning of the stem 
denotes the relation of being a limit to vibhlga

«g»*jPQ , O+A' '
(separation). By virtue of this relation,^separation
which is qualified by the meaning of the stem Is related

11?to lanakatva by the distinct relation of nlrupttatva* **

** M 0$£ J7rrg)M JjX^ &<KcLZ.&L.a^ - 

c^. Ma^w'a ^ cUl-.f- A,

^ M m. J?A'vc^ _
■ cL*2Slm^v 4 ctw  ,
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the untver-sfil known as dfrghartva, taratva and t-ha li-ke.Gaftadhara 

says that a-werd G-annet aet as the avadhi or the point of 

s-epar-atlen- of a j-5t± or a- uM^ver-sst.^*-^

ikattaslntMagl

Gaga Bhatta defines Apadahakaraka as parasamavetar 

kriyajanyavibhagasrayatva or the object which acts as the 

locus of the separation generated by the operation of another 

object. He says that the meaning which he presents in the 

definition follows from the Paninian rule dhruvam aPaye 

Apadaham itself. He gives a suitable illustration of the defi
nition, namely, vrksat parnam patati and critically inter-

9 *

Itprets in order to give us a clear idea of the definition. He
r>

first discusses the meanings of the verb patati and then 

shows the relation of this verb with the term vrksa in the
•  A

illustration. According to him, the 'verb denotes two distinct 

meanings. Sometimes, it denotes an operation which brings an 

object into a contact with the surface below and sometimes, 

it denotes an operation which separates an object from another 

object and brings it into a contact with the surface below. 

Gaga Bhatta accepts the second meaning of the verb in the
illustration. He says that the term vrksa in the illustration

* *

is related to the ■verb as the locus of the result namely, the
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separation  which  is  generated  .by  the  operational  part  of  the  

verb  but  it  is  not  the  locus  of  the  operational  part.  In  this  

way> he presents  a clear  idea  of  the  definition  with the  help

of  the  illustration.  The term  vrksa  in  the  illustration  acts
•  •

as  a predicate  of  the  operation  and  the  result  denoted  by  the  

verb.  Giga  Bhatta  states  that  the  other  cases  of  Apldaha  also
0 ft

are the  predicates  of  the  operation  and  the  result  denoted  by  

the  verb  used  with  them.  This  is  a new interpretation  of  the  

term  Apadina  given  by  Pahini  in the  definition  dhruvam  apaye  

Apldiham .^ 8 Gaga Bhatta  does  not  accept  the  concept  of  ideal
*  o

separation  presented  by  the  Bhasyakira.  He also  opines  that  

there  is  no secondary  ablative  case  in  Sanskrit  grammar . 119

The philosopher  discusses  two important  views  of  

the  Nyaya  and  the  Mlmimsa  schools.  He says  that  according  to
m

the  Mfmimsakas  the  expression  aragpid  blbhetl  is  incorrect.

He also  says  that  the  Naiyiyikas  consider  the  words  Tylghra  

etc.  in  such  expressions  as  yyaghrad  bibheti  as  cases  of  

secondary  ablative  case only  or  they  opine  that  the  fifth

inflexion  used  in  such  words  is  a case  of upapada  vibhakti.
120
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f

taj Janyavibhagasrayah. p.526,
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\ • *
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9 . . *  *

phalitam. Ibid, p, 179,
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+ 4 •

sangacchate. Ibid. p. 180,

53. Ibid, p, 184.

54. Ibid, pp, 183-184.
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/ •
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CHAPTER VII

...... Adhikaraga

■ / • ■ ...

Pahini defines Adhikarana or the locative case as
• •

adhlro Adhikaranam. VHe means toy the term adhira the locus

or the substratum of an activity, Bhartrhari  shows that thi  
* • &. vjL'mot*-
substratum is always a® tedisaet one. Let us clarify  the 
meaning of adhira with the help of an illustration^  namely, 
Devadattah sthal^jram  odana® pacuti Ci.e. Devadatta is cook-

ing rice In a cooking pot). In this illustration,  the agent 

Devadatta is the locus of the inner effort which expresses 
itself in the outer activity of the act of cooking. The 
result of the act of cooking belong to odana or the boiled 

rice and the vessel is the substratum of the rice which is 
being boiled. The vessel of cooking is indirectly  related 
to the act of cooking or the result of the act of cooking 

through the medium of the rice being boiled and it  will  
remain so till  the act is accomplished. Hence, it  is a ease 
of 'adhara of the act of cooking. Similarly, when we say 
Ritaah kate aste (Rama is sitting on a mat) , the mat is the 
substratum of the act of sitting 'through the medium of the 
agent of the act.
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llataiSLaU.

Patanjali explains the rule adharo Adhikaranam 
given by Paliinl in a suggestive manner. He draws a contrast

o

between the Paninian rules sidhakatamam Karanam and 'adharo
• *

Adhikaranam. Pahini uses the taddhita suffix tamap to the
r  ®

stem sadhaka in the first sutra. According to Patanj ali, the 
use of the suffix to the stem is significant, It indicates 

that when such a superlative suffix is not attached to a 
stem) it may denote both a primary and secondary sense. Now* 
in the rule Udharo Adhikaranam, no superlative suffix is 
attached to the word adhira. Patanjall suggests that the 

absence of the suffix indicates that it is applicable to both 
a primary and a secondary substratum or receptable of an 

activity. Let us clarify the point with the help of two
illustrations namely, tilesu tailam and Gangiyan gavah. The

» •

first illustration indicates that the season seeds remains 
pervaded by oil. Thus, the term tlla is a case of primary 
locative case in the illustration. But, the second illustra
tion does not indicate such a sense. In spite of this diffe
rence, the rule adharo Adhikaranam covers both the illus- 
trations.2

Patanjali divides Adhikaranakiraka into three
■

distinct groups namely, Aupaslesika, Vaisayika and Abhivya-
i

Paka,3 The term Aupaslesika is derived from the term upaslesa
•
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meaning contact. Patanjali gives two significant illustra -

tions of Aupaslesika Adhikarana namely* mass diyate and iko 
yan aci. According to him, the word mass (month) in the 
first  illustration  indicates a contact of the first  day of 
the month with the last day of the last month,4 while in 

the second illustration*  there is a contact between ik (i.e. 
i, u, r, 1) and ac (vowel) when there is sandhi between 
than.5 He gives two appropriate illustrations of the Abhi-  

vyipaka type of locative case. These illustrations are tilesuft
tailam and dadhni sarpih. He neither defines nor does he 
illustrate the third  type of Adhikarana.6

Kaiyata primarily  devotes himself to the job of

clearly and critically  interpreting  the views of the Bhlsya-
0

kara on the locative case, W© clearly notice it  in his 
interpretation  of the passage yatra krtsna adharatraa etc.

of the Bhasya in which the Bhlsyaklra presents the concepts
• «

7
of primary  and secondary locative case.

gba&tfiwft
_ $ TB-YW 0Xj>-

Bhartrhari  defines Adhikaranakaraka as sn indirect■r » i\

locus of an activity. He says that an activity is directly
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located either dn the subjective case or <fcn the objective

case. The locative case holds either of them and thus* it
-re-wota- a

becomes an^fndi-reet locus of the activity located dn them.

This is a very important original interpretation of the

definition of the locative case given by Finini.

Patanjali divides Adhdkaraqa into Aupaslesika,
0

Vaisaylka and Abhl\ylpaka. Bhartrhari clearly shows that 

the sense of upaslesa is present in all these three types 

of the locative case.9 According to the grammarian, the term 

upaslesa denotes sambandha or a relation. He says that the 

container and the contained must be related to each other. 

The relation, however, may vary. That is why, varieties of 

containers are shows in the grammatical literature.

Let us now clarify the view of Bhartrhari referred 

to above. When we say til.esu tallam, it means that tails or 

oil inheres in all Parts of tila or seasum. Thus, there is 

the relation of inherence ( samaviya) between the container

and the contained. Again, when we say kate aste Devadattah,
# *

it means that a part of Davadatta comes into a contact with 

a Part of the mat. The relation which holds between Devada- 

tta and the mat is that of contact. Similarly, when we use 

the expression akase sakunayah (there are birds in the sky) 

it indicates that a part of the sky is the container of the 

birds. In this case, the speaker imagines a part of the sky 

and this part of the sky is actually the conventional Part
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of the space# There is a contact between it and the birds.

The speaker imagines that this conventional Part of space 

or sky being stationary it sustains the birds spreading 

their wings in it and protects them from falling down.

The last illustration of the locative case is a 

case of the Vaisayika type. Now, a question arises * "How

does Vaisayika come under upaslesa?" Here, the relation is
• *

neither contact nor inherence in the proper sense of these 

two terms. Therefore, the ancient thinkers have accepted a 

special kind of relation in this case. According to them, 

Vaisayika denotes either a place of locality or the condi- 

tion of staying of any animate or inanimate being. Let us 

express the meanings of the term Vaisayika by citing a few
9

illustrations. At first, let us take the illustration gurau- 

vasati. It indicates that a particular disciple lives in the 

residence of his preceptor in order to carry on his studies 

under his guidance. Therefore, this residence is conditional. 

His existence means here his dependence on his preceptor.

This is another kind of relation between the teacher and 

the taught. Let us now take a second illustration, that is, 

Jala matsya vidyante (i.e. fishejdwell in the water). The 

water is the locality of different types of fish and thus, 

it is another case of Vaisayika. There exists the adhara
m

and the Sdheya relation between the fish and the water in 

the illustration. We have already discussed the illustration
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akase sakdnayah santi clearly, The speaker means by it that 

the birds belong to a part of the sky. It indicates the 

relation of visaya between the birds and the sky.

The above views are very clearly presented by 

Halaraja in his commentary.10

Bhartrhari is the first Sanscrit grammarian who 

rightly interprets the term adhara in the Paninian rule 

ladhiro Adhikaranamas an indirect locus of an action. He also 

correctly shows that there is a common bond among all the 

cases of Adhikarana and this bond is upa^lssa or a relation
» v

holding between the locative case and the object located 

upon. These two are his very important original contribu

tions to the concept of the locative case. His first view is 

Very popular and it is accepted by the grammarians coming 

after him.

Heiaraia

The celebrated commentator HeUrija clearly explains 

the definition of Adhikarana given by Bhartrhari. He selects
m 9

two examples of Adhikarana namely kate aste and sthalrylan
• p • ♦

Pacatl in order to clarify the view that Adhikarana'karaka
& Tfl-rnol-®-

is as indirect locus of an action through the medium of
h

either the subjective case or the objective case. In the 

example kate aste, the agent or the subjective case (not
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shown in the sentence) is the direct locus of the act of 

sitting. The mat (kata) holds the agent and thus, it sus-

tains the activity which is located in him indirectly through 

the medium of him. Similarly, in the second illustration,
a 'YH-TAoXfi-

the term sthali. (cooking pot) is an Indirect locus of the
h.

act of cooking through the medium of the object of cooking.

In the above illustrations, the mat and the cooking pot are 

cases of Idhlra only in such a sense, Hellrija expresses the 

above idea as Kartrkarmadhiranit tatsamavetsfiyam kriyayim
# 9

upaklrakam Adhikaranani plramparyena. He says that the locus 

of an action does not necessarily means a direct locus. 

Further, a condition of an action may be an indirect one.
ft t-'Y-wo XU

Therefore, an indirect locus of an action can be a regular
h.

— 11case of a karaka.

Helaraja clarifies the view that the sense of 

upaslesa is present in ail the illustrations of Adhlkarana
9 0

by citing a few appropriate illustrations. He gives us an 

appropriate idea of the Vaisayika type of Adhlkarana in his
r

discussion on the above,;view, Jinendrabuddhi gives two 

illustrations of Vaisayika Adhlkarana, namely, garau vasati 

and Gangayah ghosah. Helaraja accepts the first illustration
9- %

as a case of Vaisayika Adhlkarana. But, he says that there* *
is a sense of ideal contact in the illustration between the 

preceptor and the disciple. He presents a similar lllustra- 

tion to the second o.ne of Jinendrabuddhi namely, Gang ay am
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gavab, This illustration is taken from the Bhasya. He says
* m

that it is a clear case of AupaslesLka, because there is a 

clear contact between the river Ganges and its bank and the 

illustration indicates that the cows dwell on the bank of 
the river.12

The Vrttikara reiterates the view of Bhartrhari 
0 »

cL '’t’iL'fA 0JjL

that Adhikarana kiraka denotes as i-ndi-reet locus of an action. 
* h

• He says that the subject and the object are the direct locus 

of an action. Adhikaranakaraka or the locative case contains
a. 'T-E-w.oJx-

either of these cases and thus* it becomes an,indirect locus
13of the action located on them through the medium of them.

Jinondrabuddhi

The Vrttikara presents in a suggestive manner the►
idea that the locative case plays only a subordinate role to 

that of the subjective case or the objective case in a 

sentence. The celebrated commentator Jinendrabuddhi indepen

dently interprets this suggestive idea of the Vrttikara in 

an exhaustive manner. He says that Panlni does not use the 

superlative suffix tamap with the term Idhara in the rule 

adhiro Adhikaranam. Therefore, the term Sdhara should be
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taken .only in a sense which denotes its subordinate place.

He clearly points out that the principal locus of an action

is either the subject or the object but never a locative 
14case.

Mowf a question arises MHow is an adhara in the 

above sense a case at all?" We can give the following reply 

to this question. The locative case invariably acts the locus 

of either the subjective case or the objective case in every 

sentence. It is a fact that these two cases are the direct 

locus of an activity. But, neither the operation nor the 

result of the act is possible without the locative case. In 

other words» the act is impossible without the help of the 

locative case. Let us take an example in order to clarify 

our point. When we say Devadatta odanam pacati, Devadatta 

becomes the locus of the operational part of the act of cook-

ing and the boiled rice acts as the locus of the result called 

viklitti.  But, the agent Devadatta must remain in particular 

locus such as the earth in order to accomplish the act. Simi-

larly, the cooking pot is essentially necessary for accom-

plishing the act of cooking. The cooking pot must contain 

the unboiled riaa for a definite period and only through this 

process, we attain the intended result. Thus, the locative 

case is an essential factor in the accomplishment of an act. 

Hence, it is treated as a klraka.
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Jinendrabuddhi says that the subject and the object 

are the direct locus of an action and hence, the definition 

adharo Adhikaranam should be applicable to these two cases 

alone and not to the so-called locative case which is only
ft, ''ffi-TYV()GL

an indirect- locus of an action* But, Paninl himself suggests
n •

by using the suffix tamap in the word sadhakatama in his 

definition of the instrumental case that the term Idhira in 

the rule adharo Adhikaranam denotes a secondary locus. More-

over, the definitions of Karta and Karma are given by Panini 

after the definition of the locative case and these defini-

tions convey some specified meanings. Therefore, the question 

of the locative case occupying their place does not arise at 

all.15

The celebrated commentator classifies Adhikarana;- 

karaka into three sub-classes namely (1) Aupallesika, (2)

Vaisayaka and (3) Abhivyapaka. In this classification, he
•*

follows the tradition of the Mahabhlsya and does not subs-
9

cribe to the view of Bhartrhari. He says that Abhivyapaka 

Adhikarana is the inherent cause of an object. As for example, 

taila or Oil inheres in seasurn. In every case of Abhivyipaka 

the relation of Inherence is absolutely necessary. He identi-

fies upaslesa with saaayoga or contact. Therefore, kate a site
* »

(i.e. he is sitting on a mat) is a typical example of Aupas**

lesika Adhikarana. Jinendrabuddhi does not define Vaisayika
• ̂ *

appropriately. It has been explained by modern logicians
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after much progress of thought. In the explanation of the 

term Vaisaylka Adhikarana, he shows that Ganglyiro ghosah is
« 9 9 • *

i ft
a. case of this type of the locative case. It is not clear 

how this illustration comes under Valsayika.

Sa?.a<l3tt.a

Haradatta briefly but clearly explains the views

of the Vrttikira on the Panlnian rule adhiro Adhikaranam. He» *
reiterates the main views of Jinendrabuddhi on the locative

17
case in his explanation.

Purti  ^ottama

Purusottama interprets the Paninian rule adharo• \
Adhikaranam very briefly. The Interpretation does not give

us a clear idea of the term Adhikarana. But. the'grammarian

presents two suitable illustrations of Adhikarana from which
18we can understand the meaning of it.

Srstidhara states that the term Adhikarana denotes
* * « *

the direct locus of the agent or the object and thus, it is
& T®-ty '.o <GL

an- indirect locus of an action which is contained by these
n-

two cases.10
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The commentator divides Adhikaranakaraka into
0

three sub groups. He rigidly follows the Bhasyaknra in 

dividing the karaka. He gives us a clear idea of these three 

sub-groups.20

Srstidhara discusses the concept of secondary 

Adhikarana appropriately.21

SjamaaBitea

Ramacandra presents the traditional meaning of 

the term Adhikarana in his interpretation of the Paninian
9

rule adharo Adhikaranam. He, however, presents this meaning
o

in a suggestive manner.22

The grammarian classifies Adhikarana kiraka Into 

four sub-groups namely, Anpaslesika, 8 ami pika, Vi saya and

Wapta.23 The terms Vi  saya and V^apta denote the Vaisayika
» *

and the AbhiyyaPaka types of the locative case already dis-

cussed by us. The Samfpika type of the locative case is a 

new type which is accepted for first time by Rainaeandra.

The term samiplka is derived from the word s ami Pa meaning 

nearness, Ramacandra gives a suitable illustration of the 

SamXpika Adhikarana namely, nadyam iste,24 The term nadyam 

in it denotes on the bank of the river, The bank of the 

river indicates the nearness of the river. It shows that 

the term samiplka is correctly coined by Rimacandra. The
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expression nadyazn aste oonveys the sense of a secondary 

locative case like the expressions Gangly am. ghosah, Gangayim
• • o *

gavah etc, Ramacandra finds that nadyim aste etc, are not 

covered ty any of the three sub-groups of tine locative case 

given by Patanjali. Moreover, they give us an Idea of the 

nearness to the object in which the sign of the locative 

case is actually used. Therefore, he accepts a fourth dts* 

t±ns£ sub-groups for such cases.

Vltjbhalacarya

Vltthala appropriately explains the concept of
0 *

Adhlkarana presented by Ramacandra in his commentary on the
9

rule adharo Adhikaranam. He shows that the grammarian follows
pc

the author of the Vakyapadya in his interpretation.

Vitthalicarya explains the terms fluparleslka etc. 

very clearly. He says that the illustration nadyirn aste is 

neither a case of Aupaslesika nor a case of Vlsaya* and 

hence, it is placed under a separate sub-group by Ramacandra. 

The grammarian ̂like' Helaraja etc. express an entirely 

different view^ from that of Vitthala regarding such instances 

of the locative case, \fttthala reiterates the view of Jinen- 

drabuddhi that a person who keeps a person under his control 

also becomes a locus of him.26
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\

Vitthala mainly devotes himself to the very res- 

ponsible job of clarifying and justifying the views of Rama- 

candra instead of presenting any new idea of Adhikarana 

karaka.

Bhatfedi Dlk^ita

Bhattoji Dlksitaclearly presents the well known
* - 9 *  , • ,

& 'fCjTYLoXL

traditional view that the term Adhikarana denotes an indirect

locus of an action in his interpretation of the Paninian

sutra adharo Adhlkaranam. He says that Adhlkaranakaraka acts
• e

as a direct locus of the subjective case and the objective , 

case. But, these two cases invariably possess some activity.

Thus, Adhlkaranakaraka or the locative ease becomes an
*

indirect locus of this activity through the medium of either 

of these two cases. If  we closely examine the interpreta-

tion of Bhattoji. it appears to us as a mere clarification
9 •

of the suggestive sense of the vrtti of Ramacandra on the 

said sutra of Pahlni.
9

Bhattoji DlksitAclassifies the locative case into

Aupaslesika, Abhivylpaka and Vaisayika. He rigidly follows
•0 - «•

the Bhasyakara in the classification,28
* *
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K.gunda.bJb.a||a

Kaundabhatta says that the term Adhikarann denotes
* *  9 <r  »_ r _

asraya or adhara (locus). According to him, this is the 

meaning of the Paninian rule Idhiro Adhikaranam. He opines 

that the seventh infle'xioh is used in the locative in this 

very sense.29 H© clarifies the meaning of the term asraya.

He states that the term asraya in the present context 

denotes the locus'of an action. But, such an interpretation 

is applicable only to the subjective case or the objective 

case in the proper sense of the term because, an action Is

invariably located in either of them. Kaundabhatta accepts
* ■ > >

this view and says that the locative case is also another
a, t «-yao XL

locus of the action but it is an indirect locus of the 

action through the medium of either the subject or the 

object. He refers to the karlka of |hartrhari namely, Kartr- 

k arm a vy a vahi tm etc, in order to justify his view,30 In fine, 

Kaundabhatta also does not offer any new concept of the
r 4 Q «*

locative case.

He classifies the locative case into Aupaslesika, 

Vaisayika and AbhiyyaPaka. This shows clearly that he follows 

the Bhasyakara in his classification of the case and rejects 

the fourth sub-group of the case namely Sami pika presented 

by Ramacandra. He cites four suitable illustrations of the 

sub-groups of the locative case.31
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MFJLMlMkM

Harivallabha  renders  a very  valuable  service  to  us  

by  clearly  explaining  the  views  of  Kaundabhatta  on the  Iocs-
•  % 90

tive  which  are  presented  by  him  primarily  in the  language  of
•Zp

the  Nyiya  school*

The commentator  briefly  but  clearly  discusses  the  

view  of  the  Naiyayikas  on the  relation  which  holds  between
•s«i

the  locative  case  and  the  object  located  upon*

Nagesa  says  that  Adhikarana  kiraka  denotes  the  

locus  of  the  saktl  known as  Adhikaranatva . 34 According  to
p

him,  the  seventh  inflexion  which  is  used  in  Adhikaranakiraka  

denotes  this  particular  sense * 35 We all  know that  Nagesa  

treats  sakti  and  its  locus  as  non-different  in  his  concept

of  kiraka.  Thus*  Adhikarana  and Adhikaranatra  are Identical' « #

in  sense  in  his  view.  He gives  us  a clear idea of  Adhikara-  

natva.  Like  his  predecessors,  he also  critically  interprets
9

the  Paninian  rule  adhiro  Adhikaranam  for  this  purpose.  He

reiterates  the  well  known view  of  Bhartrhari  on Adhikarana-• •

kiraka  in  this  interpretation.  Thus,  Nagesa,  the  last  

statwart,  in  the  field  of.  Sanskrit  grammar  also  follows  

tradition  in  the  concept  of  the  locative  case  presented  by

him*
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Nagesa says that time is the direct locus of an

action. But, because there is no hard and fast rule that the

locus of an action as denoted by the term adhara in the

Paninian rule must be a direct one, even an indirect locus

is readily acceptable to us. Moreover, if  time is accepted
37as the locus of an action, it  will  be a case of Karta.

The grammarian aocepts the classification of Adhi-  

karana given by Patanjall, But, he reiterates the view of 

Bhartrhari  that the sense of upaslasa or a certain relation
f

is common to all the sub-groups of it. He cites a few fami-

liar  Illustrations  of them such as kate as to, tilesu tails®, 

khe sakunayah,iKfe«s: gurau vasati etc. and critically  inter-

prets them in order to clarify  the view of Bhartrhari.  He
- 38strictly  follows Helaraja in these interpretations.

AdhlkaranaJLn  non-Paninian schools

Salima

Sarvarama considers the definition adharo Adhika-

rana® given by Pahini as the appropriate definition of Adhi-
« *

karena. But, he presents it  in a new form as ya adharas tad 
39Adhikaranam.
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Durgasimha reiterates the view of Bhartrharl that
& rfe-n\oXx.

Adhikaranaklraka is an Indirect locus of an action which is
• h.

possessed by the subject and object and thus contributes to 

the accompli dunent of it.40

The commentator classifies Adhikarana karaka into 

four sub-classes namely, Aupaslesika, Vaisoyika* Abhivyapaka
— 41 _and Samipika. We have shown that Ramacandra, the author of

the Prakriyikaumudr also classifies the locative case in the

same manner, Durgasfcnha discusses in this connection the view
9

of his celebrated predecessor Bhartrhari that the sense of 

upaslesa or a specified relation between the locus and the 

object located upon is common to all the cases of Adhikarana 

and hence, the classification of it is immaterial.42 But, 

the grammarian thinks that the classification is essentially
A% f

necessary. He explains the terms Aupaslesika etc, and
»

gives a few suitable illustrations of the different sub-

classes of Adhikarana. According to him, Gangayarn ghosah is
• # • J

a case of Samipika.44

Trilo.cana

Trilooana reiterates the traditional view of the
St Tiw oJj L

grammatical school that the locative case is an^Indirect
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locus of an action.4® fhe grammarian accepts only three types

of locative case namely, Aupaslesika, Vaisaylka and fibhivysr• *
paka.46

Susenacirya presents some new ideas in his cammen-
»■ I

tary on the definition of Adhikarana given by Sarvararma. He 

does not subscribe to the view that the locative ease is
a. a'fi-mo'Cj-

invariably anindir-oct locus of an action. He shows that 

there are such usages as Caitre sthitlh or gale baddhvi gaur
o

nfyate in which the locative case acts us a direct locus of 

the action, Therefore, even a direct locus of an action may 

be the locative case.4** But, we cannot subscribe to such a 

view of the grammarian. He himself states that in the first 

sentence, the verb asti may be supplied48 and this appears 

to us a correct view. It shows that the locative case is only
'I'C-'YWoAt-

an- indirect locus of the act of being. Further, such expre-
,S 3-

ssions as Caitre sthitlh in which there is direct relation 

between the locus and the object located upon are generally 

not used in the Sanskrit literature. Again, in the sentence 

gale baddhva gaur nfyate, there is only an indirect relation 

between the cow and the act of tying through the medium of 

the rope. It is impossible to locate the act of tying on the 

bare neck of the cow without the help of a rope.
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Susena accepts the view of Trilocana that there
9 •

are only three types of locative case namely* Aupallesika,
o

Vaisayika and Abhiyyapaka. He rejects the SSnlpika type
e

because* It is covered by the Aupaslesika type. According to 
him, the seventh inflexion used in the so called Sami pika 
type of the locative case primarily indicates nearness and 
there is no scope for laksana in it, Therefore, it is inclu
ded in Aupaslesika itself. He clearly explains the essential 
nature of the remaining types of the locative case.4,9

Su sense ary a is the first Sanskrit grammarian who
Y«^v\oU_

discusses the relation of negation and itsAlB4i-r-eet loaus.
The earlier grammarians do not consider the case of negation
in their concepts of the locative case. They always show ,
either a relation of contact or a relation of inherence
between the locative case and the object which is located
upon it. But, such a relation does not hold between negation
and the locative case. This is clearly explained by the
Naftyayikas like Bhavananda and his followers. Lot us clarify
the point with the help of an example, that is, bhutale
ghat^bhlvah (i. e. there is the negation of the Jar on the ■©
earth). There is neither the relation of contact nor the 
relation of inherence in it between the jar and the negative 
of the jar because, such relations are possible only between 
two substances or a substance and its quality**? The Naiyar

k *

yikas discover- a different kind of relation between the
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adhara and the adheya in such instances of the locative case.

Suseriacarya says that such cases of the locative case are
» 0

the examples of the Vaisayika type in the primary sense. He 

explains the term Vaisayika appropriately in order to justify
o

it. The term Vaisayika is derived from the word visaya. 

Jinendrabuddhi explains the term Visaya as ananyatrabhava.
9

Susena clarifies the meaning of ananyatr ahhaVfP.not covered 
6 »

by the relation of contact or inherence.5̂

Candra

CandragomX uses the term Adhira for Adhikaranar 

karaka. He does not define Adhira nor does he clarify the 

meaning of it .®2

The grammarian accepts four types of Adhira or 

Adhikarana namely, Aupaslesika, Vaisayika, Abhiyy ip-aka and
» t> • *

SamTpika. He does not mention these names. But, it is clear 

fjjjbm the illustrations given by him. According to him, the 

term adhltr in the sentence adhltX vyikarane is also a case
9

of the locative case.53

_ /
Kramadisvara defines 'Adhikararaakaraka as Vaisayi-

k ady adhik ar anam.54 It is clear from the definition that the
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grammarian gives a description rather than a definition of 

the term. The expression Valsayikidi apparently means Vais a-
0 m

yika, Abhivyapaka etc. But, a problem arises in this case
_ ±e\

also. According to Ramacandra, Durgaslmha .etc. there are four 

sub-classes of the locative case. We do not understand clearly 

from the definition whether Kramadisvara means three sub-

classes of the locative case or four subclasses of it*

Jumaranandi

The commentator Jumaranandl says that the expre-

ssion Vaisayikadl means the three types of the locative case 

namely, Vaisayika, Aupaslesika and Abhiyyipaka. He does not

accept the fourth type of the locative case called Simlpika.
/  56

According to him, it is a case of Aupaslesika itself.

*

Goylcandra explains the term Adhikarana appropriately.
a. Tfc-muXL  afi „  - -

He shows that it is an indtreet locus of an act. ° He follows
A

Bhartrharl in this explanation. According to him, Gang ay ana 

ghosah, angulyagre karlsatam (i.e. there are a hundred 

elephants in the place indicated by the finger), are examples 

of the Aupaslesika type of the locative case. He says that 

the terms Gangs' etc,in these illustrations denote a secondary
sense. 5V
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sLalasMsa

The author of the Jainendra follows Pininl to a
#

great extent in defining Adhikaranakaraka. He defines the
— BAterm as adharo Adhikaranah,

t

Abhayanandi explains the abo ve definition in the 

most exhaustive manner, The commentator says that the term 

adhara in the definition denotes a secondary locus of an 

action, Ha reiterates the view of the Vrttiklra that the 

locative case acts as a direct locus of either the subject 

-or the object and through the medium of them it becomes an 

indirect loans of the action located in these two cases. He 

accepts the view of Jinendrabuddhl that the suffix tamap 

used by Paninl in the rule indicates that even a secondary 

locus of an action can be the locative case.59 As well all 

knowi these are not the original views of Jinendrabuddhl.

But9 the grammarian has an important original contribution 

to the concept of the locative case. He says that sometimes* 

the direct locus of an action namely, the subject and the 

object also become the locative case. He presents two appro-

priate illustrations of it.60
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Abhayanandi  accepts  only  the  three  sub-classes  of  

the  locative  case  given  by  the  Bhasyakara,  According  to  him*  

Gangayaro  ghosah  and  gurau  vasati  are  cases  of  Vaisayika* • 0 #
Adhikarana.

• ~ ( -

M*4amsaaa%a

Hemacandra  accepts  the  definition  ofthe  locative  

case  offered  by  Paninl,*But*  he interprets  the  term  adhira
an

in  the  definition  before  presenting  it  in  his  grammar.

The grammarian  classifies  the  locative  case  into  

six  distinct  types  namely*  Vaisayika*  Aupasle^ika,  Abhivya-  
Paka*  Samipyaka,  Nairn!ttika  and Aupacirika.  According  to  

him,  yuddhe  sannhyate,  saradi  puspanti  saptacchadah  etc.  are  

cases  of  Naimittika  while  angulyagre  karisatam  sa  me mustlma-
P • '

A3
dhye  tisthati  etc.  are  cases  of  Aupacarika.

t- ♦

MugdhabQdha

Bopadeva  substitutes  the  term  Adhikarana  by  a new 

technical  term  namely*  da in  his  grammar,  He defines  da as 
kalabhSvidhara .64 The definition  shows  that  the  term  da 

indicates  time  (kala)  and  action  (bhava)  also  apart  from  

adhara  or  locus which  stands  for  Adhikarana  karaka.
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The author of the Mugdhabodha classifies the loca-

tive case into four sub-classes namelyt .Aupaslesika, Valsa-
# <9

__ ^ _ 55

yika, Abhivyapaka and Sami pika.

DurjyMasa Vidy a Vagisa

_ _______f
Durgadasa Vidyavagisa shows that the term Idhara 

denotes its etymological meaning namely, adhriyate Padartho 

yasmin.66 But, he does not clarify it. It has been already 

accepted by the grammarians that the term adhara Indicates 

an indirect locus of an action. The commentator does not 

discuss it in his interpretation of the tens*

Rain a Tarkavigis^a reiterates the view of Bhartrharl 

that the locative case acts as a locus of an action only
ff?indirectly through the medium of Karti or Karma.

He gives us a clear idea of the different types of 
68the locative case.

The author of the Sirasvata accepts the Paninian 

rule adhlro Adhikara^am. He says that the seventh inflexion
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is used in the sense of adhara and then explains adhara as
_ _ _ gq
adharo narma Adhikaranam.

She grammarian classifies Adhikarana into six dis-

tinct sub-classes namely, Aupaslesika* Samlpika, AbhivySpaka,
6

Vaisaylka, Naimittika and Aupacarika. This classification is 

exactly the same as that of Hemacandra. He illustrates these 

sub-classes with appropriate examples* He gives a new example 

of Samlpika namely, vate suserate gavah.70 Ha says that 

according to some grammarians there are three sub-divisions
i

of Aupaslesika also. They are ekadesyrtti, abhiyyapyavrtti
71and yyangyavrtti.

Sandraklrtl

Candraklrti says for the first time that Adhikara- 

nakaraka is an indirect locus of an action which belongs to 

the agent,72 He does not refer to the objective case in his 

interpretation of the term. The author of the SS'rasvata does 

not present a single illustration in which the locative case 

is shown as the locus of an objective case. Probably for this 

reason, Candraklrti thinks that the locative case is not the 

locus of the objective case according to the author of the 

Sasasvata,

Candraklrti explains the terms Aupaslesika, Vais a-
* *

yika etc, very clearly,73
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Bawiaasgtta

Ramasrama accepts the six types locative case pre
sented by the author of the Sarasvata.74

SuPadma

Padmanabha chooses the Paninian definition adhiro
Adhikaranam as the definition of the locative case in his 

75grammar.

Visnumisra clearly explains the above definition.
► »

76But, he reitrates the traditional views in this explanation. 

The commentator accepts only three types of loca
tive case namely, Aupaslesika, Valsayika and Abhivyapaka. He

y * * *

shows that angulyagre karisatam is a case of the first type 
of the locative case.77

jk&ajil&s&s

Jivagoswim! defines Adhikarana as Kartrkarmanor
fl) 0 P

adhiro Adhikaranam8 It shows that the grammarian follows
ft

PanLni in his definition. But, he gives us a clear idea of 
the term adhara in the Paninian rule in the definition.
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The grammarian  classifies  Adhikarana  into  Aupa^

lesika,  Slmlpika  and  apt  a. 79 He does  not  accept  the  Vaisa-
• *

yika  type  of  the  locative  case  which  is  so  famous  in  Sans-

krit  grammar.  The reason  for  this is  not  clear  to  us.

Pravogaratnamala

Purusottama  Vidyavigisa  defines  fdhikarana  hy  the
* •

very  definition  of  Panini  on the  term , 80

He classifies  Adhikaranakfraka  into  four  sub-
4»

groups  namely,  Samavayi,  Sasrayogl,  l&saya  and Aupacarika . 81 

He further  classifies  the  first  two  sub-groups  into  Abhivyapta  

and Anabhlvyipta.  According  to  him,  such  illustrations  of  the  

locative case  as  tilesu  tallam  and  dugdhe  navaifitam  belong
— QO

to  the  Abhivyapta  type,of  San$ogi.  This  shows  that  he  

accepts  the  relation  of  contact  in  such  illustrations  between  

the  locative  case  and  the  object  located on.

Adhikarana  _in  ,  jfoUftsaPhi  cal  . schools

Bhavananda  Siddhanta  vagisa  presents  an illuminating  

discussion  on the  locative  case.  He throws  new light  on the  

relation  between the  locus  and  the  object  located.  The philo-
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sopher  very  clearly  shows  that  the  old  ideas regarding  the  

relation  holding  between  them  are  not  scientific.  He presents  

an entirely  new idea  of  Adhikarana  and  adheyatva.

The grammarians  show that  there  is  either  the  

relation  of  contact  or  the  relation  of  inherence  between  

the  locative  case  and  the  object  that  is  located  4n it.  

Bhavananda  critically  examines  the  standpoint  of  the  gramma-

rians  and  finds  that  this is  wrong.  He refers  to  the  case  

of  a badara  fruit  being  contained  by  a bowl in  this  connec -

tion,  According  to  the  grammarians*  there  is  the  relation  

of  contact  between  the badara  and  the  bowl.  Bhavananda  rightly  

points  out  that  a contact  is  a bipartite  affair.  If  the  con -

tact  between  the  badara  and  the  bowl  is  accepted  as  the  medium 

of  their  relation,  In  that  case,  even  the  fruit  may also  be

a case  of  Adhikarana,  But,  such  a view  is  absurd. 0 Similarly,
«

the  relation  of  inherence  also  cannot  be the  medium of  the  

relation  between  the  locative  case  and the  object  located,  

BhaVinanda  clearly  states  that  the  relation  of  inherence  is

S-uLiiaviti ,  (VYX.4-  vtus*

confined  to  quality,  action,  asd  universal (Jati),  But,  ’ it

„ _ * ,
is  never  related  to  abhava  ©r  yie  g a ti  on)^s  am a vay  a and  vi=sa«a.  

Therefore,  when we say  bhutale  ghatabhavah  (i.e,  there  is
9 •

the  negation  of  the  Jar  on the  ground)  ,  it  does  not  indicate  

that  there  is  the  relation  of  inherence  between  the  locus  

and  the  located. 84 It  goes  without  saying  that  the  medium
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of relation between the locus and the located in such cases 

is not the relation of contact because such a relation is 

possible only between two substances.

Some scholars anticipate the above objections 

against the view of the grammarians. Therefore, they define
_ ej-atv oAgtyC

Adhikaranatva as the apeksaniyatva for the origination  ̂the 
U5 «^-s
existence and the knowledge of an object. The term apafcfe- 

sanfyatva denotes that which is,( essentially) necessary. Bhava- 

nanda explains it appropriately. He says that for the origi-

nation of something, the inherent cause ( samavayi karana) is 

necessary. Again, for the existence of a thing such as a 

jar, the earth is necessary, and for the knowledge of a ure-

versals etc. whatever is inherently related to it is nece-

ssary. In the case of abhava and samavaya, that which is 

related to them through the relation of svarupa is necessary 

for their knowledge. Thus, the things which are shown as 

aPoksaniya or^necessary in the above cases are the locative 

case.

There are some other thinkers who opine that the 

locative case is a concrete object which is related to another 

object through the relation of contact and resists it from 

falling down,

Bhavahanda finds that the above definitions are 

not acceptable to him. He shows that according to the first 

definition, the sense of the locative case differs in each
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case discussed by his. It is not possible for us to frame a 

common concept of the locative case when a number of senses 

as shown by him are indicated by it. Further, when the sense

of apeksaniyatva is accepted, the definition of the locative
• *

case becomes a gratuitous one. The second definition again, 

is not applicable to abhava, samaviya etc.84

It Is for the above reasons, Bhavahanda Siddhantar 

vaglsa states that there is the svarupa sambandha or the 

relation known as svarupa between adhira and adheya. There 

is no equivalent tens in the English literature of svarupa 

sambandha. It may be explained as an aspect of the container 

and the contained acting as a certain relation with each 

other. We can roughly express It as one-term relation. The 

existence of svarupasambandha is evident to our experience.

We cannot demy the existence of Adhikaranatva and "idheyatva. 

But, we cannot explain it following the footsteps of the 

earlier thinkers. Adhdkaranatva and adheyatva can he explained 

as particular types of svaj^pasambandha and nothing else. This
1 Og

is the sum and substance of Bhavahanda*s contention,

Let us now clarify it by means of a few illustra-

tions. When there is a jar on a particular spot, the spot

is the Adhikarana’ or the locus of the jar. The spot is not
%

a case of Adhikarana in its absolute sense, It is a case of 

Adhikarana only in terms of the presence or absence of the 

jar. When the jar is present on the spot, it is Adhikarana.
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Again* when it is absent from the spot, it becomes equally 

a case of Adhikarena karaka In relation to the negation of 

the jar. We express these two ideas as bhutale ghato vidyate
4

and bhutale ghat abba vo vidyate. The term bhutala in the above 

sentence is a case of Adhikarana neither by dint of the relar
A

tion of contact nor by dint of the relation of inherence with 

the jar. The reason for this is already clear to us* Bhava- 

nanda holds that if  we accept Adhikaranatva as Svarupasam- 

bandha, we can explain it very correctly. We have explained 

•svarupasambandha as a particular aspect of the container.

It is through the medium of this aspect, the particular spot 

on which the jar exists acts as the locus of the jar. It can 

act as a locative case to some other object also by means of 

the same fevarupas amb andha. Idke Adhikaranatva, adheyatva is 

also nothing but the jsvarupasambandha according to Bhavlnanda. 

We can justify this view also of the philosopher. We may 

place the jar referred to above in the water or on a hook in 

the wall or on some other object. In that case also, it will  

remain a case of Idheya as before. Similarly, the negative 

of the jar is also a case of Idheya. Now, if  we consider all 

these cases and form a general concept of adheyatva, we shall 

see that it is also an independant concept* It may be explain- 

ed only if  it is taken in the sense of svarupasambandha, that 

is, it is an aspect of adheya itself.
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/

Bhavananda Siddhantavagisa clearly shows that 

Adhlkaranatva and adheyatva are not related to each other.

He states that if  we try to show such a relation between the 

two, the fallbcy of mutual dependence is inevitable.86

jaaEaaaSla^

Jayakr sna presents a brief discussion on the loca-

tive case. He accepts the meaning of the term Adhlkarana 

given by Bhartrhari in his Vakyapadfya. He says that this 

meaning follows from the Paninian rule adharo Adhikaranam
A7itself and it is accepted by the logicians.

r f t

JagadTsa Tarkalahkara accepts the new concept of
%Adhlkaranatva presented by his predecessor Bhavananda Siddan-

• A

tavagisa and clarifies it with the help of an illustration.

He first defines Adhlkarana karaka and then shows with the 

help of a very systematic discussion that Adhlkaranatva is
a

nothing but a relation known as svarupasambandha. According 

to him, the meaning of the seventh inflexion which is related 

to the meaning of the root in a sentence is Adhlkaranakaraka. 

He says that in the sentence graine ganta, the meaning of the 

seventh infleicion used in the word grama is related to the
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meaning of the root gam in the word ganta. The root gam

denotes motion. According to Jagadlsa, the seventh Inflexion

used in the word grama indicates that the village acts as the

locus of the said motion or the motion is located on the

village. Thus, the village is a case of Adhikarana by virtue
on

of its relation to the meaning of the root. Now, the ques-

tion arises : "What is the specific relation between the 

village and the motion by virtue of which the village becomes 

the locative case?" Jagadfsa clearly states that it is neither 

the relation of contact nor the relation of inherence. We 

have already shown the reasons for which such relations are 

not acceptable in the case of Adhikarana. Jagadlsa also 

states that time is not the relation between the village and 

the motion because, in the Sanskrit literature such illus-

trations as sPande gacchati are conspicuous by their absence. 

Therefore, he accepts another type of relation namely, 

.svarupasambandha.90 This Particular relation is otherwise 

known as Adhikaranatva.

It is clear from the discussions of JagadJs ̂and 

his predecessor Bhavananda that these two logicians do not 

reject the view of the grammarians that the locative case 

contains the subjective case and the objective case and thus 

it becomes indirectly related to the action possessed by 

them. But, they explain the conaept of Adhikaranatva more 

clearly and accurately. Jagadfsa excels his predecessor in
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this matter. The grammarians, except Susena da not consider
• 9

the cases of substance, action etc. in their discussions on 

the locative case. They ignore the fact that even the nega-

tive fact can be a case of adhara or adheya. Therefore, they 

refer to such relations only between adhara and adheya as 

the relation of contact, Inherence, visayata etc. But, these 

relations never, hold between a negative fact and its locus.
■forfeit

Similarly, when the negative is the locus of something, thisA
relation does not hold between the locus and the located, 

Susena refers to a case in which the negative fact is locatedd *
on a substance. But, he also states that there is the rela-

tion of visayata between the two. Bhavinanda and Jagndlsa 

considers the case of a negative fact properly and then 

draws the conclusion that Adhikaranatva is nothing but the
<t

svarupasambandha.

VyutPattivada

Gadadhara Bh attic ary a accepts the well known view
d * ^

of the grammatical school that the term Adhikarana denotes
2* -ft-moA q  ,

an,fadi^eet locus of an action. He says that the seventh
aJ&CX-tJL-*- CIk X.

inflexion which is u-sed in Adhikarana denotes adheyatva 

Han object located upon. He shows with the help of two illus- 

trations that this object is a kriya or an action and it is
QP

indirectly located on the locativje case.
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SkeKrX3 ujvW^

The philosopher offers  an illuminating  discussion  

on the  relation  which  holds  between  adhlra  and adheya  or  the  

locus  and  the  object  located*  He first  states  that,this  rela -

tion  is  different  from  the  relation  of  contact,  inherence  

etc.  Then,  he specifies  the  relation  as  adhiratva.  He opines  

that  adhiratva  is  determined  by  means of  the  relation  of  con -

tact  or inherence.  Thus,  when we say  kunde  badaram  asti  
* * *

(i,  e.  there  is  a plum  in the bowl) ,  the  adhiratva  of the  

kunda  or the  bowl  is  determined  by  means of  the  relation  of
9 *

contact  holding  between  the  kundja  and  the  badara.  Similarly,

when we say  pate  rupam  (i.e.  there is  colour  in  the  cloth)  ,

the  adhiratva  of  the  pata  or  the  cloth  is  determined  by  means

of  the  relation  of  inherence  which  exists between  the  cloth  

Q3
and  its  colour.

We have  already  discussed  that  the celebrated  logi -

cian  Bhavananda  Siddhantavagisa  rejects  the  above  idea  because  

he thinks  that  in  that  case  even  the  plum  which  is  contained

by  the  bowl  will  be a case  of  Adhikarana  and  the  bowl will
#

be a case  of  adheya.  A similar  problem  will  arise  in  the  case  

of  pate  rupam  and  similar other cases  also.  GadCdhara  refutes
9

the  objection  of  his  predecessor in  an intelligent manner.

He shows  that  in  the  sentence  kunde  badaram,  the  relation  of  

contact  which  holds  between  the  bowl  and  the  plum  is  a prati-  

yogi  of  the  adheya,  that  is,  the  plum  and  it is  an anuyogi  of
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the  bowl*  Thus,  the  problem  does  notarise.  Similar  is  the  

case  in  the  sentences  pate  rupam  etc. 5^

Gadadhara  finally  shows  with  the  help  of  an illustration  

namely,  bhutale  vartate  ghatah  that  the  root  of  the  verb  used  

in the  sentence  denotes  adharatva  and  the word  which  is  treated  

as  the  locative  case  in  the  sentence  is  related  to  the  meaning  

of  the  root  through  the  agent , 55

It  is  clear  from  the  above  discussion  that  the  author  

of  the  Vyutpattivada  shows  great  originality  in  the  concept  of  

Adhikarana  presented  by  him*

Bhlijtjacintamapi

Gaga Bhatta  reiterates  the  view  of  the  grammatical

school  that  the  term  Adhikarana  denotes a remote  locus  of
%

an action*  He states  that  the  locative  case  acts  as  a 

locus  of  an action  through  the  medium of  either Karta  or  

Karma.  According  to  him,  this  is  the  meaning  of  the  Paninian  

rule  Idharo  Adhlkara$am  * 55

Gaga Bhatta  accepts  the  three  fold  classification  of
*  «

the  locative  case  presented  by  Patanjali.
97
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. Sfl3EatflBffifl.JBfili.ftfi

1. Pa" 1.4.45*

2. Tathadharam acSryah kim nylyyam neanyate? Yatra krtsna 

idh aratm avylpto bhavati. Tenehaiva sy't-tilesu tailatfi 

dadhnl sarpiriti. Gang ay arr. gavab kupe gargakuism ityatra
• r • ‘ „,«r '

'000m <> *s>

na syat........................ ityatrapi siddharn bhavati. Mbh,p,251.

3. Adhikaranam nama triprakiraffi........ Vaisayikam iti.• <*
Mbb. under Pi 6.1.72.

4. Na taMBase dTyate. Kim tarhi? Kase gat©. Evani tarhi 
Aupaslesikam Adhikaranam vijnilyat©. Ibid, under Pa 5.1.96.* o

5. Ibid, -under. Pa 6.1,72 

6.. Ibid, p,251.
o ’
7. Yatra krtsna iti, Sarvairavayavaih saha....................... sa• *\

bhavati. Ibid. p,251.

8. Kartrkarma^yavahitam asaksad dh Sr ay at krlyim.i *

Upakurvat kriyasiddhau sastredhikranain smrtam 

Fak. SS, 148. ■

9. Upaslesasya cabhedas......................sanyogasamaviyinani.

Ibid. Si. 149,

10. Vak. p,349.

11. Kate aste,vyavadhanena iTar alt at vam aviruddhara. 

Ibid. p,348. .

12. Opaslesa adharasyadhayena sambandhah.........« Gurau-
4 4

vasntlti gurvadhlniyam vrttau Vaisayikson Adhikaranam
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guruta,............. *Upaslssl9sopyatra bauddhah.........
• o *

Gang ay ana gava Iti Gangasabdah simlpyat*..............  Aupasle-

sikam Adhikaranam. Ibid, p, 349. ,
ik  r .

13, KasI P.561.

14. Ibid, p.562

15. Mukhyasyipl Kartuh Kara ana so a. ......... .. paratvad anavaka?

sat vibe a Kartrkaraasa#$yabhy am badhyajaanatvat. Ibid.p»362.
r-  *

16, Ibid, p.562.

17, Ibid, p.561.

18. Asrayo Adhikaranam ueyate. Grhe ti sthati, sthllyam pacati. 

Bfoasa, p.45.
9

19. BVV. p.101.

20. Ibid, p.101. ■ .

21. At a eva Gangayamghosa iti.......... bhavaty eva. Ibid.

P.101.
_ / _ _ ^ -

22. Krlyasrayayoh K art rk araanoradhano Adhikarana sandnah syat.

Pr. kau p.455.

23, Ibid. P.455,

24, Ibid, p, 456.

25, Kriyssrayayoriti, Tathoktara Bhartrbarina s Kartrkaraa-

■vyavahitam................ smrtatB iti. Ibid, p.455,

26, ^ Adhar adhey ayor anyatrasidhayoh pradesikah saasbandha

upaslesa* Tatra bhava Aupa^lesikab.............. ,«%dya saha

gbosasyfejea sajly ogabhavamaupaslesikam. Igpi Vai saylko 

vyapto va. Visayadyabhivat. Atoyam prthsk. Ibid. pp. 455- 

456.
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yadadhlnl yasya sthi tih... ........ tasyasr ayo bhavati.
• •

Ibid, p.456, ,
_ t _

27. Kriyasrayayoh Kartrkarmanor dbaranat.......... Adfeikaranarn
t o « ‘ ■ 9 . *  *

sylt. $C p. 127.

28. Ibid, p.127,

29. Saptaroya apyisrayorthab............. sutrad adhirah
» •

TBS. p.176.

30. Karake ityadhikrtya........... sastredhikaranam srartazn iti.
O # t *

Ibid. pp. 176*177,

31. Etacea trlvidham. AupaslesikaiB, Valsaylkam Abbivyapakanoa. 

Kate sete, gurau vasati. moks© icchasti tilesu tailam

....Bhasy© ©pastam. Ibid* p.177.
¥ • •

32. Ibid. pp. 176-178.

33. Naiyiyikistu.,,.,....,..bha«it ityahuh. Ibid. p. 178.

34. IMS. p.1322,
»

35. Ibid, p.1322

36. Sa ea saktib KartrltarmadvIrsT,.................. snstredhikaranamr • ^

sffir^tam iti. Ibid, pp, 1322-1323.-

37, Yadyap! kalah saksat kriyadharastathapi,...........
* »

Kartrtvavattvat. Ibid, p. 1323.

38, Adhikaranaiftridhi..............Gangasabdah samipyat

desavrttirityaiipa^lesikameVa tat. Ibid, p, 1325.
* ■»

39, KalaPa. s«. 217.

40, Ibid,- p.201,

41, Ibid, p.201.
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42. Anyastvaha  upaslesasyabhedestilakasakatadi  su... ,,..,
• ' & r • ■

bhedahatava  iti.  Ibid,  p,201,
_ YV\ __

43. Gangldinam  sa^yogasaiMVayalaksano  na. ghosidiritl  Saalplko  

bhidyata.  Ibid,  p.201.

44. Ibid,  p.201.

45. Ibid,  p.201.

46. Sa cadhirastrividhah,,... ......... .. Valsayikas  ceti.  Ibid.
* 9

p.201.

47. Ibid,  p.202.
_ ___©
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Ibid,  p.201.
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o i
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53. Ibid.  p. 181.
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55. Ibid,  p.,1016.

56. Ibid,  pp.10^6-1017.
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# m *

laksayati.  Ibid.  1.017,•» *

l
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63, Ibid. p,76, .
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65. Ibid, p.93.

66. Ibid, p,93.
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68.. Ibid, p.,94, ,

69. Sara P.86.

70. Ibid. p.86. ,
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72. SRC. p.156.

73. Ibid, p.156.

74. SRR p. 314.

75. Supadma P.S1.
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CONCLUSION •

We have discussed all the views on the meaning 

of the term karaka and on Karta* Karma* Karana etc. * that 

is* the six cases. Our discussion may be clearly understood 

if  it is critically examined. Our arrangement of the subject 

matter has been followed by a definite plan. The underlying 

plan is this s

1. We have tried to interprets the sutras of 

Panini mainly by following the tradition of interpretation
9

propounded by the great commentator PatanJali after having 

closely examined the standpoint of the Vartikakara.

2. We have discussed the views of Patanjali on the 

definitions of klraka, Kart a* Karma etc. given by Pgrdni in 

his Astadhyayi and also the vartikas related to them as 

clearly and elaborately as possible in order to give an 

appropriate idea of his standpoint on different issues.

Pata&Jali is the first grammarian who defines the 

term klraka. His definition namely karotfti i£i karakam is 

accepted by many grammarians coming after him including some 

modern grammarians like Bhattoji, Kaundabhatta and Nagesa,
if  % < i  ^

But* this definition is not accepted by many other grammar 

rians and also the philosophers mentioned by us. The defini**  

tion, however* Paves the way for further discussions on the
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topic  and  thus  helps  greatly  in  the  development  the  concept  

of  karaka.  Patanj  all  gives  a second  meaning  also  of  the  term  

karaka.  Bhattoji  Diksitaand  Kaundabhatta  accept  this  meaning.  

But,  they  explain  it  further  in  order  to  show that  karaka  

denotes  krlyanvayl  or  that  which  is  syntactically  related  to  

a verb.

Patain  jali  shows  with  the  help  of  a few  suitable
\

illustrations  such  as  kasthani  pacanti  and  sthali  pacatl  that  

the  locus  of  the  principal  operation  indicated  by  a verb  is  

the  agent.  He also  justifies  indirectly  by  citing  the  above  

illustrations,  that  an inanimate  object  also  can  be the  agent

in  a sentence.  These two ideas  presented  by  the  grammarian
*

are  accepted  by  all  the  grammarians  coming  after  him.  But,  

they  are  not  accepted  by  the  logicians.  Patanjali  also  states
j

under  the  Paninian  rule  klrake  that  the  agent is  the  mover  of  

other  kirakas.  This  view  is  also  accepted  by  Bhartrhari  and  

some other  grammarians.

• The Bhasyakara  explains  the  significance of  the  use
*  _ K^nr-ma

of  the  suffix  tamap  by Fanini  in  his  definition  of  IfcarfidMu.This

explanation  is  accepted  by  the  grammarians  flourishing  after  

him  including  the  Vrttikara  who offer  an original  interpre -

tation  on the  definition.  The Bhasyakara  also  explains  the
» .

term  karma  in  the  definition  of  Sampradaha given  by Pinini  as  

kriya  and  rejects  the  vartika  kriyagrahanam.  Further,  the
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grammarian states that the term apaya in the definition dhru- 

vam aplya Apadanam denotes ideal separation also. The above 

views are accepted by many latter grammarians.

It is clear from the above discussion that the 

views of Patanjall on karaka, Kartlj Karma etc. greatly influ-

ence his successors and play a major role in the development 

of the concept of karaka and the different groups and sub-

groups of It.

3. Bhartrhari, the celebrated author of the Vlkya-
9

padfya who flourishes a few centuries after Patanjail accepts 

some important views of his predecessor. We have shown it 

clearly In the proper contexts in our thesis. The grammarian 

also explains some of the views of Pat an j ali on klraka, Kart a 

etc. In an explicit manner. Let us cite a few instances.

Pat an jail defines karaka as that which accomplishes a kriya 

or an act. But, this view is not clear to us unless the term 

kriya is clarified. Bhartrhari explains the term kriya most 

appropriately in his definition of sadhana. Patanjall states

that Kart a is the mover of other cases. Bhartrhari presents
»

this view very clearly by explaining the role of KartaT appro-

priately in the karikls praganyatah saktllabhat etc. But,
, fiYUStx '

Bhartrhari does not his duty as a grammarian by merely

interpreting the view of Patanjall. He has some other impor-

tant contribution to the concepts of Karaka, Karta, Karma,
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Karana etc. He says for the first time that karaka is sarnar- 

thya or sakti. He shows in his interpretation of the Paninlan 

rule svatantrah Kart a that the agent is an animate being which 

controls the activities of other cases properly. But, he 

realises that even the inanimate objects are used, as agents 

in innumerable sentences in the Sanskrit language. He is 

unable to ignore this peculiarity of the language, Therefore, 

he states that the sense of Kart a as discussed by him should 

be imposed on the inanimate object used as the agent in a 

sentence. This view of the grammarian appears to us as the 

correct view. He appropriately defines Nirvartya Karma,

Vikarya Karma and Prapya Karma. He also divides Vikarya Karma 

into two distinct types. Bhartrhari lays due emphasis on the

vivaksa or the intention of the speaker in his definition of
«

Karana. He offers an original interpretation on the term 

dhruva in the definition of Apadina given by Panini, He also 

states that Adhikarana is only an indirect locus of an action. 

The above views of Bhartrhari are not only accepted by the 

grammarians but also by the philosophers.

4. We have discussed the view of Kaiyata and Heia- 

raja elaborately in the proper contexts of our thesis.

(a) Kaiyata mainly clarifies the views of the 

Bhasyakara. He maintains a firm view that the term Sampradana 

does not denote its etymological meaning. He quotes two Passa-
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ges from the Matiabhasya in support of his view. His view
%

appears to us as the rational one. The etymological meaning 

of Sampradana is not applicable to a number of instances of 
Sampradana. But, the majority of the grammarians and also the 

logicians firmly stand behind the Vrttikaira. They accept only 

the etymological meaning of Sampradana.

(b) Helaraja has some contributions to the con

cepts of karaka and Sampradana. He agrees with Bhartrhari
a

that karaka is a ssfcti op  efficiency. But, he states that 

this sakti and its locus are non-different. This view is 

accepted by %gesa and Rama Tarkavagisa, the celebrated commen

tator on the Mug&habodha, Heliraja clearly distinguishes 

between Sampradana and tadartha. He states that the purpose 

of dana is to benefit a person.

5. The sutras of Pinini are interpreted by Jayaditya * &
and Vamana under the name of the Kasika. The Kisika is known 
as the Vrtti or the Kisikavrtti also. Many of the interpre-

0 *

tations in this work bear the stamp of original and indepen* 

dent thinking of its authors. We see a number of such inter

pretations in the karaka chapter of the work. In this connec

tion, we can refer to the interpretation of the term karaka, 

the interpretation of the term svatantra in.the Paninlan rule

svatantrah Karta, the interpretation of the term Ipsitatama
♦

in the Paninian rule Kartur ipsitatama^ Karma etc. These
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interpretations greatly influence the latter grammarians.

(a) Jlnendrabuddhi is a great commentator on 

the Kaslki. He shows great originality in his interpreta-

tions on the views of the Vrttikara on karaka, Karta, Karma
*

etc. Jlnendrabuddhi does not agree with the Bhasyakara on 

many important points and gives his own views on them. We 

have clearly discussed the above merits of Jlnendrabuddhi in 

appropriate places. Many of the views of Jlnendrabuddhi are 

accepted by his successors. Let us cite a few instances. 

Jlnendrabuddhi explains the term dana clearly and states that 

the sense of dana is invariably involved in the concept of 

Sampradina. He shows that the sentences rajakasya vastram 

dadati and ghnatah prstham dadati do not indicate dana. There-

fore, the terms raj aka and the term gh/toat are not cases of 

Sampradina in the sentences. The meaning of dana given by 

Jlnendrabuddhi and his concept of Sampradina are accepted by 

almost all the grammarians coming after him. Jinendrabudhi 

distinguishes between the meanings of the roots yaci and

bhiksi in his discussion on Akathlta Karma. The distinction 
1

shown by him is accepted by his successors. The commentator 

says that the verbs jay'ati and dendayati also govern the 

indirect object. This view is reiterated by many grammarians 

flourishing after him.
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The above  discussion  clearly  shows  that  Jinendra-  

buddhi  has  a major  contribution  to  the  development  of  the  con -

cept of  karaka  and  different  karakas.

(b)  Haradatta*  s PadmafijarT  is  an outstanding  

commentary  on the  Kislka.  Haradatta tries  to  bring  about  a 

compromi  se'between  the  two  distinct  views  of  the  Vrttikara
_ _ O S-

and  the  Bhasyakara on the  meaning  ^karaka.  The grammarian  syn -

thesises  the  views  of  the  Bhasyakara,  Bhartrhari,  Jinendra-
9 9

buddhi  and  Kaiyata  with  those  of  the  Vrttikara  in  his  inter -

pretations  of  the  views  of  the  Vrttikara  on different  karakas.

6.  The Bhisavrtti  of  Purusottama  is  a short  common-
0 9 ‘  $

tary  on  the  sutras  of  Panini  excluding  only  those  sutras-which

are  exclusively  devoted to  Vedlc  grammar.  He mainly  follows

the  Vrttikara  in  his  interpretations on the  sutras  of  Panini  
« •

devoted  to  karaka.  There is  not  much exhibition  of  original  

thinking  in  the  work  on the  topic  of  karaka.  Simplicity  and  

lue±4&ess  are  the  special  features  of  the  commentary  of  Puru-  

sottama.

(a)  Srstidhara  is  a renowned  commentator  on the

Bhasivrttl.  He is  noted  for  his  scholarship  and  accurate
* **

thinking  and  also  hair-splitting  discussions.  He mainly  pre -

sents  the  well-known  views  of  earlier  grammarians in  his  

interpretations  on the  views of  Purusottama  on different
ft*

aspects  of  karaka.  He however,  offers  for  the  first  time  a
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very valuable discussion on the objective case of illusory 

knowledge..

7. Ramacandra who flourishes after Purusottama
#

briefly Interprets the sutras of Panini in his Prakriyakaumudl. 

His example is followed by Bhattojl Diksit&.He also briefly
j* t> »

interprets the sutras of Panini in his Slddhahtakaumudl. The 

grammarian, however, elaborately explains the sutras in his 

two other works namely, the Sabdakaustubha and the Pratfdhar 

manorama.

Ramacandra rearranges the, sutras of Panini in his
*

grammar. His new arrangement is accepted by Bhattojl Dfksit$'
o* * c

There is some disadvantage of the arrangement of the sutras. 

This disadvantage is duly felt in the karaka chapter in the 

work of both the grammarians. Some of the rules of kfaraka given 

by Panini are related to a previous rule in the Astadhyayf.
• ^ i

But, when as a result of the new arrangement, the two rules are 

separated, it becomes difficult for us to attain the correct 

meaning of the subsequent rule. Such a difficulty arises in 

the cases of the rule divah Karma ca (Pa 1.4.43) in both 

grammars. .

Let us now speak a few words regarding the inter-

pretations given by Ramacandra on sutras of karakas presented

by Panini. Ramacandra mainly follows the Vrttikara in his
• *

interpretations of these sutras. He, however, follows the
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Bhasyakara in his classification of Adhikarana, But, he pre- % •
seats a fourth type of Adhikarana namely, Sami pika,

(a) Yltthalacarya critically interprets the brief
4 *

commentary of Rimacandra. He nicely synthesises the views of 

Patan)3ali, Bhartrhari and Jinendrabuddhi in his interpreta-

tion on the views of Rimacandra on various karakas. The cons-

picuous feature of the commentary of l&tthala is the simpli-* #
city and the lucidity of the language he uses in it. The 

commentator mainly presents the traditional views on karakas. 

But, he presents a new definition of Kart a.

8. Bhattoji Diksita is an eminent Sanskrit grammar*
• •

rian. He does not show much originality in the interpretations 

of the Paninian rules on karakas in the Siddhantakaumudl. He 

rigidly follows Rimacandra in these interpretations. Let us 

cite few instances in order to clarify our statement. Ramar

candra interprets the Paninian rule sadhak at am araK aranam as» »
kriyasiddhau prakrstopakarakamKaranam syat (Pr. kau p.405).

<5 * o • • •

Bhattoji explains the above rule almost in the same manner. He
» 9

explains it as kriyasiddhau prakrstopakarakaru klrakainKarana-
o t ». • •

santJnaiB syat (SKM pp. 431-432). Rimacandra interprets an impor-

tant definition of Apadana given by Panini namely, Janikartuh 

prakrtih as ^ayamanasya prakrtir hetur Apadanam syat ( Pr, Kau 

p.428). Bhattojl interprets the rule as Jayamanasya hetur
O'

Apadanam syat ( SKM pp, 448-449) .e
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Bhattoji is, however, an entirely different gramma-

rian in his Sabdakaustubha and Praudhamanorama. He does not 

follow Hiinacandra in his interpretations in these two works.

He offers illuminating discussions on the terms karaka, Karma, 

Apidana etc. in these works. He lays emphasis on the philosophy 

of grammar in these discussions. He says that SampradSnakaraka 

or dative case remains ideally present in the mind of the 

agent before the act of giving is accomplished by him. He 

give.s a philosophical interpretation of the definition of 

Karma presented by Panini namely, Kartur rpsltatamam Karma.

He opines that Karma denotes kriyaphalasali or the locus of 

the result of an operation. He also gives a philosophical 

interpretation of the term dhruva in the Panini an rule dhruvam 

aPaye Apadansm. This interpretation is however, based on the 

concept of dhruva presented by Bhartrhari.

The grammarian does not follow the order of the 

Panini an rule as given by Bamacandra in the Sabdakau stubha and 

the PraUdhamanoramiu
* '

He presents some important views of Patanjali and

Bhartrhari in some of his interpretations on the Panini an
*v.

rules of karaka. The views of Bhattojl are clearly explained
w *

by HarlBikslta.
v.

9. Kaundabhatta accepts the definition of karaka 

offered by Bhattoji Diksita ,Hes also accepts the meanings of
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the  terms  Karma,  Apadaha  ©to.  given  by  his  predecessor.  The 

grammarian lays  great  emphasis  on the  philosophy  of  grammar  

in  his  interpretations  on different  karakas.  He makes much 

improvement  upon  Bhattoji  in  some of  his  interpretations.  He
a *

explains  the  term  Apadaha  more  critically  and  clearly  than

Bhattaji.
» »

(a)  Harivallabha  Interprets  the  views  of  Kaundar  

bhatta on karaka,  Karta, Karma etc.  in  the  most  appropriate
9 *

manner.  He corroborates  these  views  with  the  help  of  brilliant  

arguments.  He also  presents  the  views  of  the  Naiyaylkas  on  

different  karakas  in the  most  elaborate  manner.  This  has  made 

a comparative  study  of  cases  in  the  grammatical  school  and  

the  logical  school  easier  for  us.

10.  Nagesa is  an immediate  predecessor  of  Harivallar  

bha.  He is  widely  renowned  for  his  versatile  knowledge  of  

various  subjects  and  specially  modern  logic.  He imports  many 

ideas  of  modern  logic  into  the  philosophy  of  grammar.  Nagesa  

adopts  the  technic  of  the  modern  school of  logic  in  interpre -

ting  the  terms  Karta,  Karma etc.  We also  see  some influence  

of  the  Navy  any  aya  school  in  his interpretation  of the  term  

Karma,  that  is,  K  arm at  van  Kartrgataprakrtadhatvarthavyaparar*  

Prayojyavyaparavyadhikaranaphalasrayatvena  Kartur  uddesyatvam.
e

There  is  a similar influence  of  the  Mlmaffisa  school in  tfee  

interpretation  of  Sampradaha  given  by  him.  But,  he is  primarily
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a follower  of  the  Paninian  tradition.  He rigidly  follows  the  
Bhasyaklra  in  defining  karaka.  He accepts  the  view  of  Bhartr-

9 *

hari  that  karaka  is  a sakti.  But,  he agrees  with  Helaraja  
that  this  sakti  is  non-different  from  its  locus.  Hagesa  also

accepts  all  the  important  views  of  Bhartrhari on Karana,
* ♦

Apadaha  etc,

11.  Panditaraja  Jagannathsis  another  great  Sans-

krit  grammarian  of  the  modern  age.  But,  he has  not  been  taken  
into  consideration  because  his  PraudhamanoramakueamardinI  is  
not  worth  a critical  study  from  the  scientific  standpoint.

Let  us  now discuss  the  views  of  the  grammarians  of  
the  non-Paninian  schools  and  the  interpreters  of  their  views.  

The grammarians  who do not  accept  the  sutras  of

Panini  but  frame  their  own sutras  in  their  grammatical  works
♦

and  the  grammarians  who present  mainly  their  own sutras  in  
their  grammar  and  accept  only  a few  sutras  of Panini  are  the  
grammarians  of  the  so called  non-Panini  an schools.  We have  
shown that  the  following  sutrakaras  belong  to  the  non-Paninian  

schools  in  our  discussions.

(1)  Sarvavarmi,  the  author  of  the  KalaPa  or  the  
Katantra®

(2)  CahdragomI ,  the  author  of the  Cahdra grammar,

(3)  Kramadfsvara,  the  author  of  the  Sa^ksiptasara*. />  *

(4)  Devanandi,  the  author  of the Jainendra®
/ /

(5)  Hemacandra,  the  author  of  the  Sabdanusasana*
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( 6) Bopadeva, the author of the Mugdhabodha „

(7) Anubhutisva^Icirya, the author of the
' , • Saras vata,  ̂.

(8) Padmanabha Datta, the author of the Supadma .

(9) Jf vagoswami* the author of the Haririamamrta.
. a

; . (10) Purusottama* the author of the Prayogaratna- 
mala.'

The commentators on the works of the above sutra- 

karasalso naturally belong to the non-Paninian schools.

12. Among the above sutrakiras, Devanandi and Hema- 

candra are Jainas and Ji vagoswami" Isa Vai snava. But, there 

is very little trace of the Jalna religious and philosophical 

views In the karaka chapter of the works of Devanandi and 

Hemacandra. On the other hand, the karaka chapter of the work 

of Jf vagoswami clearly displays the religious motive of the 

grammarian. Ji vagoswami writes his HarinSmararta in order to 

teach grammar to the students and also to impart salvation 

to them through an easy process. In this Kali age, the utter-

ing of Haririama or the names of Lord Visnu or performing japas
# •

with than is thought to be one of the best means of attain- 

ding salvation. The students who do not possess the eagerness 

or the tenacity for practising these two methods can easily 

attain salvation by frequently reading or reciting his grammar 

for a practical purpose because, the names of Lord 1/1 snu are 

frequently used in it*
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13. The grammarians of the non-Paninian schools 

accept many important views of the grammarians of the Pani- 

nian school. Thus, these grammarians are not free thinkers 

in the absolute sense of the term. We have shown in the pro-

per contents that the grammarians of the non-Paninian schools 

accept the important views of Panini, Patanjali, Bhartrhari, 

the Vrttikara and some other grammarians of the Panini an
r

school in defining the terms kiraka, KartI, Karma etc. or in 

interpreting the ^definitions of these terms. They also accept 

the classification of Karma, Adhikarana etc. presented by the 

grammarians of the Panini an school. Let us clarify the above 

statement by citing a few instances.

(a) Hemacandra defines kiraka as kriyahetuh 

Jfcarakam. He follows the Vrttikara in his definition. He 

further shows in his interpretation of the definition that 

this definition is identical in meaning with the definition 

of karaka given by Patan^ali. He also reiterates the views of 

Bhartrhari that karaka is a sakti. Padmanabha rigidly follows 

the Vrttikara in defining kiraka. He defines the term as 

kriyanimittam karakam, Jfvagoswami, again, synthesises the 

views of PatanJali and Bhattoji in the definition of karaka
t »

-V t -
given by him namely, kriyasambandhaviSesi karakam. All  the

t

sutrakaras of the non-Paninian schools accept the logical 

meaning of Karma given by .the Vrttikara.
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(b) Devanandi, Hemacandra, Padmanibha and Anubhu-

tisvscapacarya define Karana as sadhakatamain Karana®. Kramar 
' 9 * 0

dfsvara presents the very sense of the above definition in

the sutra kriyati sadhanan Karanam.
*

(c) All  the grammarians of the non-Paninian 

schools except Hemacandra accept the etymological meaning 

of Sampradana. Hemacandra remains loyal to Patanjali.

(d) The grammarians Candragoml, Hemacandra,

Padmanibha and Jfvagoswaml accept the view of Bhartrhari
' , AiTn\A Xb

that Apadanakaraka is the avadhi or the point of separation. 

Sarvavarma partly follows Pardni and partly follows Patanj ali 

in defining Apadanakaraka. Devanandi shows his allegiance to 

Patanjali in his definition of Apidana. Bopadeva, Kramadis- 

vara and Jivagoswam! accept all the definitions of Apidana 

given by PInini. Of course, these grammarians twist these 

definitions.

(e) All  the sutrakaras belonging to the non-

Paninian schools accept the view of Bhartrhari that Adhikara-
«

nakaraka is only an indirect locus of an action through the 

medium of either the subject or the object.

(f) Hemacandra and Padmanibha follows their 

predecessors of the Paninian school in classifying Karma. 

Padmanibha and Jlvagoswaml accept the three-fold classifica-

tion of Adhikarana presented by the Bhasyakara.
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(g) The above discussion does not imply that the 

sutrakaras of the non-Paninian schools have no original con-

tribution to the concepts of karaka,Karta etc. Anubfiutisvaru- 

Paclrya. gives an entirely new definition of karaka namely, 

kriyasiddhyupakarakah karakam. The definition deserves our 

proper attention. We have already stated clearly that this 

definition is an improvement of some other definitions of 

karaka. He also presents a fourth type of Karma namely, 

SaBDskarya Karma. Of course, we have shown that it is redun-

dant. Hemacandra. gives us a comprehensive idea of Karta in 

his illustrations of the rule s vat ant rah Karta. The gramma-

rian has another major contribution to the concept of Adhi- 

karana. Hemacandra divides Adhikarana into six distinct types 

namely1) Aupaslesika, (2) Vaisayika, (3) Abhivyapaka,

(4) Samipyaka, (5) Naimittika and Aupaclrika. The author of 

the Sarasvata accepts this division.

14? Now, we shall critically examine the commen-

taries on the said sutra works*

(a) Durgashnha writes one brief commentary and 

one elaborate commentary on the sutras of the Katantra or 

the Kalapa. He shows great, originality in some of his inter-

pretations on the sutras of the Kallpa on different kirakas. 

Let us cite a few instances. He says that the. verb karoti in 

the- sutra yal^karoti sa Karta denotes that the agent is not
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related to a present act alone but also to a past or a future 

act. He also opines that the term yata£ In the definition 

yato aPaiti etc. indicates both the limit of real and ideal 

separation. We have discussed these views clearly on previ-

ous occasions. Durgasiinha exerts a great influence upon a 

major section of commentators coming after him. We have shown 

in a previous section of this thesis that Durgadasa Vidya-- 

vagi ia and Rima T ark a vagi s a accept a very important view of 

him,

(b) Irilocana also writes a commentary on the 

sutras of the Kalapa known as PanjI. He explains many impor-

tant views of Durgasinha on cases critically in it.

(c) Susenacarya, the third commentator on the
* «

sutras of the Kallpa deserve special mention. The commentator 

is a great critical thinker. He presents illuminating dis-

cussions on Kart a, Karma, Sampradana etc. Susena is greatly
.... d - *

influenced by the philosophers of the Navyanyaya school and 

particularly Bhavinanda Siddhlntavagisa. He mainly presents 

the views of the Navyanyaya school in his discussions on 

Kart a, Karma, Sampradaha etc. He is the first grammarian to 

refer to the locative case of a negative factor.

(d) Candragomi is an eminent Sanskrit grammar 

rian. But, no good commentary on the sutras of Candragomi are 

available to us up till  now.
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(e) Jumaranandi and Goylcandra critically inter-

pret the sTTtras of the Saifflksiptasara. They have some impon-
• • o

tant contributions to the concepts of Karma and Sampradana. 

Both commentators philosophically Interpret the term Karma 

as the locus of the result of an operation of the agent. 

According to Goylcandra, pipaib tyajati and adityam pasyati 

are illustrations of Anipsita Karma. This is an entirely 

new idea of the grammarian. He gives a new interpretation 

on Sampradlna Baraka. He cites a few instances of secondary 

Sampradahakaraka in this connection,

(f) We have discussed the views of Durgadasa 

Vidyivigzsa and Hama Tarkavaglsa, the commentators on the 

Mugdhabodhk on klraka and Karta, Karma etc. in the previous 

sections on cases. Rama Tarkavagisa offers an exhaustive 

critical discussion on the meaning of karaka which is cer-

tainly worthnoting.

(g) The commentators on the Sarasvata grammar 

have no mark of originality to be noted. The Laghubhasya, a 

big commentary on the Sarasvata is a popular representation 

of Patanjali’ s views. The commentaries of Candrakirti aid 

Ramasrama are of very little importance for us in a critical 

study of karaka.

(h) Abhayanandi mainly presents the important 

views of the Paninian school in interpreting the terms
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karaka, Karta, Karma etc. He defines karaka as the condi
tion and the generator of an action. This shows that the 
commentator accepts the views of both Patanjali and the Vrtti- 
kara on karaka. He presents the important views of the Pani- 
nian school in his interpretations of the terms Kartai Karsna, 
Adhikarana etc,

(!) Hemacandra writes a short commentary on the 
_ * ^ /*. >■sutras of his Sahdanusasana, We have discussed the views 

presented by the grammarian in it. Vijayagani also writes a 
commentary on the ,‘Sabdanusasana. But, the commentator does 
not present any important view in it deserving mention in 
our thesis.

(j) Padmanabha writes a short.commentary on the 

sutras of his Supadma. We have discussed the views offered 
by the grammarian in it in different sections of our thesis.

(k) Yisnumisra critically interprets the sutras 
of Padmanabha and also the said views. Visnumisra is a scho-

o «

lar and a critical thinker. But, his interpretations do not 

bear the stamp of original thinking.
(l) Jfvagoswimf also writes a commentary on his 

Harinamamrta. We have critically examined some of the impor- 
tant views offered by him in it^.in^appropriate contexts.

(m) Purusottama Vidyavigfsa appropriately 
explains his views on karaka and the different cases in his
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Prayogartnamila. The grammarian follows the Paninian tradi-

tion in many of his interpretations.

A review of the views of the commentators of the 

non-Paninian schools shows that they are more or less influe-

nced by the author of the MaKabhisya, the author of the 

VakyaPadTya, Jinendrabuddhi and Helira^a. We have already 

shown the influence of Bhavinanda Siddhantavaglsa upon Susena.

15,(a) We have not discussed all the views of the 

NySya school from the ancient time to the most modern period 

in our thesis. We have discussed only those views which are 

presented by the author of the Kgrakacakra, the author of the 

SiramanjarT, the author of the Sabdasaktiprakasllka and the 

author of the Iftrutpattivada. The reason for this is that 

these views are constantly referred to by the grammarians 

in general, Moreover, many of these views are more scienti-

fic than the earlier views. We have shown the gradual evolu-

tion of the views which we have discussed in this thesis. 

These views have a great influence upon modern grammarians.
s

They are complelled to reshape the concepts of cases so that 

they become easily acceptable to critical thinkers.

The logicians whom we have referred to above offer 

exhaustive critical discussions on different karakas in 

order to clarify the concept of them. Their discussions 

greatly help us to understand the meaning of Karmakaraka
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appropriately. They have also some important contributions 

to the concept of Karana and Adhikarana. The definition of
i «

Karana as accepted by the grammatical schools is not appli-

cable to the term atm a in the sentence atm ana Tahiti. There-

fore, the third definition of JagadTsa is essentially nece-

ssary for us. The Naiylyikas present some new ideas on Adhi- 

karanakaraka.

We have discussed above of the influence of Bhavi- 

nanda Siddhantavagisa, Jayakrsna etc. on the grammarians. But, 

these philosophers are also not entirely free from the influe-

nce of the grammarians. They accept the views of the Kasika" 

school on Sampradanakiraka, They also rigidly follow Bhartr- 

harl in defining Apadanakaraka. This shows that the concepts 

of different cases have developed through mutual give and 

take between the logicians and the grammarian.

(b) We have not discussed all the views of the 

Mimantsa school on the topic of karaka. We have discussed the 

views of only Gaga Bhatta, the celebrated author of the Bhatta-
o *  • •

cintamani because, his views alone are important for us for 

the present study on karakas, Gaga Bhatta devotes a chapter 

of his work exclusively on karakas. The philosopher accepts 

some Important views of the grammatical school and the logical 

school on karakas.
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In fine, we come to the conclusion that we should 

open our eyes and take into consideration all the views of 

different authoritative works dealing with cases for a com-

prehensive view of cases in general. I f we confine our selves 

to a part of the different grammatical and philosophical 

schools, we shall, attain a limited idea of. cases but we shall 

fail to trace the development of the concept of different 

cases. For instance, we do not attain appropriate ideas of 

the development of the concepts of Karmaklraka and Adhikara- 

nakara unless we study the views of the new logicians.
B />
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